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Letter from the Editor

Welcome to the twentieth issue of the Journal of Art Crime! We’re beginning to focus on thematic 
issues, and this one comes out just in time to reflect on the 20th anniversary of the Washington 
Principles on what to do about Nazi-looted art claims. Suffice it to say that reception on the subject 
has been mixed, with most scholars considering the Principles to be well-meaning but inadequate, 
and with only politicos applauding their efforts, but with no real, legal benefit emerging to help 
victims. But this is a lively debate, and we are pleased to be engaged in it. The thematic focus of 
this issue covers roughly one-third of the material featured, so the rest of the issue is as varied as 
you have come to expect. We likewise feature a Young Scholar’s work and are also integrating a 
new section.

ARCA is launching a book publishing wing, with plans to release 4-5 books each year, 
beginning in 2019. The books will, of course, be academic or trade non-fiction works on art crime, 
of the sort we have already published ourselves (The Thefts of the Mona Lisa, 2011) or published 
through established publishing houses (Art & Crime: Exploring the Dark Side of the Art World, 
Praeger 2009, and Art Crime: Terrorists, Tomb Raiders, Forgers and Thieves, Palgrave 2016). The 
first batch of books will include: Transnational Crime and the Illicit Art and Antiquities Trade by 
Edgar Tijhuis, The Caravaggio Diaries by Father Marius Zerafa, How To Steal from the Louvre by 
Noah Charney, Cultural Diplomacy in Italy for the Return of Cultural Heritage in Exile by Stefano 
Alessandrini and Context Matters by David Gill.

We are also planning to launch a Kickstarter campaign to raise funds for scholarships for 
participants interested in our Postgraduate Professional Development Program in Art Crime 
and Cultural Heritage Protection. We hope that you’ll keep an eye out for it and consider telling 
potentially interested colleagues about it, to support a good cause. As always, thank you for your 
support and happy reading!

Noah Charney
Founder, ARCA
Co-Editor-in-Chief, The Journal of Art Crime
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The Impact of Human Error: How it Places Under Scrutiny the International 
Art Market and Disrupts the Natural Pace of Academic Scholarship: An 
Exercise in Provenance Research

Angelina Giovani

Abstract

The purpose of this research is to illustrate, through a multifaceted case study, the importance 
that a group of missing paintings can have when viewed from both an academic perspective 
as well as from a socio-economical, art market angle. By trying to identify and trace 24 
paintings by British artists which form part of a post-WWII claim, I will undertake to place 

them both within the historical context of the scholarship they occupy, as well as explore what their 
unprovenanced circulation means for the art market. The list itself is merely a means to illustrate the 
various obstacles that come up when conducting research of this type, as many years to come will 
need to be allocated to researching this case. Nevertheless, it is important to note and understand that 
no matter the size or the value of the work, each single piece occupies a unique place in the history of 
art. Our focus on researching larger, more famous and more valuable works of art is bound to have a 
permanent effect on the discipline of art history as a whole. The second goal was to bring attention to 
the issue of provenance research as a whole. How do International Art Fairs and Exhibitions address 
the issue of provenance? This is a small reminder that whatever measures we have taken so far are 
simply not enough. The objects appearing at fairs are among the most exquisite in the world. For most 
of us it is probably the only chance we will get to stand in front of famous and rare artworks that are 
part of private collections are rarely displayed publicly. While the search for the British paintings 
continues, we have to contribute to the creation of a culture of transparency and collaboration between 
the academic world and the art market which so far seem to inhabit very separate places in modern 
history.

Keywords: Wildenstein, Roger Dequoy, Nazi-looted art, U-boats, ERR, Second World War, art fairs.
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“Amid the destruction left by WWII, mere possessions, 
even valuable paintings, meant relatively little. Millions were 
dead; millions more were displaced and scattered to the winds 
as refugees and stateless people, including many of his own 
family members. Europe lay in ruins, its cities damaged or 
destroyed, its communications and transportation networks in 
chaos, many of its people starving. In the midst of all that, a 
few pretty canvases were perhaps insignificant.”
      
-Simon Goodman, The Orpheus Clock

There are no ways to assess with precision the cultural losses 
of a war. It is easier to account for the lost lives, for the 
sunken ships and U-boats and the destroyed buildings. But 
there is still no way of definitively assessing plunder. We 
can make estimates, guesses, create lists, but whatever we 
come up with will always be a few objects short of the truth. 
Unfortunately, this truth is part of information and data that 
has been irrevocably lost. During the Second World War a 
staggering number of around 15 million objects, is thought 
to have been displaced, destroyed, misappropriated, seized 
and/or confiscated.1 It would be even harder to evaluate what 
percentage of the world’s art is included in these numbers and 
what exactly is the ratio between the different types, such as 
paintings, sculptures, tapestries, works on paper, decorative 
arts, Judaica, books, etc. We have made considerate progress 
as far as documenting plunder is concerned and the mapping 
of its roots with the help of the Einsatzastab Reichsleiter 
Rosenberg (ERR) database,2 the Munich Central Collecting 
Point (MCCP) database,3 the Beschlagnahmeinventar 
“Entartete Kunst,”4 lostart.de, etc. 

Over seventy years after the war ended, we are still a very 
long way from bringing order into matters of restitution, and 
very small steps have been taken into the field of provenance 
research. News of objects being claimed, found, restituted 
or heading towards litigation and court appear in the news 
almost weekly, but unfortunately in most cases they only 
serve as a reminder of how unequipped we still are to deal 
with these issues. This is proven by the staggering amount 
of time it takes to settle and resolve these cases. In a recent 
interview I conducted with Simon Goodman, the heir of a 
famous collecting family from the previous century – the 
Gutmann family in Dresden, Germany – I inquired about his 

1 Masurovsky, Marc,  The Illusion of Numbers, “Plundered-art.
blogspot (http://plundered-art.blogspot.co.uk/2015/04/the-illusion-of-num-
bers.html, April 2015).
2 Einsatzastab Reichsleiter Rosenberg: (errproject.org)
3 Munich Central Collecting Point: (http://www.dhm.de/datenbank/
ccp/dhm_ccp.php?seite=9&lang=en), 2009.
4 Freie Universität, Berlin, Beschlagnahmeinventar “Entartete 
Kunst”: http://emuseum.campus.fu-berlin.de/eMuseumPlus?service=Exter-
nalInterface&lang=en

process of research and tried to compare his experience with 
his restitution battle to that of his father’s, who had started 
looking for his family’s collection right after the war.5 There 
seemed to be an agreement that involving lawyers from the 
very early stages of the restitution process made it extremely 
expensive and therefore discouraging to pursue. The instances 
where people can do their own research and get results are few 
and Simon’s success in recovering some of his family’s lost 
property, in not the norm. Not everyone can afford the process 
and outsourcing it to a third party can be just as challenging. 
Every case is different to the previous one and therefore 
requires a different approach.

The purpose of this research is to illustrate, through 
a multifaceted case study, the importance that a group of 
missing paintings can have when viewed from both an 
academic perspective as well as from a socio-economical, art 
market angle. By trying to identify and trace 24 paintings by 
British artists which form part of a post-WWII claim, I will 
undertake to place them both within the historical context 
of the scholarship they occupy, as well as explore what their 
unprovenanced circulation means for the art market.

In late 1939, the Wildenstein Gallery in London started 
putting together a travelling exhibition that was supposed 
to tour the French Provinces. The exhibition began at the 
Musée des Beaux-Arts de Tours and was to then head to 
Nantes, Rennes and Rouen, and possibly other locations as 
well. A letter dating from February 6th, 1940, written by a 
Wildenstein employee named W. E. S. Curteis, was sent to 
the British artist Jason Bolivar Manson, informing him of the 
itinerary and purpose of the exhibition.6 There is not much 
information available on Curteis, other than he is mentioned 
in a 1956 document in relation to the Nationwide Group 
Formed to Aid International art exchange at MoMA. Mrs. 
John D. Rockefeller, 3rd was the president of the organization, 
officially called the International Council at The Museum of 
Modern Art. Willian E. S. Curtis was the Executive Secretary 
of this council and is said to have previously served with 
the British Broadcasting Corporation in London as well as 
the British Embassy and American Embassy in Paris. The 
Wildenstein Institute in Paris claims that they have no records 
of the now closed Wildenstein Gallery in London and have no 
information on their previous employees, not even as much 
as the names of the names of the personnel. While this might 
seem like a minor detail, having the full and correct names 
of the individuals involved in the exhibition helps plan the 
research. It helps establish the connections and relations within 
the art market and helps place the events into a social context. 
Establishing a pattern of communication and behaviours 

5  Giovani, Angelina., “Interview with Simon Goodman, author of 
The Orpheus Clock, August 25, 2015. http://plundered-art.blogspot.gr
6  Correspondence held at the Tate Archives, file nr: 806.1.560
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between participants of the market is essential to the process 
of provenance research (and due diligence) were the line of 
ownership is what is needed to recount the entire story. 

The same document also reveals that the exhibition was 
being organized by the Gazette des Beaux-Arts, which was 
founded by Édouard Houssaye in 1859 and bought by the 
Wildenstein family in 1928.7 All editions of the newspaper, 
from its earliest editions, until it ceased publication in 2002, 
are available online, but unfortunately the issues from Spring 
1940 are missing. It is not clear whether the Gazette was not 
published during this time or the issues have not survived, but 
it is defi nitely a setback in the research since it is certain the 
missing issues would provide additional information about 
the exhibition and the people involved. For instance, Curteis’ 
letter states that Wildenstein wanted one of Bolivar’s works for 
the British section of the exhibition. Does this imply that the 
travelling exhibition would have been international in scope, 
and that artists from other countries were also to participate? 
This raises further questions, because coming up with a list 
of international artists represented by Wildenstein, who were 
not British nor French, is a diffi cult task since this aspect of 
their dealings has neither been researched nor discussed in 
academic writings on the matter. 

There was an apparent charitable intent to the exhibition, 
which was to give 20 percent of the proceeds to the “Relief 
Fund for French Artists.” Another 20 percent would go 
towards other expenses for the exhibition, including shipping 
and packaging. And fi nally, according to the provided 
timeline, the paintings needed to be at the Wildenstein Gallery 
by February 20th at the latest, with a view to then travel to 
France for a period of more than six months. The exhibition 
was to open in Tours in early March, and while no information 
has resurfaced so far regarding the duration of the exhibition 
in every location of the tour, we have to consider the events 
that were to take place in the following months and the 
developments of the war.

No one had imagined that France would fall so easily, 
so when the armistice was signed with Germany on June 
22, 1940 it came as a surprise. A haunting description by 
Simone de Beauvoir calls the time between the departure of 
French troops and the arrival of the Germans as the “no man’s 
land.” “No man’s land would be a good description of the 
whole summer of 1940 for many French people. […] French 
civilians ran away from their homes because they believed that 
the German advance might still be halted somewhere to the 
south or west.”8 This was not only applicable to those living 

7  Gallica, Bibliothèque numberique,: Gazette des Beaux Arts. 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb343486585/date.langEN 
8   Vinen, Richard, “The Unfree French: Life Under Occupation,” 
(London: Penguin Books, 2007) pg. 16 

in the provinces. Paris had also become a “no man’s land.” 
The Gestapo took over the centre of Paris, turning the Hôtel 
Majestic into their headquarters, and using the Ministry of the 
Interior as Gestapo offi ces.9 All these central areas, were now 
limited access to the Parisians, unless they obtained special 
passes.  All these central areas were now of limited access 
to the Parisians, unless they obtained special passes. No one 
could have predicted this turn of events, or that the main 
concerns of French citizens was survival and shortage of food10

- even less so people in charge of organising international 
exhibitions. One can’t help but wonder if the plans for the 
exhibition would have still been carried out if there had been 
any suspicion of France’s early capitulation.

Information on how the paintings travelled to France 
is yet to surface, so we do not know whether it was by air 
or sea. It also prompts the question of whether the paintings 
went straight to Tours or spent any amount of time in Paris. 
There were not many travelling exhibitions of this kind being 
arranged at this time in Europe. The only other offi cial notable 
event taking place in Paris during the Spring of 1940 was the 
Paris Salon exhibition, for which the export licenses exist. It is 
unlikely that any of the pictures in the Wildenstein exhibition 
were grouped with the Salon shipment, since the timeframe 
for the exhibitions does not match. 

It is beyond doubt that the pictures arrived at Tours, and 
there is also strong evidence to suggest that they never left 
for their next destination, either Nantes or Rouen. There isn’t 
much substantial information about the activity at the museum 
during the time the paintings were there, but we do know that 
Tours was heavily bombed and that upon their arrival in the 
city, the Germans set offi ce inside the Museum itself. In order 
to salvage part of the collection and hide it from the Germans, 
the Museum staff started hiding crates of paintings in the 
caves underneath the Museum or sending them to castles in 
other provinces. From what I have pieced together through 
literature and during my own trip at Tours, it appears that the 
curator at the time, Mr. Horace Hennion, would have been a 
central fi gure in telling us the story of the paintings between 
1940 and 1942. When he retired from his post at the museum, 
Hennion took with him, along with his personal notes, a 
number of museum documents, depriving us of a recantation 
of the events that took place in those crucial years. Despite 
having a family and numerous descendants, Hennion decided 
to leave this material to the Institut Pasteur in Paris, a biology 
institute virtually irrelevant to his life’s work. Whether this 
was due to a personal connection or was donated with the 
intention that the institute could at some point generate some 

9  Vinen, Richard, “The Unfree French: Life Under Occupation,” 
(London: Penguin Books, 2007) pg. 111
10  Smith, Meredith, “The Civilian Experience in German Occupied 
France, 1940-1944,” Connecticut College, 2010.
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profit out of it, still remains to be established. There was an 
auction in 2005 called “Collection Hennion,”11  but it is not 
certain whether this information was amongst the material 
sold.

What initially prompted this research was a document 
filed at the end of the war by the French art dealer called Roger 
Dequoy, who filed a claim in 1945 for 24 paintings confiscated 
by the Nazis12 (see Image 1). Below is the translated and 
transcribed document from the French original:

In March 1940, Mr. Wildenstein brought from France 
24 paintings by British contemporary artists. These 
paintings were to be part of a travelling exhibition 
in France. In September 1942, the Germans 
discovered these paintings in the Museum of Tours 
and brought them to Paris, at the packaging house 
Robinot, at Nr.86 on Boulevard Garibaldi. This 
house has notified us via telephone on September 
9th, 1942 that the German many requisitioned the 
paintings and proceeded in the immediate seizure 
of the works, declaring them as goods belonging 
to Jews and enemies. Below there is a list of the 
paintings along with their accompanying prices. 
Unfortunately, we have no images of the works.”

V. Bell - Nature Morte
Odgkins - Ferme
Le Bas - Fleurs d’automne
Manson - Zinnias
Passmore - Jardin au printemps
Rogers - Paysage du Suffolk
Spanier - Chênes
Walker - Robe Mauve
Goldstream - Dieppe
V. Bell - Varengeville
Duncan Grants - Pont à Bridgford
Duncan Grants - Mrs. Langford
Matthew Smith - Repos
Wilson Steer - Le miroir
Graham Bell - Brunswick Square
Augustus John - Petite canal
Lawrence Gowing - Le couvert
Anthony Devas - Port de Marie
Allan Gwyenne - Village de Littlebeck
Nash - Petit Canal
Richford - Estuaire de Medway
Sickert - Ailles Blanches
Spencer - Mari et femme

11  La Gazette Drouot, “http://www.gazette-drouot.com/static/
resultat_vente_encheres/enchere.html?id=b67lsk6hjx1s0wduikquirofa-
vxwtkxm83y2bxovc2u7klf24kw5ajlm,” Paris, 2005
12  Postwar claim drafted and submitted by Roger Dequoy on behalf 
of Wildenstein.

Wadsworth - Vespertino

The above list is a literal translation of the French original 
version and has not been edited to correct names and/or titles 
that have been misspelled because, as we will see below, 
these elements play an important role in the methodological 
process. Dequoy’s document is very general and not a helpful 
starting point since there is no reference to actual names and 
individuals. There is no reference as to who was in charge 
at Tours at the point in time when the paintings were taken, 
nor whether he knew and failed to mention the name of the 
individual who called from Maison Robinot to deliver the 
information of the painting’s confiscation. 

Maison Robinot & Freres were very famous among 
museums, dealers, galleries, etc. for making packaging and 
shipment arrangements. They were regularly publicized 
in exhibition catalogues held by the Paris Salon. It is hard 
to understand their function and operations in the years 
of occupation, during which they remained open, raising 
questions about whether they were collaborators. Their name 
comes up as intake or transfer place for other works of art, so 
the above is not an isolated instance.

We need to determine why the German Navy would take 
those paintings. In the context of the events as we have come 
to know them, there are no references to navy officials actively 
being involved in seizing or removing objects of art, as that 
task was carried out by the Gestapo. They were in charge of 
confiscating and seizing from Jewish and other persecuted 
families. They then sorted through the material that went to 
the ERR, based primarily at the Jeu de Paume, and from there 
the objects left to other destinations. Therefore, when faced 
with the above information, the next step would be to identify 
the WWII French naval bases and their military personnel, 
map the movements of the U-boats, and determine whether 
there could have been a subsection of the marines dedicated 
to plunder. Various sources in recent years have indicated that 
in some cases, submarines may have brought degenerate art to 
be sold in the States in order to finance the war. But is there 
enough reason to suspect that these works would have ended 
up in a U-boat?

There were six U-boat bases in France between 1940 
and 1944: Lorient, Toulon, Brest, Saint Nazaire, Bordeaux 
and La Rochelle.13 While these centers were all active during 
the war and mainly served as service points, they were at one 
point or another occupied by the Nazis. The patrol schedules 
for the U-boats was regulated and as it happens there were 
no two U-boats patrolling at the same time. Looking at the 
schedule of operations of the officials in these bases, based 

13  McNab Chris, “Order of Battle: German Kriegsmarine in WWII” 
(London: Amber Books Ltd, 2009) pg. 101
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on their rank, the duties they had to carry out and the specifi c 
point in time we are looking at, it is possible to narrow down 
the activity of September 1942, to one base: La Rochelle.14

Dequoy’s letter clearly states that specifi cally on September 
9th, the German Navy requisitioned the paintings. La Rochelle 
was the most important base in 1942, and the 3rd Flotilla was 
based there. On August 1st, 1942 Richard Zapp became its fi fth 
and fi nal commander, forming the Marine-Regiment Zapp, 
which assisted with the ground fi ghting against the Allies.15

Could we then assume that whoever took the paintings from 
Paris would have done so under orders coming from Zapp or 
someone else at La Rochelle?

Unfortunately, it is rather diffi cult to assess Zapp’s next 
movements since we cannot know for certain if Zapp would 
have put the paintings in a U-boat, taken them for himself or 
simply handed them over to someone else. Did the paintings 
decorate the offi ces in La Rochelle? If that was the case, 
were they packed along with other personal belongings of the 
navy offi cials and taken back to Germany at the end of their 
term? Are there documents or lists inventorying the objects 
and assets that were brought back by these offi cials? The 24 
paintings from Dequoy’s letter do not appear in any of the 
documents inspected up to this phase of the research. Other 
material and transactions also went undocumented during 
this time, therefore this is not the only case of this sort. 
Prominent Nazi-affi liated dealers including Karl Haberstock, 
Alois Miedel, the now-notorious Hildebrand Gurlitt and many 
others. They all made deals for themselves, which they neither 
documented nor reported. This is how some these characters 
ended up with their own private collections after the war.16 

Are we to deduct from Curteis’ letter to Manson that if 
the British paintings only form part of the exhibition then the 
scope of the exhibition was international? If so, did Dequoy 
submit a separate list for other paintings? If all the paintings 
were at Tours at the same time, and reason dictates that that 
would have been the case if they were to be part of the same 
exhibition, why isn’t Dequoy claiming other paintings as 
well? Either the other paintings were not taken, or they did not 
make it all the way to Paris. So, is Dequoy’s list intentionally 
incomplete or just poorly drafted?

Roger Dequoy, a French art dealer, had worked with 
Wildenstein for some time before the war and continued to 
work for him even after.17 He worked for both the Wildenstein 
Galleries in London and Paris and even assisted George 

14  Ibid., pg. 103
15  McNab Chris, “Order of Battle: German Kriegsmarine in WWII” 
(London: Amber Books Ltd, 2009) pg. 152
16  Goodman, Simon., “The Orpheus Clock,” (London: Scribe, 
2015), pg. 279.
17  Petropoulos Jonathan, “The Faustian Bargain: The Art World in 
Nazi Germany” (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000) pg. 95.

Wildenstein when he opened his third gallery in New York. 
There has been great contradiction over what was going on 
at the Wildenstein Gallery in Paris during the time of the 
occupation. George Wildenstein, who had been in charge of 
the Gallery affairs until 1941, felt the imminent threat of the 
war, and decided to emigrate along with his family to New 
York.18 The Paris gallery at Rue de la Boétie remained open 
and under the direction of Roger Dequoy. There are two sides 
to the story of what was going on at the Wildenstein premises 
during the war. One version, as told by the Wildensteins, 
is that after the family left for New York, George had no 
communication with Roger Dequoy and as a result was 
unaware of his dealings and collaboration with the Nazis. This 
statement is contradicted by many records and events, the 
most obvious one probably being that Dequoy kept working 
for George Wildenstein after the war and that there seems to 
have been regular communication between the two during the 
war years.19 This was brought to light in the early 90’s when 
the journalist and writer Hector Feliciano published his book 
The Lost Museum: The Nazi Conspiracy to Steal the World’s 
Greatest Works of Art. Feliciano sheds light on many of the 
transactions that took place between dealers, auction houses 
and the Nazi offi cials. He describes how Dequoy aryanized 
the Wildesntein Gallery20 and notes that for more than six 
months the gallery premises at Rue de le Boétie were leased 
to the Nazis to use as a storage area. Nevertheless, soon after 
the release of the book, the Wildenstein family sued Feliciano, 
claiming that they were being wrongfully accused of being 
involved in Dequoy’s dealings with the Nazis and that 
Feliciano had no substantial proof to support his arguments.21

However, Feliciano’s argument was strongly documented with 
information and events that were confi rmed by third parties 
also involved in the Wildenstein-Dequoy dealings. Dequoy’s 
network of dealers and associates had grown in the years prior 
to World War II, and it became even more diverse once the war 
broke out. Dequoy is seen moving in networks of dealers who 
area actively doing business with Nazi offi cials and fulfi lling 
their art wishes by procuring them artworks, particularly old 
masters.Among them was Karl Haberstock, one of the leading 
Nazi dealers who had been working directly for Hitler since 
193622 and was heavily involved in the attack against modern 
art, helping supply the Fischer Sale in Lucerne in 1939 with 
degenerate art. Haberstock and Dequoy did business together 
in more than one occasion, but more notably, in a statement 
that Haberstock released during a police interrogation after the 
war, he claimed that he was present when George Wildenstein, 

18  Felicino Hector, “The Lost Museum: The Nazi Conspiracy to 
Steal the World’s Greatest Works of Art,” (US: Basic Books, 1998), pg. 83.
19  Ibid. 125.
20  Petropoulos Jonathan, “The Faustian Bargain: The Art World in 
Nazi Germany” (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000) pg. 86-87.
21  Yves, Stavridès, “Les Années de Guerre: Daniel Wildenstein Ra-
conte,” (‘L’Express: July,1999)
22 http://www.lootedart.com/MVI3RM469661_print;Y
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prior to leaving for the States, gave Dequoy complete freedom 
of action during his absence.23 Considering that Dequoy made 
numerous trips to the States, likely to supply more works 
of art for the New York Gallery, it is difficult to believe that 
Wildenstein was unaware of his affairs in Paris. Already by 
September 1941, and after having aryanized the Wildenstein 
collection, Roger Dequoy moved the premises of the Gallery 
to Rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré and changed the gallery’s 
name to “Dequoy and Company Gallery.” However, the art he 
was dealing in came from the Wildenstein gallery.24 During 
the war it was well-known that Dequoy had come very close 
to making one of the biggest art transactions with Goering 
which had been halted at the very last moment. Wildenstein 
himself did not return to Paris until after the war. When he 
did, he kept Dequoy under his employment for a few more 
years, after which Dequoy disappeared without a trace. His 
last known registered address was from July 1947 at 4 Rue 
Saint-Florentin, Paris (1er), a few meters away from the Jeu 
de Paume. His full name was Roger Dequoy Adolphe Dequoy, 
and he was married to Alice Marie Moll Dequoy who also 
appears to have been an art collector. On May 20th, 1948 Roger 
Louis Dequoy arrived in Brazil, while in transit to Argentina. 
The registration card completed by the authorities in Buenos 
Aires states that he was born to parents Emile and Adolphine, 
in Tours on October 3rd, 1893. Alice Marie Dequoy was born 
on January 23, 1891 in Mostaganem, Algeria to Frederic Moll 
and Geanne Leonard. She joined Roger a few months later, as 
her travel card states that she entered Brazil on July 27, 1948. 

No one seems to know what happened to the Dequoy’s after 
1948 – whether he continued being an art dealer in the post-
war period or not. The Lost Art Database mentions George 
Destrem as one of his collaborators during the war. He did 
not share Dequoy’s success during the war, due to the fact 
that Destrem owed great amounts of money to Haberstock 
and spent some time in interment.25 No serious investigation 
has been conducted into the figure of Roger Dequoy and a 
comprehensive profile on his pre-war affairs and connections 
still does not exists. As for the fact that he was born in 
Tours, where the travelling exhibition was supposed to open, 
raises the question of whether he was personally involved in 
organizing and mapping the exhibition. From an academic 
perspective, people like Dequoy are of primary importance 
as to how we recount the story of the art market, especially 
at times of conflict. Because of the nature of the business, 
people like Dequoy, who are unlikely to produce scholarship 
themselves, serve as disruptors in the existing scholarship. 

23  Felicino Hector, “The Lost Museum: The Nazi Conspiracy to 
Steal the World’s Greatest Works of Art,” (US: Basic Books, 1998), pg. 101.
24  Petropoulos Jonathan, “The Faustian Bargain: The Art World in 
Nazi Germany” (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000) pg. 87.
25  Destrem, George, Lost Art Database entry: http://www.lostart.de/
Content/051_ProvenienzRaubkunst/DE/Beteiligte/D/Destrem,%20Georges.
html?cms_lv2=5344&cms_lv3=27342

Every looted, misplaced, mis-catalogued work of art which 
falls out of public memory and consciousness becomes a 
shadow of the past which is gradually and consistently erased. 
I have noticed in my research that it is the smaller-scale 
dealers, the ones whose name does not attract much attention, 
who manage to create the most irreparable damages to the 
discipline of art history. If we were to compare Dequoy with 
Hildebrand Gurlitt, it would become immediately apparent 
that the more prominent the individual, the more likely it is for 
their crimes to be exposed. If Dequoy were to have hoarded 
his own collection of paintings and objects somewhere, we 
would be more inclined to invest time and resources into 
trying to allocate it. In Gregory Day’s article “Explaining the 
Art Market’s Thefts, Fakes and Forgeries”26 he addresses the 
relationship between art market, information and thievery. 
Although the article does not specifically address looting, 
sales under duress and other conditions of sale, it manages 
to emphasize the very relevant point that information comes 
at a price and one can very well chose to close one eye to 
the content when great sums of money are at stake, and this 
unfortunately may apply both to the buyer and the seller. 

The Paintings

All the artists mentioned in Dequoy’s list are either British 
or have produced the majority of their work in England. 
Most of them, as we will discuss below, have either worked 
together, belonged to the same artistic circles, or helped 
form different schools of thought. It is important to group 
these artists together when carrying out the research, mainly 
because the result is more comprehensive but also because it 
facilities the process of building the individual figures into an 
interconnected network. 

The most influential and most well-known group, 
of which Vanessa Bell and Duncan Grant were founding 
members, was the Bloomsbury Group, which was created in 
London in the first part of the 20th century.27 The group was 
multifaceted and had as members distinguished personalities 
from other fields such literature, aesthetics, politics, criticism, 
etc.28 Our list names two paintings by Duncan Grant and 
another two by Vanessa Bell, and each these pictures presents a 
separate problem in its own right. The first of Bell’s paintings, 
Nature Morte, has so far proven impossible to identify. Bell 
painted a great number of still lives during her life, many of 
which could fit the time frame of this particular piece. If the 
title was accompanied by a description, it would probably give 

26  Day, Gregory, Explaining the Art Market’s Thefts, Frauds, and 
Forgeries (And Why the Art Market Does Not Seem to Care),in Vanderbilt 
Journal of Entertainment & Technology Law (Oklahoma State University, 
2013): http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2322421.
27  Tate Britain Archives: Bloomsbury Group Profiles: http://www2.
tate.org.uk/archivejourneys/bloomsburyhtml/group.htm
28   Ibid.
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us better chances of being able to fi nd it. There are more than 
a few dozen paintings of the same subject matter and title that 
appear to have been scattered around the world, belonging to 
various institutions and private collections, for which there 
is barely any information of either exhibition or ownership 
history. The other painting attributed to Vanessa Bell appears 
to be even more challenging, since after a close consultation 
of the various exhibition catalogues and catalogue raisonné 
it seems that Bell never produced a painting with the title 
Varengeville, nor any other works depicting the scenery 
at Varengeville. Looking into other possible artists who 
had previously visited and depicted Varengeville and were 
contemporaneous and familiar with Vanessa Bell, the artist 
Keith Baynes emerges as a possible option. It is likely that 
the painting was either not signed and Dequoy mistook it for 
a work by Vanessa Bell, or the painting was indeed signed 
but enough time had passed since Dequoy had last seen it, 
for him not to remember it. Nevertheless, Keith Baynes did 
paint a painting called Varengeville-sur-Mer, depicting a 
rocky coastal scene. Varengeville, which was near Dieppe 
was often frequented by artists, Monet being one of the artists 
who created a number of paintings inspired by the area. The 
Varengeville painting is now at the Hollytrees Museum, part of 
the Victor Batte-Lay Trust in Colchester.29 Whether this could 
be the same work as the one in Dequoy’s list and the painting 
somehow found its way back home, remains a speculation.

The works by Duncan Grant have also proven to 
be problematic, for different reasons. The fi rst one, Pont 
à Bridgford, yields no results whatsoever. Again, either 
Dequoy’s attribution is incorrect, or he has misspelled part 
or all of the title. Could it have been “pond” instead of 
“pont,” which would translate to “bridge”? Was it maybe not 
Bridgford, but some other location, since in the entire body 
of work that Grant has produced not a single work is found 
whose title includes or even resembles Bridgford? 

The other painting on the list, that of Mrs. Langford, is 
also surrounded by a veil of uncertainty, not due to the fact 
that it can’t be located, but instead because two versions exist. 
The fact that there are two versions to this painting came to 
light upon consultation of the Leggatt archive, in a publication 
by Richard Shone and Ian G. Lumsden, “Sargent to Freud: 
Modern British paintings and drawings in the Beaverbrook 
Collection.” Apparently, Grant painted two versions of Mrs. 
Langford, both around 1930. Both pictures were exhibited at 
the Cooling Gallery of London Artists Association from June 
10th - July 4th, 1931 and were offered for the same price of 
100 guineas. The portrait of Mrs. Langford (No.1) was bought 
by one of the most prominent contemporary art collectors of 

29  Cunningham, Cassandra, Keith Baynes, Varengeville, Vic-
tor Bette-Lay Foundation: http://www.vblfcollection.org.uk/keith-baynes-
1887-1977-varengeville/

the time, Michael Sadler.30 It is not stated who bought the 
other version. The fi rst portrait sold to Sadler appears to be the 
version in the Beaverbrook Gallery in Canada. We don’t know 
the exact dates, but at some point between 1931 and 1954 
Michael Sadler sold the painting through Leicester Galleries 
in London, which then sold the painting to Lord Beaverbrook 
in 1954, for £157.10, who then passed the painting to the 
Second Beaverbrook Foundation, before it eventually ended 
up at the Beaverbrook Art Gallery.31 

Lord Beaverbrook, born Max Aitken, was a multifaceted 
personally who became rich at a very early age and was 
notably involved in the newspaper business.32 He later moved 
to the UK, where he became involved in politics, thanks to 
his great wealth and to his connection to Churchill. He served 
as Minister of Aircraft Production in 1940, and in 1941 was 
appointed Lord Privy Seal, serving until 1945.33 He spent the 
later years of his life running very popular newspapers like the 
Sunday Express and the London Evening Standard. Could it 
be that the Mrs. Langford that appears in our list is the same 
as the one in the Beaverbrook collection? Unfortunately, all 
inquiries to the gallery have gone unanswered, making it 
diffi cult to collect the full provenance of the work.

Did Leicester Galleries ever own the work after having had it 
on consignment? Could it be that they acquired both versions 
of the work? After the exhibition in 1931, Agnews and Sons, 
one of London’s most popular art dealers, became the offi cial 
dealers of Duncan Grant,34 and considering the artist-dealer 
relationships at the time, and considering the artist-dealer 
relationships at the time, the dealer had almost absolute 
freedom as to how and where to market the works. Which of 
the two versions did Lord Beaverbrook acquire, and where is 
the other one?

The next work that is also of great interest is one by Dame 
Ethel Walker, listed as La Robe Mauve, but known as The 
Purple Dress in previous exhibitions. There are no reproduced 
pictures of this painting in exhibition catalogues or other art 
books, but for in a microfi che at the British Library35 and an 
image fi le at the Witt Library. Dame Ethel Walker painted the 
image in 1930 and it measures 27 x 35 inches. The microfi che 
had all the material presented at the Tate Gallery and Arts 

30  Shone, Richard and Ian G. Lumsden, Sargent to Freud: Modern 
British paintings and drawings in the Beaverbrook Collection, (Canada: Bea-
verbrook Art Gallery,1998), pg. 42.
31  Ibid.
32  The Beaverbrook Foundation, William Maxwell ‘Max’ Aitken, 
First Baron Beaverbrook Bt, PC: http://www.beaverbrookfoundation.org/
lord-beaverbrook.php
33  Ibid.
34  Shone, Richard and Ian G. Lumsden, Sargent to Freud: Modern 
British paintings and drawings in the Beaverbrook Collection, (Canada: Bea-
verbrook Art Gallery,1998), pg. 40.
35  Index. nr 5  
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Council for a memorial exhibition, which took place between 
May 7th and June 15th, 195236  Under the picture, it is stated 
that the work had been loaned by Marian Kratochwil. Another 
exhibition catalogue held at the National Art Library, at the 
Victoria and Albert Museum, also makes reference to the 
work. Alex. Reid & Lefevre, Ltd. (The Lefevre Galleries) 
organized an exhibition called: ‘Recent Paintings by Ethel 
Walker, held between October 9th and October 31st, 1942. 
Listed number 23 in the catalogue is the Mauve Dress.37 This 
complicates the story we are trying to reconstruct. It is next 
to impossible for the painting to be the same as the one in 
Dequoy’s list. There is no explanation as to why the German 
navy might have confiscated the painting in Paris and for it to 
the appear in London that same year. That leaves us again with 
two plausible scenarios. The first one, again, the work might 
be misattributed or mis-titled, or The Mauve Dress never 
actually left the United Kingdom. Marian Kratochwil, listed 
as the owner of the work in 1952 had inherited a few paintings 
by Ethel Walker. Ethel took him under her wing shortly after 
they met, and from a very early point in their relationship she 
would sporadically give him paintings of her own to sell. This 
way Marian could focus on his own work without worrying 
about having to paint to earn a living. After Ethel’s death, 
Marian, with whom it appears she had developed a romantic 
relationship, would inherit a good part of her estate.38 There is 
no evidence as to whether Marian himself submitted this work 
for the French exhibition, and if so, if he ever inquired about 
its whereabouts after the war. At some point, his own career 
picked up as well, and he did not have to rely purely on selling 
Ethel’s works. After his passing in 1997, his correspondence 
and notes were given to the Courtauld Institute. It remains 
unclear what happened to the rest of his estate. In an attempt 
to trace descendants of Marian Kratowchil and find out more 
about his estate it transpired that he had been close friends 
with the distinguished polish pianist, Marek Zebrowski, who 
Kindly replied to the inquiry about the Mauve Dress stating 
that he unfortunately had never heard of this particular 
painting, nor is he aware of Marian ever compiling a full list 
of the works that Ethel Walker left him.

 
It might be that Dame Ethel Walker herself submitted 

another of her works to the exhibition, one of a similar 
description, and maybe gave up on the hopes of ever getting it 
back. And if the Robe Mauve that Marian owned is the same 
as the one on our list, how did the work come back and when? 
How would that have been possible?

Lawrence Gowing, born in 1881, painted a large number 
of paintings during his life, mainly landscapes, pastoral scenes 

36  Ibid.
37  Index. nr. 6
38  Hall, Douglas, Art in Exile: Polish Painters in Post-War Britain, 
(Sansom & Company Ltd, 2008), pgs. 122-124.

and a few portraits. He made important contributions to art 
history by producing various text, most notably on Vermeer.39 
There are a few references to this work, which have come 
up on various sources. One of them in a book by Kristine 
Stiles and Carole Schneemann, Correspondence Course: An 
Epistolary History of Carolee Schneemann and Her Circle, 
where the painting Laying of the Table is compared to a work 
by Matisse in style40 (see Image 2). In 1983, the Serpentine 
Gallery held a retrospective exhibition of Lawrence Gowing’s 
work, where the work’s location is listed as unknown. The 
entry is accompanied by a small black and white image of 
the missing work, which will serve as reference for the next 
stages of discovery.

The research on Frances Hodgkins has also been 
unsuccessful for the opposite reasons – because Hodgkins 
painted a vast number of farm scenes, and basing the research 
on the title alone, is next to hopeless. Most of the farm scenes 
that one comes across are part of private collections, mainly in 
the UK or New Zealand, and any other informations regarding 
acquisitions or exhibition history is restricted.41 

Contrarily to the above, one painting from the list was 
easier to locate and that has been actively changing hands in 
the market, Petit Canal by Augustus John.  Looking for the 
painting using the French version of the title did not yield 
results, but once translated into English, The Little Canal 
started appearing listed amongst auction results. The little 
picture, which measures 46 x 55 cm, first came in the market 
at a Sotheby’s sale in London in 2006, at the “20th Century 
British Art” sale, but the lot was not sold.42 The description 
under the work said: “The canvas is original. There are 
artist’s pinholes on all four corners. There is some slight 
frame abrasion to the left edge. Ultraviolet light reveals no 
evidence of retouching. Held in decorative frame.”43 The last 
listed owner of the painting is Arthur Tooth & Sons. he last 
listed owner of the painting, as listed in the lot’s provenance, 
is Arthur Tooth & Sons. All those familiar with the history of 
the famous London based dealership would probably find this 
odd. Tooth and Sons went of business sometime in the 1970s 
and therefore it is highly unlikely for them to be last owners 
for the work. This is a revealing detail which points out a gap 
in the provenance. The reference to Arthur Tooth & Sons in 
the provenance is almost certainly due to label on the back of 

39  Artist Biography: Sir Lawrence Gowing. http://www.tate.org.uk/
art/artists/sir-lawrence- gowing-1197 
40  Stiles, Kristine and Carolee Schneemann, Correspondence 
Course: An Epistolary History of Carolee Schneemann and Her Circle, 
(Duke University Press, 2010), pg. 
41  Howell, R. Arthur, ‘Frances Hodgkins,” (Rockliff, 1951), pg. 12
42  Sotheby’s 20th Century British Art, London, December 11, 2006. 
http://www.sothebys.com/es/ auctions/ecatalogue/lot.pdf.L06143.html/f/45/
L06143-45.pdf 
43  Ibid.
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the work. The second time The Little Canal came under the 
hammer again was on June 7th, 2007 in Olympia, where it was 
sold for the humble price of £12,000.44 Its buyers happened to 
be very distinguished people and celebrated scientists in the 
fi eld of microbiology. The painting stayed with them for the 
next 7 years and in May 28th, 2014 it was back on the market, 
this time at Bonham’s at their “Modern British and Irish Art” 
sale. The sold for 12,500.45 

All the evidence seems to lead to the conclusion that 
ultimately this is the work on Dequoy’s list. When the work 
was catalogued for auction it was with the help of one of the 
artist’s descendants. Whether the family is unaware of the 
work’s status or not, is not public knowledge. Could it be that 
Arthur Tooth & Sons had purchased the work from the artist, 
and then loaned it to the exhibition? Who owns The Little 
Canal? Until we answer all the relevant questions about the 
ownership history of the work, the painting will continue to be 
transacted in good faith, all the while having a tainted history.

This brings us to an interesting point of discussion on 
the art market’s attitude towards looted art and restitutions. 
The restitution of Matisse’s Femme Assise46 from the Gurlitt 
trove was widely reported by the media. In the few years since 
the successful restitution, the painting is still referred to as 
“Nazi-loot,” or “the looted Matisse,” or “the Matisse from the 
Gurlitt trove.” Has the description “Nazi-loot” become part of 
the title and will follow the work to eternity? Will one part of 
the painting’s journey become its identifi able mark, despite 
the fact that it has and will go through many future owners 
and live through many other events? It is clear that we have 
come to sensationalize stories of World War II loot, but is this 
bound to have a long-term aesthetic consequence? Could these 
paintings be referred to initially as “recently restituted” and 
then gradually fall back into normality? We do not refer to the 
Ghent Altarpiece as “the Nazi-looted Ghent Altarpiece” or the 
Madonna of Bruges as once looted. This arguably has to do 
with the power that the media has at any certain point in time, 
and of course with the amount of time that has elapsed since 
the time the event took place. We can safely argue on the other 
hand, that when the Madonna and the Altarpiece went back 
to their homes, thanks to the efforts of the Monuments Men, 
the wounds of the war were still too fresh, and therefore there 
was no opportunity to ‘romanticize’ on the act of restitution. 
Returning to the other works in our list, there is one painting 

44 Sotheby’s, 20th Century British & Irish Art, Olympia, July 2007. 
http://www.sothebys.com/ru/ auctions/ecatalogue/lot.pdf.W07721.html/f/44/
W07721-44.pdf
45  Bonhams, Modern British & Irish Art, London: New Bond Street, 
May 28, 2014. http:// www.bonhams.com/auctions/21769/lot/40/ 
46  Eddy, Melissa, Matisse From Gurlitt Collection Is Returned to 
Jewish Art Dealer’s Heirs, The New York Times (May, 2015): http://www.ny-
times.com/2015/05/16/arts/international/matisse-gurlitt-collection-femme-
assise-seated-woman.html?_r=0

that is considered to be have been destroyed during World War 
II by many authoritative sources, and that is Vespertino by 
Edward Wadsworth. Only a study of this painting survives.

Graham Bell painted Brunswick Square many times 
during the years he lived there, and there are variations to the 
subject matter based on the season they were painted. The 
version sent to the exhibition in France has been diligently 
noted by Kenneth Clark in his catalogue raisonné on Graham 
Bell’s oeuvre between 1937 and 1943.47 The paintings are 
titled Brunswick Square and set apart by the season they 
depict. The one on our list is listed as Brunswick Square: 
Winter. Clark’s annotation clearly states the painting’s size, 25 
x 10 inches, followed by the disclaimer: “Painted 1940. Sent 
to France for an Exhibition of Contemporary British Painting 
in Spring 1940. Present whereabouts unknown.”48 Except for 
the affi rmation that the painting is still missing, it is also a 
form of reassurance that Dequoy did in fact get some parts 
of the list right, even though he listed the painting plainly as 
Brunswick Square. Very few scholars of the time seem to have 
been able to catch on to the fact that this exhibition actually 
happened (up to a point) and that the paintings were neither 
sold nor returned.

Fortunately, Kenneth Clark was not the only one aware 
of or concerned enough with this exhibition to bring it up. On 
October 25th, 1944, months before the war was over, Dudley 
Tooth of Arthur Tooth and Sons wrote to the Department of 
Overseas Trade:49

Gentleman, 

I am anxious to travel to Paris on or about December 
15th to make enquiries about certain paintings which 
were sent there for an exhibition of Contemporary 
British Paintings prior to the fall of France. The 
pictures are in most cases the property of British 
artists of note in this country and their safety is 
a matter of some anxiety to their owners. While 
this may not be considered business of national 
importance it is in the interest of Art and I shall be 
grateful if you will support this my application for 
an exit permit.

Yours faithfully,

(Sgd) Dudley Tooth

This letter alone might be the single most important document 

47 Clark, Kenneth, Paintings of Graham Bell, (London: Lund 
Humphries, 1947), 120. 
48  Ibid. 
49  As transcribed from original document found at the National Ar-
chives at Kew, registry number: Z 7882/883/17.
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of the entire research so far because it reveals parts of the 
story that were up to the point of its discovery either unknown 
or in need of further clarification. This letter confirms that no 
paintings had made it back until late October 1944, and that 
their owners had not forgotten about them. Not only were they 
not forgotten, they were deemed to be important enough for 
Dudley Tooth to personally want to travel to France and look 
for them. Most importantly, what this document reveals is that 
at least some of the paintings that were submitted were still 
property of the artists. So in this case, the artworks were not 
taken from collectors, but from their creators.

Tooth and Sons represented many artists in the first 
part of century, when they were most active, among which 
Augustus John, Matthew Smith, and Stanley Spencer. Dudley 
Tooth was not only Stanley’s art dealer but also a dear friend 
who took care of Spencer and his problems and made sure to 
manage his finances as to prevent the artist from falling into 
debt and poverty. The painting by Stanley Spencer listed in the 
document as Mari et Femme must be one of the many versions 
that Stanley painted of himself and his wives, most notably 
the second one, Hilda. The two most popular versions of the 
same title are now at the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge 
and at Tate Britain, both with complete provenances.

Unfortunately, Dudley’s request to travel to France was 
not greeted with enthusiasm, so it is likely the trip did not 
happen, at least not within the timeframe that Dudley intended 
it to. The Department of Overseas Trade did not file the 
request until November 22nd, 194 and the response came on 
December 7th, as following:50 

Major Langden, head of the Fine Arts Department 
and Vice President of the British Council, says that 
this has no connection with any Council activity. He 
supposed it was a purely private venture of the firm. 
In the circumstances I don’t see why we should 
encourage the journey - it can be hardly classed as 
priority.

Therefore, it seems that since Dudley Tooth was not granted 
a passport and the trip did not take place. The Embassy and 
Consulate books at Kew Gardens archives hold no further 
information on Tooth’s request. It appears that this was the 
last official inquiry anyone made into the paintings, if we are 
to exclude Dequoy’s claim in 1945, and there seems to have 
been no progress ever since.

Conclusion

The aim of this research was not to find the current location 

50  As transcribed from original document found at the National Ar-
chives at Kew, registry number: Z 7882/883/17.

of all 24 paintings in Dequoy’s list. The list itself is merely a 
means to illustrate the various obstacles that come up when 
conducting research of this type, as many years to come will 
need to be allocated to researching this case. Nevertheless, 
it is important to note and understand that no matter the size 
or the value of the work, each single piece occupies a unique 
place in the history of art. Our focus on researching larger, 
more famous and more valuable works of art is bound to have 
a permanent effect on the discipline of art history as a whole. 
 

The second goal was to bring attention to the issue of 
provenance research as a whole. How do International Art Fairs 
and Exhibitions address the issue of provenance? The 2015 
TEFAF had a total of 109 unique fine art exhibitors of which 
only 39 had their provenance information displayed alongside 
the artworks. The rest of the provenance information was 
not easy to collect and very time consuming. This is a small 
reminder that whatever measures we have taken so far are 
simply not enough. The objects appearing at fairs are among 
the most exquisite in the world. For most of us it is probably 
the only chance we will get to stand in front of famous and 
rare artworks that are part of private collections are rarely 
displayed publicly. While the search for the British paintings 
continues, we have to contribute to the creation of a culture of 
transparency and collaboration between the academic world 
and the art market which so far seem to inhabit very separate 
places in modern history.
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1. Postwar claim drafted and submitted by Roger Dequoy on behalf of 
Wildenstein.
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2. Lawrence Gowing, Laying of the table,1939.@Serpenine Gallery
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Art Destruction During the Swiss Reformation

Carlos Eire

Abstract

This paper looks at iconoclasm and the destruction of art during the Swiss Reformation, 
particularly under the leadership of Huldrych Zwingli (1484-1531), whose career was 
infl uential to Martin Luther and other reformers in Europe. It particularly focuses on 
Zwingli’s “war against the idols” and the proactive destruction of Catholic sacred art. 

Though some items were returned to donors, everything else in Zurich churches was consigned to 
oblivion, in a very orderly way. Objects made of wood or cloth went up in smoke, consumed by fl ames. 
Precious metals were melted down for the city’s treasury; iron and bronze for other uses. Gold vessels 
and jewels were carefully recycled too. Objects made of stone, glass, or plaster were smashed to bits, 
along with the bones of the saints. Murals were scraped away, and the walls whitewashed. At the end 
of two weeks, not a single “idol” remained in place. Zurich was now a godly city, and its Reformation 
a stark reality. Zwingli could exult, as Luther never would: “In Zurich the churches truly gleam; the 
walls are so beautifully white!”

Keywords: Zwingli, Swiss Reformation, Switzerland, Iconoclasm.
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The territory that called itself the Swiss Confederation was 
a political anomaly without a common language. Although 
German was spoken by about 70 percent of its people, mostly 
in the north and east, French was spoken in the Pays de Vaud 
to the west, and Italian in the south. In addition, a small 
number of confederates spoke an isolated Latin dialect known 
as Romansch. Originally composed of eight states, or cantons, 
the confederacy expanded to thirteen in the early sixteenth 
century, during the childhood of Huldrych Zwingli, the leader 
of the Reformation there. Each canton enjoyed a remarkable 
amount of independence, though some areas had relatively 
less sovereignty or self-rule as “common lordships” that 
were administered by the eight ancient states. Although still 
nominally part of the Holy Roman Empire, the confederation 
had been governing its own affairs since the fourteenth century, 
without a permanent parliament or a central authority. Local 
autonomy was supreme. The cantons could call for a meeting 
of a diet, or common legislative assembly, when foreign 
affairs seemed to demand it, but no state was obliged to send 
a representative to the Diet, nor were there any means of 
enforcing the decisions of this legislative body throughout the 
confederation. Although there were plenty of differences and 
disagreements among the confederates—most often between 
the highly urbanized areas and the rural districts—the Swiss 
tended to be fairly unified when it came to foreign affairs.1 

At the regional and local level, Switzerland was 
governed by elected representative assemblies. Each canton 
had several councils for the regulation of its internal affairs, 
and cities and towns also had their own councils, or a series 
of overlapping legislative assemblies. As could be expected in 
such a patchwork of polities, the political and legal systems 
of the states varied tremendously, as did the distribution of 
power among their citizenry. Though most officials and 
representatives were elected, voting was far from a universal 
right. In Zwingli’s day, it is estimated, about 30 percent of 
the total population formed an oligarchical power block with 
greater rights and privileges than the remaining 70 percent, 
who ended up being second-class citizens. In summary, 
the Swiss Confederation was somewhat democratic, but 
idiosyncratic. 

As the Swiss prided themselves on having no emperor, 
kings, princes, dukes, or titled nobility, so did they boast of their 
independence from the pope. The same urban and cantonal 
councils that oversaw civic affairs also held considerable 
power over the church, supervising the activities of the clergy, 
taxing church property, and even binding the higher clergy 
to civil law courts. So, whereas in most of Europe at the 
dawn of the sixteenth century all significant power tended to 

1   This chapter is excerpted from Carlos Eire, Reformations (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 2018) and is reproduced with permission of, 
and with thanks to, Dr. Eire and Yale University Press.

rest in the hands of those at the top of the social hierarchy, 
among the Swiss power tended to be communally shared; and 
whereas in most of Europe the clergy and the church claimed 
to be above and beyond the reach of secular rulers and courts, 
among the Swiss they were more closely subjected to local 
civil authorities. With greater participation in government and 
greater control of the church, the Swiss naturally approached 
religious reform differently from those Germans who lived in 
autocratic principalities such as Luther’s Saxony, or even from 
those Germans who lived in free imperial cities, ostensibly 
under the emperor’s remote authority.

The Making of a Reformer

Ulrich Zwingli’s father, after whom he was named, embodied 
the political, social, and economic self-sufficiency of the Swiss 
peasantry, having served as Amtman, or head administrator of 
the village of Wildhaus. The Zwinglis were involved not only 
in local and regional politics, as was customary, but also in 
the church, and they seem to have been as devout as they were 
civic minded. Out of their eleven children, three boys would 
be destined for the priesthood and two girls would become 
nuns. The children also had a maternal uncle who was an 
abbot and a paternal uncle, Bartholomew, who was a priest. 
Uncle Bartholomew would help considerably with young 
Ulrich’s education and his clerical career.

At almost every turn, Zwingli’s biography reads very 
differently than Luther’s. Unlike Martin Luther, who became 
a monk and a priest against his father’s wishes, Zwingli seems 
not only to have been groomed for the priesthood, but also to 
have eased his way into a clerical career without a spiritual 
crisis. At the age of five he was sent to Wesen, where his 
uncle Bartholomew gave him a basic education. Five years 
later, in 1494, the ten-year-old was sent to Basel, where he 
learned Latin, and three years later, then an adolescent, he 
moved on to Bern, where he briefly came in contact with 
the well-known humanist Heinrich Wölfflin. In 1498 Ulrich 
began his studies at the University of Vienna, where he was 
exposed to traditional scholastic theology—the via antiqua of 
Aquinas rather than the via moderna of Ockham—and where 
he was also introduced to Renaissance humanism by the 
greatest of all German humanists, Conrad Celtis (1459–1508), 
the Erzhumanist, or arch-humanist, the first German to be 
crowned poet laureate of the empire. Four years later, Zwingli 
went to the University of Basel, where he earned a bachelor’s 
degree in 1504 and a master’s in 1506. At Basel, a center 
of humanistic learning, Zwingli was mentored by Thomas 
Wyttenbach (1472–1526), who further encouraged him to 
return ad fontes, to the Greek text of the New Testament, and 
also taught him to loathe Ockham’s nominalism. At Basel, 
Zwingli struck up close friendships with a circle of young 
humanists, and was introduced to Florentine Neoplatonism, 
that dialectically inclined philosophical strain that tended to 
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stress the superiority of the spiritual over the material, which 
would eventually guide much of his thinking.

Ordained a priest in 1506, Zwingli immediately landed a 
plum post, as pastor of the town of Glarus, where he apparently 
had ample time to pursue his humanistic interests, immersing 
himself in the classics and the church fathers, learning Greek 
and Hebrew, as Thomas Wyttenbach had counseled him to do, 
and corresponding with prominent young humanists of his 
generation, such as Vadianus (Joachim von Watt, b. 1484), 
a physician and poet laureate, Beatus Rhenanus (Rhinower, 
b. 1485), a close friend of Erasmus, expert editor of ancient 
texts and advocate of reform, and Glareanus (Heinrich 
Loris, b. 1488), yet another poet laureate. In addition, he 
also founded a school for the children of Glarus and taught 
there. More signifi cant yet, at Glarus Zwingli fell under the 
spell of Erasmus of Rotterdam, purchasing and devouring 
as many of his texts as he could get his hands on, becoming 
ever more enthralled by the Dutch humanist’s biblicist and 
Christocentric reforming agenda. Sometime between 1514 
and 1516, during that most critical of periods when Luther 
was undergoing a spiritual transformation, Zwingli would 
travel to Basel to meet Erasmus. It was a pilgrimage of sorts, 
the kind disciples often make to venerate their masters, the 
only kind of pilgrimage Erasmus would approve of. By this 
point, towards the end of his ministry at Glarus, Zwingli had 
undergone a conversion of his own, but it was far different 
from the one Luther was experiencing at roughly the same 
time. Zwingli’s was an Erasmian conversion.

We know from Zwingli’s own testimony that no one else 
shaped his piety and his thinking as much as Erasmus. The 
infl uence was so direct and so strong, in fact, that those who 
charged Erasmus with laying the egg that Luther hatched were 
totally mistaken. Zwingli truly hatched Erasmus’s reforming 
egg; Luther would merely scramble it. While Luther’s 
conversion began with the biblical texts of the Psalms and 
of Romans, and focused solely on the issue of justifi cation, 
Zwingli’s began with a poem of Erasmus, with a focus on 
ritual and piety and on the question of proper worship. These 
two different starting points would remain fi rmly fi xed at the 
center of each reformer’s hermeneutics and prevent them from 
ever agreeing with each other on the meaning of symbols and 
rituals or on the larger goals of the Reformation.

Zwingli gave no exact date for his Erasmian conversion, 
but he admitted it took place sometime between 1514 and 
1515, while he was still at Glarus. The brief life-altering 
poem in question was titled “The Complaint of Jesus,” which 
lampooned the cult of the saints and popular attitudes toward 
prayer. Speaking in the fi rst person, Jesus bemoans that he 
has nothing to do in heaven because no one ever prays to 
him. Bored and restless, he complains that everyone prays 
to the saints instead, and especially to his mother, the Virgin 

Mary. Zwingli’s own description of his response to this poem, 
written several years later, in 1523, lays out in explicit detail 
the nature of his conversion, and of the reforming vision that 
would guide all his work from that point forward:

I shall not keep from you, most beloved brethren 
in Christ, how I arrived at the opinion and the fi rm 
belief that we need no mediator other than Christ, 
and also that no one other than Christ alone can 
mediate between God and us. Eight or nine years 
ago, I read a consoling poem about the Lord Jesus 
by the most learned Erasmus of Rotterdam, in which 
Jesus complains, in a most beautiful way, that men 
did not seek all good in Him in order that He might 
be a wellspring of goodness for them, a redeemer, 
comforter, and treasure of the soul. And then and 
there I was convinced that this was true indeed. 
Why, then, should we seek help from any creature?

Good Erasmian that he had become, Zwingli turned 
directly to the Bible, which he had already accepted as the 
supreme authority, and also to the church fathers of the 
second through fi fth centuries, whom he accepted as the best 
interpreters of Scripture, “in order to fi nd in them evidence for 
the intercession of the saints.” Finding no mention of the cult 
of the saints in the Bible, and very little in the fathers, Zwingli 
turned away from medieval Catholic piety and down the path 
toward a total break with the past. At this point, then, Zwingli 
was already convinced of the primacy of scripture, something 
akin to Luther’s sola scriptura, and of the need to scrutinize all 
piety by scriptural guidelines. In this respect, he had arrived 
at a very similar conclusion regarding scriptural authority 
by means of a very different route. But the differences are 
as manifest as the similarities: Zwingli was more intensely 
focused on the issue of worship and intercession, and on the 
need to return to a strict Christocentric piety, than on the 
soteriological questions that so consumed Luther’s attention. 
His burning preoccupation became how to best approach God 
and relate to him, not how to fi nd forgiveness.

Around the same time as this conversion experience, 
in 1515 Zwingli underwent yet another transformation. 
Accompanying fi ve hundred mercenary soldiers from the 
Glarus area as their chaplain, Zwingli got to witness the 
bloody reality of war at the battle of Marignano, where the 
Swiss mercenaries were mowed down by French forces and 
thousands of men lost their lives. Although he had been 
criticizing Swiss mercenary activities since 1510, warning his 
fellow Swiss that these entanglements with foreigners might 
eventually cost them their independence, the slaughter of the 
Swiss soldiers at the battle of Marignano drove Zwingli to 
become even more outspoken about the questionable ethics 
and the political risks of mercenary warfare, particularly in a 
poem he published in 1516 titled “The Labyrinth.” This was 
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no Erasmian pacifist plea, but rather a clearheaded rejection of 
foreign entanglements by a Swiss patriot. As could be expected 
for a place where many depended on mercenary service for 
income and a sense of identity, Zwingli’s views were not 
very well received at Glarus. Somewhat uncomfortable and 
restless, he requested a transfer from his post and was quickly 
reassigned to Einsiedeln, a nearby town, in April 1516. 

Einsiedeln would prove to be a challenging assignment 
for a young Erasmian such as Zwingli, for the town was 
home to a Benedictine abbey that housed a miracle-working 
image of the Virgin Mary that had been attracting hordes of 
pilgrims from near and far for five centuries and had turned 
dark from the soot of their thousands of candles. Appointed as 
“people’s priest” (Leutpriester), Zwingli immediately began 
to preach against the belief that pilgrimages were a way of 
doing penance and gaining pardon, against the intercession of 
the saints, and against the very notion that divine grace could 
be localized at a pilgrimage site. “Christ alone saves,” taught 
Zwingli from his pulpit, “and he saves everywhere.” Strange 
words for a preacher at one of Europe’s top pilgrimage sites, 
but not at all strange for an Erasmian. At Einsiedeln Zwingli 
continued his study of the Bible, becoming fully proficient in 
Greek and Hebrew, going as far in his attempt to imbibe the 
Scriptures as to copy by hand, in Greek, all of Paul’s epistles 
from Erasmus’s New Testament. Already an expert on the 
work of St. Jerome (340–420) and St. Augustine (354–430), 
he deepened his study of them and also turned to the work of 
St. Ambrose (340–397) and St. Cyprian (200–258), and also 
of St. John Chrysostom (347–407), the “golden-mouthed,” 
arguably the most famous preacher among all of the church 
fathers.

Early in 1518, a few months after Luther took on Tetzel 
and his indulgence peddling, Zwingli launched a campaign 
of his own against another coin-in-the-coffer indulgence 
peddler, Bernard Sanson, who showed up at Einsiedeln. From 
the pulpit, Zwingli denied the value of Sanson’s indulgences 
and urged his congregation to stay away from him and to 
rely instead on the saving merits of Christ. Unlike the case 
at Wittenberg, which was already a red-hot controversy, 
Zwingli’s stance caused no stir. As it turned out, the bishop of 
Constance backed Zwingli, and so did the Confederate Diet, 
both of whom condemned Sanson’s tactics. The differences 
between Luther’s and Zwingli’s challenges, then, seem as 
startling as the similarities. Zwingli’s protest at Einsiedeln 
is ample proof that the late medieval church was far from 
a monolithic institution ever ready to stifle reform or crush 
dissent and that indulgences were questionable for many, even 
in the church hierarchy. It also demonstrates that Luther’s 
dissent did not have to lead ineluctably to conflict, and that 
he was far from alone on the front lines pressing for change.

For nearly five centuries now, a question has lingered: 

to what extent was Zwingli influenced by Luther in 1518? 
Zwingli denied that he ever followed Luther’s lead in any 
way and never gave Luther any credit, saying that long before 
Luther was known in Switzerland, he himself had already 
begun to preach the pure gospel, and that he had learned about 
the “fraud” of indulgences from his mentor Wyttenbach in 
Basel. Whether or not Luther influenced Zwingli matters little 
in the long run, for it is quite obvious that Zwingli did indeed 
experience a significant conversion before Luther became 
well known, and that the two men disagreed on several key 
points and came to distrust each other. What remains unclear 
is how Zwingli’s progress as a reformer was influenced by 
the Lutheran texts that he undeniably read or by the tide of 
events and expectations that Luther set in motion, for much 
of what Zwingli and the Swiss did on their own would not 
only be linked to what was happening in Germany, but also 
always be encircled by the Lutheran story as its unavoidable 
background. Conversely, Luther would always have the Swiss 
in view, as yet another set of false brethren.

Zwingli’s startling sermons obviously found a welcoming 
audience. Instead of being censured, Zwingli was invited to 
apply for a more prestigious position as “people’s priest,” at 
the most important church in Zurich, the Great Minster, where 
his main duty would be to preach. But before he could land 
the post he had to compete for it, and in the process some 
of his past sins caught up with him. Sponsored by the young 
humanist Oswald Myconius (Geisshüssler, 1488–1522), 
who was a friend of Erasmus, Zwingli soon hit a roadblock, 
created not by his theology, but by his personal life. When 
rumors emerged that Zwingli had broken his vow of celibacy 
at Einsiedeln, he frankly admitted that he had been seduced by 
a barber’s daughter and vowed that nothing of the sort would 
happen again. Fittingly, the sins of the whole church came 
into play, for the other candidate for this post was a priest who 
had six illegitimate children and a concubine, or common-law 
wife, as was customary for many priests. Much to his delight, 
Zwingli won the post, and he assumed his duties on New 
Year’s Day of 1519, his thirty-fifth birthday.

War Against the Idols

From the very start, Zwingli acted as a reformer in Zurich, 
preaching straight from the Bible, without the aid of the 
commentaries he was expected to use. He also decided not 
to follow the texts prescribed by the church for each day, 
preaching instead on the Gospel of Matthew bit by bit, 
focusing exclusively on the life of Christ. An electrifying 
preacher, Zwingli quickly attracted a very large following, and 
as that first year progressed, his sermons became increasingly 
critical of all aspects of devotion that he deemed unscriptural, 
such as prayers to the saints, the doctrine of purgatory, and 
the observance of fasting. After nearly dying from the plague 
during his first few months in office, Zwingli seems to have 
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devoted himself even more energetically to the cause of 
reform. And the larger a following he attracted, the more 
commonplace it became for Zurichers to accept Zwingli’s 
central point, that the Bible should be the ultimate measure of 
all church reform.

For three years, as Luther made his way from the Leipzig 
debate to his exile at the Wartburg castle, Zwingli preached 
and taught in Zurich, gaining many disciples but changing 
nothing at all. During that time, as Zwingli’s attacks on “un-
biblical” practices intensifi ed, his thinking began to resemble 
Karlstadt’s more than Luther’s. Finally, at the beginning of 
Lent in 1522, about two months or so after Karlstadt began 
reforming the liturgy and smashing the religious images 
at Wittenberg, change came to Zurich. And in a way that 
would become highly typical for Switzerland, it came from 
the people themselves, rather than from Zwingli or any other 
cleric, as a direct challenge to the civil statutes that upheld 
Roman Catholic observances. On the fi rst Friday of Lent, 
1522—when abstinence from meat was required—a group 
of laymen met at the home of the great printer Christopher 
Froschauer to eat sausages with great fanfare. Zwingli, who 
was present, declined to partake of the forbidden food. As soon 
as news of this incident reached city authorities, Froschauer 
and the sausage eaters were arrested, and Zwingli came to 
their defense immediately, challenging the very legality 
of the church’s fasting rules strictly on the basis of biblical 
authority. Their prosecution was precisely what the sausage-
eaters wanted. By breaking the law, they sought to challenge 
its legitimacy in court.

So, as Luther returned to Wittenberg to rein in Karlstadt’s 
reforms, Zwingli’s supporters initiated the Protestant 
Reformation in Zurich by eating sausages. This contrast 
speaks volumes about the differences between the two 
reformers and the movements they led. Zwingli may have 
refrained from breaking the law himself, but he pushed for 
immediate practical changes nonetheless, and most important 
of all, he allowed the laity to act on their own while pressing 
for all laws to be judged by Scripture alone. As the magistrates 
deliberated during Lent, more and more Zurichers began to 
violate the abstinence and fasting laws fl agrantly, as a blatant 
challenge and a counter-ritual. Pressing the legal point that 
Lenten fasting laws were unscriptural, Zwingli’s party won. 
The councilors gave in, acquitting all of the sausage- eaters 
and setting a very signifi cant legal precedent: the civil 
authorities had ruled on a religious question on the basis of 
the sola scriptura principle.

A wedge had been driven between civil and ecclesiastical 
law. Although the councilors had declared Lenten fasting rules 
illegal, Bishop Hugo of Constance, who was in charge of the 
church in Zurich, most defi nitely had not. Hugo condemned 
Zwingli and his sausage-eaters, arguing more or less along the 

same line as Luther did against Karlstadt, that all reforms had 
to take into account those who were less spiritually advanced. 
Zwingli’s reaction to Hugo paralleled that of Karlstadt to 
Luther. “What harm is going to happen if the whole rubbish 
heap of ceremonies be cleared away,” he asked, “since God 
declares that he is worshiped in vain by these things?”25

Emboldened by their success, early that summer the very 
same group that had staged the Lenten sausage- eating began 
heckling the sermons of some of Zurich’s monastic preachers, 
targeting especially those who defended the intercession of 
Mary and the saints. Led by Conrad Grebel, future leader of 
the Anabaptists, these laymen further tested the law by asking 
the city council to prohibit any preaching in Zurich that did 
not focus squarely on the Bible. Zwingli, too, joined in, 
disrupting a sermon by an itinerant mendicant preacher from 
Avignon. In mid-July 1522, a momentous legal precedent was 
set when a committee of some of Zurich’s councilors were 
given the authority to determine what could be preached 
from the pulpit this question by means of a public debate 
between the heckled monastic preachers and the protesters. 
Judging that Zwingli and his followers had won the debate, 
this committee ordered that all monastics in Zurich were 
henceforth to preach straight from the Bible, without any 
references to scholastic theologians. Although this decision 
had been made by one committee rather than the city council, 
and although it applied to monastic clergy only, the triumph 
of the Protestant Reformation had been sealed in Zurich, on 
legal grounds, at the local level, and principally through acts 
of civil disobedience.

The next step was to challenge church ordinances on 
biblical grounds at the confederate level. Undaunted by the 
fact that Bishop Hugo had already condemned them, in June 
1522 Zwingli and several other clerics from an area wider 
than Zurich itself chose to test the church’s authority further 
by publicly asking Bishop Hugo to abolish priestly celibacy 
and non-scriptural preaching.3 Appealing to the Bible as 
the sole authority, the petition argued that marriage was a 
perfectly natural right that the church should not deny to its 
clergy. This appeal to Bishop Hugo was a hollow one, for the 
petitioners were really seeking not his permission, but rather a 
wider audience for their claims. Though fi rst sent as a private 
letter, this trouble-seeking missive was published two weeks 
later under the title A Friendly Petition and Admonition to the 
Confederates. The Zurichers and their neighbors were asking 
the civil authorities in Switzerland not only to supplant papal 
and episcopal authority, as Luther had asked the princes in his 

2 The Latin Works and the Correspondence of Huldrych Zwingli, 
Together with Selections from His German Works, ed. S. M. Jackson, 3 vols. 
(New York, 1912; Philadelphia 1922, 1929), vol. 1, p. 219.
3   The Latin Works and the Correspondence of Huldrych Zwingli, 
Together with Selections from His German Works, ed. S. M. Jackson, 3 vols. 
(New York, 1912; Philadelphia 1922, 1929), vol. 1, p. 219.
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Address to the Christian Nobility, but also to protect the Swiss 
clergy from their bishops. Moreover, whether or not clergy 
could marry was a moot question by this point, for Zwingli had 
secretly married a widow named Anna Reinhart a few months 
before. Other clerics had married too. Bishop Hugo responded 
as one might expect, by ordering the civil authorities in Zurich 
to restore order and defend the church’s status quo in their 
city. Zwingli countered as one might expect too, by declaring 
Bishop Hugo’s authority null and void, in a treatise titled The 
First and Last Word (Apologeticus Acheteles).

Having crossed this last line towards open heresy and 
schism, Zwingli and his clerical associates in Zurich stepped 
up their attack on “non-biblical” religion, and especially 
against images and the mass. By late 1522, a definite gap 
between theology and practice was clearly evident: Although 
many clergy and laity in Zurich were opposed to images and 
to the celebration of the mass, the ritual and the symbols stood 
firmly in place, as did recalcitrant clergy who supported them. 
No amount of theorizing or preaching seemed to dislodge the 
ancient idols and their defenders, but another precedent-setting 
legal decision would soon begin eroding their legitimacy. 
In January 1523, the Zurich government called for a public 
disputation on religious reform, insisting that the Bible alone 
be used as the sole authority for all questions. That premise 
alone was a great victory that guaranteed a sound trouncing 
of all Catholic appeals to tradition. At the disputation itself, 
the Catholics challenged that assumption, but to no avail. 
Appealing constantly to tradition, Bishop Hugo’s vicar 
summed up his frustration with what he considered a rigged, 
unfair contest in which the very premise upon which all debate 
was grounded was the biggest error of all:

I see very well that the game is going beyond me… 
They undertake to drive us from old customs, 
which have endured and stood in honor these seven 
hundred years, planning to overturn and upset all 
things. For first they went at the pope, cardinals, and 
bishops, then they turned all cloisters topsy-turvy, 
after that they fell upon purgatory. And when they 
had left the earth they at last ascended to heaven and 
went at the saints and great servants of God. Saint 
Peter with his keys, indeed our dear lady, the mother 
of God, could not escape their disgraceful attacks.4

Zwingli deflected all such criticism by doggedly conflating 
the Bible and all of his teachings, insisting that he was simply 
citing the only authority that mattered in a direct, unmediated 
way, without engaging in any kind of interpretation. In other 
words, he argued he was speaking for God himself: “I am 

4   Acts of the First Disputation, 29 January 1523, in Ulrich Zwingli: 
Selected Works, ed. Samuel Macauley Jackson (Philadelphia, 1901, 1972), p. 
85.

confident and indeed I know, that my sermons and doctrine 
are nothing else than the holy, true, pure gospel, which God 
desired me to speak by the intuition and inspiration of His 
Spirit.”5 In addition, as Zwingli pointed out to his opponents, 
the Bible spoke so clearly that it made those who followed 
it infallible. Turning the tables on his opponents, Zwingli 
claimed for himself and his followers the ultimate authority:

There is another Church which the popes do not 
wish to recognize; this one is no other than all right 
Christians, collected in the name of the Holy Ghost 
and by the will of God, which have placed a firm 
belief and an unhesitating hope in God, her spouse. 
That church does not reign according to the flesh . . 
. but depends and rests only upon the word and will 
of God… That Church cannot err.6

Given that this basic premise was the a priori basis for all 
discussion, it was no surprise that those who assembled to 
judge the disputation deemed that the sixty-seven conclusions 
drawn up by Zwingli were “proven” and that they ordered all 
of the clergy of Zurich to preach and teach according to the 
Bible alone from that day forward.

The First Zurich Disputation, as this event came to 
be known, marked a legal break with the Roman Catholic 
Church and a point of no return. Nonetheless, change was 
slow in coming, for despite all of the biblical teaching and 
preaching, the “idols” despised by Zwingli and his followers 
remained firmly ensconced Attacks on images and the mass 
intensified in the sermons of Zwingli and his associate Leo 
Jud, and also in some of the literature that made its way to 
Zurich, especially in one pamphlet that proved very popular, 
A Judgment of God Our Spouse Concerning How One Should 
Regard All Idols and Images, by Ludwig Haetzer, a follower 
of Karlstadt. Haetzer’s Judgment not only summarized why 
religious images were forbidden by God in the Bible, but also 
encouraged the destruction of all “idols” as a praiseworthy 
act. As Haetzer’s pamphlet began to circulate, and as sermons 
against idolatry increased in the late summer and early fall 
of 1523, some of the laity began to take matters into their 
own hands, as they had done with sausages at Lent. Sporadic 
attacks on sacred art and other material objects of devotion 
began to take place in and around Zurich, at the hands of both 
individuals and groups of men, forcing the Zurich authorities 
to call for another disputation, to deal specifically with images 
and the Mass. As before, the rules for the dispute predetermined 
its outcome, for all arguments were to be defended solely on 
scriptural grounds.

5  Ulrich Zwingli: Selected Works, ed. Samuel Macauley Jackson 
(Philadelphia, 1901, 1972), p. 49.
6   Ibid., p. 65.
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The Second Zurich Disputation, which took place in late 
October 1523 was a resounding victory for the iconoclasts, 
and the penultimate step towards the establishment of a fully 
reformed church. Calling for an end to idolatry and bringing 
idolatry to an end were two very different things, however. 
Despite the outcome of the disputation, and despite intense 
agitation by those who wanted to remove the “idols,” the 
city authorities could not bring themselves to act against the 
old religion. Iconoclasm had its fervent supporters, but there 
were still faithful Catholics in Zurich who fi rmly opposed 
the removal of images and the abolition of the mass. As 
opposition to the decrees of the disputation mounted, the city 
council stalled, calling for more debate. But the debating led 
nowhere. The Third Zurich Disputation ended with a call for 
more debate; and the resulting Fourth Disputation ended in 
January 1524 once again with a decision against images and 
the mass, to no avail. The Zurich city council continued to 
stall in the face of resistance from staunch Catholics in the 
city and beyond. Such was the nature of urban politics in 
Zurich, where repercussions had to be carefully weighed, and 
where the balance of power ensured no easy victory for any 
one party. Two issues in particular gave the authorities pause. 
One question had to do with external relations, for despite its 
autonomy and sovereignty, the city of Zurich would have to 
answer to all those other members of the confederacy who 
were opposed to such profound changes. War clouds hung low 
over its decision. Confederates had waged war against one 
another in the past, and they could easily do so again over 
the question of religious change. Another question dealt with 
internal relations in the city itself, where some citizens still 
wanted to cling to tradition: what would be the cost of such 
profound changes, literally and fi guratively? Religious art was 
expensive to produce, and many donors who had invested 
in such art had legal claims on its value. Sacred art also 
touched people deeply in an emotional way, either positively 
or negatively, as objects of devotion or as despised “idols.” 
The same was true of the ritual of the mass. On the one hand, 
the authorities had to ponder whether the social fabric of 
Zurich would be able to withstand something as divisive as 
the abolition of the old religion. On the other hand, they had 
to weigh whether or not their community could continue to 
survive the polarization that every delay caused. Waging war 
on the “idols” was risky business in such a highly charged 
atmosphere. 

Eventually, after the sudden death of a counselor who 
was adamantly Catholic, the council stopped stalling. On 15 
June 1524, as sporadic acts of iconoclasm intensifi ed, the city 
council called for an orderly removal of all of the sacred art 
in Zurich, and for the dismantling of all its pipe organs. The 
city’s three people’s priests—Ulrich Zwingli, Leo Jud, and 
Heinrich Engelhard—were placed in charge of the project. 
Craftsmen were selected from the relevant guilds, and they 
went to work immediately, obliterating with stunning speed 

all of the artistic treasures that Zurich’s churches had amassed 
through the centuries. One by one, Zurich’s churches were 
closed as workmen carefully dislodged and demolished each 
and sacred images and ritual objects, including crucifi xes, holy 
water fonts, communion vessels, votive lamps, vestments, 
organs, and carved choir stalls. Though some items were 
returned to donors, everything else was consigned to oblivion, 
in a very orderly way. Objects made of wood or cloth went up 
in smoke, consumed by fl ames. Precious metals were melted 
down for the city’s treasury; iron and bronze for other uses. 
Gold vessels and jewels were carefully recycled too. Objects 
made of stone, glass, or plaster were smashed to bits, along 
with the bones of the saints. Murals were scraped away, and 
the walls whitewashed. At the end of two weeks, not a single 
“idol” remained in place. Zurich was now a godly city, and 
its Reformation a stark reality. Zwingli could exult, as Luther 
never would: “In Zurich the churches truly gleam; the walls 
are so beautifully white!”7

By April 1525, the mass was gone too, banished for good 
along with all the sacred music. Gone were the priests who 
mediated salvation and forgave sins, replaced by ministers of 
the Word who preached the gospel alone; gone were the altars, 
replaced by simple tables; gone were the jewel-encrusted 
chalices, replaced by plain wooden cups; gone were the costly, 
ornate vestments, replaced by plain gowns; gone was all talk 
of sacrifi ce or real presence, and gone were the consecrated 
hosts, replaced by a simple memorial meal during which mere 
bread and wine were consumed rather than the fully present 
body and blood of the Savior. The Word alone and the words 
of the minister and the congregation reverberated in the vast, 
whitewashed, ritually clean spaces, echoing the pure gospel. 
Zwingli’s austere zeal had captured the hearts and minds of 
the people of Zurich, or at least taken the city by force. And 
this was just the beginning of a Reformation that would one 
day—unlike Luther’s—seek to transform the world.

Defi ning the True Religion

Although Zwingli formulated much of his theology as he 
waged war on “false” religion in the years 1522–1524, his 
most complete treatment of the subject did not appear until all 
the battles had been won, in his Commentary on the True and 
False Religion and in another work, An Answer to Valentin 
Compar. Like Luther, Zwingli would never condense all of 
his theology into one systematic tome, but these two texts 
from 1525 contained a full enough summary of his thought 
to create an agreed-on foundation for the religious tradition 
that came to be known as “Reformed.” These texts were also 
a potent summary of Zwingli’s reforming vision and would 
provide other reformers in Switzerland and south Germany 

7   Oskar Farner, Huldrych Zwingli, vol. 3, Seine Verkündigung und 
ihre ersten Früchte, 1520-1525 (Zurich: Zwingli Verlag, 1954), p. 490.
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with blueprints, so to speak, which they could follow in their 
own communities.

Zwingli’s main objective as a theologian and reformer 
was to discriminate between true and false religion, and to 
discern the ultimate object of Christian belief and behavior. 
Influenced as he was by humanism, and especially by 
Neoplatonism and Erasmus, Zwingli conceived of religion 
as more than mere theology: Religion was a way of life to 
him, a total integration of the individual and the community 
with a higher reality, in the here and now. Zwingli’s religion 
was above all a practical, problem-solving endeavor to align 
oneself and one’s world as much as possible with the divine 
will. His concept of the divine was very different from 
Luther’s, and so was his conception of the proper relationship 
between the created world and its Creator. Zwingli’s God 
was a transcendent Other who dwelt in the realm of the spirit 
and demanded to be worshiped as such, without material 
mediation. Largely because of the influence of Florentine 
Neoplatonism and Erasmus, Zwingli was keenly focused 
on metaphysics, and especially on the distinction between 
spirit and matter, which he considered two distinct realms. In 
this, Zwingli differed greatly from Luther, for whom matter 
and spirit were not polar opposites. Zwingli’s matter-spirit 
dialectic and his sense of God’s utter transcendence stand 
at the very center of his thought, and also at the heart of his 
most pragmatic reforms. Distrustful of mediation, Zwingli 
insisted that the true object of Christian belief and behavior 
is to have this transcendent God as the ultimate focus of faith 
and worship. Right worship, that is, worship as commanded 
by God, was most important of all. Sharp distinctions were the 
marrow of Zwingli’s religion. As Zwingli saw it, anyone who 
failed to worship God alone was in error:

They are not believers who go to anyone else for 
help other than to the one true God. For thus are the 
believers differentiated from the unbelievers in that 
the believers, or those who are trusting, go to God 
alone; but the unbelievers go to the created.8

Zwingli was adamant that true religion could not admit any 
meditation through matter. “They, then, who trust in any 
created thing whatsoever are not truly pious,” he argued.9 
Going even further, Zwingli turned this principle into 
something resembling a mathematical equation: quantum 
sensum tribueris, tantum spiritui detraxeris, which loosely 
translated means “whatever binds the senses diminishes the 
spirit.”10

8   Answer to Valentin Compar, ZW, 4.88.
9   Commentary on True and False Religion, ed. Samuel Macauley 
Jackson and Clarence Nevin Heller (Durham, NC: Labyrinth, 1981), pp. 97–
98.
10   Letter to Martin Bucer, 3 June 1524, in Correspondance de Martin 
Bucer, ed. Jean Rott (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1979), vol. 1, p. 257.

This principle shaped Zwingli’s interpretation of rituals 
and symbols, and especially of the sacrament of the eucharist, 
which for him could never be understood literally as a “real” 
communion with the body and blood of Christ. In his eyes, 
the Catholic doctrine of transubstantiation was wrong not 
only because it was unbiblical, but also because it was the 
greatest of all affronts to God’s transcendence. The mass, 
therefore, was itself the worst idol of all, and adoration of the 
consecrated host the grossest insult to God.

Some have argued that whereas Luther’s Reformation 
sprang from a purely theological question, Zwingli’s starting 
point was the social and political distress of his people.11 Such 
an assessment not only assumes a very narrow definition 
of theology, but also overlooks what was most obvious to 
Zwingli himself: That theology, piety, and social and political 
concerns were inseparable. All of Zwingli’s theology hangs 
together: from the most abstract points to the most practical, 
Zwingli bases all his thinking on the basic dialectic between 
matter and spirit and on the need to worship God correctly. For 
Zwingli, obedience to God’s commandments—which includes 
the reordering of social and political structures—hinges on 
faith, and faith itself hinges on correct worship. “Faithfulness” 
for Zwingli is much more than Luther’s sola fide. Faithfulness 
is action as much as it is belief, and is most fully manifest in 
correct behavior, in obeying both the first table of the Mosaic 
Law (the first four of the ten commandments), which demands 
correct worship, and the second table (the fifth through tenth 
commandments), which demands correct relations with other 
human beings. Faithfulness demands goodness, and goodness 
is impossible without true worship:

Faithfulness demands, first, that we learn from God 
in what way we can please Him, in what manner 
serve Him. Next, it demands that we shall add 
nothing to what we have learned from him, or take 
away anything… True religion, or piety, is that 
which clings to the one and only God.12

For Zwingli, then, there is much more to religion than finding 
forgiveness, or placating God and keeping his wrath at bay; for 
him, the most pressing issue is that of faithfulness, for without 
faith—which includes the right kind of behavior—nothing 
good can happen. Since it is impossible to be faithful without 
right worship, the social fabric cannot be correctly ordered 
or sustained in the midst of idolatry. Moreover, Zwingli was 
convinced that the presence of images in churches always 
necessarily led to a decrease in faith because human beings are 
naturally drawn to worship then. For this reason, he thought 
religious images were inherently dangerous and should be 

11   Gottfried W. Locher, Zwingli’s Thought: New Perspectives 
(Leiden, 1981), p. 34.
12   Commentary on True and False Religion, pp. 92–93.
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abolished. 

Zwingli’s activism, which makes him so different from 
Luther, derives precisely from this notion of faithfulness. 
Serving God correctly is the goal of Christian life, both 
personally and communally. Whereas Luther’s principal 
dialectic is that between Law and Gospel, Zwingli’s is that 
between faithfulness and faithlessness, or true religion and 
false religion, or obedience and disobedience. All three 
dialectical pairs are one and the same for Zwingli. Unlike 
Luther, who could only conceive of a paradoxical synthesis 
between Law and Gospel, and of an ethics in which the 
constant breaking of the divine law is inevitable—summed 
up in his simul justus et peccator formula—Zwingli believed 
that “the law is a Gospel for the man who honors God.” The 
commandments, therefore, were “the constant will of God,” 
working upon the world.13 Unlike Luther, for whom “works-
righteousness” was an offensively wrong concept, Zwingli 
devoutly believed in the regenerative power of faith and in a 
measure of reward for effort. Faithfulness, in fact, is the same 
as effort for Zwingli, for whom life was a constant battle that 
could be won not just in the hereafter, but also in the here and 
now. The life of a Christian, he said, was “a battle so sharp 
and full of danger that effort can nowhere be relaxed without 
loss… It is also a lasting victory, for he who fi ghts it wins, if 
only he remains loyal to Christ the head.”14 Remaining loyal, 
of course, entailed both right worship and right behavior.

If Zwingli retains any sense of paradox in his theology, 
it is in his conception of divine providence. Convinced as he 
was that human effort played a role in redemption, Zwingli 
also believed that God ultimately controlled everything, 
including who would be the faithful. Although he never dwelt 
on predestination, or elaborated on the concept systematically, 
Zwingli spoke of election and sometimes even used the term 
predestination, as when he said, “predestination is born of 
providence, nay is providence.”15 Far from a fatalist, Zwingli 
believed in a predestination that turned the elect into energetic 
agents of the divine will. The fact that God chose his own 
did not mean that one had no choice. In fact, it was precisely 
because the divine act of choosing was a mystery that one 
was commanded to be active, for predestination was not about 
one’s merits but about God displaying his power and mercy 
through human agency.

Armed with such a dynamic theology in which worship 
and ethics were one and the same and in which every errand 
was a mission from God, Zwingli’s associates and followers 
set out to transform their confederation. Later, after his death, 

13   Zwingli, On Providence and Other Essays (Durham: Labyrinth, 
1983), p. 166.
14   Zwingli, Commentary on True and False Religion, p. 341.
15   Zwingli, On Providence, pp. 138, 180, 186.

some of his disciples would seek the transformation of the 
whole world.
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Abstract

While there has been discussion in the museum community about repatriation of cultural 
materials acquired during the period of European colonialism, discussions of repatriation 
within the American archival community have focused primarily on Native American 
collections and Iraqi records captured during the Gulf War. As a result, the ethics of 

collecting and possessing other indigenous materials in U.S. archives have not been considered as 
widely. This is problematic both because it robs other heritage objects of their context, reducing them 
to artifacts documenting a separate, distant culture, and because it glosses over the circumstances of 
their acquisition. This paper examines these issues through the lens of the Tanka Collection at Beinecke 
Rare Book and Manuscript Library at Yale University.
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While there has been discussion in the museum community 
about repatriation of cultural materials acquired during the 
period of European colonialism, discussions of repatriation 
within the American archival community have focused 
primarily on Native American collections and Iraqi records 
captured during the Gulf War. As a result, the ethics of 
collecting and possessing other indigenous materials in 
U.S. archives have not been considered as widely. This is 
problematic both because it robs other heritage objects of their 
context, reducing them to artifacts documenting a separate, 
distant culture, and because it glosses over the circumstances 
of their acquisition. This paper examines these issues through 
the lens of the Tanka Collection at Beinecke Rare Book and 
Manuscript Library at Yale University.

Beinecke Library at Yale University was founded in 
1963, and has become one of the largest rare book and 
manuscript libraries in the world. Among the collections is 
the Tanka Collection, a group of seventy-seven Buddhist 
thangkas. Thangkas (also spelled thanka or tanka)1 are Tibetan 
religious art, depicting “such themes as stories from the life 
of Buddha Sakyamuni or from His past existences, the lives 
of other Buddhas and Buddhist masters, representations of 
the Buddhist pantheon, as well as individual depictions of 
Buddhas, masters, meditation deities, mandalas and Pure 
Lands (i. e., paradises), or depictions of the six different 
realms of existence,” which are hung in Buddhist monastery 
or homes, used in religious schools as educational tools, and 
carried in processions.2

The image portion of a thangka is frequently painted on 
canvas with a wide textile border, although thangkas can also 
be made with other techniques and materials. These include 
block printing on canvas or paper, embroidery on fabric, 
woven textile, and appliqued fabric, as well as metal and papier 
mache.3 Fabric thangkas are supported by a rod at the top and 
bottom edge, traditionally made of wood with larger finials 
at each end. They are intended to be rolled for storage, with 
some derivations of the name suggesting it denotes something 
rolled. At the same time, they are three dimensional objects, 
and a complete thangka includes a fabric cover and ribbons 
(which would drape over the image when not in use), besides 
the image, textile borders and wooden support rods. Thangkas 
are sometimes made as art, but a thangka created for religious 
purposes would be inscribed with a blessing on the back of 
the canvas. Without this blessing, a thangka has no religious 
significance. The borders also have religious meaning, besides 
their potential research value as historic textiles.4 

1  Thangka is currently the most popular spelling, so is used when 
possible. Titles and quotes retain their original spelling.
2  Dagyab Rinpoche 10.
3  Boon Nee Loh; Dagyab Rinpoche 10.
4  Boon Nee Loh. The preceding two paragraphs are adapted from 
the author’s paper, “Chinese Cultural Relics Law and the Online Market for 

Seventy-six of Beinecke’s seventy-seven thangkas 
arrived at Yale between 1951 and 1985. The acquisition date 
of the seventy-seventh thangka is unknown, but may be as 
early as 1925, or as late as 1960. Sixty-six were donated 
by individuals or families, and the remaining eleven were 
purchased by the library. The thangkas acquired after 1963 
were acquired directly by Beinecke, while those acquired 
earlier were initially acquired by three other Yale special 
collections: the Yale University Art Gallery (YUAG), the 
Tibetan Collection in the Yale University Library (YUL), and 
the Divinity School Library. Those from the Divinity School 
Library and YUAG were transferred first to the Tibetan 
Collection in 1960, then the entire Tibetan Collection was 
moved to Beinecke after 1963. During most of its existence, 
the Tibetan Collection was headed by Wesley E. Needham, 
YUL’s Advisor in Tibetan Literature from 1953 to 1992.5 
This review considers the thankgas’ provenance prior to 
their arrival at Yale, as much as this can be determined from 
available records. YUAG has acquired additional thangkas 
since 1960 which remain in its collection and are not included 
in this discussion.

For thangkas acquired directly by Beinecke, relevant 
records include: the records of the technical services 
department (accession records and master acknowledgement 
files including copies of letters and receipts acknowledging 
gifts) and records of the directors, associate directors, and 
curators (these individuals’ correspondence and subject files), 
as well as the library’s annual reports. For those acquired 
first by YUL or the Divinity Library, acquisition information 
may be found in the annual reports, a publication called 
the Library Gazette, and the university librarian’s files. 
Acquisition information for thangkas first acquired by YUAG 
may be found in their collection files. Looking beyond these 
organizational records, in a few cases the personal papers of 
donors or sellers are also held by either Beinecke Library or 
Manuscripts and Archives, the other major special collection 
within YUL. In some cases, these collections are a source 
of information about the thangkas, while in other cases, the 
papers reflect their creators’ other interests, and have no 
connection to the thangkas.

Although the thangkas were part of the Tibetan 
Collection while they were at YUL, and still carry a Tibetan 
Collection call number (Tibet MSS 62), not all are from Tibet. 
This was known even as they were acquired, and now Yale’s 
Librarian for South Asian Studies presents them as resources 
for Himalayan Studies, which he describes as incorporating 
“Bhutan, China, India, Nepal, and Pakistan, and the Tibetan 

Tibetan Thangkas,” submitted for the course Art and Cultural Heritage Law, 
ARCA 2018.
5  Spicher.
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cultural areas that traverse the borders of all those states.”6

The fi nding aid and online catalog describe them as “chiefl y 
Tibetan, but also Nepalese, Bhutanese, Indian and Chinese.”
7 Although in most cases the fi nding aid identifi es the 
nationality of the thangkas or their creators, the individual 
artists are frequently unknown. Thangkas are often unsigned, 
so only two of the thangkas in the collection are attributed 
to identifi ed artists: Tsewang Norbu, who was active in 
Darjeeling, India, circa 1865, and Rinzin, who was active 
in Sikkim, India, circa 1950. An additional six have some 
information, with four attributed to an unidentifi ed northern 
Nepalese artist (these four are dated circa 1900-circa 1950), 
and two to an unidentifi ed Tibetan artist (these two are dated 
circa 1700-circa 1800).8 

The other end of the chain of provenance is similarly 
vague. In all cases, the donor or seller who gave or sold the 
thangkas to Yale is known by name, and—except for two 
people—identifi ed in the fi nding aid. Information before that 
point is very limited, however. For two thangkas, the name of 
the person who gave them to the donor is known; for four, the 
location of the purchase is known; and for a few more there is 
some suggestion where they might have been purchased. For 
the rest, there is only speculation, based on information about 
the donor or seller from whom Yale acquired the thangkas. 
The two thangkas for which a previous owner is known are 
the Tanka of Hayagrī va,9 which was given to YUL by Chester 
Bowles in 1958, and the Tanka of Mañ juś rī,10 which was given 
to Beinecke by Marjorie Knight Macrae in 1968. 

Chester Bowles’ career is too varied to review here, but the 
relevant facts to the history of the thangka are that he graduated 
from Yale in 1924, served as President Truman’s ambassador 
to India and Nepal from 1951 to 1953, then returned to the 
U.S. to live in Connecticut.11 As ambassador, Bowles was 
primarily based in India, but in 1952, he traveled through 
Nepal, where King Tribhuwan Bir Bikram Shah gave him the 
Tanka of Hayagrī va. After Bowles returned to Connecticut, 
Needham researched the thangka for him, writing that “…I 
have never before seen one with this particular combination 
of human and non-human fi gures. … There is, in my opinion, 
considerable evidence for us to assume it was painted by a 
monk artist of Sera Monastery, Lhasa, for the Abbot, or for 
a lama of even higher rank. It is mounted on brocade which 
may be from an Imperial Chinese court robe.”12 Similarly, 
writing to Gene Gilmartin at the Encyclopedia Britannica 
about Bowles’ thangka, Needham wrote, “I must add that this 

6  Ritchie.
7  Mason.
8  Mason.
9  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 37.
10  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 1.
11   Biographical Directory of the United States Congress.
12  Needham, Wesley. Letter to Charles Bowles. 1 June 1955.

project is very absorbing work, to the extent that I could write 
a book about how this painting ties into a knot many loose 
strands in Tibetan history.”13 When donating the thangka to 
the library three years later, Bowles wrote that it was given to 
him as a personal gift, but that, “I do feel that it is not right for 
me to keep this painting as a wall decoration in our home. It is 
a unique work of art and should be available to other interested 
people. For this reason, I told Dr. Needham that I would like 
very much to give it to the Yale Library as a permanent part 
of your Tibetan collection.”14 The two themes mentioned 
here, the thangkas’ rarity and importance for research, repeat 
throughout the records, and underlie YUL and Beinecke’s 
justifi cation for their acquisition. 

Marjorie Knight Macrae, children’s book author and 
widow of publisher Elliott Beach Macrae, donated the Tanka 
of Mañ juś rī to Beinecke in 1968, following her husband’s 
death earlier that year. Elliott Macrae had joined the 
publishing company E.P. Dutton & Co., of which his father 
was president, after graduating from the Virginia Military 
Institute in 1922. Beginning in the rare book department 
of the company’s New York City store, he was gradually 
promoted through several positions, becoming the company’s 
third president when his father died in 1944. According to his 
obituary, Macrae was the fi rst American publisher to travel to 
Eastern Europe after WWII, looking for books to publish in 
the U.S.15 He also travelled at least twice to Sikkim (now a 
state of India, but an independent kingdom at the time), fi rst 
to give mountaineer Heinrich Harrer’s camera to the Dalai 
Lama, and then to attend the 1963 wedding of Chogyal of 
Sikkim, Palden Thondup Namgyal and New York socialite 
Hope Cooke.16 On an early trip, Macrae befriended the Her 
Highness the Maharaj Kumari C. Pheunkhang of Sikkim, 
and the two continued corresponding after Macrae returned 
to the U.S. In 1958, the Maharaj wrote to say that she had 
commissioned a thangka as a gift for the Macraes from the 
artist Rinzin, who she described as “really good & there is at 
the moment, no one who comes up to his standard—even in 
Tibet.”17 Macrae received the thangka on 12 February 1960, 
telegraphing the Maharaj that he planned to unwrap it with 
Marjorie and their daughter that night.18

Besides these thangkas which were given to the donors 
by known individuals, the collection includes four thangkas 
for which the city of acquisition by the donor is known; three 

13  Needham, Wesley. Letter to Gene Gilmartin. 24 May 1955.
14  Bowles, Chester. Letter to James Babb, 5 December 1958.
15  “E. B. Macrae Dies; Headed Publishers” and “Services Slated 
Friday for Elliott Macrae, 67.”
16  Dolbier.
17  Pheunkhang, Maharaj Kumari C. Letter to Elliott Macrae. 18 June 
1958.
18  Macrae, Elliott. Telegraph to Princess Pheunkhang of Sikkim. 12 
February 1960.
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which were acquired by Wesley Needham in New Delhi (the 
Tanka of Tson ̇-kha-pa Blo-bzaṅ-grags-pa,19 the Tanka of 
Avalokiteśvara,20 and the Tanka of Gautama Buddha21), and 
one which was acquired in New York City by a Connecticut 
lawyer named Orson St. John. The thangka which St. John 
acquired in New York will be discussed later, with his other 
donations. 

In 1965, Needham received funding for a trip to Japan, 
Taiwan, Hong Kong, India, and England to meet with Tibetan 
scholars and religious figures, and international scholars 
interested in Tibet. The trip lasted from 15 April to 1 June 
1966, and on 17 November, he submitted a detailed report of 
his experiences to the library. As a well-connected American, 
he was hosted in his travels by civic, religious, and business 
leaders. In India, Needham visited Calcutta, Kalimpong (a 
city close to the Tibetan border, where he met two incarnate 
Tibetan lamas), Patna, Pathankot, Dharamshala (since 1960, 
home of the Tibetan government-in-exile, where he met the 
Dalai Lama and his tutors), and New Delhi (where he met 
Chester Bowles). At every opportunity, he visited museums 
with Tibetan collections, examined Tibetan paintings and 
books in private homes, and discussed Tibetan language, 
literature and art with those he met. 

While in Calcutta, he stayed with an American couple 
named Brewer, living in India because Mr. Brewer worked 
for the Ford Foundation. Needham reported that Mrs. Brewer 
Introduced him to a young refugee monk from Tibet named 
Thubten Lhagsam, with whom Mrs. Brewer was studying 
Tibetan, as well as the young monk’s teacher, another Tibetan 
refugee monk named Geshe Lobsang Lungtog. Besides 
meeting these two Tibetan monks, Needham explained that 
since Mrs. Brewer is very much interested in Tibetan banner 
paintings, known as tankas, we went to a number of shops 
where these are on sale. Calcutta has quite a few stores where 
you can buy Tibetan religious objects. These items seem to 
filter down from the hills where Tibetan refugees congregate. 
While in Calcutta I had many opportunities to see Tibetan 
paintings of various Buddhist subjects, and to examine Tibetan 
paintings which Mrs. Brewer’s friends had purchased.22

Describing a market in Kalimpong, which he visits with 
a member of the family hosting him, Needham writes

Chukie Shekabpa and I attended the weekly 
mart known as a haat. This is a local Bazaar held 
on Wednesday, when Tibetans, Bhutanese, and 
Sikkimese come from a distance and bring with 

19  Tanka Collection, Tibet Mss 62, box 66.
20  Tibet Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 17.
21  Tibet Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 32.
22  Needham, Wesley. “Report of Wesley E. Needham’s Trip to Asian 
Countries and England” 7.

them various things for sale which they spread 
out before them for example, you could buy a 
live goat, or chickens, or used razor blades, rusty 
nails, Beautiful Tibetan jewelry, Buddhist rosaries 
made from seeds, Tibetan books, silver ornaments, 
or nearly anything you would not expect to find 
anywhere but a Kalimpong haat.23

Needham did not mention purchasing any thangkas in 
Calcutta or Kalimpong. Towards the end of the trip in New 
Delhi, he visited Tibet House, which he described as “a 
museum of three galleries exhibiting many Tibetan religious 
items and treasures originally owned by old Tibetan families; 
or loaned by the Dalai Lama and other prominent Tibetans. In 
an adjoining room, a number of other items are on sale which 
have been donated for this purpose….”24 He did not buy any 
thangkas that day, but writes that a few days later

… I went to several antique shops to see if I could 
find a few Tibetan tankas that we could add to 
the Tibetan collection at the University Library. I 
was fortunate in finding two painted during the 
eighteenth century: one of Tsongkhapa, the founder 
of the Yellow Hat sect of Tibetan Buddhism, of 
which the Dalai Lamas are the heads; the other 
of Avalokiteshuara, or Chenrezi (in Tibetan) the 
patron saint of Tibet, of which the Dalai Lama is 
considered the emanation, or presence on earth. I 
also purchased a new tanka of the Buddha with his 
two chief disciples, recently painted by a lhariba, 
an accomplished Tibetan painter, at Tibet House.25

From the report, it is not entirely clear whether the two 
eighteenth-century thangkas were purchased at an antique 
shop or from Tibet House, although the finding aid describes 
Tanka of Avalokiteśvara as purchased from Tibet House 
(without mentioning Needham), and the Tanka of Tson ̇-kha-
pa Blo-bzaṅ-grags-pa as purchased by Needham in New 
Delhi. The third thangka from this trip, the Tanka of Gautama 
Buddha, is listed in the finding aid as having been purchased at 
Tibet House, and dated circa 1950, which matches Needham’s 
description of it as having been recently painted.26 

Prior to the trip, Needham had already donated a thangka 
to the Beinecke, the Tanka of Amitābha.27 No indication was 
found in the records of how or when he acquired that first 

23  Needham, Wesley. “Report of Wesley E. Needham’s Trip to Asian 
Countries and England” 16.
24  Needham, Wesley. “Report of Wesley E. Needham’s Trip to Asian 
Countries and England” 34.
25  Needham, Wesley. “Report of Wesley E. Needham’s Trip to Asian 
Countries and England” 34.
26  Mason.
27  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 11.
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thangka, other than the possibility that during his frequent 
contacts with Tibetan monks and scholars, and Western 
academics studying Tibet, one might have given or sold it to 
him. Similarly, his interest in Tibetan art, religion, and culture, 
may have led him to purchase the thangka at auction or from 
a dealer in the U.S. or Europe.

For the next group of thangkas, there is some evidence of 
the country where they were purchased by the donor (or seller, 
in one case), and in some cases an approximate date, but very 
little information about the circumstances of the purchase. 
This group includes one thangka donated by Orville Anderson 
Petty to the Yale Divinity School Library, three thangkas 
donated by Ada (Mrs. William H.) Moore, fi ve thangkas 
donated by Ann Rohrer, one thangka purchased from and 
four donated by Joseph F. and Eliza Weiler, and six thangkas 
donated by Orson St. John.

Some time prior to 1960, Orville Anderson Petty sold or 
donated the Tanka of Gautama Buddha and Scenes from the 
Starving Tigress Jā taka28 to the Yale Divinity School Library. 
In 1960, it was transferred to the Tibetan Collection, and from 
there to Beinecke. Petty’s documented affi liation with Yale 
began in 1915, when he received a PhD from the university. 
During World War I, he served as a military chaplain, including 
oversees services for which he was cited by General Pershing 
and decorated by the French and Belgian governments. These 
decorations suggest he was stationed in Europe, rather than 
Asia, although records confi rming this were not located. 
Returning to the U.S. after the war, he received an honorary 
doctorate of divinity from Yale in 1919, and became president 
of the board of trustees of Plymouth Congregational Church 
in New Haven, as well as its pastor. He remained pastor at the 
church until 1929, when he became president of the Arnold 
College of Physical Education, also in New Haven.29 

Sometime around 1930, Petty worked as a factfi nder 
for the Layman’s Foreign Missions Inquiry (LFMI), which 
investigated Christian missionary activity in India, Japan, 
and China, with some factfi nders traveling to the country 
they were documenting.30 The LFMI published a report 
in 1932, followed the next year by a seven-volume series 
of supplemental reports, edited by Petty. He also wrote the 
supplemental report on India, suggesting that he may have 
been assigned to India as a factfi nder, and perhaps travelled 
there.31 

It is tempting to think Petty acquired the thangka while 
a factfi nder in India prior to 1933. However, the only years 

28  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 34.
29  American Physical Education Association 376.
30  Weigle vii.
31  Laymen’s Foreign Missions Inquiry.

between 1924 and 1960 for which Petty was listed as a donor 
in the Report of the Librarian were 1925-26 and 1926-27 
(albeit without any indication of what he donated).32 The 
thangka must have been at the Divinity Library by 1960, 
because it was transferred to the Tibetan Collection that 
year. This suggests that Petty may have donated the thangka 
between 1925 and 1927. In that case, however, it would have 
been acquired before Petty’s work as a factfi nder, which is 
the only time the available biographical information suggests 
travel to India. While he may have made two trips to India, it 
is also possible that he acquired the thangka in the U.S., or that 
it was donated after 1927 and simply omitted from the Report 
of the Librarian.

The three thangkas donated by Ada Moore (the Tanka 
of Two Arhats,33 the Tanka of Tsoṅ-kha-pa Blo-bzaṅ-grags-
pa,34 and the Tanka of Palden Lhamo35) were originally given 
to the Yale University Art Gallery, then transferred to the 
Tibetan Collection in 1960. Based on their former YUAG 
accession numbers (1951.51.52, 1952.40.22, and 1952.40.23, 
respectively), Ada Moore gave the Tanka of Two Arhats to 
YUAG in 1951 and the other two thangkas in 1952. At the 
Gallery, the three thangkas were part of the Hobart Moore 
Memorial Collection of Textiles, established by Moore to 
honor her son who graduated from Yale in 1900 and died only 
a few years later. The collection was described in 1948 (before 
the thangkas were added to it) as having been 

formed by Mrs. Moore during many years of 
extended travel… Originally consisting of some 
1,500 items, the Moore Collection has been growing 
steadily since it came to Yale, and now numbers 
more than 1,700 objects. Although its chief fi eld 
is Oriental textiles, it includes North African, 
Egyptian, Greek Islands, Turkish, and Syrian, 
as well as Persian, Indian, Sumatran, Javanese, 
Balinese, Siamese, Cambodian, Chinese, and 
Japanese and even a small group of pre-Columbian 
Peruvian material.36 

The Tanka of two Arhats had been described and appraised 
in 1949, while in the possession of a New York organization 
called the Asia Institute. The description from the appraisal, 
“Tibetan hand-ka from the collection of Mrs. W.H. Moore, 
16th or early 17th Century: ‘Life of Two Arhats’ inscription on 
back,” mirrors the current fi nding aid description, “a Tibetan 
watercolor painting on cotton that depicts two of the sixteen 
arhats, the original followers of the Buddha. The painting 

32 Report of the Librarian, July 1, 1925-June 30, 1926, 20 and Re-
port of the Librarian July 1, 1926-June 30, 1927, 18.
33  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 14.
34  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 67.
35  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 51.
36  Rowe cover.
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is one of a set of nine paintings and is marked ‘Right-two’ 
in Tibetan on its verso.”37 Other than the note that Moore’s 
textile collection was acquired during her travels, there is no 
information about the thangkas’ provenance in the records.

In 1976, Ann Rohrer, whose connection to Yale has not 
been determined, donated twelve Tibetan and Buddhist items 
to Beinecke, including five thangkas (the Tanka of Akṣobhya,38 
the Tanka of Avalokiteśvara,39 the Tanka of Avalokiteśvara,40 
the Tanka of a Srid-pa-ho,41 and the Tanka of a Stupa).42 Rohrer 
grew up in California, becoming interested in Asia at a young 
age. She served in the Air Force in Japan during the Korean 
War, then lived and worked in Japan, Taiwan, and Burma. In 
1959, Rohrer joined the U.S. Foreign Aid program, spending 
two years in Laos and four years in Burma, before going to 
Nepal around 1965 or 1966. After three years in Kathmandu, 
she lived in Kabul, Afghanistan, then retired to California, 
where she worked to popularize Tibetan dog breeds in the 
U.S.43 The finding aid notes that Rohrer’s thangkas were 
purchased in Nepal in 1968, which falls within her time there 
as documented elsewhere, but none of the library records 
provide additional information.44 

Beinecke acquired five thangkas from Joseph F. and 
Eliza Weiler, purchasing one in 1974 (the Tanka of Tson ̇-kha-
pa Blo-bzaṅ-grags-pa45), and receiving four as a donation in 
1983 (the Tanka of Amitāyus,46 the Tanka of Avalokiteśvara,47 
the Tanka of Bardo Thodol Deities,48 and the Tanka of Padma 
Sambhava).49 Writing to Yale library director Kenneth 
Nesheim in June 1974, Needham describes visiting the 
Weilers’ home to see a group of Tibetan materials including 
“Tibetan thangkas, block printed texts, and bronze artifacts,” 
collected while Joseph Weiler was stationed in Nepal with the 
U.S. State Department Foreign Service.50

Although the Weilers were interested in selling the entire 
collection, Needham was only interested in one thangka, which 
he described as “a rarity [that] would be a desirable addition to 
the Yale Collection at Beinecke for several reasons.” Besides 

37  Platt, Frank H. Letter to John Marshall Phillips, enclosure: Sched-
ule B. 19 February 1952. Yale University Art Gallery Collection Files, folder 
1951.51.1-; Mason.
38  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 9.
39  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 19.
40  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 20.
41  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 59.
42  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 61; and Rogers, Rutherford 
D. Donation acknowledgement, 3 May 1976.
43  Rohrer 153.
44  Mason.
45  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 65.
46  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 5.
47  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 6.
48  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 7.
49  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 8; and Mason.
50  Needham, Wesley. Letter to Kenneth Nesheim. 10 June 1974.

its religious, historical, and literary value, Needham felt the 
thangka was “…a masterpiece by an artist who obviously 
served a long, disciplined apprenticeship as indicated by the 
meticulous detail… Paintings of this quality and age (circa 
18th century) are becoming scarce,”51 again recommending 
the purchase of a thangkas due in part to its rarity. In the end, 
Beinecke purchased only one thangka from the Weilers, but 
in 1983 accepted four more as a donation. It appears that 
the 1983 donations had also been part of the original group, 
because Needham described them to the New York Times as 
having been purchased from Tibetans in Nepal while Weiler 
was stationed there with the U.S. Foreign Service.52 

In early 1985, a lawyer named Orson St. John donated 
five thangkas to Beinecke: the Tanka of Avalokiteśvara,53 the 
Tanka of Gautama Buddha,54 the Tanka of a Karmapa Abbot,55 
the Tanka of a Karmapa Abbot,56 and the Tanka of Padma 
Sambhava.57 St. John was born in 1905, graduating from 
Williams College with a bachelor’s degree in 1928, and from 
Columbia University with an L.L.B. in 1932, also the year 
he married Joy Dickerman. St. John was initially admitted to 
the New York State Bar, then to the Connecticut Bar in 1935. 
By 1940, he lived and practiced law in Greenwich, CT.58 One 
of the thangkas he donated, the older Tanka of a Karmapa 
Abbot in box 38 was “accompanied with an envelope from 
Hotel Mount Everest, Darjeeling, India, with notes about the 
tanka,” according to the finding aid, but no other provenance 
information has been found.59

In June 1985, St. John purchased an additional thangka 
from Christie’s, described on the donation acknowledgement 
as “Lot 512 in the sale at Christie’s New York of Fine Chinese 
Ceramics and Works of Art on Thursday 6 June 1985 (sale 
5194),” which he donated to Beinecke in December.60 The 
file contains a copy of its listing in the auction catalog, but 
the listing does not include the seller’s name or any other 
provenance information, however vague.61 This last thangka 
is not attributed to St. John in the finding aid, which names 
him only as the donor of the five thangkas recieved early in 
the year.62 This discrepancy will be discussed in more detail 
shortly.

For the remaining the thangkas, there is no indication 

51  Needham, Wesley. Letter to Kenneth Nesheim. 10 June 1974.
52  “Tibetan Texts.”
53  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 15.
54  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 26.
55  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 38.
56  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 39.
57  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 47.
58  Greenwich in 1940 127-128.
59  Mason. 
60  Siggins, Jack A. Donation acknowledgement, 16 January 1986.
61  Master Acknowledgement File, St. John, Olson.
62  Mason.
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of provenance prior to ownership by the donor or seller. 
Available information about fi ve of the donors and sellers 
suggests that they collected additional Asian materials besides 
the thangkas. These collectors include Martin J. Gerson, 
who donated fi ve thangkas; Wendell Phillips Colton, Jr. 
(Yale 1929) and Cornelia Mary Safford Colton who donated 
thirteen thangkas; Edna Bryner Schwab, who donated twenty-
one thangkas; Russell Trenholme, from whom Beinecke 
purchased one thangka, and Mr. and Mrs. John Roger, who 
donated one thangka.

In 1959, Martin Gerson gave YUL fi ve thangkas: the 
Tanka of Gautama Buddha,63 the Tanka of Gautama Buddha, 
Disciples, and the Thirty-fi ve Buddhas of Confession,64 the 
Tanka of Ṅ ag-dbaṅ-blo-bzaṅ-rgya-mtsho,65 the Tanka of 
Vajrapā ṇ i,66 and the Tanka of Vasudhā rā.67 The Tanka of 
Gautama Buddha is one of the thangkas with a named creator, 
Tsewang Norbu, who is described in the fi nding aid as having 
been active in Darjeeling, India, while the other four thangkas 
from Gerson are described as Nepalese or Tibetan. There is 
no information about how, when, or where Gerson acquired 
them, nor does any of the limited biographical information 
found about Gerson shed any light on the matter. In the 1940s, 
Gerson was a physician at Fairfi eld State Hospital, not far from 
New Haven.68 By 1949, he had begun teaching psychiatry at 
Cornell Medical School in New York City, where he continued 
to teach until at least 1960.69 Aside from living in proximity 
to New Haven, no connection between Gerson and Yale has 
been found, prior to his donation of the thangkas. It appears 
that he was collector, however, because he also donated more 
than ninety objects—primarily printing blocks from Japan 
and bronze sculptures from India—to the Museum of Art and 
Archaeology at the University of Missouri.70 

The next collectors, Wendell Phillips Colton, Jr. and 
Cornelia Safford Colton, are listed in the fi nding aid as donating 
the Tanka of Viś rā vaṇ a71 in 1968.72 Wendell Colton graduated 
from Yale in 1929 and married Cornelia Safford in May 1932.73 
Colton worked for his father’s advertising company beginning 
in the 1930s, rising to become its executive vice president by 
1954. In his class reunion book that year, he wrote “as I have 
lived since graduation in New York City apartments, where 
space is limited, the hobby of collecting, repairing, coloring, 

63  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 2.
64  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 31.
65  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 46.
66  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 70.
67  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 75.
68  State of Connecticut Register and Manual 171.
69  Cornell University 71 and Cornell University Medical College 
67.
70  University of Missouri.
71  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 76.
72  Mason.
73  “Cornelia Safford Weds Wendell P. Colton Jr.” 17.

and bartering meerschaum smoking pipes admirably fi ts close 
quarters.”74 That this is the only hobby he mentions, citing the 
lack of space, suggests that he had not yet begin collecting 
thangkas. Fourteen years later, when he donated the Tanka of 
Viś rā vaṇ a, Wesley Needham would write to YUL Director 
Kenneth Nesheim that, although the Tanka of Viś rā vaṇ a
was likely painted by a Chinese or Mongolian painter, “Mr. 
Colton, a Yale alumnus, has several genuine Tibetan tankas 
which may come to us.”75 

It appears that Needham’s hopes were fulfi lled, because 
Colton’s fi le also includes an acknowledgement of twelve more 
thangkas donated to Beinecke in August 1985.76 In the fi nding 
aid, however, there are thirteen thangkas listed as 1985 gifts 
from an anonymous member of the class of 1929.77 Given that 
the fi nding aid credits the anonymous alumnus with donating 
one more thangka than the acknowledgement letter to Colton 
does, but lists Orson St. John as the donor of fi ve thangkas in 
1985 when his acknowledgement fi le credits him with six,78

it appears that the fi nding aid mistakenly attributes the sixth 
thangka donated by St. John to the anonymous alumnus—
who turns out to be Colton. Unfortunately, the descriptions 
of the thangkas are not detailed enough to determine which of 
the thirteen thangkas attributed to the anonymous member of 
the class of 1929 was donated by St. John.

Although Wendell and Cornelia Colton donated the 
thangkas, it is possible that they were collected by Wendell’s 
parents, Wendell Phillips Colton Sr. and Anne Colton (born 
Anne M. Mason), because Anne Colton’s estate auctioned 
off other Asian artifacts after her death. Wendell Colton 
Sr. was born on 22 December 1873, and graduated from 
Yale University in the class of 1896. He received an L.L.B. 
from New York Law School in 1898, and soon after began 
working for the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad. 
In 1900, Wendell Colton and Anne Mason were married in 
Brooklyn Heights, New York; she is identifi ed thereafter in 
contemporary documents as Mrs. Wendell P. Colton. In 1902, 
Wendell became an advertising agent for the railroad, and 
eventually star ted his own advertising agency.79 

74  Yale University, Class of 1929. 25 Year Record 91.
75  Needham, Wesley. Letter to Kenneth Nesheim, 16 October 1968.
76  Abell, Millicent D. Donation acknowledgement, 8 August 1985.
77  Mason. The thangkas are: the Tanka of Amitā bha (box 10), the 
Tanka of Avalokiteś vara (box 18), the Tanka of Bhaiṣ ajyaguru (box 23), the 
Tanka of Gautama Buddha (box 27), the Tanka of Guhyasamā ja (box 35), 
the Tanka of Kloṅ-chen-pa Dri-med-’od-zer (box 40), the Tanka of Lobsang 
Chö kyi Gyaltsen (box 41), the Tanka of Mahā kā la (box 42), the Tanka of 
Mahā kā la (box 43), the Tanka of a Sa-skya-pa Lama (box 55), the Tanka of 
Srid-pa’i-’khor-lo (box 60), the Tanka of Vajrabhairava (box 68), the Tanka 
of Vajrasattva (box 72), all in the Tanka collection, Tibet MSS 62.
78  Siggins, Jack A. Donation acknowledgement, 2 April 1985; and 
Siggins, Jack A. Donation acknowledgement, 16 January 1986.
79  Day 286-7.
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Wendell Colton Sr. died in 1958, at the age of 84.80 Anne 
Colton died in August 1965. The following year, the Parke-
Bernet Galleries in New York held an auction of Chinese Art, 
Jade, Coral & other Semi-Precious mineral carvings, early 
dynasty pottery and porcelain, single-color & decorated 
porcelains, snuff bottles, Japanese & Chinese carved Ivories, 
Chinese furniture, lamps and other decorative objects, various 
owners, including estate of the late Mrs. Wendell P. Colton. 
Forty of the two hundred objects in the auction came from 
Anne Colton’s estate. None are thangkas, but all the lots from 
the estate are described as Chinese, indicative of an interest in 
Asian art which might broadly include thangkas.81 Regardless 
of which generation collected the thangkas, no indication 
of how or when the family acquired them has been found, 
leaving only the general speculation that they lived near New 
York City and so could have purchased them from a gallery in 
the city. They would also have been wealthy enough to travel, 
and so could have purchased them abroad. 

Scholar and collector Edna Bryner was born in 
Pennsylvania in 1886. She graduated from Vassar College 
in 1907, and married Arthur Schwab in 1916, although she 
continued to use her maiden name professionally. By the 
1930s, she had become interested in Asian religious, studying 
Tibetan literature and language.82 She first came to the 
Yale Library Rare Book Room in 1954 to research Tibetan 
thangkas. The results of that researcher were published as 
Thirteen Tibetan Tankas in 1956. When she died in 1967, she 
left Yale her collection of Tibetan religious objects, including 
manuscripts, block-printed texts, bronze images, and twenty-
one thangkas.83 

Describing the donation shortly after it was received, 
Wesley Needham wrote “the scarcity of Tibetan texts since 
the Red Chinese invasion of Tibet had discouraged any hope 
of closing the gap with the biography of Marpa, the founder.”84 
He continues, “the bequest of Edna Bryner Schwab, the gifts 
from other generous donors, and several timely purchases of 

80  Greeley 43.
81  Chinese Art.
82  Archives & Special Collections Library at Vassar College.
83  Needham “Edna Bryner Schwab” 21-22. The thangkas are: the 
Tanka of Gautama Buddha and scenes from the Vessantara Jātaka (box 3), 
the Tanka of Gautama Buddha and scenes from the Ruru Deer Jātaka (box 4), 
the Tanka of Avalokiteśvara (box 16), the Tanka of the 58 Wrathful Deities of 
Bardo (box 21), the Tanka of Garwai Nagpo Damchen (box 25), the Tanka of 
Gautama Buddha (box 28), the Tanka of Gautama Buddha with eight arhats 
and two attendants (box 29), the Tanka of a Mandala (box 44), the Tanka of 
Mi-la-ras-pa (box 45), the Tanka of Palden Lhamo (box 49), the Tanka of 
Palden Lhamo (box 50), the Tanka of a Rgyan-Tshogs (box 54), the Tanka of 
Sitātapatrā (box 56), the Tanka of Sitātapatrā (box 57, the Tanka of a Srid-
pa-ho (box 58), the Tanka of Tāra ̄ (box 63), the Tanka of Tāra ̄ (box 64), the 
Tanka of Vajrapāṇi (box 69), the Tanka of Vajrayoginī (box 73), the Tanka of 
Vajrayoginī (box 74), and the Tanka of Yungtön Dorjepel (box 77), all in the 
Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62.
84  Needham “Edna Bryner Schwab” 27.

Tibetan texts and tankas before they became scarce or rare, 
have brought the Tibetan Collection at the Beinecke Library 
to an eminent position.”85 At least three of the thangkas 
Bryner later left to Beinecke were already available to her 
by 1956—either in her possession or that of a colleague—
because she wrote about them in Thirteen Tibetan Tankas.86 
However, none of the records available indicate where she 
might have obtained them. It is possible she acquired them 
from a colleague, or from a dealer or auction in the U.S. or 
Europe. Although her research interests would have made 
such a trip plausible, there is no mention of travel in Asia, 
either in the records at Yale or in the finding aid for her papers 
at Vassar College. 

The last collector’s acquisition history is similarly 
unknown. In 1969, a graduate student named Russell 
Trenholme offered almost ninety Asian objects, including 
seventy-five thangkas, to Beinecke.87 Although Trenholme 
wanted to sell them as a group, Needham identified twelve 
to forty-two thangkas Beinecke might purchase, depending 
on price. In a report dated 25 November 1969, Needham 
explained that

as usual all are anonymous and undated. Many 
may be much older than tankas in American and 
European Collections which were produced in the 
18th, 19th, and 20th centuries. Some of the older 
tankas look like dealer’s rejects because they 
are blackened from the fumes of butter lamps in 
monastery shrine rooms. They can be cleaned 
easily at very little expense. Some need mending 
and repairing. The ones we don’t want can be sold 
or exchanged.88

Despite Trenholme’s hope of selling his collection together, 
and Needham’s hopes of adding at least a dozen thangkas to 
the Beinecke collection, in the end the library purchased only 
one thangka, the Tanka of the 42 Peaceful Deities of Bardo,89 
in 1972. As Needham explained to Nesheim, he selected this 
thangka because it paired with another thangka already in the 
collection to illustrate the text of the Bardo Thodol. Although 
not painted together, the two thangkas were similar in quality, 
with Needham writing of the new acquisition, “[i]t is a rare 
item and I have never seen a duplicate offered for sale by 
American, English, or Indian dealers.”90

85  Needham “Edna Bryner Schwab” 29.
86  The thangkas which were later donated to Yale are discussed in 
Chapter V, Three Jatakas from the Kanjur (Bryner 112-144).
87  Needham, Wesley. Memo to Kenneth Nesheim. 22 September 
1969.
88  Needham, Wesley. “Report: Russell Trenholme’s Tibetan Collec-
tion.”
89  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 22.
90  Needham, Wesley. Memo to Kenneth Nesheim. 14 March 1972.
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The last of the collectors, Mr. and Mrs. John Roger, 

donated the Tanka of Vajrasattva91 to Beinecke in 1973. It 
was one of a series of Asian objects, primarily from Japan 
and China, which the Rogers donated to Beinecke between 
1964 and 1974. Very little biographical information about the 
Rogers has been found. John Rogers appears to have been a 
lawyer, as well as bookshelf editor of a publication called the 
Golden Lotus. The couple lived in Philadelphia at the time 
of the donation. As transcribed by a colleague, Needham 
describes the thangka as “this rare piece of needlework, similar 
to the few in American museums and private collections, 
is remarkably well preserved for its age, probably three to 
four hundred years,” again highlighting the piece’s age and 
rarity.92 As before, there is no indication where the Rogers 
acquired the thangka, although his interest in Asian culture 
and Buddhism may have put him in contact with dealers of 
Asian art and artifacts.

For the remaining thangkas, even less information was 
found, so it is not even possible to determine if the owners 
were generally interested in Himalayan culture, Buddhism, or 
related topics, or if the thangkas were isolated acquisitions. 
This group includes Edwin R. Meiss (Yale 1933) and Jean 
Hoffheimer Meiss, who donated one thangka in 1961; Colonel 
Eric Foster Storm, who donated one thangka in 1963; James 
Robert Tanis, who donated one thangka in 1967; Norton 
Canfi eld, who donated one thangka in 1976; and Helen 
Johnson, who donated one thangka in 1981. The library also 
purchased fi ve thangkas from Vivian Rose in 1962, but no 
information was found in the records regarding this purchase. 
The thankgas were the Tanka of Amitā yus,93 the Tanka of two 
arhats accompanied by Upasaka Dharmatala,94 the Tanka of 
Dorje Shugden,95 the Tanka of Hayagrī va,96 and the Tanka of 
Padma Sambhava.97

Edwin R. and Jean Hoffheimer Meiss donated the Tanka 
of Tā rā98 to YUL in 1961. Jean Hoffheimer grew up in New 
York City, then attended Vassar College, graduating in 1925. 
Two years later, she married Edwin R. Meiss.99 Meiss had 
grown up in Ohio, graduating from the University of Michigan 
before receiving a master’s degree in literature from Harvard 
in 1925 and a second master’s degree from the Yale School 
of Drama in 1933. At fi rst, Meiss worked as a journalist and 
lecturer in the Yale Department of Epidemiology and Public 
Health. Then, from 1945 to until his retirement in 1966, he 

91  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 71
92               Wynne, Marjorie. Memo to Miss Dyer. 19 December 1973.
93  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 12.
94  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 13.
95  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 24.
96  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 36.
97  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 48.
98  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 62.
99  Vassar College. Vassar Quarterly, 1927.

was the director of the Connecticut Division of the American 
Cancer Society.100 In 1986, the Meisses donated two works— 
an Alexander Calder print and Harry B. Lachman oil 
painting—to the  Frances Lehman Leob Art Center at Vassar 
College.101 Jean Meiss died in 1989 and Edwin Meiss in 1996, 
both in Woodbridge, CT.102

In 1963, Colonel Eric Foster Storm donated one thangka, 
the Tanka of Gautama Buddha,103 to the library. Only limited 
biographical information has been found about Storm: he 
served in the U.S. Army during World War I, becoming active 
in the American Legion after the war. During the 1930s, he 
lived in Connecticut, working for Connecticut Telephone 
& Electric Manufacturing Co, the Trumbull Electric 
Manufacturing Co, and Cooper Thermometer, until in 1938 
he became the general sales manager of Halson Radio & 
Television, Inc. in Meriden, CT.104 Other than proximity to 
New Haven, research has not revealed any connection to Yale 
which would explain the donation. Similarly, no interest in 
Asian culture or foreign travel other than his military service 
(which may have been in Europe), has been found to explain 
his acquisition of the thangka in the fi rst place.

James Robert Tanis donated the Tsakli of Prajñ ā pā ramitā 
105 to Beinecke in 1967, while Yale University Librarian (i.e., 
library director). A tsakli is a miniature Tibetan painting. Tanis 
was born in 1928, and received a B.A. from Yale (1951) and a 
Masters of Divinity from Union Theological Seminary (1954). 
He worked as a librarian and lecturer at Harvard Divinity 
School, then became the Yale University Librarian in 1964. 
He remained in that position until 1968, during which time 
he received a Doctor of Theology from Utrecht University 
(Netherlands), producing a dissertation called Dutch 
Calvinistic pietism in the middle colonies. A study in the life 
and theology of Theodorus Jacobus Frelinghuysen.106 Besides 
the thangka, Tanis donated a few other items—some related 
to Buddhism and some not—to various Yale libraries.107 After 
leaving the Yale, Tanis worked at Bryn Mawr College.108

Norton Canfi eld donated one thangka, the Tanka of 
Gautama Buddha, disciples, and the Thirty-Five Buddhas 
of Confession109 to Beinecke in 1976.110 Canfi eld received a 

100  Reeder 92.
101  Vassar College. Frances Lehman Leob Art Center Collection 
Search.
102  Vassar College. Vassar Quarterly, 1989; Reeder 92.
103  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 30.
104  Herzog 46.
105  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 52.
106  Cook.
107  Master Acknowledgement File, Tanis, James.
108  Cook.
109  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 33.
110  The finding aid gives a donation date of 1981 for this thangka, 
but the memo documenting the donation is dated 1976. Since the latter is a 
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B.S. from Dartmouth College in 1925 and an M.D. from the 
University of Michigan in 1929. He remained in Michigan 
until 1933, as an instructor at the University of Michigan 
and University of Michigan Hospital. From 1933 to 1962 
he taught at the Yale Medical School, except during World 
War II when he served in the Office of the Chief Surgeon, 
European Theater of Operations for the U.S. Army and in the 
Office of the Surgeon General. After the war, he consulted 
for the Veterans’ Administration in Washington D.C, and in 
San Juan, Puerto Rico. In 1962 he left Yale to become the 
founding director and chief of otolaryngology of the Virgin 
Island Hearing and Speech Center. In 1974, he left the center 
for private practice.111 Unfortunately, the records Beinecke has 
retained do not provide any information about how or when 
Canfield acquired the thangka, while his papers in Manuscripts 
and Archives relate entirely to his medical career.

There is one thangka, the Tanka of Rāhula112 listed in 
the finding aid with “source unknown” in place of a donor or 
seller. Under a previous numbering system, its call number 
was TIB.81.1, indicating that it was acquired in 1981. In the 
Beinecke records, there is a 1981 memo suggesting the library 
purchase what appears to be the same thangka, with matching 
description and dimensions, from an appraiser of estates 
named Helen Johnson. While no additional information about 
Johnson or her acquisition of the thangka has been located, 
the memo itself is revealing. In it, Wesley Needham writes to 
Lawrence Dowler, acting director of Beinecke, that 

The Tibetan Collection now includes forty-nine 
tankas, religious paintings that traditionally serve 
as visual aids in teaching Buddhist doctrines, as a 
source of religious inspiration and as illustrations of 
Tibetan Buddhist texts. Many are fine examples of 
Buddhist art, symbolism, and iconography. All old 
tankas are now rarities. 

We now have an opportunity to add another thanka 
to the Yale collection. This one is rarer than the 
others having a black background with gold lines, a 
style rarely ever offered for sale and therefore rarely 
ever seen in private or public collections …. 

Having has an opportunity to study this tanka, I can 
say that it was painted by a skillful artist with years 
of experience in depicting Buddhist iconography… 
. 

Dowler replied “why not? L.D.,” and the thangka was added 

primary document, the date is more likely to be correct in this case. Rutter, 
Suzanne. Memo to Miss Dyer. 19 May 1976.
111  U.S. Army Medical Department; Manuscripts and Archives Staff.
112  Tanka Collection, Tibet MSS 62, box 53.

to the collection.113

The Tanka Collection Reconsidered

Over the years that Yale acquired its thangkas, and even 
more in the years since the last addition to the collection, 
attitudes toward such acquisitions have evolved significantly. 
Initially, as seen in the librarians’ contemporary writing about 
the collection, acquisition of the thangkas by Yale was an 
unquestioned good, allowing rare treasures to be preserved 
and shared with researchers. Since then, the cultural heritage 
community has developed a more nuanced understanding of 
acquisition of one culture’s heritage by another’s institutions.114 
In Treasures in Trusted Hands: Negotiating the Future of 
Colonial Cultural Objects, Jos von Beurden examines the 
presence of cultural objects acquired during the period of 
European colonialism in European and American collections. 
Depending on the date of export and country of origin, the 
thangkas are not strictly speaking colonial acquisitions (for 
example, the thangkas from India may have been exported 
after the end of British rule, and China was not colonized 
during this period). However, the lens of colonial acquisitions 
is still useful, given the unequal distribution of power between 
the countries where the thangkas were created and the West, 
and the actions of China in Tibet, which some describe as 
internal colonialism.

Von Beurden identifies three broad trends affecting 
perceptions of colonial cultural objects over the last fifty 
to seventy-five years. First, localization and globalization, 
with localization increasing awareness of cultural heritage’s 
importance in developing a sense of self and in helping people 
find their own way in the modern world, while globalization 
leads to the growth of local elites with the funds to build 
museums in developing countries. Second, development of 
an international framework for resolving claims and conflicts 
between states, which began in response to the destruction 
of World War II and continues in the ongoing discussion 
of the destruction caused by the slave trade and European 
colonialism. Third, expansion of the idea of restoring 
property to previous owners through restitution to include 
consideration of returning objects from public institutions to 
private collections. This idea of public to private restitution 
first arose in Europe after the fall of Berlin Wall and collapse 

113  Needham, Wesley. Memo to Lawrence Dowler. 28 October 1981.
114  Among the staff of Beinecke Library, there is a sense that not all 
the thangkas in the collection are equally significant or culturally valuable. 
This has been reinforced by offhand comments from faculty, suggesting that 
some of the thangkas were produced for tourists. No documentation of this 
evaluation was found in the records, and assessing the quality and religious 
or cultural significance of the thangkas is beyond the scope of this research. 
For the purposes of this discussion, all thangkas will be treated as culturally 
significant, since that assessment should be made by the creating culture, not 
the current owners.
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of Soviet Union, which returned some property nationalized 
by the communists to private ownership, then expanded to 
include discussion of cultural objects. Von Beurden argues that 
 as this discussion expanded, it grew to include consideration 
of returning indigenous materials to their culture of origin, 
even if returns have been limited.115

In discussing the place of indigenous materials in 
Western collections, tension exists between the materials’ 
universal value and their local value, whether to their creators 
or in the place they were created. Universal museums and 
other universal collecting institutions collect, exhibit, and 
preserve selected materials from many cultures, which the 
institutions have determined have value to all humanity. They 
present the objects created by one culture as contributing to all 
human culture, and argue that their collections should remain 
together to protect this universal value. In contrast to the idea 
of universal value is the idea that cultural heritage materials 
belong to the culture which created them or in the geographic 
area where they were created, should not have been removed 
in the fi rst place, and so should be returned now. 

Reviewing the discussion of restitution, there is a 
continuum of possibilities between these two extremes, often 
affected by the nature of the original removal, but also by 
the possible effects of return, and the conditions to which the 
objects would return. Patrick O’Keefe and Moira Simpson 
argue that return of materials to the region they originated 
when the culture which created them is no longer there, or at 
least no longer has its previous size or signifi cance, may help 
restore or reconstruct the displaced culture.116 

Simpson further argues that by returning cultural 
property, collecting institutions contribute to the preservation 
of a living, dynamic culture, not a historic, static culture, as is 
assumed to have existed in the past, writing that “through this 
process, cultural preservation, which is central to museums, 
can take on a much more active form whereby culture is 
preserved, not in a frozen state in a museum but in the dynamic 
form of living culture.” In this view, collecting institutions 
should give up some control over objects, to benefi t the 
societies and people which created them, thereby preserving 
culture.117 Ana Vrdoljak similarly describes restitution 
as a means of attempting to reverse or improve previous 
“internationally wrongful acts, including discrimination and 
genocide,” including efforts to eliminate the culture of the 
targeted group without necessarily eliminating its members. 
But, “the underlying purpose that binds all rationales for the 
restitution of cultural objects in international law is ensuring 
the continuing contribution of a people and their culture—

115  von Beurden 21-23.
116  O’Keefe 160; Simpson 262.
117   Simpson 262.

not cultural objects per se—to the cultural heritage of all 
humankind.”118

In contrast to the idea that cultural objects should return 
to their creators to contribute to humanity’s cultural heritage 
is the belief that distribution of cultural objects all over the 
world enhances “…mutual understanding between cultures, 
the interest in cooperation between States, and fi nally the 
preservation of peace… ,” as Stefan Turner explains.119 Besides 
this, some cultural property now in universal collections was 
freely given or sold by people who had every right to do so, 
with Kwame Anthony Appiah explaining that “the mere fact 
that something you own is important to the descendants of 
people who gave it away does not generally give them an 
entitlement to it.” Appiah also discusses the idea that society 
demonstrates the value placed on objects created by other 
cultures by keeping them safe in museums (or, although he 
does not name them, libraries or archives). In these collections, 
materials can make a greater contribution to world culture and 
enhance understanding of creating culture by the rest of the 
world, because they can be seen by more people, and are more 
likely to be preserved.120 Regarding universal collections in 
major cities, which have themselves become international, 
Neil MacGregor notes that any culture whose cultural heritage 
is represented in such a collection is also represented in the 
population of the city where it is located.121

Some of the arguments within this discussion can be 
illustrated by thangkas in the Beinecke collection. For example, 
the thangka given to Chester Bowles by King Tribhuwan Bir 
Bikram Shah of Nepal was likely given freely, by someone 
who had the right to do so. Tibet House also likely had the 
right to sell the thangkas Needham bought there, if they were 
given to Tibet House by their rightful owners. Tibet House 
was founded in 1965 by the Dalai Lama with a mission “to 
preserve and disseminate the unique cultural heritage of Tibet 
and to provide a centre for Tibetan and Buddhist studies.” 
Today, the Tibet House website describes the museum 
Needham visited in 1966 as being formed from objects 
brought from Tibet by refugees fl eeing Chinese retaliation 
for the failed 1959 revolution and donated to the Dalai Lama. 
It emphasizes the importance of the museum “in preserving 
this Tibetan heritage … as priceless works of art from Tibet 
continue to be sold to private collectors and remain hidden 
from public view.”122 

While the website criticizes the loss of Tibetan heritage 
to private collections, those working at Tibet House in 1966 
could have seen selling thangkas to a research university (albeit 

118   Vrdoljak 194-5.
119   Turner 113.
120  Appiah 107-108.
121   “UNESCO Forum on Memory and Universality” 55.
122  Tibet House, “Museum,” “About.”
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a private one) as fulfilling Tibet House’s mission of preserving 
and disseminating Tibet’s cultural heritage, particularly given 
the difficulty of disseminating information about collections 
or sharing images of them remotely at the time. After meeting 
the Dalai Lama, Needham described him as “very much 
impressed with the fact that the Tibetan texts in our collection 
would be preserved permanently under ideal temperature and 
humidity control.”123 If Tibet House assessed possible sales 
in terms of preserving Tibetan heritage, staff there may have 
been similarly impressed by the environmental conditions 
available at Beinecke, and seen Needham’s purchase of the 
thangkas as benefiting preservation of the thangkas he bought, 
as well as supporting the new organization.

However, the very existence of Tibet House, and its need 
to sell objects like the thangkas to support its mission, resulted 
from the displacement of Tibetans from Tibet following the 
failed uprising in 1959. From that perspective, do these sales 
echo the sale of art by Jewish refugees trying to survive after 
fleeing the Nazis? Should a distinction be made between 
thangkas sold by Tibet House, and those for sale elsewhere, 
since Tibet House had close ties to the Dalai Lama, and aimed 
to preserve Tibetan culture? The haat which charms Needham 
in Kalimpong may have actually been a desperate effort by 
refugees to sell anything they had—from trash to family 
heirlooms—to survive. Similar questions could be asked 
about the other thangkas, given the widespread destruction 
and dispersal of libraries and monasteries which occurred 
after the 1959 uprising and during the Cultural Revolution.124 
In discussion potential acquisitions, Needham and others 
comment that older thangkas and thangkas of high artistic 
quality are becoming rare, but do not seem to connect this to 
the destruction of monasteries and libraries in Tibet or to the 
displacement and death of Tibetans.

There is no question that storage conditions at Beinecke 
physically preserve the thangkas better than the conditions 
they would have been used or stored in, had they remained 
in Tibet, Nepal, or India. In the past few years, the thangkas’ 
housings have been upgraded, so they are better protected 
from light, dust, and abrasion when not in use. However, as 
in the discussion of museums’ role in cultural preservation, 
it is not clear that physical preservation should take priority. 
At Beinecke, the thangkas are available for researchers and 
classes, where they help preserve and disseminate knowledge 
of Himalayan culture. At least one faculty member has invited 
a local Buddhist monk and artist named Lama Tsondru 
Sangpo-la to teach class sessions about selected thangkas, 

123  Needham, Wesley. “Report of Wesley E. Needham’s Trip to Asian 
Countries and England” 27.
124  See, for example, Knuth, Rebecca J. “China’s Destruction of the 
Libraries of Tibet.” Lost Libraries: The Destruction of Great Book Collec-
tions Since Antiquity, edited by J. Raven. Palgrave Macmillan, Ltd, 2004, pp. 
247-260.

and a group of monks uses the thangkas from time to time.125 
Members of the library staff have learned from the monks, 
from faculty, and from a conservator specializing in Asian 
textiles how to display and photograph them in a culturally 
appropriate way, and re-photographed the thangkas for the 
digital library following the new procedures.

Although New Haven is not a large city, Beinecke attracts 
researchers from all over the world and the Yale enrolls 
students from China and India, so that—broadly speaking—
the cultures which created the thangkas are represented in 
the population which uses the library.126 Similarly, use of the 
thangkas by Buddhist monks supports the monks’ religious 
practice, in effect strengthening the creating culture in the 
diaspora. Furthermore, if the repatriation of the thangkas 
were considered, without more information than seems to be 
available, it would be difficult to know where to repatriate 
them, or to whom. While repatriating the thangkas to Tibet 
might strengthen Buddhist culture there, the relationship 
between China and Tibet raises the question of whether 
returning the thangkas to Tibet would place them at further 
risk, returning them to the country which caused their dispersal 
in the first place—and some at least, did not originate in Tibet.

Within the American archival community, discussions 
of repatriation have focused primarily on Native American 
materials, including discussions of the Native American 
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) and 
the Protocols for Native American Archival Materials. The 
Protocols outline “best professional practices for culturally 
responsive care and use of American Indian archival material 
held by non-tribal organizations,” addressing issues from 
building mutually respectful relationships between Native 
Americans and libraries or archives to Native American 
intellectual property, besides repatriation and copying of 
Native American archival records. In addressing repatriation, 
the Protocols call on libraries and archives to 

respond cooperatively to requests for copies 
of records for community use and retention… 
repatriate original records when the records have 
been obtained through theft or deception and/or 
the collecting institution cannot prove ‘right of 
possession’… recognize that archived materials 
may be associated with other cultural materials 
(including archaeological collections of human 
remains or associated funerary objects). When the 
latter are repatriated through federal law and revert 
to the control of a Native American community, 
a collecting institution should also consider 
transferring primary physical ownership and all 

125  Turin, 129.
126  Yale College Undergraduate Admissions Office.
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copyright or literary rights for those archived 
materials,… anticipate that communities may ask 
a collecting institution to retain records in trust 
or under a co-custody agreement until such time 
as a tribal archives or library requests a return of 
the original documents for long-term preservation 
and local access [and]… participate in ‘knowledge 
repatriation’… .127

Although NAGPRA does not specifi cally mention documentary 
materials, and the Protocols have not been offi cially endorsed 
by the Society of American Archivists, both have been widely 
discussed in the archival profession’s publication of record, 
The American Archivist.128 Besides repatriation of Native 
American materials, discussions of repatriation in American 
archival literature also touch on the status of Iraqi records 
taken to the U.S. during the 2003 invasion of Iraq, and report 
on the return of colonial era from European countries to their 
former colonies.129 

Discussion of repatriation in other contexts is limited, 
appearing primarily in reviews of books about allied fi elds. 
For example, in 1996, archivist Richard Cox130 reviewing 
The Ethics of Collecting Cultural Property: Whose Culture? 
Whose Property?,131 writes that 

127  First Archivist Circle.
128  See, for example: Kay Mathiesen. “A Defense of Native Ameri-
cans’ Rights over Their Traditional Cultural Expressions.” The American 
Archivist, vol. 75, no. 2, Fall/Winter 2012, pp. 456-481. doi.org/10.17723/
aarc.75.2.0073888331414314. Accessed 2 November 2018; Kimberly 
Christen. Opening Archives: Respectful Repatriation. The American Archi-
vist, vol. 74, no. 1, Spring/Summer 2011, pp. 185-210. doi.org/10.17723/
aarc.74.1.4233nv6nv6428521. Accessed 2 November 2018; Krista Mc-
Cracken. “Community Archival Practice: Indigenous Grassroots Collabora-
tion at the Shingwauk Residential Schools Centre.” The American Archivist, 
vol. 78, no. 1, Spring/Summer 2015, pp. 181-191. doi.org/10.17723/0360-
9081.78.1.181. Accessed 2 November 2018.
129  See, for example: Michelle Caswell. “‘Thank You Very Much, 
Now Give Them Back’: Cultural Property and the Fight over the Iraqi 
Baath Party Records.” The American Archivist, vol. 74, no. 1, Spring/Sum-
mer 2011, pp. 211-240. doi.org/10.17723/aarc.74.1.4185u8574mu84041. 
Accessed 2 November 2018; Bruce Montgomery. “Saddam Hussein’s Re-
cords of Atrocity: Seizure, Removal, and Restitution.” The American Ar-
chivist, vol. 75, no. 2, Fall/Winter 2012, pp. 326-370. doi.org/10.17723/
aarc.75.2.047h561410267138. Accessed 2 November 2018; and Bruce Mont-
gomery. “Reconciling the Inalienability Doctrine with the Conventions of 
War.” The American Archivist, vol. 78, no. 2, Fall/Winter 2015, pp. 288-316. 
doi.org/10.17723/0360-9081.78.2.288. Accessed 2 November 2018.
130  At the time, Cox had just completing a four-year stint as edition of 
The American Archivist, having previously served on the Society of American 
Archivists’ Governing Council for three years. He was (and is) also a profes-
sor of Library and Information Science at the University of Pittsburgh, School 
of Information Sciences, and has been a Fellow of the Society of American 
Archivists since 1989.
131  Phyllis Mauch Messenger, ed. The Ethics of Collecting Cultur-
al Property: Whose Culture? Whose Property? University of New Mexico 
Press, 1989.

there has been a stronger effort by the international 
museum community to regulate the acquisition 
and trade of antiquities, and, while these efforts 
have been uneven, they still represent a signifi cant 
improvement over what, if anything, has occurred in 
the companion trade in autographs and manuscripts. 
In other words, it seems that the archival profession 
has been somewhat less active and certainly less 
vocal than the museum profession in considering 
the full range of matters surrounding manuscripts 
and archives sales and acquisitions. Over the past 
three decades, the archival community has made 
signifi cant strides forward in dealing with theft 
of records, but there still has been less discussion 
of and agreement on issues like replevin and 
repatriation of records and historical manuscripts. 132

He adds that, taken together, the essays in the book voice the 
perspective of those whose cultural heritage has been taken, 
and calls on archivists to consider that perspective.133

In the case of Beinecke’s Tanka Collection, it can be 
diffi cult to consider the perspective of the Tibetans whose 
cultural heritage the collection represents, since little 
information could be found about the thangkas’ history 
prior to acquisition by Yale. This means the thangkas are 
asked to stand alone as objects, counter to usual archival 
practice. Even in defi ning archives as “materials created 
or received by a person, family, or organization, public or 
private, in the conduct of their affairs and preserved because 
of the enduring value contained in the information they 
contain or as evidence of the functions and responsibilities 
of their creator (emphasis added), especially those materials 
maintained using the principles of provenance, original order, 
and collective control…,” archivists recognize the importance 
of provenance, and the value of the evidence records capture 
simply by being created.134 Because the people who created 
the thangkas did so in a manner archivists might recognize 
as parallel to record-keeping—organically, in the course of 
their daily activities, in order to accomplish a purpose (in this 
case, religious practice and observance)—one would expect 
archivists to recognize the thangkas as records of that activity. 
Instead, in Beinecke at least, so much provenance information 
has been lost that the thangkas are instead an artifi cial 
collection, created intentionally by collectors (including 
Needham and the library itself). This further separates the 
thangkas from their creators, and means that although they 
are cataloged as manuscript items, they convey information 
primarily through their content (the images and inscriptions 
themselves), not through their relationship with their each 

132  Cox 504.
133  Cox 504.
134  Pearce-Moses.
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other and their creators.135

135  For an appendix containing a list of all thangkas in the Yale col-
lection, please email the editor of this journal.
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From Linz to Washington to Berlin: The Washington Principles in Context

Ori Z Soltes

Abstract

The year 2018 marks the twentieth anniversary year of the so-called Washington Principles—a 
series of propositions focused on how to deal with the unsolved problem of cultural property 
plundered by the Nazis that ended up in the years after World War II elsewhere than in 
the hands of those from whom it was stolen or their rightful heirs. The Principles were 

articulated in the wake of a three-day discussion in which 45 nations participated—and now at least 
one major gathering in Berlin has been organized to celebrate the Principles. The issue addressed by 
this essay is fourfold: What motivated the Nazi passion for cultural plunder? What events punctuate the 
historical sweep of events that, from Hitler’s and Goebbels’ declarations regarding art to the revived 
interest in the matter of Nazi spoliation, a half century after the end of World War II, led to the 1998 
Conference and its outcome? What are the Principles: what exactly do they address and what have they 
accomplished or failed to accomplish? What is there to celebrate and to bemoan: how and why has the 
world changed and not changed with respect to this small but important aspect of the desire for justice 
and the search for truth in the last two decades? 

Keywords: art and civilization, CAR (Commission on Art Recovery), cold war, cultural property, ERR (Einsatzstab Reichsleiter 
Rosenberg), HARP (Holocaust Art Restitution Project), US State Department, Washington Principles.
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From Linz to Washington to Berlin: The Washington 
Principles in Context

One must begin with the motives for Nazi plunder. For in order 
to understand why the Washington Principles, twenty years 
after the conference that produced them, have been lauded 
by some, but recognized by those engaged for many years in 
actively addressing the issue of restituting that plunder as too 
ineffectual, one needs to consider the historical array of events 
that made the Washington Conference necessary in the first 
place. 

Plunder, Civilization, and Politics 

Nazi plunder was not a simple matter, although it became a 
uniquely systematic one. In the hands of Alfred Rosenberg, 
whose Institute articulated the Nazi distinctions between 
“superior” and “inferior” races,1 and of Herman Goering, 
whose tastes were broad and whose appetite for objets d’art 
was insatiable, looting was eventually organized on an 
unprecedented level. A rigorous distinction had already been 
articulated between legitimate and degenerate art by the end 
of Hitler’s first year as Chancellor.2 What Hitler regarded as 
defeatist, leftist imagery that had dragged Germany through 
the Weimar years, and works that looked, to his banal eye, 
“unfinished” (like impressionist or fauvist paintings)—and 
individuals associated with making or exhibiting them—were 
already being removed from positions of prominence by late 
1933.

At the Nuremberg rally of 1934 the Fuehrer would refer 
to modernists—he referred specifically to fauvists, cubists, 
futurists, and dadaists—as full of “twaddle. They will see 
that the commissioning of what may be the greatest cultural 
and artistic projects of all time will pass them by as if they 
never existed.”3 In an analogous context, the Nazi Party’s 

1  Alfred Rosenberg played a number of key roles on Hitler’s stage. 
Early on, he was, within the Party structure, in charge of Foreign Policy, an-
swering only to Bormann and Hitler. In July, 1941, the Fuehrer placed him in 
charge of the Eastern Territories within the ministerial bureaucracy (as such, 
he was one of fifteen individuals answering only to Goering and Hitler; see 
the charts and discussion in Hilberg, 33-4 and 37). In the first capacity he 
also became Reichsleiter for ideology. His Institute connected to this last role 
in promoting the articulation of a clear definition of Jews for the purposes 
of passing laws against them and all that followed with respect to them as a 
category separable from others. Ironically, Rosenberg was a Baltic German—
a category of German that Hitler would later despise—as Davidowicz points 
out in her The War Against the Jews, 1933-1945 (19). Rosenberg had made 
a name for himself in the 1920s as a German commentator on the nefarious 
Protocols of the Elders of Zion. And to twist matters, he broadened Hitler’s 
vision of how far-flung his Jew-destroying reach should seek to extend by 
suggesting that the Jewish Bolsheviks who were seeking to control the world 
were centered in the very Russia from which the Protocols accusing Jews of 
having that conspiratorial goal had emerged only a generation before.
2  See Lynn Nicholas 9-23.
3  Cited in Hinz 35.

mouthpiece, Goebbels, would ban art criticism by 1936: “From 
now on,” he would assert on November 27, “the reporting of 
art will the take the place of an art criticism which has set itself 
up as a judge of art—a complete perversion of the concept of 
criticism which dates from the time of the Jewish domination 
of art [emphasis added]… In the future only those art editors 
will be allowed to report on art who approach the task with an 
undefiled heart and National Socialist convictions.”4

That in the same year racial distinctions led to the 
deprivation of citizenship rights for Jews (and several other 
groups) is no surprise, nor is the obvious key flaw (this is hardly 
the only contradiction in Nazi thought, word or behavior) in 
Goebbels’ statement. There would indeed be art criticism—
harsh criticism—of any and all that did not conform to the 
aesthetics championed by the Fuehrer and his circle. By 1940, 
as the Reich expanded, its leaders began to apply the principle 
of non-rights to the growing circle of occupied territories. 
By 1941, Rosenberg’s Einsatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg 
(ERR) had been empowered to create a task force to organize 
wholesale looting throughout countries conquered by German 
armies.5

This is familiar territory to those involved in fighting 
the uphill battles of restitution. So, too, is the fact that the 
ERR staff worked independently of, but in the same places 
as, the German army, systematically stripping museums and 
galleries, families and individuals. They sought artworks 
for the Fuehrer, (who preferred eighteenth and nineteenth-
century Northern European landscapes and portraits6—
mostly of decidedly second-rate quality); for other important 
members of the Nazi hierarchy (in particular Goebbels, Von 
Ribbentrop, Himmler, and Goering); for ERR higher-ups; for 
German museums—or to be sold or traded for other artwork, 
and/or, by 1943, to replenish the armament supplies that were 
beginning to diminish.

But the overriding purpose for the accumulation of art 
was related to status and a sense of political self-assertion. 
The possession of art was the emblem of being civilized, not 
barbarous (in spite of other sorts of evidence to the contrary), 
just as the ability to decree which art was appropriate reinforced 
the apparently ever-needed sense of being in control.7

4  Hinz 37-8.
5  See Hector Feliciano 36-40.
6  See Nicholas, especially 31and 41-49; and Feliciano 16-23, espe-
cially 21.
7  Among the plethora of ironies that define the Nazis is the tension 
between their obsession with neatness and control on the one hand and their 
hatred of the control and discipline implied by the legalistic nature of Juda-
ism: their profound detestation of Judaism reflects, in part, a desire to be free 
of control—and of course the regime allowed its leading members virtually 
total freedom in everything from plundering art to casual experimentation in 
killing methodology. See the discussion in Rubenstein, chapter 3, especially 
51-61.
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Countless works from French collections were removed 
and brought back to the fatherland. Avant garde works—
Picasso, Braque and the like—considered degenerate by Nazi 
ideologues, were traded or sold. Slavic works, products of 
an inferior race which itself was to be enslaved, were by and 
large destroyed.8 Where Jews and any art that had any Jewish 
connection were concerned, confi scation for destruction or 
trading and selling was prescribed. This applied not only to 
works by Jewish artists, but even to works by an admired 
artist like Rembrandt that offered an unacceptable, too 
“Jewish” or Jewish-seeming subject: Jacob Wrestling the 
Angel, or The Jewish Bride, for instance. Jewish ritual objects, 
of course, were mostly consigned for destruction, like the 
Jews themselves—although as with non-art possessions and 
even body parts (such as gold teeth), any “Jewish” objects of 
precious metals that could be melted down or otherwise put to 
use, were dealt with accordingly.

By way of further-twisting strangeness, an enormous 
number of Jewish ritual objects (and also paintings and 
musical instruments) throughout Bohemia and Moravia 
was gathered by the Nazis and, rather than being destroyed, 
preserved for an exhaustive museum of “an extinct race,” 
planned for Prague.9 Its purpose was also political: the more 
signifi cant the enemy the more impressive the victory; the 
richer the range of Jewish ritual objects the more valid the 
Nazi effort to destroy the Jews and Judaism. The bigger the 
museum, the more apparent Hitler’s heroism at having saved 
humanity from the Jews. This project was also, one might 
say, the other side of Hitler’s sweetest personal ambition—
his dream, for which he had himself made numerous sketches 
during the previous few years—to build the biggest museum 
(of approved art, of course) that the world had ever seen, in 
Linz, Austria, his hometown, which he would transform into 
a “German Budapest:” another part of making a forceful 
statement that his was a civilized, and not merely a militarily 

8  See. Nicholas, op. cit., 58-61, in particular her quote (on page 
61) from Hitler’s speech on August 22, 1939, encouraging his forces to “act 
brutally… be harsh and remorseless [and] kill without pity or mercy all men, 
women and children of Polish descent or language…” Shortly thereafter the 
Fuehrer moderated that violence of spirit slightly: Shirer, 944, quotes Hitler 
as asserting that “the Poles shall be the slaves of the Greater German Reich,” 
in a dinner conversation with two of his trusted lackeys, Martin Bormann 
and Hans Frank. It was, incidentally, the same Alfred Rosenberg, classifier 
of Jews, who, as Hitler’s expert on the Slavic peoples, assured him of their 
inferiority.
9  That is, Jewish curators were imbued with the task of ingathering, 
classifying, categorizing and labeling the thousands of objects that poured 
into Prague—after which most of those curators were sent to their deaths. An 
exhibition drawn from those vast collections traveled in the United States, 
under the auspices of the Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibit Service, 
in the early 1980s. The catalogue of The Precious Legacy: Judaic Treasures 
from the Czechoslovak State Collections edited by David Altshuler, gives one 
a sense of the range but not the phenomenal volume of what was ingathered 
and preserved in the carefully preserved Jewish quarter of Prague, with its 
various synagogues and picturesque cemetery.

impressive regime.10

Precision and volume in all of this were made possible, 
in part, by the able and willing assistance that Rosenberg’s 
ERR and its network obtained from various dealers and 
curators across Europe. Lists of precisely who had what—
from the handful of artworks in a bourgeois household to the 
substantial collections of renowned gallerist Paul Rosenberg 
(no relation to Alfred)—were assiduously compiled by an 
army of accomplices.11 If the collection of someone like 
Rosenberg, or of a signifi cant private collector, like the Baron 
de Rothschild, was hidden, there was always someone who 
knew where it was hidden and could aid the Nazi looters in 
locating it. Dealers like Fruccio Asia from Ancona and Carl 
Buemming from Darmstadt; the notorious Gustav Rochlitz 
and equally nefarious Dr. Haberstock who shuttled between 
Berlin and Paris and between Paris and Switzerland—even 
Dr. Otto Foerster, Director of the Reichartz Museum in 
Cologne (in other words, respected members of the museum 
community, and not only commercial dealers out to make 
money)—to name a few, were particularly useful.12 And the 
Fuehrer’s agents—chief among them, Hildebrandt Gurlitt—
were ever active in fi nding out what was where and acquiring 
it, for Hitler, his lieutenants, or themselves. 

What one realizes are at least three things that my 
colleague Marc Masurovsky notes in his interview elsewhere 
in this JAC issue. One, that the plunder was breathlessly wide; 
the number of objects shifting from their proper owners’ 

10  See Nicholas 37-49. Mention should also be made of one of the 
most interesting attempts on the part of a Jewish community to save its mate-
rial patrimony: the Jewish community of Danzig, Germany (since the end 
of the war and the reconfiguration of European borders, the city is Gdansk, 
Poland). See Bacon 24-35.
11  In some cases, particularly in the earlier phases of Nazi con-
quest—and when, for instance, Austria was a willing collaborator in its ab-
sorption into the Reich, after the anschluss of 1938—the matter of Jewish 
property was largely organized according to the following system: the head 
of every Jewish household (and sometimes each spouse separately, if husband 
and wife owned cultural and other property separately) in which property of 
whatever sort valued in toto at more than 5000 Reichmarks was required to 
fill out a “property census form.” These forms delineated everything from 
bank accounts, gold, bonds and insurance policies to automobiles and real 
estate to carpets and furniture to paintings, knickknacks, and cutlery. That 
this was done in such obliging detail (occasionally one finds casual or even 
self-mockingly humorous asides indicating that some group of objects is 
hardly worth the trouble) suggests how convinced the Jewish community of 
Austria—in particular, Vienna—was that if it cooperated, the unpleasantness 
would pass. After all, who could imagine that what was in fact developing in 
the most “civilized” corner of the world was developing, regarding a group 
that had been resident in and interwoven into the fabric of that corner of the 
world for a thousand years?
12  See Nicholas 158-68 and the archival documents delineated in 
Marc M. Masurovsky and Ori Z. Soltes, (Holocaust Art Restitution Project), 
Report on Matisse’s Odalisque (Seattle Art Museum), June, 1999. These are 
only a few of the individuals cited in the archival materials in the National Ar-
chives of the United States and France, in Washington and Paris, respectively.
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possession into others’ hands may be more than the estimates 
typically offered in the standard-issue statistics. Two, that not 
only paintings and sculptures, but myriad other sorts of cultural 
property, from prints and drawings to books and ceremonial 
objects to oriental carpets, knick-knacks and fine silverware 
were confiscated—and that, among the “fine art” plunder, not 
only Picassos and Rembrandts but works of lesser stature, 
by artists of less renown, were confiscated, and in much 
greater numbers than those by renowned artists. Three, that 
the net of culpability was extraordinarily widespread: in order 
for the process to succeed at such a level of efficiency and 
thoroughness the array of individuals and institutions—only a 
few are suggested in the previous paragraph—was enormous.

 
In fact, this third issue leads directly to a fourth. It is not 

just that by the end of the war the cultural landscape of Europe 
had experienced a major earthquake. There were serious after-
tremors, for the plunder of art didn’t end when the Third Reich 
collapsed. On the one hand, the Soviet armies that swept 
across Poland and into Germany toward the end of the war 
were accompanied by trophy squads that often took from 
the Nazis what the Nazis had looted from their victims; the 
Soviets termed this “war reparations.”13 With the subsequent 
closing of the Iron Curtain, tens of thousands of private and 
public ownership mysteries would lose any chance of being 
solved at least until the late 1990s.

On the other hand, albeit on a presumably much smaller 
scale, it is difficult to know how many thousands of little 
objects (and occasionally valuable drawings or paintings 
cut from their frames and rolled up for easy transport, or 
invaluable ritual objects)—like small “souvenirs” removed 
by tourists from archaeological sites—were brought or sent 
back to America by GIs—even by “Monuments Men” who 
are better known for their efforts to rescue cultural property, 
or soldiers specifically assigned to protect the hoards of 
items found stashed by the Nazis in various churches, 
caves, and depots in mine-shafts—after the war. Perhaps the 
most stunning instance of this form of “souvenir” thievery 
concerned a GI in the 87th division: Lieutenant Joe Tom 
Meador. He removed eleven priceless liturgical works from 
a cave near Quedlinberg, Germany, and shipped them back to 
Texas in carefully wrapped shoeboxes.14

13  See Akinsha and Kozlov. This was the first book to peer deeply 
into the question from the other side of the Iron Curtain. A former employee 
of the Museum system in Ukraine, Akinsha was in a position to know inti-
mately many of the details.
14  It was only when he died of cancer in 1980 and his brother and 
sister found and attempted to sell these objects that the theft came to light. 
The works were valued at close to a quarter of a billion dollars, generating an 
enormous legal battle. In the end most of the pieces went back to Germany—
but three still remain unrecovered and unaccounted for as of this writing, pre-
sumably somewhere in the United States. Meador’s brother and sister were 
indicted as criminals, but the case was overthrown in Texas on a technical-
ity. See NY Times journalist William H. Honan’s very entertaining Treasure 

*

The tangle of all of this, dumped into the lap of the 
victorious allies after the war, must have been excruciatingly 
complex. An initial collecting point was established in Marburg 
and then a much larger one in Munich, and subsequently 
other collecting points were added, into which, in theory, 
everything that the American, British and French were able 
to take control of, was sent. By April 1946, a total of 23,117 
items had been logged into Munich, while 5,149 items—lots 
actually, representing 8,284 objects—had been returned. The 
Wiesbaden summary of December, 1950 reported that, since 
the setting in place of the return mechanism, some 340,846 
items had been restituted: but again, each “item” is really a 
“lot,” so the number of objects is much higher. For instance, 
one “item” listed was a library containing 1.2 million objects; 
another “item” contained 3 million. As of that date, there 
were still some 100,000 items in the storerooms awaiting 
distribution—and more would come in during the last two 
years of occupation.15

A commission—the American branch of it was known 
as the Roberts Commission—was formed toward the end of 
the war, of a handful of art experts from the United States, 
England and France, who did their best in the few years of the 
Commission’s existence to return what they could - of endless 
numbers of misplaced works of art and artifact - to those 
from whom they had been taken, or their surviving heirs.16 

Hunt.
15  These numbers are quoted—from the Howe Papers, “Summary 
of December, 1950 Monthly Report of the Central Collecting Point, Wies-
baden,” at the Archives of American Art, Washington, DC—by Nicholas 428.
16  The American Commission for the Protection and Salvage of Ar-
tistic and Historic Monuments in War Areas was initialed by FDR into law 
on June 21, 1943, and officially announced on August 20. It would come to 
be named for Supreme Court Justice Owen J. Roberts, who was its nominal 
chair. When Mason Hammond, the man initially and functionally in charge of 
the Commission, arrived in Palermo to begin operations, he was surprised to 
find that the British had already established a committee of Italian museum 
and library officials to work on the matter. Joint efforts followed. The Com-
mission’s work began when, advancing in Italy, the allies were themselves 
bombing cities like Padua and sites like Monte Casino—and often, unavoid-
ably, destroying precious works of art. The irony, in retrospect, is profound: 
the Nazis, confiscators of art, could pose as its protectors, as the allies could 
be depicted by them as its destroyers. By the end of 1944 an Art Looting 
Investigation Unit had been established, whose members were art historians 
suggested by the Commission. They were actually separate from the so-called 
Monuments Men in the field who traveled with the military, answering di-
rectly back home to the Commission. By 1945 the French had appointed a 
committee for the recuperation of art, of which Rose Valland—who during 
the war had kept meticulous secret records of what was being brought into 
and taken out of the main Nazi repositories in Paris—was appointed Secre-
tary. By that time, representatives of the three commissions were arriving at 
definitions of what constitutes “art” and what might be considered to have 
been “looted,” and discussions were being held regarding how the Germans 
might make reparations for works lost or destroyed through their spoliations. 
In the immediate aftermath of the war, this joint commission’s “Monuments 
Men” in the field located more than 2000 caches across Europe where the 
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But given the time and resources available, this primarily 
meant returning objects to the countries from which they had 
been taken, and leaving it up to the individual governments 
to restore the objects to museums, galleries, and private 
families. There was no unifi ed effort to consider the points 
of origin to which the tens of thousands of art-object-trails 
might ultimately lead back. So objects were returned but not 
fully restituted by the Commission. And each country, from 
the USSR to Hungary to France to the United States, differed 
with respect to the energy and integrity with which restitution 
efforts were made internally. Eastern Bloc countries were 
inclined to nationalize everything, leaving individual former 
owners with nothing. Certainly, a work taken from Hungary 
and returned to Hungary, for example, would unquestionably 
be nationalized: the family from which it came would 
simply be out of luck.17 Austria kept what it wanted from the 
Rothschild family holdings, while “generously” allowing 
surviving family members to leave with a handful of token 
items.18

By contrast, a country like France made strenuous efforts 
to return art initially—but ultimately stranded about 2,100 un-
restituted paintings in the French National Museums for lack 
of known claimants and the resources (or will) to seek them 
out. Thus a Rembrandt stolen from France—or the work of a 
third-rate, little-known painter—returned to France might or 
might not get any further than the French National Museums, 
whether it came from a Museum, from the collections of Paul 
Rosenberg, or from some member of the bourgeoisie who 
possessed a handful of works of art, none of them overly 
distinctive. The United States simply assumed that no Nazi-
plundered art had ended up here. Few professionals in the fi eld 
were acknowledging the fact that, in the course of the war, 
with Europe’s art markets functioning in a limited manner, 

ERR had stored its ingathered loot.
17  I was contacted shortly after the founding of HARP by several 
émigré Hungarian families seeking restitution of artworks from the Hungar-
ian government, which had placed them in the Esterhazy Collection. This 
happened at almost precisely the same time when I was contacted by a friend 
of the Hungarian government, seeking restitution to the Budapest Museum of 
Fine Arts of an important painting by Vasari—a “Marriage at Cana” scene—
from the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts in Canada. Where the Vasari was ul-
timately returned to the Hungarians in an out-of-court settlement, the claims, 
some quite substantial, brought by individuals against the Hungarian govern-
ment, mostly remain unresolved. For instance: Martha Nierenberg, heir of 
Baron Mor Lipot Herzog, lodged a claim in October, 2000 against the Mu-
seum of Fine Arts and National Gallery, Budapest, for 11 paintings that had 
been looted from her grandfather. The court ordered them returned to her, to 
which there was an appeal by the state and a subsequent series of court rulings 
and appeals that, as of now, have not—in spite of the prevailing legal opinions 
in favor of the claimant—pushed the Hungarian government to turn over the 
works to her.
18  The Rothschilds would eventually win back from the Austrian 
government, in February, 1999, some 250 objects, including 31 paintings—
and, returning the “generosity” favor, left a few items in the National Gov-
ernment Collection as a gesture of gratitude for the finally arrived-at act of 
restitution.

those in this hemisphere—particularly New York—operated 
at a feverish pace; signifi cant pieces of cultural property had 
ended up in American museums and private collections.

One of the interesting aspects of this is that the 
documents recording the return of cultural property to a 
given country indicate how thoroughly eager the allies were 
to divest themselves of the property and the responsibility of 
possessing it. As an object was transmitted, by the Americans, 
for instance, to French or Belgian or Polish hands from one 
of the sites into which cultural property had been gathered 
for the purpose of an organized redistribution, the recipient 
signed a document indicating that s/he would not hold the 
government of the United States further responsible for the 
disposition of the object.19

Indeed, all of this was happening within the shadow of 
an ongoing debate as to whether all of the Allies should be 
conscientiously taking art from the Germans as a form of 
reparations, as the Soviets were clearly (if “unoffi cially”) 
already doing. Sumner Crosby of the Roberts Commission 
observed that a number of his American colleagues “favor 
the use of works of art as a basis for reparations,” arguing 
that the United States “does not wish to claim such material 
recompense as industrial equipment or labor. In fact, [my 
colleagues] say there is little in Germany that the United 
States wants unless it is art or cultural property.” But on the 
other hand, the United States “must prove to the world that we 
have no intention of fulfi lling Nazi propaganda and that we 
are suffi ciently civilized not to engage in looting ourselves.”20

Given the issues prompting Nazi plunder, there is some irony 
in the American concern to show that we are civilized in not
doing what other victors have done—from Lucius Mummius, 
the 2nd-century BCE Roman general, to Napoleon—and in 
particular in the decision not to plunder those who outdid 
all plunderers before them, and whose goal in plundering 
was largely related to their desire to represent themselves as 
culturally informed and civilized.

The Long Aftermath toward Conscience and Consciousness

Let us re-begin—at the beginning of the silence. In the 
aftermath of the end of World War II and the Holocaust, 
there was very little discussion about the genocide that 
had occurred, or its cognate issues. Perpetrators were not 
interested—obviously—in discussing a subject that would 

19  In the forms and letters in the documents from the various col-
lecting points, the wording to which the recipient accedes in signing the doc-
ument accompanying a work of art absolves the US government from any 
further responsibility in the matter. See the Collecting Point files in the U.S. 
National Archives, College Park, MD.
20  Quoted in Nicholas 370, from National Gallery of Art, Secretary 
General, excerpts from the Crosby Report on Mission to Europe, March 8—
June 10, 1945.
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highlight their guilt for war-time crimes. The victorious allies 
were not overly interested in discussing a subject that would 
point to their guilt, too, for clearly while they had been very 
focused on beating the Axis powers in the war, they had 
evinced far less interest in short-circuiting the Holocaust: 
they were fighting the Germans but not necessarily the Nazis. 
(One example: they would not bomb the train tracks to or the 
crematoria in Auschwitz—doing so in the last year of the war, 
when the Luftwaffe had disintegrated, might arguably have 
saved a million Jewish lives—on the specious grounds that it 
would detract from the war effort, that the materiel could not 
be spared: this, while the fire-bombing of non-strategic cities 
like Dresden was accomplished with aplomb). 

Survivors themselves were also not overly interested 
in a discussion what would review the most unbearably 
horrific era of their lives, but preferred, for the most part, to 
get on with those lives. Meanwhile, the Cold War was slowly 
setting in. This meant not only that cooperation between East 
and West on virtually all Holocaust-era issues was reaching 
elimination, but that the very memory of the Holocaust was 
being pushed off-stage. In America the State Department’s 
“Operation Paperclip” made it possible for former Nazis who 
were deemed potentially useful against the Soviets to bypass 
normative immigration procedures to come to this country.21 

In short, the atmosphere in the West was not one in 
which obsessing about Nazi-plundered art would be favorably 
received by governments who felt much more threatened by 
the Communist present than the Nazi past. The outcome of all 
of this was a kind of conspiracy of silence. The discussion of 
cultural property spoliation in particular offered the danger 
of implicating individuals, institutions, and nations in having 
actively or passively participated in the Nazi program of 
plunder of its victims and/or in having failed, in redistributing 
cultural property in the immediate aftermath of the war, to 
make serious efforts to return things to their owners or those 
owners’ heirs. One might suppose that the thinking, conscious 
or not, was that, “the longer we wait to deal with this the greater 
the likelihood that we won’t ever have to do so: those mostly 
interested will have died and the provenance trails will have 
gone cold.” As a practical matter, after the Commission was 

21  Although this has been known for a long time by individuals 
in the field, the information became public only two decades ago. See, for 
example, George Lardner Jr.’s Washington Post article “CIA Files Confirm 
U.S. Used Nazis After WWI”, (Saturday, April 28, 2001, p A10), in which 
he writes, in part: “The collaboration was mainly with middle-ranking Nazis, 
men with obscure names but often deadly backgrounds. Among them were an 
SS officer who hunted Jews in Genoa, an emissary in Rome wanted for the 
1944 massacre, a Nazi intelligence officer ‘well-versed’ in the deportation 
of Jews to Auschwitz, and the ‘intellectual leader’ of an SS think tank who 
was wanted in Poland for war crimes… the CIA had refused to acknowledge 
the existence of the records until Congress passed a 1998 law requiring their 
declassification.” And this information is apart from and in addition to the 
specifics of “Operation Paperclip.”

closed down, the mountains of documents with which it had 
dealt were classified in the various European and American 
archives as secret, making it almost impossible for all but the 
most determined and politically-skilled researcher to obtain 
information about this matter. 

The Holocaust and its various aspects, as pieces of 
history, were slipping into a pool of willful unconsciousness. 
The matter of dealing with Nazi-plundered art would await 
a slow process of consciousness-arousal. The publication of 
Anne Frank’s diary in English, and the making of a movie 
based on the diary at around the same time, generated 
interest in aspects of the Holocaust.22 The capture and trial 
of Eichmann at the beginning of the 1960s startled the world 
into recalling those genocidal events—he was, after all, the 
author of the “Final Solution”—and the parade of witnesses 
placed both verbal and visual reminders of the Horror before 
viewers across the globe.23 Half a decade or so later, the June 
1967 war in the Middle East—in the weeks before which, 
it appeared that Israel would be annihilated while the world 
shrugged its shoulders—jolted the American (and other) 
Jewish communities. The forcibly re-awakened memory of 
world-wide silence in the face of the mass destruction of Jews 
barely a generation earlier aroused, among other things, an 
upsurge in general interest in the Holocaust.

Interest increased further when, barely a decade later, 
Jimmy Carter—beleaguered by some of his comments 
focused on the Middle East problem that pushed him afoul 
of much of the American Jewish community—established 
a Presidential commission in the late 1970s, in part to gain 
Jewish goodwill, which proposed the creation of a Holocaust 
Memorial or Museum (or, as it evolved, a Memorial Museum). 
The development of such an institution, with wide-spread 
congressional support, over the next fifteen years, further 
fanned the flames of interest in the varied aspects of Holocaust 
studies.

By the 1980s, the realization that the eye-witness 
Survivor generation was aging and dying out provoked a 
fervor to record its memories; the incipient breakdown of the 
Eastern Bloc and then of the Soviet Union itself by decade’s 
end led, among other things, to new hopes that unanswered 
questions regarding a range of World War II matters might 
find answers. Meanwhile, Holocaust Studies programs had 
begun to crowd the university landscape. By 1991 Holocaust-

22  The Diary of Anne Frank first appeared (entitled: Het Achte huis; 
[The House Behind]) in Dutch in 1947. The first translation into English was 
published in 1959; the movie appeared in the same year.
23  Peter Malkin & Harry Stein: Eichmann in My Hands (New York: 
Warner Books, 1990), a first-person account by the man who captured Eich-
mann, is useful—particularly chapter 20—for understanding the impact of 
Eichmann’s “re-emergence” before the public fifteen years after the war had 
ended.
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era documents in the United States National Archives were 
being de-classifi ed, and by 1993, beginning with Lynn 
Nicholas’ landmark work, The Rape of Europa, a growing 
number of books accompanied the growing interest in the 
issue of Nazi-plundered art, as the Holocaust-related matters 
that had captured the attention of specialists and generalists 
alike in the previous two decades broadened. Two years later 
Hector Feliciano’s Le Musee Perdu (out in English within 
a year as The Lost Museum), focused the discussion on fi ve 
prominent French Jewish collector/gallerist families whose 
holdings had been plundered and the fate of many of whose 
cultural property remained unknown.

All this spurred a path-breaking symposium in January 
1995, sponsored by the Bard Graduate Center for Studies in 
the Decorative Arts in New York City on The Spoils of War: 
World War II and Its Aftermath: The Loss, Reappearance, 
and Recovery of Cultural Property, which covered a wide 
range of issues relating to the subject from both sides of the 
Atlantic.24 Two years later, (in September 1997), a day-long 
public conference held at the B’nai B’rith Klutznick National 
Jewish Museum on The Moral and Legal Implications of Art 
Restitution, in Washington, DC, helped bring the matter to the 
attention of the United States government, and in particular 
to then-Undersecretary of State, Stuart E. Eizenstadt, who 
agreed to keynote the conference.25 

24  The participants in the Bard Symposium were: Konstantin Akin-
sha, Irina Antonova, Jana Bahurinska, Mark M. Boguslavsky, Donald Fyfe 
Easton, Wolfgang Eichwede, Milton Esterow, S. Lane Faison, Jr., Walter I. 
Farmer, Alexander Fedoruk, Wilfried Fiedler, Istvan Fodor, Ekaterina Ge-
nieva, Klaus Goldmann, Jeanette Greenfield, Patricia Kennedy Grimsted, 
Marie Hamon, Armi Hiller, Marlene P. Hiller, William H. Honan, Pavel Ji-
rasek, Lawrence M. Kaye, Thomas R. Kline, Christine F. Koenigs, Manfred 
Korfmann, Willi Korte, Valery Koulichov, Wojciech Kowalski, Grigorii Ko-
zlov, Michael J. Kurtz, Hagen Graf Lambsdorff, Josefine E.P. Leistra, Con-
stance Lowenthal, Jacques Lust, Adam Maldis, Vivian B. Mann, Ely Maurer, 
Lynn H. Nicholas, Nikolai Nikandrov, Jonathan Petropoulos, James S. Plaut, 
Lyndel V. Prott, Jan P. Pruszynski, Alexei L. Rastorgouev, Gerhard Sailer, 
Werner Schmidt, Mikhail Shvidkoi, Elizabeth Simpson, Craig Hugh Smyth, 
Susan Weber Soros, Edith A. Standen, Bernard Taper, Vladimir Tolstikov and 
Stephen K. Urice. Elizabeth Simpson edited the book-length proceedings of 
the Bard Conference. Two other works from this period bear particular note. 
The record of the October, 1996 auction in Mauerbach, Austria, organized 
by Christie’s, of a large number of cultural objects plundered by the Nazis, 
and unclaimed at the time of the auction (of course—the issue of claims was 
really only surfacing at that time), “for the benefit of the victims of the Holo-
caust” offers some sense of the range and variety of middle-level works of art 
and furniture that were involved in the Nazi efforts—many of which remain 
out in the world. Jonathan Petropoulos’ Art as Politics in the Third Reich, a 
fine introduction to the range of ways in which art was put to use for political 
purposes by the Nazi regime, also appeared in 1996.
25  The transcript of the Proceedings from the Klutznick Museum 
Conference was published privately. (The transcript is available from the au-
thor of this essay). The participants in the Conference were Konstantin Akin-
sha, Monique Boulet, Stuart Eizenstadt, Hector Feliciano, Robert Fohr, Mi-
chael Hausfield, William H. Honan, Marvin Kalb (moderator), Willi Korte, 
Jim Leach, Constance Lowenthal, Nita M. Lowey, Marc Masurovsky, Lynn 
H. Nicholas, Ori Z. Soltes, Thomas E. Starnes and Gary Vikan. Many of these 

Eizenstadt was amenable to that role because the 
BBKNJM director, Ori Z Soltes, met him at a small dinner at 
the home of the Museum Board chairwoman, Janice Blumberg, 
about six months earlier. In the course of dinner conversation, 
Soltes brought up the subject of unresolved disputes regarding 
cultural property that had been appropriated by the Nazis 
and sold on the wide-open art market. Eizenstadt had had no 
knowledge of that, in fact at fi rst expressed doubt about it, 
commenting that the issues with which he had been dealing 
as Under-Secretary of State—Swiss bank accounts and the 
like—were the end of the post-Holocaust story.

So when in the spring, a Board member of the BBKNJM, 
Joan Wessel, suggested that the Museum ought to organize 
such a conference, one of the fi rst things Soltes thought might 
help facilitate its success was to invite Eizenstadt as the keynote 
speaker, and, contacted by Blumberg, he readily agreed. The 
Museum was able to procure Marvin Kalb to moderate the 
all-day panel; Nita Lowey, a Democratic congresswoman 
from New York, and James Leach, a Republican congressman 
from Iowa, were also invited and enthusiastically joined the 
panel. So did key fi gures involved in the discussion of Nazi-
plundered art, such as Nicholas and Feliciano. 

The group also included two of the most prominent 
veterans in the fi eld, Willi Korte (a German American lawyer/
researcher) and Marc Masurovsky (an American researcher 
who grew up in France, and doubled as an interpreter at the 
conference, since the French museums sent two representatives 
to defend its position and they spoke little English). Just prior 
to the conference, Korte and Masurovsky approached Soltes 
with the proposal that the Museum take under its wing an entity 
that would be called the Holocaust Art Restitution Project to 
promote further research and publicity on this issue—they 
had approached the US Holocaust Memorial Museum with 
the idea and its leadership was not at all interested—and he 
readily agreed. The founding of HARP was announced at the 
end of the conference.

From Klutznick Museum Conference to Washington 
Principles

In turn, fi ve developments shaped themselves since that 
conference, two of them in part a direct consequence of it. The 
fi rst was the birth of a small group of organizations that address 
aspects of Nazi art plunder and restitution. The announcement 
of the founding of the Holocaust Art Restitution Project

individuals and a handful of others have been active in one or more aspects 
of this field before and since the Bard and Klutznick Museum conferences. 
Journalists such as Walter V. Robinson of The Boston Globe, Marilyn Henry 
of The Jerusalem Post and David Darcie of The Art Newspaper, were par-
ticularly significant in tracking down cases and putting the public pressure on 
museums that otherwise exhibited such recalcitrance to wrestle with this issue 
in the years that followed.
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included the articulation of its mission: to assist the process 
of identifying Nazi-plundered work in both private and public 
collections, and to educate the public and maintain awareness 
of this still large, unresolved problem. In the last two decades, 
HARP principals have been involved, directly or indirectly, 
in many key cases involving Nazi-plundered art that have 
surfaced.26 HARP’s blog-site, Plundered Art, continues to 
raise a wide range of issues through articles by Masurovsky 
and others.

A few weeks after the founding of HARP, multi-
millionaire art collector Ron Lauder announced the founding 
of CAR (The Commission for Art Recovery) as an initiative of 
the World Jewish Congress. Its goal of restituting art to its pre-
Holocaust owners encountered difficulties during the three 
years of the Commission’s existence, due, perhaps to certain 
conflicts of interest: it is easier to take paintings from thieves 
and return them to museums (a role played very effectively 
by CAR’s first executive director, Constance Lowenthal in 
her previous role at the Art Loss Registry) than to take them 
from the museums of which one is very much a part.27 Other 
organizations, such as the Art Loss Registry, TransArt and 
STOP (Society to Prevent Stolen Art), which pre-existed the 
founding of HARP and CAR, but with a non-Holocaust focus, 
began to direct part of their energies in that direction. New 
York State also established a Holocaust Claims Processing 
Office in 1998, to facilitate restitution. The Office has been 
extremely useful in several important cases.28

26  To offer three examples: HARP researchers provided the Seattle 
Art Museum with the evidence that resulted in their decision to return the 
Matisse “Odalisque” in the Museum’s possession to the heirs of Paul Rosen-
berg in June, 1999. HARP researchers worked behind the scenes to provide 
the information that helped lead the North Carolina Museum of Art to come to 
terms with the heirs of Philipp Gomperz with respect to a painting, “Madonna 
and Child in a Landscape” by Lucas Cranach the Elder, in February, 2000. 
The same was true regarding the return by the Berlin National Gallery of the 
drawing “L’Olivette (les Baux)” by Vincent Van Gogh to Gerta Silberberg, 
heir of Max Silberberg, in August, 1999.
27  The most obvious—and extreme—instance of this was the case of 
the two works by Schiele that were part of the 1997-98 loan exhibition to The 
Museum of Modern Art, (MOMA), in New York by the Leopold Collection 
in Vienna and which were claimed by two different families as theirs. As the 
former American Ambassador to Austria, whose serious collecting of Schiele 
and other modernist Austrian painters, while Ambassador, did not find favor 
with that country and who was, at the time of the two claims, both the Chair of 
the MOMA Board and himself a substantial underwriter of the exhibition, Mr 
Lauder and, by extension, CAR, were not in a position to take a stand one way 
or the other on the matter. Indeed, that condition became more complicated 
when the entire Art Museum community rose to protect its interests, calling 
for the immediate return of the two paintings, and warning of the danger 
to American museums otherwise; the Chairman of MOMA could hardly do 
other than stand with that community. Although the founder of CAR, who 
had claimed that “we will take paintings off the walls” of museums, he could 
hardly speak up from the opposite perspective.
28  To name just one instance: it was largely the Holocaust Claims 
Processing Office, and in particular the work of Monica Dugot, which suc-
ceeded in pushing a reluctant North Carolina Museum of Art to come to an 
agreement with the Gomperz heirs in February, 2000, to mention one ex-

The second consequence of the September 1997 Klutznick 
Museum conference was the raising of Congressional and 
State Department awareness of aspects of this issue. Having 
generated such interest, principals of HARP, often together 
with principals of TransArt, were called upon many times in 
the months that followed the conference to brief the senior 
staffs at the State Department and in Congressman Leach’s 
office. In turn these discussions led to Congressional Hearings, 
in February 1998 and again in 2000, held by Leach’s Banking 
Committee; as well as to the establishment of a Presidential 
Commission that, like the Hearings, would address a number 
of recently-surfaced Holocaust-era matters, including that of 
plundered art.29 

The third development has been that the museum world 
in general and the American museum world in particular—
albeit slowly—began to feel the need to react to the new 
questions being raised and responding to them. In 1998 and 
1999 both the AAM (American Association of Museums) and 
the AAMD (American Association of Museum Directors) 
took serious strides to guide their respective memberships 
to re-examine holdings with relevance to the period of Nazi 

ample; a year later, the Office’s efforts led to the return of a 1927 painting 
by Alexander Kanoldt, “Olevano,” to the heirs of Dr. Ismar Littman. Other 
organizations have also come—and gone—as the issue of restituting Nazi-
spoliated cultural property pushed into the new millennium.
29  The results of the Presidential Commission are contained in the 
report: Plunder and Restitution: The U.S. and Holocaust Victims’ Assets: 
Findings and Recommendations of the Presidential Advisory Commission 
on Holocaust Assets in the United States and Staff Report (Washington, DC: 
Superintendent of Documents, US Government Printing Office), December, 
2000. It is unfortunate that the report is not, when all is said and done, very 
enlightening with respect to new information. On the other hand, one of its 
more important features is the emphasis it places on an obvious other unre-
solved side to the issue of Nazi plunder: Judaica that was neither preserved 
in Prague nor destroyed. It is reasonable to suppose that there must be much 
of it in various private and public hands—in the United States, mostly—by 
now. If the previously mentioned Danzig community collection is the most 
obvious and comprehensive example, there are untold numbers of individual 
works or small groups of works for which there are surviving owners or their 
heirs. Since most of the Judaica that would fall into this category, if in public 
collections, would be in Jewish museums, the issues that apply to the art mu-
seums apply with even more profound ramifications to them. What should the 
Jewish Museum of New York do if a surviving member of the Danzig Jewish 
community asserts ownership of, say, a Sabbath wine goblet? And since Ju-
daica is, by and large, less obviously individually marked than paintings and 
drawings signed and sometimes dated and named by artists, the complexity 
merely of identification multiplies the issue exponentially. Recently, a Torah 
shield from the no longer extant Jewish community of Schnaittach, Germany, 
was identified in the Jewish Museum of Franconia’s collections as deriving 
from a family the sole surviving heir of which lives in St. Louis, and the ques-
tion arose as to whether it should be kept in the Schnaittach branch of the Jew-
ish Museum of Franconia or returned to the heir discovered by the Franconia 
Museum Director, Bernhard Purin. In the end, the Torah shield was offered 
to the family, which in turn offered it on extended loan back to the Jewish 
Museum of Franconia. Conversely, there is a number of Schnaittach objects 
at the Jewish Museum in New York. How aggressive should the museum be 
in locating possible heirs, and what should be done if the heirs are found (or 
appear)?
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plunder.30 They also addressed the matter of loan exhibitions 
with regard to provenance matters. However, following the 
newly-articulated guidelines remained the decision and 
responsibility of individual museums. Two years later the 
AAM sponsored a guide to provenance research directed to 
its thousands of member institutions.31 By November 2001 
the Canadian Museum Association and Canadian Jewish 
Congress together hosted a conference to which international 
experts in the fi eld were invited, so that the Canadian museum 
community’s sensibilities might be more sharply honed on 
this issue. Several years later, the proposed guidelines that 
grew out of the Canadian conference appeared in print.32 

These steps are all parts of a beginning, not a 
conclusion—particularly since it is still not always clear 
with what internal moral compulsion the various museums 
pursue the answers to Nazi-era provenance questions. In his 
testimony before Congressman Leach’s banking committee in 
1998, Phillippe de Montebello, Director of the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, asserted that there would surely be no more 
than a dozen works or so across the country, “at the outside,” 
which might have derived from Nazi spoliation.33 In April, 
2000, he accused the media of exaggerating the whole 
problem—precisely when, as part of a day-long report before 
Stuart Eizenstadt and others, he was announcing that his 
museum was putting on the internet a list of nearly 400 works 
from its European paintings collection with provenance holes 
during the Nazi era.34 If in only one museum (admittedly the 
biggest one in the country) there is such a plethora of post-
plunder possibility—and without having examined its prints 
and drawings collections, among which there is likely to be 
a much higher number—who was exaggerating and who was 
understating the problem?

30  These strides initially took the form of several statements to their 
memberships made by the AAM and AAMD, prescribing serious consider-
ation of provenance issues within the 1930-1945 period associated with Nazi 
plunder.
31  The AAM guidelines became generally available in June, 2001 
but were delineated earlier in a careful summary in the March/April (2001) 
issue of Museum News. 
32  Strangely, the CMA and CJC published only part of the proceed-
ings of the Canadian Symposium on Holocaust-era Cultural Property, No-
vember 14-16, 2001, presented by the CMA and the CJC and hosted by the 
National Gallery of Canada in Ottawa—presumably those that were written 
out in advance. Nor are all of the presenters even mentioned by name. The 
proceedings are nonetheless significant for also including the recommenda-
tions that derived from the symposium. They may be obtained from the Cana-
dian Museums Association (ISBN 0-919106-46-3).
33  See the proceedings from the Testimony before Congressman 
Leach’s Banking Committee, (first morning session), February 3, 1998.
34  Following the MMA, The National Gallery of Art in Washington, 
The Art Institute of Chicago, and the Boston Museum of Fine Arts—this last, 
only reluctantly and after heavy pressure from the Boston press—began to list 
paintings with Nazi-era provenance holes on their websites. More than 700 
works were initially listed. Other museums subsequently began to follow suit.

On the other hand, not only have several other key 
museums followed the Met’s lead with respect to website 
publication, but beyond such outreach, the National Gallery 
of Art in Washington sought out the family from which a work 
was determined by its own research to have been plundered 
by the Nazis.35 Yet to date, when claims have been put forth 
to museums, I am aware of very few instances in the United 
States, at least, in which restitution has been offered other than 
reluctantly and due to external, media-generated pressure, 
rather than internal compulsion. So the moral and legal 
progress that has been made is still less than the progress that, 
in the long run, needs to be made.

The fourth development that came out of the Klutznick 
Conference was that, as a direct outcome of months of visits 
by HARP to the State Department, at the invitation of Stu 
Eizenstadt, a three-day conference in late November 1998 
was sponsored by the State Department and the US Holocaust 
Memorial Museum to which delegates from 45 nations—
and the Directors of HARP and CAR—came to discuss the 
future handling of these matters. Given the sweep of this 
essay’s discussion and the various issues raised within the 
threads that comprise the tapestry of Nazi-plundered art and 
its concomitants as well as its aftermath, one can imagine the 
level of excitement provoked by the conference. The mere 
fact of 45 nations coming together to address the questions 
represented a partial victory over the will to conveniently 
forget or ignore matters—even more than half a century after 
they transpired. 

Moreover, declarations were made and promises offered 
that suggested more substantial victories in the offi ng. At 
that conference, the Russians, for example, agreed to open 
archives and storage areas that had been inaccessible to the 
West for more than 60 years. Over the following two decades, 
to some extent, that promise was fulfi lled, although new 
questions were still being asked and new efforts negotiated, 
particularly between protagonists from the two sides of the 
former Iron Curtain.

It is, however, with regard to this last development—the 
aftermath of the Washington Conference—specifi cally, the 

35  The Gallery returned a ca 1615-20 oil painting by Frans Sny-
ders, “Still Life with Fruit and Games” to the heirs of Marguerite Stern on 
November 20, 2000. To my knowledge the Gallery is alone to date in having 
gone so far in the realm of restitution. One of the more recent—and perhaps 
extreme—examples of an American museum’s reluctance to cooperate with a 
claim was the intense resistance on the part of the Fred Jones Museum on the 
campus of the University of Oklahoma to consider the claim of Leone Meyer 
regarding the 1886 Pissarro painting, “Shepherdess Bringing in the Sheep.” 
The work had been plundered from her adoptive parents’ collection, which 
had been in a bank vault in southern France until the Nazis located it in 1941. 
She first filed her claim in 2009 and a negotiated share-settlement was not 
reached until 2016—after half the state of Oklahoma was up in arms against 
the museum’s position.
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so-called “Washington Principles” that were well-meaningly 
and proudly articulated at the end of those few days—and the 
response to claimants and the effectiveness of those Principles 
in the past twenty years that sighs and shakes of the head 
come from those of us who have been fighting in the trenches 
on behalf of claimants before and during this period.

A brief look at a few of the Principles offers an 
understanding of why, after such a bravura introduction to the 
world, they seem not to have led where they were supposedly 
intended to go: a more transparent and ongoing exploration of 
places, small and large, where works reside with provenance 
holes from the crucial period of 1930 to 1945; the expression 
of a genuine desire both to find out the truth of who owned 
such works and the circumstances in which they changed 
hands, and to right the wrongs of those changes when they 
prove to have taken place under duress.

The Principles moved, but not far enough, in that 
direction. Consider Principle #1, for instance: “Art that had 
been confiscated by the Nazis and not subsequently restituted 
should be identified.” Certainly at first glance this sounds 
fine—except: what is meant by “art” (as opposed to “cultural 
property,” for instance)? What does “restituted” mean—since 
the view at the time of the Commission clearly limited that 
term to returning an object to its country of origin? How 
should such objects “be identified” and by whom—a private 
collector, a gallery, a museum, a country? What of countries 
that don’t acknowledge that ERR-style looting was happening 
on their territories? (Appositely, Poland has in 2018 ceased to 
acknowledge that its inhabitants had anything to do with the 
Holocaust except as victims…) Are there any guidelines to 
help such a process? And then what?

There are many flaws, derived from ambiguities that fill 
the Principles—and the fact that none of them are enforceable. 
Let me call attention to just a few more. Principle #5 suggests 
that “[e]very effort should be made to publicize art that is found 
to have been confiscated by the Nazis and not subsequently 
restituted in order to locate its pre-War owners or their heirs.” 
This, too, sounds fine at first glance. But then one wonders 
who will do the publicizing. With few exceptions, countries 
have been far from pro-active on this front; as previously 
noted, some museums have amplified their websites with 
lists of works with potential provenance holes, but not much 
more. Auction houses have no reporting responsibility and 
neither do commercial galleries. Well, perhaps had this fourth 
principle been universally read in a maximal rather than a 
minimal fashion, one could applaud it—but “maximal” is 
rarely in evidence in the past twenty years.

Just one more: the sixth Principle, which states that 
“[e]fforts should be made to establish a central registry of 
such information,” an idea many pushed well before the 

Washington conference. The problem is that creating such a 
registry requires resources: there was plenty of head-nodding 
but those with the financial wherewithal have preferred not 
to invest in such a project—and obviously, signing on to the 
Washington Principles only meant that everyone agreed that 
this would be a good idea—as long as no signatory was required 
to actually help finance it, or part of it, or the beginning of 
it. But beyond the heady self-congratulatory air of 1998 that, 
as of this writing, will repeat itself (the self-congratulatory 
heir to the air) in Berlin, the sort of international cooperation 
needed for such a substantial undertaking—enough personnel 
and effective internet servers for starters—has never been 
there. The signatories were not interested to begin with, but it 
didn’t hurt anybody to include it in principle and to brag about 
supporting it—on paper.

This handful of comments could be expanded, but 
the interested reader should read the interview with Marc 
Masurovsky elsewhere in this issue of the JAC for a bit more 
detail, and then turn to Marc’s ongoing blog series found 
on HARP’s Plundered Art blog-site for a more detailed 
discussion. In any case, this issue—the fourth outcome of 
the 1997 Klutznick Museum Conference—leads directly to 
the fifth development, in part due to the continued thrust of 
earlier events and in part to the renewed energy to that thrust 
offered by that conference and its spindrift. This has been the 
small but steady stream of cases on both sides of the Atlantic 
involving major (and minor) works of art with questionable 
Nazi-era provenances. If to date, when claims have been put 
forth, restitution has been usually only reluctantly offered, and 
derived from external pressure, not internal compulsion, there 
has still been enormous moral progress compared with the 
situation twenty years ago. 

But no cliché could be truer than that we still have a 
good distance to go to feel that justice is being pursued and 
truth being actively sought. Is there not some irony, too, that 
a self-congratulatory conference would take place in Berlin 
in November 2018—the eightieth anniversary month of 
Kristallnacht—at a time when the political shape of the world 
resembles that of the 1930s more closely and disturbingly 
than ever before in the decades since that dark era?
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A Note in Favour of Clear Standards

Evelien Campfens

Abstract

Some believe looted objects should always be returned to their former owners: ‘once 
stolen, always stolen’. Others believe ‘fair and just’ means that the interests of the various 
parties should be balanced. Of a more fundamental nature, in my view, is the lack of 
clarity about what should qualify as ‘Nazi-looted art’: what lies at the core of this concept 

and what are its limits? Does the rule – even in the broad sense1 – include, for example, the loss 
through a sale by a refugee in a neutral country, like Switzerland, on way to safety, or a sale that 
took place before or after the Nazi-era in a specifi c place (i.e. without a direct and proximate causal 
link to persecution)? This paper is an attempt at an analysis of the ‘fair and just’ norm. This, by 
looking at the (soft) law instruments, its legal setting, and case law of the past years. Focus is on 
the question what constitutes ‘unjustifi ed Nazi-looting’ and its limits as it relates to a ‘forced sale’.

Keywords: Washington Principles, Nazi looting, Stedelijk Museum, restitution.

1  Including loss under duress. The narrow sense would be confiscation as in seizure based on racial legislation.
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Introduction
 
What kinds of losses constitute ‘Nazi-confiscation’ and what 
circumstances are key to a ‘fair and just solution’ to disputes 
regarding Nazi-looted art? A case dealt with by the Dutch 
Restitutions Committee in a recommendation of October 
2018, may serve as an introduction to these questions.2 The 
recommendation concerns the painting ‘Bild mit Häusern’ by 
Wassily Kandinsky that, since its sale by the Jewish owner 
in 1940, is part of the collection of the Amsterdam Stedelijk 
Museum. The committee rejected the claim to this painting 
for which, as a first step, it established that the sale of the 
work in 1940 did not constitute Nazi-confiscation or theft, 
however, could not be seen in isolation from the Nazi regime 
either. After this the DRC continued to weigh the museum 
interests against the interest of the claimants, and concluded 
that the museum’s interest outweighed those of the claimant: 
‘the work has important art historical value and is an essential 
link in the limited overview of Kandinsky’s work [..] and is 
included in the [museum’s] permanent display’; whereas the 
claimant – no direct family of the pre-war owner – had not 
shown an ‘emotional or other intense bond with the work’. 
The representative of the claimants announced that he planned 
to appeal the outcome, stating that weighing the museum’s 
interests is incompatible with the Washington Principles.3 
Under Dutch guidelines, however, outcomes to Nazi-looted 
art claims do not solely depend on the question if something 
is qualified as a ‘Nazi-related loss’. They may also depend on 
parties’ interests in a given work of art. In fact, according to 
those guidelines, the Restitutions Committee may also take 
the public interest (i.e. accessibility of a work) into account. 

These different views may illustrate that the ‘fair and 
just’ norm is all but crystal clear. And therefore, open to many 
different interpretations. Some believe looted objects should 
always be returned to their former owners: ‘once stolen, 
always stolen’. Others believe ‘fair and just’ means that the 
interests of the various parties should be balanced. Of a more 
fundamental nature, in my view, is the lack of clarity about 
what should qualify as ‘Nazi-looted art’: what lies at the core 
of this concept and what are its limits? Does the rule – even in 
the broad sense4 – include, for example, the loss through a sale 
by a refugee in a neutral country, like Switzerland, on way to 
safety, or a sale that took place before or after the Nazi-era in 
a specific place (i.e. without a direct and proximate causal link 
to persecution)? 

2  Binding opinion regarding the dispute about restitution of the 
painting Painting with Houses by Wassily Kandinsky, currently in the posses-
sion of Amsterdam City Council, case number RC 3.141 of 22 October 2018.
3  See: https://www.nrc.nl/nieuws/2018/11/01/erven-willen-advies-
kandinsky-uit-stedelijk-ongedaan-maken-a2753547.
4  Including loss under duress. The narrow sense would be confisca-
tion as in seizure based on racial legislation.

What follows is an attempt at an analysis of the 
‘fair and just’ norm. This, by looking at the (soft) law 
instruments, its legal setting, and case law of the past 
years. Focus is on the question what constitutes ‘unjustified 
Nazi-looting’ and its limits as it relates to a ‘forced sale’. 
 
The ‘Fair and Just’ Rule 

The ‘fair and just’ norm, introduced in 1998 in Washington, 
prescribes that ‘if the pre-war owners of art that is found to 
have been confiscated by the Nazis and not subsequently 
restituted, or their heirs, can be identified, steps should 
be taken expeditiously to achieve a just and fair solution, 
recognizing this may vary according to the facts and 
circumstances surrounding a specific case’. 5 This norm has 
not been much clarified by the various later international 
declarations.6 In the Terezin Declaration of 2009, the 
most recent international declaration that was signed by 
46 States, the ‘fair and just’ rule was rephrased as follows:  

[W]e urge all stakeholders to ensure that their legal 
systems or alternative processes, while taking into 
account the different legal traditions, facilitate just 
and fair solutions with regard to Nazi-confiscated 
and looted art, and to make certain that claims to 
recover such are resolved expeditiously and based 
on the facts and the merits of the claims […].7 

The focus in many of the soft-law declarations is on Holocaust-
related losses (by Jewish owners).8 The Terezin Declaration 
allows for a somewhat wider notion as it considers ‘Nazi-
confiscated and looted art’ as the subject of the fair and 
just norm, and in the preamble addresses ‘victims of the 
Holocaust’ as well as ‘other victims of Nazi-persecution by 
the Nazis, the Fascists and their collaborators’.9 Although the 

5  ‘Washington Conference Principles on Nazi Confiscated Art’ 
(‘Washington Principles’) in J.D. Bindenagel (ed), Washington Conference on 
Holocaust-Era Assets (State Department 1999) 971-97. Principle VIII. See: 
https://www.state.gov/p/eur/rt/hlcst/270431.htm.
6  An overview in E. Campfens (ed.) ‘Fair and Just Solutions? Alter-
natives to litigation in Nazi-looted art disputes: status quo and new develop-
ments (Eleven 2015). In short: Resolution 1205 On Looted Jewish Cultural 
Property by the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe of 1999; 
the Vilnius Forum Declaration on Holocaust Era Looted Cultural Objects of 
5 October 2000, signed by 38 governments (and Parliamentary Assembly of 
the Councel of Europe); The European Parliament Resolution and Report of 
2003 (see section 2.2); and the Terezin Declaration on Holocaust Era Assets 
and Related Issues of June 2009, 46 signatory States.
7  Terezin Declaration on Holocaust Era Assets and Related Issues 
of June 2009: <http://www.holocausteraassets.eu/program/conference-pro-
ceedings/declarations/>, p. 4-5.
8  In the Washington Principles: ‘Pre-war owners of art confiscated 
by the Nazis or their heirs’; ‘Looted Jewish Property’ in Resolution 1205 of 
1999, repeated in the Vilnius Forum Declaration; the Terezin Declaration has 
a focus on Holocaust victims.
9  Terezin Declaration, p. 4 (supra fn.6).
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2009 Draft UNESCO Declaration of Principles Relating to 
Cultural Objects Displaced in Connection with the Second 
World War was never adopted, it takes an interesting and 
more inclusive (neutral) approach, aiming at cultural object 
that were lost under ‘circumstances deemed offensive to the 
principles of humanity and dictates of public conscience’. 10

At issue in the following section is the question of what 
makes a specifi c loss of an artefact during the Nazi-era qualify 
for special and preferential treatment – transcending regular 
standards for stolen property – under the ‘fair and just’ rule? 

The ‘Merits of a Claim’: What Circumstances?

For Nazi-confi scated or looted art a just and fair solution
should be reached on the merits of the case (the ‘facts and 
circumstances surrounding a specifi c case’). That this rule 
was created specifi cally for art supports the view that its 
rationale should be found in the intangible heritage quality 
of art; the ability of cultural objects to symbolise a history of 
injustice and a lost family life is a reason for such items to be 
given special treatment, even where many years have passed 
and new possessors acquired title. Another element is that it 
is aimed at a ‘fair and just solution’, implicating that it is not 
per se about the return of full ownership rights (restitution 
in the status quo ante). International practice over the years 
confi rms that rights of former owners as well as rights of 
(innocent) new possessors are being acknowledged. A third 
element is that such a ‘fair and just’ outcome depends on the 
merits of a case, the ‘specifi c circumstances’. What, however, 
are those circumstances?

The following is a list of circumstances that may be 
of importance in determining the outcome of present-day 
restitution cases:11

•	 The identifi cation of the artefact as property of the 
claimant’s predecessor in right at the time of looting (the 
original title); 

•	 The circumstances of the loss by ‘Nazi-looting’ (specifi c 
circumstances like confi scation or forced sale; general 
circumstances like time and place);

•	 Previous post-war compensations and settlements;
•	 The extent to which the owner made efforts to recover 

the work over time;
•	 The circumstances in which the present possessor 

acquired the work and the provenance research carried 
out prior to acquiring it; 

•	 The specifi c interest of the parties in the artefact (the 

10  UNESCO Draft UNESCO Declaration of Principles Relating to 
Cultural Objects Displaced in Connection with the Second World War (35 
C/24 of 31 July 2009), principle II.
11  This list is based on research and personal experience, and open 
for debate. 

intangible heritage interest or monetary value);
•	 The interest of the general public (public order).

The fi rst two points – identifi cation as former property and loss 
through looting – could be classifi ed as basic requirements for 
the admissibility of a claim.12 If a specifi c work of art can be 
(i) identifi ed as former property (at the moment of loss) and 
(ii) was lost through Nazi-looting, a claim can be considered 
(a right exists under the soft law norm); if not, no claim exists 
under the soft law norm. Whereas identifi cation of a work is 
a matter of factual provenance research and interpretation of 
that research, the second element is a matter of legal defi nition: 
when can a loss be defi ned as ‘Nazi looting’ in the sense of the 
soft-law norm in the Washington Principles? A discussion of 
the second question will be the focus of the next section.

Nazi-Looting

As is suffi ciently known, the Nazis looted artefacts in many 
different ways. These included both pillage of artefacts in 
occupied territories (as has happened throughout history) and 
looting of private property in the context of racial policies 
and persecution. It is this latter category that underlies the 
(soft-law) norm. This means that, although a wider notion of 
‘unlawful Nazi looting’ does exist – prohibited under general 
international law and the Inter-Allied Declaration13 – this 
wider category should not be confused with ‘Nazi-confi scated 
art’. This last category – aimed at redress for victims of the 
Nazis who lost their artefacts as a result of persecution – is 
essentially a matter of international human rights.14 

The close causal link between persecution, loss of 
possession and a right to reparation can be understood from 
the fi rst article of US Law 59, the post-war restitution law for 
the US Zone of Allied-occupied Germany.15 Its purpose was 
‘to effect to the largest extent possible the speedy restitution 
of property that was lost by wrongful deprivation within the 
period from 30 January 1933 to 8 May 1945 for reasons of 
race, religion, nationality, ideology or political opposition to 
National Socialism’.16 

12  And arguably the third element: a prohibition of expropriation 
applies if no proper compensation was paid (Art. 1 First Protocol European 
Convention of Human Rights).
13 Inter-Allied Declaration against Acts of Dispossession committed 
in Territories under Enemy Occupation and Control (5 January 1943). Fur-
thermore, pillage (transfer) of artefacts from occupied territories is prohibited 
by international customary law, as codified in the 1907 Hague Convention 
respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land, 205 CTS 277. 
14  Case-law specifically in the US confirms this human rights con-
notation, e.g. the 2005 Altmann and 2016 Simon cases (Altmann v. Republic 
of Austria, 541 U.S. 677 (4/6/2004); Simon v. Republic of Hungary, No. 14-
7082, (D.C. Cir. Jan. 29, 2016). 
15  ‘Law No. 59 of the Military Government in Germany, US Zone: 
Restitution of Identifiable Property’.
16  Ibid. art. 1
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A conclusion at this point is that the fair and just rule 
creates certain (non-binding) rights for individual former 
owners to their lost cultural objects notwithstanding obstacles 
under positive (property) law. As such, its legal setting is in 
the field of international human rights law and it can be seen 
as an evolving right of individual former owners (or groups of 
people) to their lost cultural objects.17 The intangible heritage 
quality of art – as a symbol for past injustices or a family 
history - on the one hand, and a causal relation between 
persecution and the loss of a work of art on the other, are at 
the core of the preferential treatment of such claims.

A more controversial issue, which will be the focus 
in the following section, is how direct and proximate the 
causal link with persecution should be. Obviously, thefts, 
confiscations and seizures by Nazi organisations – resulting 
from the so-called ‘Mobel-Aktion’ or seizures by Einsatzstab 
Reichsleiter Rosenberg (ERR) - qualify, as do the so-called 
Judenauktionen (‘Jewish auctions’ set in stage by the Nazi’s). 

18 In short, all transfers directly based on certain racial 
legislation under Nazi rule.19 But what are the limits to the 
notion of ‘Nazi-looted art’, and what exactly is a forced sale? 
 
Forced Sales

Forced sales or ‘sales under duress’ qualify as Nazi-
confiscation under the fair and just rule. At one end of the 
spectrum lies the typical ‘gun-to-the-head’ situation: a Jewish 
owner being forced to sell their artefacts to Nazi authorities 
under threat of reprisals. Similar would be a loss in the absence 
of the owner (i.e. without the will or initiative on the part of the 
owner), because they had been forced into hiding or were able 
to make it away in time. Sales in order to keep oneself alive 
while in hiding for undervalue would also qualify, like the 
sale ‘for an apple and an egg’ by the Jewish owner in hiding in 
occupied Belgium of their Griffier painting as dealt with in the 

17  E. Campfens ‘Whose cultural heritage? Crimean treasures at the 
crossroads of politics, law and ethics’, Art Antiquity and Law, Vol. XXII, is-
sue 3, p. 205-206.
18  E.g. the various Gentili di Giuseppe cases, a.o. in France (Chis-
tiane Gentili di Giuseppe et al. v. Musée du Louvre, Court of Appeal of Paris, 
1st Division, Section A, 2 June 1999, No. 1998/19209) and the US. See for the 
forfeiture action in the US of a work from the same collection on loan from 
Italy: Platform ArThemis, Art-Law Centre, University of Geneva (hereafter: 
Arthemis) https://plone.unige.ch/art-adr/cases-affaires/christ-carrying-the-
cross-dragged-by-a-rascal-2013-united-states-v-painting.
19  In this sense, e.g. Dutch Recommendation of 11 April 2011 (RC 
1.114-B) regarding a sculpture from Fritz Gutmann’s collection confiscat-
ed by the ERR in Paris; The 1996 US Gutmann case, (Goodman v. Searle, 
Complaint, No. 96-6459 (N.D. Ill. July 17, 1996) concerned a Degas painting 
that was part of the same group of artefacts confiscated by the EER in Paris. 
Litigation ended by a settlement (see Arthemis: https://plone.unige.ch/art-adr/
cases-affaires/landscape-with-smokestacks-2013-friedrich-gutmann-heirs-
and-daniel-searle). Another example is the Altmann case, litigated in the US 
and settled by arbitration (Republic of Austria v. Altmann, No. 124 S. Ct 2240, 
US Sup Ct, 7 June 2004). 

first report of the UK Spoliation Panel.20 Not always, though, 
circumstances are so clear. Difficult categories without clear 
standards include ‘early sales’, sales by art dealers and so-
called ‘Fluchtgut’ sales; these will be discussed below. 

Under post-war restitution laws, decisive elements in 
determining whether a sale should be classified as forced or 
not included: 21

•	 a fair purchase price (or conversely: disparity between 
value and selling price) and free availability of the 
proceeds;

•	 the time of the loss of possession (before or after the 
racial laws of 1935 in Germany, with different periods 
applying to each country depending on when they were 
under Nazi control); 

•	 own initiative; and
•	 the nature of the acquiring party (was it a Nazi-official?).

These elements resurface in present-day recommendations 
by the respective European panels and in US case law.22 
In view of the fact that the losses occurred a long time ago 
and that facts are not always clear, in today’s cases value is 
also attached to declarations and actions (or a lack thereof) 
by former owners or their heirs. Statements and post-war 
documents can validate (or invalidate) claims by the owners 
that a sale was considered forced. In this sense, for example, 
the Dutch Restitutions Committee considered the lack of 
action in the post-war period a circumstance of importance 
in its 2012 Recommendation regarding the loss of two statues 
under unclear circumstances at an unknown moment after 
1934 in Berlin: 

 
If the exchange had been involuntary, it would have 
been obvious for Max von Goldschmidt-Rothschild’s 
private secretary […] to have mentioned this in his 
letter of 6 July 1946 (writing about the artefacts at 
stake, EC). He did not do so, however. It would also 
be logical that if the exchange had been involuntary 
in nature, the Von Goldschmidt-Rothschild family 
would have submitted an application for restitution 
of or compensation for the sculptures after the War, 
as they did for the works of art that were sold in 

20  Report of the Spoliation Advisory Panel in Respect of a Painting 
now in the Possession of the Tate Gallery of 18 January, 2001. All reports of 
the SAP available online: https://www.gov.uk/government/groups/spoliation-
advisory-panel#panel-reports.
21  N. Robinson ‘War Damage Compensation and Restitution in For-
eign Countries’ (1954), 16 Law and Contemporary Problems 347-376.
22  With ‘European Panels’ are meant special Committees tasked 
with the adjudication of Nazi-looted art claims. In the German situation fo-
cus is on a ‘fair market price’ (see the ‘Guidelines’ (annex V b), under 3); 
Litigated cases focus, in the US and elsewhere, on technical legal issues like 
statutes of limitation, jurisdictional matters and conflict of law issues.
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1938 under the pressure of the Nazi authorities.23

Early Sales

An ‘early sale’ can be defi ned as a sale that occurred before 
racial laws were (fully) in force. Because such laws were 
often introduced gradually the general conditions used to 
justify an assumption that a sale by an owner that was targeted 
by such laws was a forced sale (under duress), vary from 
country to country. Allied restitution laws for Germany for 
example made a distinction between a sale before or after the 
Nuremberg Race Laws of September 1935, and this resurfaces 
in present-day German decisions today. Similarly, one can 
distinguish between periods of (increasingly) threatening 
general conditions for example in the Netherlands or France. 

An observation into the category of ‘early sales’ is that 
there is no clear line amongst the European panels. US courts 
seem to have predominantly dismissed such cases on the basis 
of ‘technical defences’ (i.e. statute of limitations or a lack of 
jurisdiction)24, or cases were settled before they were decided 
upon.25 Confl icting outcomes in the various claims relating to 
the Glaser collection in the UK, the Netherlands, Germany 
and the US may serve to illustrate this. 

In its 2009 Report in Respect of Eight Drawings now 
in the Possession of the Samuel Courtauld Trust, the UK 
Spoliation Panel denied the claim of the Glaser heirs. 26 Curt 
Glaser, a prominent Jewish art historian, lost his job and house 
almost immediately after Hitler came to power in January 
1933 and auctioned his art collection in May 1933 in Berlin 
to start a new life abroad. The Panel considered that, although 
Nazi persecution was the main reason for the sale, Glaser had 
obtained reasonable market prices (‘refl ecting the general 
market in such objects and [the prices were] not depressed 
by circumstances attributable to the Nazi regime’). Besides, it 

23  Recommendation regarding Von Goldschmidt-Rothschild (RC 
1.110) of 6 December 2012. Other examples: e.g. the US Glaser litigation: In 
re Ellen Ash Peters, as Executrix for the Estate of Maria Ash v. Sotheby’s Inc., 
2006 N.Y. Slip Op 6480 [34 AD3d 29]. 
24  See for example Schoeps et. al. v. Freistaat Bayern, No. 14-2739, 
Summary Order, US Courts of Appeals 2d Cir., 22 May 2015: the claim based 
on a loss by the sale of a Picasso by Mendelssohn-Bartholdy in 1934 was 
dismissed on grounds of lack of jurisdiction over German property. This, as 
opposed to rulings where confiscation in the narrow sense was at stake and 
jurisdiction was accepted, for example in the Altmann case dealing with Aus-
trian museum property (Republic of Austria v. Altmann, No. 124 S. Ct 2240, 
US Sup Ct, 7 June 2004).
25  E.g. Schoeps et al. v. The Museum of Modern Art; and The Solo-
mon R. Guggenheim Foundation (No. 07 Civ. 11074 JSR, Memorandum Or-
der, U.S. Dist. C.D. New York, S.D., 23 March 2009) on what seems an early 
loss of two Picasso paintings (unclear facts). The case was settled on the eve 
of the trial. Interestingly, judge Rakoff explicitly voiced his discontent with 
the confidentiality of the settlement as being: ‘against public interest’.
26  Spoliation Advisory Panel, Report in Respect of Eight Drawings 
now in the Possession of the Samuel Courtauld Trust, 24 June 2009.

argued, his widow was awarded compensation under an agreed 
and conclusive settlement with the awarding authorities. The 
Panel denied the claim but recommended that The Courtauld 
display alongside the drawings an account of their history and 
provenance during and since the Nazi era. 

Both in the Netherlands and in Germany, however, 
claims relating to Glaser works sold at the same auction –
meaning they were lost under exactly the same circumstances 
– were honoured. The Dutch recommendation relied on the 
view that the loss was involuntary as a direct result of the Nazi 
regime, and on the consideration that proceeds shall not to be 
taken into account if these were ‘used in an attempt to leave 
the country or go into hiding’ according to Dutch restitution 
policy rules.27 In Germany several other claims by the Glaser 
heirs were successful, resulting in fi nancial settlements.28 

A New York court had previously denied a claim by the 
Glaser heirs in the US in 2006 on a painting by Munch, sold 
by Kurt Glaser’s brother after Glaser himself had left the 
country. In line with the UK Panel’s decision the court relied 
on a contemporaneous letter of Glaser himself: ‘If Professor 
Glaser did not treat the painting as stolen in 1936, his wife’s 
estate will not be heard to speculate, some 70 years after the 
fact, that it might have been misappropriated and that its 
acquisition at auction (..) was therefore tainted’.29

Business Transactions by Art Dealers

Artefacts often concern personal possession with emotional 
or spiritual value, valued for their beauty and handed down 
through generations.30 Sales by art dealers often miss this 
intangible aspect and therefore can be considered a special 
category. The objects are commodities and a sale, normally, 
would have the nature of a business transaction by a legal 
entity. In other words, the special personal, spiritual or 
cultural-historical interest in the artefact is not a given. If 
one takes such intangible (heritage) value of the artefact as a 
basic element of the fair and just rule - as is proposed in this 
article -, sales by art dealers stand out. Another difference is 
that the objective of an art dealer is to buy and sell artefacts 

27 Recommendation regarding Glaser of 4 October 2010 (RC 1.99); 
all recommendations on: http://www.restitutiecommissie.nl/en/recommenda-
tions.
28  E.g. the settlement with the Stiftung Preusssischer Kulturbesitz, 
that must be seen, in the words of SPK’s chairman H. Parzinger against a 
special background: ‘In acknowledgment of Prof. Glaser’s presecution by the 
Nazi Regime and in honour of his great achievements for the museums in 
Berlin’. Speech 27 November 2015 https://www.preussischer-kulturbesitz.
de/en/services/search.html?q=restitution+glaser&x=39&y=3&id=610&L=1.
29 In re Ellen Ash Peters, as Executrix for the Estate of Maria Ash v. 
Sotheby’s Inc., 2006 N.Y. Slip Op 6480 [34 AD3d 29], p. 6.
30  See also the Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Ger-
many (Claims Conference): http://art.claimscon.org/home-new/looted-art-
cultural-property-initiative/. 
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and, hence, the involuntary nature of a sale (at an early date) 
cannot automatically be assumed. 

The Dutch Restitutions Committee has dealt with 
a number of cases concerning works of art sold by Jewish 
art dealers. The background to this is that the art market in 
the Netherlands flourished during the Nazi occupation after 
years of depression. Although dealing with the Germans was 
prohibited31, this did not prevent art from being dealt on a wide 
scale by Dutch dealers, at the early stages of the occupation by 
both Jewish and non-Jewish. 32 In light of this, the present-day 
Dutch restitution policy makes a distinction between private 
owners and art dealers with the following rationale: ‘That 
the art trade’s objective is to sell the trading stock so that the 
majority of the transactions even at the Jewish art dealers’ 
in principle constituted ordinary sales’.33 Whereas private 
sales by Jewish owners during the Nazi rule benefit from the 
assumption of a forced sale, the same is not true for art dealers. 
On these ground claims by the heirs of the Jewish art dealers 
Katz regarding sold objects were, for example, denied.34 This 
does not mean all sales by Jewish art dealers are considered 
voluntary by the Dutch Restitutions Committee.35 This is 
demonstrated by its two recommendations concerning the 
Mogrobi art dealership: a first claim, regarding 13 artefacts, 
was honoured as it concerned sales from 1942 onwards while 
the owner was in hiding (RC 1.37), but a later claim that 
concerned sales in the early years of the Nazi occupation was 
rejected (RC 1.145).36 The latter rejection on the grounds that:

(a) The purchaser of the currently claimed 
items was a museum director who later 
became involved in the resistance during the 
War. The earlier recommendation concerned 
German buyers, primarily German museums. 
(b) The dates on which the currently claimed 
items were sold were 1 February 1941 and a day 
in March 1942. The sales involved in the earlier 

31  The prohibition was enacted by Law A6 adopted by the Dutch 
government in exile (Koninklijk Besluit A6 ‘Besluit Rechtsverkeer in Oor-
logstijd’ of 7 June 1940).
32  F. Kunert and A. Marck, ‘The Dutch Art Market 1930–1945 and 
Dutch Restitution Policy Regarding Art Dealers’ in Eva Blimlinger and Mon-
ika Mayer (eds.), Kunst sammeln, Kunst handeln: Beiträge des Internation-
alen Symposiums in Wien (Böhlau Verlag 2012); E. Muller and H. Schretlen, 
Betwist Bezit (Waanders Uitgevers 2002) 25-30.
33  Ekkart Committee’s Recommendations regarding the Art Trade 
<https://zoek.officielebekendmakingen.nl/kst-25839-34.html>.
34  Restitutions Committee Recommendation regarding Katz (RC 
1.90) of 1 July 2009. The case is complicated by the fact that the dealership 
acted as an intermediate in sales, i.e. they did not necessarily own the arte-
facts.
35  E.g. the Dutch Stern case (RC 3.195) concerning a sale in Ger-
many after 1935. 
36  Recommendations regarding Kunsthandel Mozes Mogrobi (RC 
1.137) of 12 February 2007, and (RC 1.145) of 20 July 2015.

recommendation took place in 1942 and in 1943.37 

In the Van Lier Case (RC 1.87) regarding artefacts sold by the 
Jewish art dealer Van Lier the Dutch Committee rejected all 
but one claim, on an ivory horn. The grounds were that this 
particular object had a special value for the family since Van 
Lier is depicted blowing this horn in a portrait of from around 
1930. In the words of the Commitee ‘this photograph provides 
a salient image of their forefather and of an art object that was 
of unique value to him, thus giving the object an emotional 
value to the family’.38 Here, the intangible heritage value of 
artefacts for specific people is being addressed.

The German Beratende Kommission has dealt with art 
dealer cases, for example, in its two Flechtheim cases. These 
concerned the art collection of the prominent Jewish Berlin 
dealer in modern (‘degenerate’) art. In its recommendation 
in 2013 restitution of a painting sold in 1934 in Germany 
was granted on the grounds that: ‘The loss of ownership 
was directly connected to the closing of the Galerie Alfred 
Flechtheim in Düsseldorf which was forced by the political 
circumstances’.39 That not all losses by Flechtheim were 
under the same circumstances may be illustrated by other 
Flechtheim cases in Germany and the US.40

Another case dealt with by the Beratende Kommission 
concerns the sale in 1935 of the so-called ‘Welfenschatz’ 
(‘Guelph Treasure’) to the Dresdner Bank by a consortium of 
Jewish art dealers. In its recommendation, the Commission 
held that the sale in 1935 cannot be seen as a forced sale: 

According to the findings of the commission, the art 
dealers had been trying to resell the Welfenschatz 
since its acquisition in 1929. Although the 
commission is aware of the difficult fate of the art 
dealers and of their persecution during the Nazi 
period, there is no indication in the case under 
consideration by the Advisory Commission that 
points to the art dealers and their business partners 
having been pressured during negotiations […]. 
Furthermore, the effects of the world economic 

37  Id. (RC 1.145).
38  Recommendation concerning Van Lier, (RC 1.87) of 6 April 
2009.
39  Recommendation of the Advisory Commission on the return of 
cultural property seized as a result of Nazi persecution; Press Release of 9 
April 2013; see: < https://www.kulturgutverluste.de>, para 4.
40  Recommendation of the Beratende Kommission in the matter of 
the Heirs of Alfred Flechtheim v. Stiftung Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-West-
falen, Du ̈sseldorf of 21 March 2016 < https://www.kulturgutverluste.de>. 
This claim was denied, see hereafter, fn. 71. In the US, a Flechtheim case 
concerning paintings in possession of a Munich museum is pending since De-
cember 2016. In that case the Museum argues that the works were sold before 
Hitler came to power (Michael R. Hulton and Penny R. Hulton v. Bayerische 
Gemäldesammlungen, No. 16-CV-9360, U.S. NYSD).
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crisis were still being felt in 1934/1935. […] 
Moreover, there is no evidence to suggest that the 
art dealers and their business partners were not free 
to dispose of the proceeds. 41

After this rejection in Germany the Welfenschatz case was 
brought before a US court.42 Another well-known art dealer 
case concerns the trading stock of Jacques Goudstikker, a 
prominent Dutch (Jewish) art dealer who escaped Amsterdam 
on the arrival of the Nazis, leaving over 1000 works of art 
behind. These fell prey to German art lovers like Alois Miedl 
as well as to Nazi chief Hermann Goering.43 After the War 
many works returned to the Netherlands – leading to the return 
of 202 paintings in 2005 by the Dutch government44, however 
many did not return and, hence, may surface anywhere. In 
the US, the Von Saher v. Norton Simon Art Foundation
case, concerning two works by Cranach that were part of 
the trading stock of Goudstikker, is now in its tenth year of 
litigation. 45 The specifi c ‘art-dealership element’ surfaces in 
the circumstance Goudstikker bought the Cranach paintings at 
a 1931 Berlin auction of artefacts that were confi scated by the 
Soviet government from the aristocracy and others. As stated 
in the 2016 US ruling:

On or about May 11, 1931, Jacques, on the Firm’s 
behalf, purchased the Cranachs from the Soviet 
Union at the Lepke auction house in Berlin. 
Although the auction was entitled the ‘Stroganoff 
Collection’ and featured artworks that the Soviet 
Union had forcibly seized from the Stroganoff 
family, it also included other artworks, such as the 
Cranachs, that were never owned by the Stroganoff 
family but rather that were seized from churches 
and other institutions.46

41  Recommendation of 20 March 2014 of the Beratende Kommis-
sion regarding the ‘Welfenschatz’, see < https://www.kulturgutverluste.de>. 
42 Philipp et al. v. Federal Republic of Germany et al. No. 1:15-CV-
00266, Complaint, U.S. Dist. (C.D. Columbia, 23 February 2015).
43  That the sale was ‘forced’ is beyond doubt. The Dutch Restitu-
tions Committee in its Recommendation regarding the application by the Am-
sterdamse Negotiatie Compagnie NV in Liquidation of 19 December 2005 
(RC 1.15), as well as US courts considered the sale as forced. Eg. the 2016 
US ruling (Marei von Saher v. Norton Simon Museum of Art at Pasadena, et. 
al., Case 2:07-cv-02866-JFW, District Court Central District of Cal., August 
9, 2016), p 2: ‘In July 1940, after the Goudstikkers escaped, Nazi Reichs-
marschall Herman Göring, and his cohort, Aloïs Miedl, acquired the Firm’s 
assets through two involuntary ‘forced sales’’.; A complication in this case is 
that in the post-war period a settlement agreement was signed with the widow 
of Jacques Goudstikker, Desi Goudstikker, see RC 1.15.
44 Recommendation regarding the application by the Amsterdamse 
Negotiatie Compagnie NV in Liquidation of 19 December 2005 (RC 1.15).
45 Marei von Saher v. Norton Simon Museum of Art at Pasadena, et. 
al., Order granting Case 2:07-cv-02866-JFW, District Court Central District 
of Cal., August 9, 2016. Litigation initiated in 2007.
46  Idem, p. 2.

This provenance was well-known at the time and the auction 
evoked protest.47 It appears that the Cranach paintings were 
seized in Ukraine in the 1920s.48 Many bought artefacts at this 
auction and Goudstikker, being a business man, bought the 
objects with a view to selling them with profi t. In US (and 
French) courts such soviet seizures of artefacts have been 
challenged, but these claims have been ‘off limits’ on the 
basis of the Act of State doctrine. Nevertheless, in the present 
context of the fair and just soft-law norm the question whose 
interests in such cases should have priority can be raised: a 
museum that bought the paintings in the 1970s on the regular 
art market; heirs of the shareholder of the art dealership that 
acquired confi scated works in 1931 and lost them as the result 
of the Nazi-regime in 1940; or perhaps even an unknown third 
party in Ukraine that lost the works as the result of confi scation 
in the early 1920s? 

Sales in Neutral Countries (‘Fluchtgut’)

Sales in neutral countries during the Nazi-era are at the far 
end of the spectrum of what some consider a ‘forced sale’, 
bringing them within the realm of the notion of ‘Nazi-
looting’.49 These could be sales in Switzerland by Jewish 
owners on their way to freedom, or sales that took place in 
other countries prior to occupation. In other words, sales 
concluded outside the direct infl uence of Nazi rule or the 
so-called ‘Fluchtgut’ cases. Although the reason for such 
sales may well have been persecution – the owner fl ees the 
country and therefore needs money to survive – there is no 
direct causal link between the loss and persecution. Under 
the post-war restitution laws such cases would not qualify 
for restitution.50 Such laws were limited in terms of place and 
time, and possibilities for restitution were restricted to losses 
under Nazi rule.51 However, in present-day practice it is less 

47  Letters of protest by the Stroganoff family, whose collection was 
auctioned, was published in the New York Herald Tribune of May 13, 1931, 
at. 15: ‘The soviet republic has taken possession of this collection in a way 
that sets at defiance every principle of international law’, see Stroganoff-
Sherbatoff v. Weldon, 420 F. Supp. 18 (SDNY 1976), as reproduced in J.H. 
Merryman and A. Elsen Law, Ethics and the Visual Arts, (Kluwer 1998), p. 
40-41.
48  Their provenance as coming from Ukraine is presented (in Ukrai-
nian) on http://lostart.org.ua/ua/research/61.htmlin, and earlier was men-
tioned in N.H. Yeide, K. Akinsha and A.M. Walsh the AAM Guide to Prov-
enance Research (American Association of Museums, 2001), p. 135. 
49  Arguments in favour: A. Adler Expanding the scope of museums’ 
ethical guidelines with respect to Nazi-Looted art: Incorporating restitution 
claims based on private sales made as a direct result of persecution, in In-
ternational Journal of Cultural Property (2007) 14:57-84. Also R.S. Lauder, 
president of the World Jewish Congress, argued that ‘Fluchtgut’ should be 
included in Zürich 2 Feb 2016, see: http://www.worldjewishcongress.org/
en/news/remarks-by-ronald-s-lauder-in-zurich-a-crime-committed-80-years-
ago-continues-to-stain-the-world-of-art-today-2-2-2016. 
50  To this author’s knowledge there is no case-law, legislation or 
literature to support such an extensive interpretation. See also Robinson (fn. 
36). 
51  Namely, the restitution was limited, in the case of occupied states 
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clear how ‘Fluchtgut’ should be classified.52 

In fact, the first recommendation of the Beratende 
Kommission honoured such a claim in the Julius Freund 
case.53 The Commission was not very clear as to the reasons 
underlying what may be seen as an extended application of 
Law no. 59.54 However, in a later ‘Fluchtgut’ case concerning 
the sale in London in 1934 by German art dealer Flechtheim the 
Beratende Kommission explained its position by stating that: 

If an art dealer and collector persecuted by the 
Nazis sold a painting on the regular art market or at 
auction in a safe country abroad, there would have to 
be very specific reasons to recognize such a sale as 
a loss of property as the result of Nazi persecution. 
In the case of Flechtheim and the painting ‘Violon 
et encrier’, no such reasons are apparent. For this 
reason as well, the Advisory Commission cannot 
recommend the restitution desired by the Flechtheim 
heirs.55 

A similar approach to ‘Fluchtgut’ (a denial) was adopted in 
a 2012 UK Spoliation Advisory Panel (SAP) case regarding 
fourteen clocks and watches that had been sold by a refugee 
in London in 193956 as well as in two Dutch binding opinions 
regarding sales by a German Jewish businessman in the 
Netherlands in 1933.57 The SAP in its 2012 case considered 
that, although the sale by a Jewish refugee of a collection of 
clocks and watches in London in 1939 was a ‘forced sale’ 
– i.e. the items would not have been sold had the Nazis not 
come to power – this particular sale was:

to the period of occupation (e.g. France and the Netherlands), in the case of 
Germany to the period of Nazi rule (1933-1945), and in neutral countries the 
period starting from the breakout of the War in 1939.
52  Arguments were made by the President of the World Jewish Con-
gress Ronald Lauder to treat Fluchtgut in the same way as looted art. See C. 
Hickley ‘Swiss under pressure over art that Jews were forced to sell’, Art 
Newspaper 3 March 2016.
53  ‘The First Recommendation of the Advisory Commission’ of 12 
January 2005, Press release via https://www.kulturgutverluste.de/Webs/EN/
AdvisoryCommission/Recommendations/Index.html.
54  Cf. ‘The recommendation […] does not […] tell us whether these 
considerations were or were not taken, or should or should not be taken into 
account. Nor does the recommendation explain why the principle of justice 
laid down in Military Law No. 59 should apply to sales outside Germany in 
safe states’.. M. Weller Key elements of Just and Fair Solutions: The case for 
a Restatement of Restitution Principles, in Campfens (2015), p. 205.
55  Recommendation of the Beratende Kommission in the matter of 
the Heirs of Alfred Flechtheim v. Stiftung Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-West-
falen, Düsseldorf of 21 March 2016 ( < https://www.kulturgutverluste.de>).
56  Report in respect of fourteen clocks and watches now in the pos-
session of the British Museum, London, 7 March 2012.
57  Binding opinion in the dispute on restitution of the painting en-
titled Christ and the Samaritan Woman at the Well by Bernardo Strozzi of 25 
April, 2013 (RC 3.128) and Binding opinion regarding the dispute about the 
return of the painting Madonna and Child with Wild Roses by Jan van Scorel 
of 25 April, 2013 (RC 3.131).

[..] at the lower end of any scale of gravity for 
such sales. It is very different from those cases 
where valuable paintings were sold, for example, 
in occupied Belgium to pay for food or where 
all assets had to be sold in Germany in the late 
1930s to pay extortionate taxes. The sale was not 
compelled by any need to purchase freedom or to 
sustain the necessities of life. Furthermore, the sale 
was arranged by a prominent English auction house 
with [..] no cause to question the seller’s reasons for 
selling.58

Interestingly, the SAP introduces here a ‘scale of gravity’: 
restitution or compensation could be recommended if the 
sale was at the ‘high end’ but not at the ‘low end’. The SAP 
dismissed the restitution claim but found an alternative 
solution in ‘the display alongside the objects, or any of 
them whenever they are displayed, of their history and 
provenance during and since the Nazi era’.59 In fact, the Dutch 
Restitutions Committee followed this line of reasoning – i.e. 
rejecting the claim after establishing the sale was involuntary 
and recommending a display alongside the exhibited objects 
in the museums as a commemoration of its provenance.60  

On the notion of the involuntary nature of the sale 
the committee concludes ‘the sale of his paintings at 
the auction at Frederik Muller & Cie. in 1933, while at 
first sight prompted by economic factors, cannot be seen 
separately from Semmel’s persecution by the Nazi regime 
in Germany. The Committee therefore concludes that 
this sale must be considered to have been involuntary’.61 

In the United States the question whether ‘Fluchtgut’ 
qualifies as ‘unlawful looting’ was addressed in a ruling by 
an Ohio court regarding the sale of a painting by Gauguin by 
Jewish refugee Martha Nathan in Switzerland in 1938. The 
court ruled in favour of the museum and held that: 

58  SAP Report 7 March 2012, pp. 19-21, 27.
59  In the SP Glaser case, concerning an early sale in 1933 in Germa-
ny, stemming ‘from mixed motives’, the Panel introduced a similar approach: 
‘we consider that the claimants’ moral claim is insufficiently strong to war-
rant a recommendation that the drawings should be transferred to them. We 
also consider that, whenever any of the drawings is on show, the Courtauld 
should display alongside it a brief account of its history and provenance (..). 
SAP Report in respect of eight drawings now in the possession of the Samuel 
Courtauld Trust of 24 June 2009, at 34 and 47.
60  (RC 3.128) as well as (RC 3.131), see fn. 72; in two cases con-
cerning objects from the same Semmel collection (RC 3.126) of 2013, and 
(RC 1.75) of 2009), the artefacts were returned. This is explained by a dif-
ference in policy lines between cases that concern the Dutch State collection 
of heirless art and cases concerning other collections. In the last category the 
Committee will balance the interests of the parties, which turned out advanta-
geous for the claimant in one of these cases (RC 3.126). In a fourth Semmel 
case (RC 1.127), the painting could not be identified as ever having been pre-
war property of Semmel.
61  Idem, (RC 3.128), (RC 3.131) and (RC 3.126).
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In short, this sale occurred outside Germany by 
and between private individuals who were familiar 
with each other. The painting was not confi scated or 
looted by the Nazis; the sale was not at the direction 
of, nor did the proceeds benefi t, the Nazi regime.62 

In a similar US litigated case, regarding a claim by the Nathan 
heirs to a painting by Van Gogh in the Detroit Institute of Arts 
- sold by Martha Nathan in Switzerland in 1938 as well, a 
Michigan court also ruled against the claimants.63 

On the whole, ‘Fluchtgut’ appear not to be well accepted 
as ‘Nazi-loot’ by national panels and less so by courts. 
However, the line is not clear. In the view of the present 
author bringing such sales within the notion of ‘looting’ over-
stretches that defi nition.

Concluding Remarks on the ‘Fair and Just’ Norm 

Inconsistencies in outcomes – as seen above in the categories 
of ‘early sales’, ‘sales by art dealers’ and ‘Fluchtgut’ sales - 
illustrate that no clear defi nition of what is considered ‘Nazi-
looting’ within the context of the ‘fair and just’ norm exists. 

In addition to establishing what constitutes a ‘forced 
sale’ there are many other diffi culties in determining a ‘fair 
and just solution’. How, for example, to deal with the interests 
of a new possessor, who may have acquired the artefact for 
a considerable sum of money and in good faith? As in the 
French verdict ordering the restitution of ‘Pea Harvest’ 
by Camille Pissarro, acquired by an American couple at 
Christie’s in New York in 1995, reportedly for $800,000. 64

Their discontent with the outcome was voiced as: ‘It surely 
is not up to [us] to compensate Jewish families for the crimes 
of the Holocaust’.65 And how should earlier compensation and 
settlements infl uence the outcome of present-day claims? Is it 
justifi able to take account of the interests of the general public 
in cases involving important works of art in museums, in line 
with the ‘universalist’ notion of cultural property debate in 

62 Toledo Museum of Art v. Claude George Ullin, et al., No. 3:06 
CV 7031, US Dist. (N.D. Ohio, 28 December 2006), at 7. Concluding: ‘De-
fendants [the Nathan heirs, EC] can prove no set of facts that entitle them to 
relief’.
63  The claim was barred by the statute of limitations, see Detroit 
Institute of Arts v. Ullin, Slip Copy, 2007 WL 1016996 (E.D. Mich. 2007). 
For a pending US ‘Fluchtgut’ case see Zuckerman v. The Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art, Index No. 1:16-cv-07665), Complaint, U.S. Dist. (C.D. New 
York, S. D., 30 September 2016).
64  Case Bauer e.a. v. B. and R. Toll, Tribunal de Grande Instance 
de Paris, Jugement le 7 Novembre 2017 (No. RG 17/587/35, no. 1/FF). NB
Previously, 8 November1945, a Paris court had ruled the confiscation of the 
painting - from Simon Bauer - to be null and void, see ruling 7/11/2017, p. 4.
65  A. Quinn, ‘French court orders return of Pissarro Looted by Vi-
chy Government’, The New York Times, November 8, 2017.www.nytimes.
com/2017/11/08/arts/design/french-court-pissarro-looted-nazis.html. 

other restitution issues?66 If so, that would be an argument 
against return to private ownership. A fi nancial settlement, 
in that view, would be the preferred solution, as in practice 
is often done. That, then, evokes the question in cases where 
compensation in some form was awarded in the post-war 
period: when will a case be settled defi nitely? 

Final Observations

While Nazi looting is a moral issue the thesis underlying 
this paper is that a legal approach to dispute settlement is 
needed. The role of law should be to set clear, consistent and 
transparent standards to ensure that equal cases can be treated 
equally and outcomes are fair and just.

The proposition of this paper is that the rule is based on 
two elements. First, the intangible heritage quality of artefacts 
and their ability to act as a symbol for lost family histories 
is reason for a special (favourable) treatment: these cases are 
not merely about stolen property or ownership. Furthermore, 
the fair and just rule is meant for involuntary losses – a 
confi scation, theft or sale under duress. A sale under duress 
is a sale where there is a direct link between the persecution 
of the owner and the loss of the object. If that link cannot be 
established, the ‘fair and just’ rule does not apply.

Every case is different and from that perspective an open 
norm (‘fair and just’) and alternative procedures with the 
fl exibility to accommodate creative and fact-specifi c solutions 
may be needed. This requires the availability of neutral and 
transparent procedures to further develop that norm. At the 
procedural level, though, there appears to be a discrepancy 
between a ‘legalistic’ approach in countries like the US – in 
the sense of litigating ‘big’ cases – and the ‘soft’ ADR model 
based on non-binding ‘moral’ policy instruments in Europe.

International practice today is also typifi ed by a lack of 
transparency: often cases are settled – works are ‘cleared’ – in 
confi dential agreements without legal argumentation. However 
understandable in specifi c cases, this hinders the development 
of a consistent, predictable and understandable set of norms, 
while openness would seem important given confl icting 
outcomes to similar cases. It is desirable for similar cases to 
be treated similarly and different cases differently, but in order 
for this to be so, one must agree on which relevant facts need 
to be similar. The soft-law norm (prescribing ‘fair and just’ 
solutions for ownership claims) is open and still unclear which 
means that there is a need for precedents – case law – to further 
develop that norm. The positive legal framework, on the other 

66  J.H.M. Merryman ‘Cultural property internationalism is short-
hand for the proposition that everyone has an interest in the preservation and 
enjoyment of cultural property’ in Cultural Property Internationalism, Inter-
national Journal of Cultural Property (2005) 12:11-39. This argument is often 
used by opponents to restitution in other types of looted art cases.
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hand, is highly fragmented, and courts of law are often – with 
some exceptions - not able to assess claims on their merits if 
seen as a matter of stolen property. The expiration of post-
war restitution laws, the non-retroactivity of conventional 
norms, and various legal concepts such as limitation periods 
for claims, or adverse possession, are reasons for this.67 And 
although several Western European countries have installed 
special committees to advise on these claims, their mandate is 
limited.68 That leaves another important question open: Who 
is to monitor compliance and explain the norm that individual 
owners have a right to a ‘fair and just’ solution regarding 
artefacts lost in the course of the Second World War, as 
propagated by the international community since 1998?

In tribute to the late Professor Norman Palmer who voiced 
this idea in 2014, this paper concludes with his proposition of 
the establishment of an international claims procedure.69 The 
underlying thought is that a lack of clarity both at the level of 
substantive justice (what is the norm?) and at the procedural 
level (who will clarify that norm?), results in legal insecurity, 
inconsistent outcomes and, potentially, injustice.70 

67  For a general overview of obstacles to restitution: Beat Schönen-
berger ‘The Restitution of Cultural Assets’, (Eleven 2009), Chapter 4. On 
post-war restitution laws and non-retroactivity of conventional law: E. Camp-
fens Sources of Inspiration: Old and New Rules for Looted Art in Campfens 
(2015), p. 16-27.
68  In the UK, the Netherlands, Austria, France and Germany. See: A. 
Marck and E. Muller National Panels Advising on Nazi-looted Art in Austria, 
France, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Germany – A Brief Over-
view, in Campfens (2015), p. 41-91. 
69  Prof. N. Palmer QC The best we can do? Exploring a collegiate 
approach to Holocaust-related claims in Campfens (2015), p. 153-187.
70  This is an updated and shortened version of a publication in Art, 
Antiquity and Law, vol. XXII, issue 4. For a complete bibliography for this 
article, please contact the editor of this journal.
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Interfaces and the Illicit Art Trade

Edgar Tijhuis

Abstract

In this paper, the transnational trade in stolen and smuggled art, as well as fakes and 
forgeries, will be viewed from a perspective of interfaces. The analysis will be based mostly 
on the data that were collected specifi cally for this study but these will be supplemented 
by secondary data. The aim is to fi nd answers to two related questions. First of all, to what 

degree can the interfaces between legal and illegal actors in the illegal art trade be understood with the 
interface typology? Secondly, are there interfaces between legal and illegal that are not covered by the 
existing typology and how should these be labeled? Following the discussion of the interface typology 
and the illegal art trade, a separate section will discuss the role of armed confl icts in the illegal art trade.

Keywords: lock model, transnational crime, illicit art trade, interfaces, interface typology.
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Introduction

In this paper, the transnational trade in stolen and smuggled 
art, as well as fakes and forgeries, will be viewed from a 
perspective of interfaces. The analysis will be based mostly 
on the data that were collected specifically for this study but 
these will be supplemented by secondary data.

The trade in looted and smuggled antiquities will be 
analyzed in a separate paper. Because of the differences 
between the two markets, they will be analyzed separately. 
These differences consist of both the structure of the 
transnational trade as well as its legal characteristics.1 As a 
result, the interfaces between legal and illegal actors are partly 
different for these two trades.

In the next section, the interface typology and the lock 
model will be confronted with the data that was collected 
on the trade in stolen and smuggled art. The aim is to find 
answers to two related questions. First of all, to what degree 
can the interfaces between legal and illegal actors in the 
illegal art trade be understood with the interface typology? 
Secondly, are there interfaces between legal and illegal that 
are not covered by the existing typology and how should these 
be labeled? Following the discussion of the interface typology 
and the illegal art trade, a separate section will discuss the role 
of armed conflicts in the illegal art trade. Finally, a number of 
case studies will be used to analyze the usefulness of the lock 
model.

When the text mentions a ‘case,’ this means a solved art 
theft or smuggle operation. In practice, theft and smuggle will 
often coincide, but not necessarily so.2 Cases can either be 
derived from the empirical study performed for this study, or 
from media reports, literature, or other sources.

The Interface Typology

The typology consists of two categories of interfaces: four 
antithetical and six symbiotic interfaces. Hereafter, the 
ten different antithetical and symbiotic interfaces will be 
discussed from the perspective of the illicit art trade.

1  See e.g. Atwood (2004); Koldehoff & Koldehoff (2004); Messen-
ger (2003).
2  This is the cause of much confusion, for example in relation with 
the EU Directive on the return of cultural objects unlawfully removed from 
the territory of a member state. When works of art are stolen in an EU mem-
ber state and thereafter taken to another EU member state, it is often assumed 
that the objects involved are therefore smuggled and can be returned on the 
basis of the directive. However, the fact that an object is stolen and taken 
across the border, does not automatically mean that it is smuggled. Only when 
it involves objects that are protected by law as cultural heritage, and that need 
permits to cross the border, theft will coincide with smuggle in the mentioned 
situation.

Injurious interface

Injurious relationships occur when actors undermine, attack, 
or harm each other in other ways than as covered by the 
predatory, parasitical, or antagonistic interface.

It can be argued that art thefts lead to an injurious 
interface almost by definition. It depends on the situation 
who can be called the injured actor. This can be a private 
collector, a museum or a state as owner of collections of 
certain museums as well as other institutions.3 In fact, much 
of the illicit art trade starts with theft, involving an injurious 
interface. The largest category of thefts that can be understood 
with the injurious interface is the so-called ‘normal’ theft. 
Normal thefts are thefts that are committed purely for the 
sake of reselling the works of art for profit without much 
delay (Tijhuis, 2005). These thefts do not involve any kind of 
extortion or collaboration between thieves and dealers. They 
are often solved because the thieves are caught when they 
offer their loot to dealers or auction houses that are suspicious, 
or because the thieves are offering their loot to pseudo dealers 
or collectors who are in fact undercover policemen.

In April 1989, the Koetser Gallery in Zurich, Switzerland, 
was robbed by a group of three men. They bound and gagged 
the secretary who led them in to the gallery and made off with 
21 paintings, including works by Jan Davidsz de Heem, Jan 
Maertsen the Younger, Jan Steen, and others. Some time later 
the paintings were offered to a dealer in New York. The dealer 
did not trust the potential client who claimed to be a wealthy 
Swiss citizen who wanted to sell his private collection of 
old master paintings. He checked with Interpol and IFAR 
but neither organization did know anything was wrong with 
the paintings. Nevertheless the dealer further checked with 
colleagues in New York until one of them remembered a 
robbery in Switzerland. Thereafter he found out that the 
collection did come from the Koetser gallery that had not 
informed Interpol or IFAR, and the thieves were arrested.4

In many cases, thefts do not only harm the property of 
institutions or individuals, but involve direct physical attacks. 
An example is the robbery of the Alfred Beit collection in 
Ireland by the IRA, which included a direct confrontation 
with the collector (Koldehoff, 2004).5 In another well-known 
case in France, a series of robberies was performed with brutal 
force by a gang of robbers. They victimized a range of castles 
and museums. This French case was analyzed during the stay 
with the French police and will be further discussed in the 
next section. It fits into a tradition of serial thieves working 

3  The state is usually also the owner of still unearthed antiquities.
4  ‘Arrests and Recoveries in Zurich Dutch Old Masters Theft’ IFAR 
Report Vol. 10, no. 6, June 1989.
5  ‘Four Thefts in 20 Years: The Saga of the Beit Collection’ IFAR 
Journal, Vol. 5, no. 3, 2004.
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in France (Leitch, 1969; Macleave, 1981; Roux & Paringaux, 
1999).6

Before all thefts are simply called injurious, some 
important exceptions need to be made here. Many thefts are so-
called internal thefts that will be discussed below. These thefts 
do not really fi t into a defi nition of an interface involving one 
actor attacking or harming the other. Although there is harm, 
to be sure, this situation seems to demand another defi nition.

 Antagonistic and (systemic-) synergy interface

One of the antithetical interfaces is described as antagonistic 
relationships. Antagonistic relationships exist when there is 
competition between legal and illegal actors. Actors vying 
for a market share may be acting independently or in direct 
competition with each other.

In case of (systemic) synergy, actors benefi t each other 
while they go about their business, independently promoting 
their interests and objectives.

The antagonistic and synergy interface are taken 
together here. In the original typology, these two interfaces 
were clearly separated. The antagonistic interface was 
part of the antithetical interfaces and the synergy interface 
was part of the symbiotic interfaces. While discussing the 
legitimate organizations as interface it was shown that these 
two interfaces are in fact often closely related. Depending on 
the frequency and consequences of certain illegal activities, 
relationships between actors can turn from synergic to 
antagonistic. Furthermore, the same activities can result in 
antagonistic relationships with one actor, while being synergic 
with another actor or entity. In this essay, the two interfaces 
will be discussed together because of the observed relatedness 
of synergy and antagonistic relationships.

Although the antagonistic and synergy interface are thus 
treated together here, it should be pointed out that they remain 
analytically distinct interfaces. Furthermore, the connection 
between the two does only count for particular crimes. That is, 
for crimes were both actors are involved in the same kind of 
activity (whether it is legal or illegal). However, the synergy 
interface is also used to understand relationships between 
actors that are active in completely different branches.

Due to protective legislation in almost all source 
countries of art, dealers in objects from those countries are 
restricted in their opportunities to acquire new items and 
to take them abroad. Therefore, some dealers will not buy 
particular items from particular countries anymore. At the 

6  ‘Voor tonnen antiek terug naar Frankrijk: Verdachte handelaar 
uitgeleverd door justitie Roermond’ Opportuun, no. 3, November 2003.

same time, other dealers will continue buying items and look 
for creative ways to smuggle them out of the countries of 
origin. The actual number of dealers who continue buying, 
or on the contrary stop their acquisitions in accordance with 
the mentioned legislation, will not be discussed here. This 
is an empirical question which cannot be answered on the 
basis of the available data, and seems to differ substantially 
for different types of items, source countries, and destination 
countries. The same holds for dealers in works of art that are 
stolen in market countries, like for example paintings from 
private collections or antiques from French castles. The point 
here is a distinction between two types of dealers that compete 
with each other. The fi rst type acquires objects directly from 
the source country, while the other type is dependent on items 
which have been on the market for some time. The question 
to be answered here is whether those dealers actually benefi t 
from each other’s activities (synergy) or are hurt by them 
(antagonistic). It seems that this depends very much on the 
actual market situation. Two examples can illustrate this and 
will be outlined below.

The fi rst example is the trade in icons from Russia and 
the Baltic States. Before the fall of the Iron Curtain, it was 
diffi cult to legally obtain icons from the source countries. 
Nevertheless, there were always individuals smuggling them 
to Western Europe in limited and sometimes substantial 
numbers. As long ago as 1970, the Soviet government made a 
formal request to Sotheby’s and Christie’s to avoid handling 
certain icons smuggled out in diplomatic bags, and one 
Western government was asked to recall its ambassador in 
Moscow since he was caught shipping out icons by the gross 
(Middlemas, 1975:71). During the Soviet era, prices were 
relatively high and the new acquisitions probably helped the 
smugglers and the dealers who bought them, as well as the 
dealers who only acquired items from existing collections. 
The new input was easily absorbed by the demand from a 
small group of collectors and eased the shortage for items on 
the market. However, as the Iron Curtain disappeared after 
1989, a massive fl ow of icons emerged from the countries 
previously locked behind the wall. Although more than fi fteen 
years have past since then, the data collected for this study in 
the Netherlands showed that icons are still fi nding their way 
from East to West. The same observation can be made from 
media reports from other countries.7

As a result of the developments in 1989 and thereafter, 

7  US Customs Service (2001) ‘U.S. Customs Returns Pre-
cious Icons To Russia’ May 17th, http://www.customs.gov/hot-new/press-
rel/2001/0517-00.htm (Visited August 5th, 2005) ‘Police seize rare Russian 
icons, artwork smuggled into Greece’ Athens News Agency: Daily News 
Bulletin in English, February 28th 2000, http://www.hri.org/news/greek/ 
ana/2000/00-02-28.ana.html#09; ‘Icons smuggled into Germany will be 
returned to Russia’ Pravda, May 24th 2001, http://english.pravda.ru/cul-
ture/2001/05/24/5853.html (Visited August 5th, 2005).
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prices went down because the demand from the collectors 
was not sufficient to absorb all the new items for the same 
prices. This clearly harmed honest dealers, while at the same 
time it might have harmed or benefited the dishonest dealers, 
depending on the balance between substantial extra turnover 
and lower prices.

Another example is provided by the life of one of 
Holland’s most productive fakers of modern art, Geert Jan 
Jansen.8 He originally owned a gallery for some time, but 
discovered how easy he could bring self-made fakes onto the 
market through auction houses and other channels. He fed the 
Dutch market with fakes and forgeries until things got out of 
hand in 1988 and he had to leave the country and moved to 
France. Several galleries turned out to have sold fakes and 
forged works by Karel Appel and one dealer was imprisoned 
for some months. In France, Jansen continued to produce fakes 
and forgeries in large numbers. For years he added works by 
Appel, Picasso, Magritte, Jorn, and other artists to the existing 
stock on the market (Bierens, 2002). In the Autumn of 1993, 
the beginning of the end came when Jansen, under his alias 
of ‘Van den Bergen’, offered a drawing by Karel Appel to 
the Munich auction house Karl & Faber. A Dutch dealer who 
saw the drawing in the catalogue informed the auction house 
that he believed it to be a fake. However, because the drawing 
was accompanied by a certificate that it had been auctioned 
before, no action was taken. In April 1994, Van den Bergen 
approached the auction house again. This time he had works 
on offer by Chagall, Asger Jorn, and Appel. The auction house 
consulted experts for all the works. Although Appel declared 
that the painting on offer was his, the experts on Chagall and 
Asger Jorn believed the works to be forgeries. Thereafter 
the German police was informed and it was discovered that 
Jansen had offered works of art to numerous auction houses 
in Germany and France. When the French police finally found 
Jansen’ chateau near Poitiers in May 1994, they ran into 700 
fake drawings and gouaches and 1,500 forged certificates 
of authenticity. According to Jansen, this was probably less 
than five percent of what he produced.9 In prison he wrote 
an autobiography about his life in the art trade (Jansen, 
1998). Thanks to the trial in France there is clear evidence 
that he was an extremely productive faker and that he sold 
many items in France. His autobiography describes the same 
connection between synergy and antagonistic relationships 
that was outlined above. In the beginning, his fakes were 
absorbed easily by the market and benefited everybody 

8  H. Schutten (2000) ‘Master forger Geert Jan Jansen on trial in 
France’ Het Parool, English version at Museum Security Network, September 
26th, http://www.museum- security.org/00/170.html (Visited November 8th 
2005); J. Voorthuis (1994) ‘The hunting
and capture of two fakers - Ali Baba’s cave of forgeries uncovered: the crucial 
evidence lay in the fake certificates’ The Art Newspaper, July 1st.
9  R. Gollin (2003) ‘De echtheid bepalen was alleen maar lastig’ 
Volkskrant, October 22nd.

involved. However, as time passed by and the number of fakes 
increased, the trust in works by particular artists was partly 
undermined and prices negatively influenced.10 Despite the 
large quantities of works involved, Jansen is just one of many 
fakers and forgers known in the literature on this type of art 
crime (Goodrich, 1973; Hebborn, 1997; Hoving, 1996; Reitz, 
1993).

The above examples seem to be quite manifest in their 
consequences for the specific parts of the overall art market. 
However, many incidents of illicit crossborder trade in art, 
are often assumed to be without much impact on the broader 
market. Only a limited number of cases involve very unique 
items or large quantities of art and antiquities. Furthermore, as 
many deals involve individuals or unknown dealers, they are 
considered to lack significance for the art market in general. 
However, considering a number of factors, this impression 
is almost certainly less than accurate. One factor is the fact 
that only a minor part of the trade can and will come to the 
attention of customs or other authorities, or journalists and 
academic researchers. This means that, as with all illicit 
commodities, the real number of stolen and/or smuggled items 
will be much higher than the numbers found in a study like the 
one at hand. The flow of items between for example Belgium 
and the Netherlands is not covered by any customs checks. On 
the basis of both the literature on art thefts and the experiences 
of the last couple of years, this surely obscures a major part 
of the illicit trade (Leitch, 1969; MacLeave, 1981; Roux & 
Paringaux, 1999).11 In addition to the fact that some flow of 
objects seems to exist, the simple fact that almost all objects 
are durable goods (as opposed to drugs for example) makes 
sure that objects with a dubious provenance will not simply 
fade away with the passing of time. The fact that precious 
and valuable items will always find their way to the top-end 
dealers, auction houses, collectors, and museums is another 
important factor. Therefore, it is just a matter of time before 
stolen and smuggled objects from source countries, will 
find their way to these actors in the most important market 
countries.

As a result of the mentioned factors, one can assume that 
the illicit and licit trade are almost always directly or indirectly 
linked. Furthermore, the fact that smuggled or stolen items 

10  In general, one could also consider the effects of forgeries through 
the so-called ‘droit du suite’ on works of art. This legal principle enables 
some categories of artists, or their heirs, to profit from reselling works of art 
made by them. Due to the EU Directive, this principle will be incorporated 
in the laws of all EU member states on January 1st 2006. http://europa.eu.int/
eur-lex/en/search/search_lif.html (Directive 2001/84) (Visited November 8th 
2005).
11  Denis Meynard (2002) ‘Le cerveau du gang des chateaux écroué’ 
Le Parisien, January 7th; Voor tonnen antiek terug naar Frankrijk: Verdachte 
handelaar uitgeleverd door justitie Roermond’ Opportuun, no. 3, November 
2003; ‘Maastrichtenaar vijf jaar cel in voor kerkroven’ Dagblad de Limburg-
er, March 31st 2005.
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will enter the market continuously year after year, and consist 
of durable goods, makes its impact larger than can be judged 
from the individual incidents of shipments with smuggled or 
stolen items. Depending on all relevant market factors, this 
will lead to antagonistic or synergic interfaces between the 
different actors in the art world.

Predatory interface

The legal-illegal interface is called predatory when the aim is 
to destroy or bleed to death an organization or to control or 
fraudulently bankrupt a business.

It is rather hard to fi nd examples of this interface in 
the illicit art trade. The defi nition of the predatory interface 
has several elements that will rarely be found together in 
empirical cases in this fi eld of crime. First of all, the intention 
on ‘destroying or bleeding to death’. When a parallel is drawn 
with art, this would involve museums, private collectors or 
others and their works of art. However, as far as they can be 
seen as organizations, they are not known to be destroyed, 
neither literally nor fi nancially. Instead of the organizations, 
one could theoretically also focus on the destruction of the 
objects involved, although the predatory interface was never 
meant to aim at such a situation. The thefts of works of art 
and prints from rare books will regularly damage these objects 
themselves and sometimes lead to their defi nite disappearance 
(Conklin, 1994; Koldehoff & Koldehoff, 2004; MacLeave, 
1981). Sometimes, parts of stolen paintings or other works 
of art will be cut from the original and used to blackmail the 
owners to pay a ransom (Middlemas, 1975; Koldehoff & 
Koldehoff, 2004). However, the purpose here is clearly the 
collection of a ransom and only when the thieves or their 
middlemen fail to obtain such a ransom easily, they will try to 
obtain it by destroying a piece of the artwork. The destruction 
of objects as such is usually not intended by thieves.12

However, in some cases, destruction and illegal trade 
will go hand in hand. After the invasion of Turkish troops 
in Cyprus in 1974, years of massive destruction to Cyprus’ 
cultural heritage followed. Together with the destruction of 
objects, many objects like icons and mosaics, were smuggled 
abroad and sold there (Hadjisavvas, 2001; Watson, 1998). 
Nevertheless, even in this case the destruction and smuggling 
can usually be separated. The destruction as vandalism with 
a transnational character and without a commercial element, 
and smuggle as part of a transnational criminal enterprise to 
obtain profi ts for all actors involved. The case of Cyprus is 

12  Incidents like the destruction of two ancient Buddha statues in the 
Bamiyan province in Afghanistan in March 2001 fall outside the scope of this 
study. Similar cases can be found in other countries but do not fall within the 
definition of transnational crime used here. See e.g. ‘Reporters see wrecked 
Buddha’s’ BBC News, March 26th 2001, http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/
south_asia/1242856.stm (Visited August 5th, 2005).

just one of many cases in which states are involved in crimes 
related to works of art, or in which the wars between states or 
within states are the cause for crimes related to works of art. 
Neither the literature on art crimes, nor the empirical study 
that was done, provided any examples of cases that can be 
understood as predatory interfaces.

However, some elements of the predatory interface are 
found in situations as those discussed above. In general, it 
also appears to be unlikely to fi nd the predatory interface, 
as understood in this study, in concrete cases in the illicit art 
and antiquities trade. Therefore, it can be concluded that this 
interface does not occur in the illicit art trade.

Parasitical interface

When the aim is to preserve the viability of the legal actor, so 
that illegal benefi ts can be extorted on a more or less regular 
basis, the interface is called parasitical.

Two types of art theft partly resemble the parasitical 
interface but do not fully match the defi nition. They are 
nevertheless discussed here because they play an important 
role in the illicit trade and may suggest an additional interface 
to the typology.

First of all, illegal benefi ts can be reaped on a regular 
basis, but without extortion of one actor by another. In case 
of so-called internal thefts, illegal benefi ts can be reaped for 
years while the organization is preserved and often unaware 
of this. Internal thefts are thefts by staff members or security 
offi cials of museums, libraries, galleries, or private collectors.

In September 2003, the Royal Library of Denmark in 
Copenhagen was contacted by Christie’s auction house with 
an inquiry as to whether the library was missing some books. 
As a result of this inquiry, one of the largest internal thefts ever 
was solved.13 The books that were consigned to Christie’s were 
part of more than 3,200 unique books and copper engravings 
that were stolen from the library by a philologist during the 
late 1960s and 1970s. A substantial part of this collection of 
objects was sold during the period from 1998 to 2003. The 
objects went to auction houses in London, New York, and 
Hong Kong. A number of people around the former employee 
of the Royal Library were involved: his widow, son, daughter 
in law as well as a friend of them. In June 2004 they were all 
convicted to prison terms for their involvement in this case.

In the same year another large case of internal theft 

13  Copenhagen City Court, 28th division, June 3rd 2004, case no. 
28.2543/04; ‘Four Convicted in Danish Royal Library Theft’ American Li-
braries Online, June 4th, 2004, http://www.ala.org/ala/alonline/currentnews/
newsarchive/newsarchive.htm (August 5th, 2005).
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was solved. It involved the Army Museum in Delft in the 
Netherlands.14 In April of 2003, some employees of the 
museum discovered the theft of a number of items. Three 
months later two persons were arrested, among them the main 
suspect: a curator of the museum. During several years he 
stole hundreds of books, prints, drawings, and paintings. The 
thefts often resulted in major damage or destruction of unique 
books. The stolen items were sold to dealers and collectors in 
the Netherlands and abroad.15

These two cases are among many cases involving 
curators, security personnel, academic researchers, and 
others in the vicinity of valuable art collections (Koldehoff & 
Koldehoff, 2004; Middlemas, 1975; Tijhuis & Van der Wal, 
2005). In 1998, the FBI pointed at an internal study that had 
researched thefts from museums. They had found that 83% of 
the known thefts could be classified as ‘internal thefts’, which 
meant performed by museum staff or others with privileged 
access to collections, like scientists, security officials and 
restorers.16 Although this study was limited to museums, 
private owners face comparable problems (McLeave, 1983; 
Tijhuis & Van der Wal, 2005).

In the Summer of 1983, Nelly Dehem, the 88-year-
old daughter of the painter Henri Dehem, was hospitalized 
in Cannes. She had entrusted the care of the villa and here 
collection of impressionist paintings to a hospital worker 
and his wife. During her stay in the hospital they took about 
40 paintings by Monet, Gauguin, Renoir, Pisarro, Sisley, 
and others, along with jewelry and pieces of gold. With the 
assistance of a Parisian art dealer, the paintings had been sold 
in a number of countries spread all over the world.17

An old but telling example of internal thefts is the case of 
the Edvard Munch Museum in Oslo. Between 1961 and 1968, 
numerous paintings by the Norwegian master appeared on the 
English market. In many cases certificates were later issued 
from the curator in Munch Museum who was considered an 
expert for Munch paintings. When a painting was returned 
to the museum while the curator was on holiday, the deputy 
director recognized the painting as being part of the museum 
collection. He went to the police and Scotland Yard later 
traced thirty paintings that were sold by the curator in London 

14  R. Gollin (2003) ‘‘Loyale’ conservator stal uit eigen collectie - 
Legermuseum loopt voor miljoenen euro’s schade op door verdwijning van 
schilderijen, boeken en prenten’ Volkskrant, December 2nd; ‘Marechaussee 
houdt verdachten aan van diefstal Legermuseum’ Ministry of Defense, July 
22nd 2003, http://www.mindef.nl/ nieuws/nieuwsberichten/220703_diefstal.
html (Visited August 5th, 2005).
15  An inventory of stolen items is available on the internet: http://
www.antiqbook.nl/ gestolen (Visited August 5th, 2005).
16  ‘Art theft from within museums’ Museum Security Network Re-
port, March 21st 2002, www.museum-security.org (Visited August 5th, 2005).
17  IFAR Report, Vol. 6, no. 1, January/February 1985; IFAR Report, 
Vol. 6, no. 5, July 1985.

(MacLeave, 1981; Middlemas, 1975).

In addition to the above variation, numerous cases of 
extortion involving works of art can be found. However, these 
consist of once-only cases of extortion, and are often merely 
national instead of transnational. Many art thefts are in fact 
so-called art-nappings. Extremely valuable art is stolen to 
extort money from either the owner or the insurer for the safe 
return of the objects. This type of theft quickly became a kind 
of plague in the 1960s and since then remained a recurring 
theme although it never again achieved the frequency it had in 
those years. In 1960 and 1961, a number of large-scale thefts 
for ransom followed one after another in France. Thereafter 
it quickly spread to the United Kingdom and other countries 
until one managed to find ways to limit the opportunities and 
potential profit of these thefts (Middlemas, 1975; MacLeave, 
1981).

However, theft for ransom or art-napping is still an 
important kind of theft. After stealing three paintings by Renoir 
and Rembrandt in December 2001, thieves tried to extort 
four million Pounds from the Swedish National Museum. 
They failed in their attempt and were finally arrested.18 19 
Sometimes, attempts to extort museums or other institutions 
or individuals have been successful. In 1975, the Gallery of 
Modern Art in Milan was robbed of twenty-eight paintings. 
The thieves demanded a ransom and this demand was met 
by the museum. Subsequently, the museum got its paintings 
back but three months later another theft occurred and thirty-
eight paintings were lost (Conklin, 1994). In October 1994, 
seven paintings by Picasso were stolen from a Zurich gallery. 
A Swiss man and two Italians were jailed in 1996 for the 
theft, but the paintings were not recovered at that time. In 
February of the year 2000, the theft was solved when five of 
the paintings were returned. According to a statement by the 
police and prosecutors the Picassos had been recovered with 
the help of an unnamed intermediary, who was rewarded by 
being allowed to keep two of the seven 141paintings.

Symbiotic Interfaces

Collaboration

With collaboration the links are (relatively) long-lasting and 
more direct as legal and illegal actors work together for the 
commission of the same offence.

18  ‘Sweden art heist suspects arrested’ CNN Europe, January 4th, 
2001, www.cnn.com; ‘Stockholm art thieves jailed’ Museum Security Net-
work Report, July 28th, 2001, www.museum-security.org (Visited August 5th, 
2005).
19  IFAR Report, Vol. 15, no. 12, December 1994; ‘Picassos recovered 
5 years after Zurich gallery theft’ Museum Security Network Report, Febru-
ary 9th 2000, www.museum- security.org (Visited August 5th 2005).
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Collaboration is only different from the reciprocity or 
outsourcing interface as far as the exact division of labor 
is concerned between thieves, smugglers, and dealers or 
middlemen. When two actors are working closely together, 
and actually act as a group or organization, outsourcing or 
reciprocity turns into collaboration. A recent example of 
this interface is the Cornelius M. case. This case involved 
a Belgian-based Dutch antiquities dealer that worked with 
a gang of gypsies who robbed French castles during the 
1990s. The objects which were stolen in France were sold in 
Belgium and the Netherlands to dealers and middlemen who 
subsequently sold many objects to collectors abroad. The 
Cornelius M. case is just one example of many cases involving 
the same set-up (Leitch, 1969; Middlemas, 1975, MacLeave, 
1981; Roux & Paringaux, 1999). That is, art and antiquities 
are stolen in French castles or museums and thereafter taken 
to Belgium or the Netherlands to be sold. Since 1995, at least 
three large cases were discovered in the Netherlands alone. 
They will be discussed hereafter in the section that deals with 
the lock model.

It is sometimes diffi cult to distinguish empirically 
between the collaboration interface and other interfaces. 
Only with detailed information about the precise relationship 
between dealers or middlemen and thieves, is it possible to say 
whether this relationship can be understood as collaboration 
or as outsourcing or reciprocity. The literature on the trade 
in looted and smuggled antiquities shows many examples 
whereas the literature on art theft often provides too little 
information to defi ne the relationship (Brodie & Renfrew, 
2001; Brodie & Watson, 2000; Chamberlin, 1983; Conklin, 
1994; MacLeave, 1981; Middlemas, 1975; Schick, 1989).

Reciprocity

Reciprocity exists when there are consciously mutual benefi ts 
between the legal and illegal actors. This type includes the 
interface, whereby legitimate or conventional actors are the 
clients for goods and services offered by criminals (e.g., 
drugs, gambling, weapons, prostitutes).

Reciprocity aims at a relationship that falls between 
synergy (where one of the two parties is unaware of the illegal 
nature of their transaction) and outsourcing or collaboration 
(where both parties are not only informed but also actively 
engaged in the criminal activities).

Subtle differences in the relationship between actors 
in the art trade can make the difference between one type 
of interface or the other. In general, reciprocity is a rather 
common interface and more or less in the middle between 
synergy and outsourcing or collaboration. However, contrary 
to other types of crime, this interface will be found less often 
in the illegal art trade. This has to do with the unique and 

durable character of most art works. Because of this, and the 
registers of stolen art, it is not without risk for art dealers and 
auction houses to simply buy or accept stolen art from thieves 
or middlemen.20 Nevertheless, there are some important 
exceptions here. First of all, there are numerous categories of 
objects that do not make it to the registers for stolen art. The 
reason for this can for example be the fact that the objects 
are lacking a suffi cient description and photo, or that their 
owners are unable to use the services of commercial registers 
or Interpol. Examples are objects from museums in many poor 
countries, rare books, and icons. However, in market countries, 
like for example the Netherlands, registers like that of Interpol 
will also be left unused because the police organizations are 
not always able to send the necessary information to Interpol, 
for whatever reasons. Secondly, there are parts of the trade 
that are in general not hurt by the activities of any register or 
police agencies. This can be explained by the fact that they 
operate in a region or country that lacks any serious police 
involvement, or by the fact that the objects are usually directly 
sold to customers. The trade in stolen art and antiquities from 
France in Belgium and the Netherlands serves as an example 
here. Finally, many private or public owners simply do not 
bother to register the stolen works of art with police or private 
registers.

Outsourcing

Outsourcing refers to a division of labor between legal and 
illegal actors, where one party offers specialized services 
to the other. It can be a one-off or a continuous relationship 
between a client and a provider. The client can both be a 
legitimate organization as well as a criminal organization or 
individual.

The relationship between an art thief and a dealer, fence 
or middleman will sometimes be a relationship of outsourcing. 
When a dealer or middleman actually orders a theft, one can 
label this situation as outsourcing. When the thief is offering 
his merchandise independently from the orders of the dealer, 
the relationship shifts to ‘reciprocity’ which will be discussed 
hereafter. Subtle changes in the relationship between dealer 
and thief can change the type of interface that covers the 
relationship. When a dealer works closely, and during a longer 
period, together with a thief or group of thieves, and they are 
mutually dependent on each other for merchandise and profi ts, 
the relationship can best be understood as collaboration. This 
collaboration between a specifi c group of actors may in turn 
cause other interfaces with new actors. When other thieves 
hear about the collaboration, they may conclude that the dealer 

20  To be sure, this does not mean that stolen art does not find its 
way through large auction houses and well-known dealers. On the contrary, 
despite all registers, these actors turn out to be regularly handling stolen and 
smuggled items.
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involved can be an interesting figure to offer part of their own 
merchandise. As a result, a relationship of reciprocity can 
develop which in turn can change to collaboration.

In the data gathered in this study, it was sometimes 
hard to distinguish between outsourcing and other interfaces 
in concrete cases. However, the outsourcing interface has 
definitely a role in understanding the illicit art and antiquities 
trade. The literature on art theft provides numerous examples 
of dealers or middlemen who are involved in relationships 
with thieves or gangs of thieves (Fuchs, 1992; Koldehoff & 
Koldehoff, 2004; Leitch, 1969; Massy, 2000; Middlemas, 
1975).

The above relationships do not include thefts of famous 
works of art in museums that are ordered by rich collectors. 
This often-iterated explanation for major art thefts has never 
been backed up by any serious evidence (Koldehoff & 
Koldehoff, 2004; Tijhuis & Van der Wal, 2005).21

Co-optation

Within relationships between legal and illegal actors, the 
power relations might be even but can also be uneven. When 
there are mutual benefits but uneven power relations, the 
interface is called co-optation.

Within the illicit art trade, it is not easy to find many 
examples which could be understood as a situation of co-
optation. In some cases, art dealers or thieves are involved in 
corrupt relationships with customs officials, police officers, 
museum directors, or others. However, in most of these 
cases one cannot conclude that these relationships are clearly 
characterized by an uneven balance of power. Usually, it seems 
to be relatively easy for smugglers and thieves to establish 
relationships with relevant authorities in source countries as 
far as relatively poor countries are concerned. Therefore, one 
is not dependent on particular persons or on the highest levels 
of government bureaucracies. Furthermore, the relatively 
extensive financial resources of dealers from market countries 
puts them at a clear advantage towards the officials in the 
often poorer source countries. This can even suggest that the 
balance of power is indeed uneven, with the foreign dealer in 
control. However, this will in some cases be prevented by the 
small but ever-present risk that some official will in fact take 
action against a smuggler annex dealer. Even the remotest 
chance of having to spend a couple of years behind bars in 
Thailand, Congo, or Peru will weaken his position.

21  An example that is sometimes mentioned is the theft of a number 
of paintings from the Museum of Fine Arts in Budapest in 1983. The theft 
was allegedly done by Italian Mafiosi, acting on orders of a Greek olive oil 
millionaire. This Greek was arrested but later released for lack of proof. The 
paintings were later found in a Greek cloister. See: IFAR Report, Vol. 7, no. 4, 
June 1986.

The arguments against the co-optation interface are not 
meant to be read as an argument for the irrelevance of this 
interface here. The point is that for most dealers or smugglers, 
a situation of co-optation is unlikely to develop. However, in 
theory it is possible to assume the existence of a number of 
high-end dealers who are in fact involved in a relationship 
which could be characterized as cooptation. A number of 
examples are given in the autobiography of Michel van Rijn 
who was engaged in all kinds of art crimes in the past. He 
mentions cooptation like relationships he allegedly had with 
authorities in the former Soviet Union, Malta and elsewhere 
(Van Rijn, 1993). Although there are no independent sources to 
verify his story, the examples are at least colorful illustrations 
of the co-optation interface as it could exist in the illicit trade.22

Especially in countries that are known to enforce their 
export laws seriously, relationships like the ones mentioned 
above, are likely to develop. On the contrary, countries which 
are either not seriously enforcing their laws, or are extremely 
corrupt, or both, will probably not observe these relationships 
developing.

Funding

The funding interface involves situations where legitimate 
organizations provide, knowingly or not, essential financial 
support for the operation of criminal groups.

This interface seems to be inspired by the recent growth 
in importance and attention for international terrorism, 
although examples of this interface can be found from longer 
ago (see for example Tupman, 1998a, 1998b). Within the art 
and antiquities trade it is unlikely to find relationships like 
this. Occasionally, a dealer might help out a thief or receiver 
who is temporarily short of cash, but this is clearly different 
from what is meant here. In the data that were gathered for this 
study, no examples were found of relationships that could be 
understood as funding.

New Interfaces and Superfluous Interfaces

The discussion of the antithetical and symbiotic interfaces 
showed the relevance of the individual interfaces for 
understanding the illicit art and antiquities trade. A number 
of interfaces from the typology could be used to understand 

22  A number of Dutch journalists published about this ambiguous 
character in the art trade. See e.g. A. Schreuder (1993) ‘De handel en wan-
del van Michel van Rijn’ NRC Handelsblad, October 26th; E. Spaans (1994) 
‘Rembrandts familiekasteel; ‘De duistere kanten van de kunsthandel’ NRC 
Handelsblad, August 12th; R. Gollin & B. Witman (1997) ‘Met scrupules 
kom je niet ver in deze handel’ De Volkskrant, June 6th; L. Heyting (2000) 
‘Vaag gesjoemel’ NRC Handelsblad, December 29th; B. Witman (2000) 
‘Smokkelaar Van Rijn tergt Scotland Yard’ De Volkskrant, February 4th. See 
also Landesman (2001).
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particular activities within the illicit trade. Several interfaces 
turned out to be superfl uous and of no use for understanding 
the trade. Other interfaces should be adapted or added to be 
used in the illicit art and antiquities trade.

The discussion of this typology in this paper showed that 
seven of the ten interfaces could be used to understand the 
relationships between actors in the illicit art trade. These seven 
consisted of two antithetical interfaces and fi ve symbiotic 
interfaces. The antithetical interfaces are the injurious and 
antagonistic interfaces; the symbiotic interfaces were the 
outsourcing, reciprocity, collaboration, co-optation and 
synergy interface. Three interfaces seem superfl uous as far as 
the illicit art trade is concerned: the predatory, parasitical and 
funding interface.

The analysis of the antagonistic and synergy interface 
showed that they can best be taken together. This may seem 
contradictory in general but makes sense for the illicit art and 
antiquities trade. This can be explained by the fact that the illicit 
trade is a trade embedded within a legal sector, that is the licit 
art and antiquities trade. Therefore, the indirect (antagonistic 
or synergic) relationships between different actors are far 
more complicated and dynamic than in typical illegal markets 
like for example the drug trade. It should be stressed that it 
is not argued here that the antagonistic and synergy interface 
should be analyzed together by defi nition. On the contrary, 
they consist of two distinct types of interfaces. However, in 
practice, depending on the particular type of crime, they may 
be taken together.

The analysis of several interfaces showed some potential 
shortcomings of the typology to understand the legal-illegal 
interface in the art and antiquities trade. One important 
shortcoming is the fact that so-called internal thefts cannot be 
fully understood with the interfaces from the typology. In case 
of an internal theft, both victim and offender are members of 
the same institution and/or are connected as employer and 
employee. Furthermore, the connection between the two 
usually plays a major role in causing the theft. The proverb 
‘opportunity makes a thief’ probably characterizes most thefts 
quite correctly. While discussing the parasitical interface, 
two cases were mentioned that involved ‘serial’ (internal) 
thieves. However, if one does not limit the analysis to serial 
thefts but also includes incidental ‘internal’ thefts, there are 
numerous cases to be mentioned. A study of fi fty major thefts 
of paintings from museums and private collection in Europe, 
showed that a substantial part of the thefts were in fact internal 
thefts. Considering the number of items stolen, it is probably 
the most important type of theft (Tijhuis & Van der Wal, 
2005). Due to the specifi c characteristics of internal thefts, 
and the importance for the illicit trade in general, it seems 
appropriate to develop an interface type which covers this 
relationship. This interface will be described as ‘facilitating’. 

The internal thefts are passively facilitated by the institutions 
or employers in two ways. First of all, the individual is 
provided with maximum information about the collection, the 
way it is secured and potentially its value. Secondly, many 
institutions or employers abstain from attempts to secure 
themselves against their staff members.

The facilitating interface should not be confused with 
another interface from Passas’ original typology. This 
interface, organized crimes committed by (otherwise) legal 
actors, differs from the facilitating interface. The facilitating 
interface does not aim at organized crimes committed by 
legal actors, but at crimes of individuals within (parts of) 
legal actors that are not directed by the legal actor as a whole. 
The legal actor as a whole, for example a particular museum 
or government, does not initiate the criminal activity but 
indirectly facilitates this activity by the opportunities it offers 
its staff members or subagencies.

The discussion of the interface typology showed not only 
its uses and shortcomings, but also the fact that relatively few 
of the cases from the empirical study in the Netherlands and 
elsewhere can be connected and understood with the different 
interfaces. Part of this fact can be explained from the lack of 
detailed information on the relationship between the different 
persons involved. Furthermore, the differences between the 
different types of interfaces seem very subtle and sometimes 
hard to see, as far as the illicit art trade is concerned. As 
was pointed out before, this can probably be explained by 
the fact that this trade consists of a licit and illicit part that 
is thoroughly linked. Therefore, the differences between for 
example reciprocity and outsourcing are a lot smaller in this 
fi eld than, for example, in the drug trade.

State Confl icts and Crimes Related to Art

War, civil war, and other violent phenomena in which states can 
be involved, are related to the theft and destruction of works 
of art and antiquities. Whereas the illicit art trade is sometimes 
seen as merely another variation of organized crime or illegal 
markets, this trade thus will often be embedded in national 
and international confl icts. There are several ways in which art 
theft is related to these confl icts. These will be outlined below. 
Thereafter, the perspective of interfaces will be added as well 
as a comparison with other fi elds of transnational crime.

The fi rst way in which art theft is related to war is the 
theft of works of art by the victorious party in a war. Instead 
of individuals or organized criminals, it is the state that acts as 
perpetrator of the crimes of theft or destruction on a large scale. 
Best known example here is the systematic looting campaign 
by Nazi Germany in the countries it occupied during World 
War II. In a couple of years an enormous number of works 
of art were either looted, confi scated, or bought from dealers, 
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collectors, and others that were forced to sell to the Nazis. As 
a result of the renewed interest in this topic during the 1990s, 
part of the stolen works of art were returned to the original 
owners and the knowledge about this topic was increased 
substantially (Chamberlin, 1983; Muller & Schretlen, 2003; 
Van Rappard-Boon, 1998).23 Following the German looting 
campaigns, the Soviets systematically plundered German 
museums and other collections (Akinsja & Kozlov, 1995). 
After the war, some Allied troops illustrated that the interest 
in art was not restricted to the Nazis en Soviets, despite the 
fact that the looting by Allied troops was far less. Although 
less often cited in discussions on this topic, the French looting 
campaigns under emperor Napoleon were at least as extensive 
as those coordinated from Germany during World War Two. 
Venice and Rome were among the places that were especially 
badly hit by the looting campaigns of the French (Chamberlin, 
1983). The French looted so many objects that they were not 
able to find a new home for everything before the empire 
finally crumbled (Middlemas, 1975). A variation of this type 
of theft is the theft of art by colonial powers in the past. The 
British are for example known for the plunder of antiquities 
from Ghana and Benin (Chamberlin, 1983; Lloyd, 1964). A 
more recent example of plunder is the looting of museums 
and looting and burning of libraries in Kuwait during the 
occupation by Iraq in 1990-1991.

Besides the organized plunder of art treasures of one 
state by another, there is another way in which art theft is 
connected with wars and civil wars. Often, the chaos and 
disruption of order in societies caused by wars or civil wars 
enables thieves or gangs of thieves to smuggle objects out of 
the country. Recently, the war in Iraq provided an example 
of this when the National Museum was robbed. Although the 
damage turned out to be less than estimated at first, it still 
represented a substantial loss of unique objects. Furthermore, 
as the media attention focused primarily on this incident, a 
range of other incidents occurred around the same time. 
Among the most important were the looting and burning of 
the Iraq National Library and Archives and a famous Koran 
Library, as well as the looting of the Mosul Museum. There 
was also looting and destruction of artworks in the Museum 
of Fine Art in Baghdad, and the destruction of libraries in 
universities around the country. Fine art departments and 
institutes, as well as private art galleries were destroyed.24 
Furthermore, the looting of antiquities from archaeological 
sites went on continuously (Atwood, 2004). At the time of 

23  This is not to say that restitution of stolen art did not take place 
before the late 1990s. However, the works of art restituted directly after the 
war and in the decades afterwards were limited and interest in them declined 
until the climate with respect to this topic changed significantly at the end of 
the 20th century.
24  MacGuire Gibson (2005) ‘Cultural tragedy in Iraq: a report on the 
looting of museums, archives and sites’ IFAR, http://www.ifar.org/tragedy.
htm (Visited November 9th 2005).

writing of this book, the looting still continues, according 
to reports by the BBC and other media.25 With almost any 
revolution, war, or civil war, incidents like those mentioned 
before can be found.26 27 In 1969, the Nigerian civil war led 
to the looting of the Oron Museum in Calabar in South-East 
Nigeria. In 1950, two British officers who were in Seoul 
during the Korean War, made straight for the city’s art gallery 
and removed the bulk of the collection of carved jewels and 
jade (Middlemas,1975:152-153). The invasion of Cyprus by 
Turkish troops in 1974 resulted in both looting and smuggling 
by non-state actors as well as looting and destruction by the 
Turkish military (Hadjisavvas, 2001; Watson, 1998). Due 
to a lack of supervision in the years after the invasion, the 
destruction and looting could continue almost unhindered. 
When fighting erupted in the Somali capital of Mogadishu in 
1991, one of the first casualties was the National Museum. 
Within weeks many of its prized exhibits, including ancient 
Egyptian pottery, were on sale to tourists in neighboring 
Kenya. In the Democratic Republic of Congo, as in Somalia, 
years of fighting have left many of the country’s museums 
nearly 149 empty.

Whereas the types of theft above were aimed at objects 
abroad and during times of war of civil war, a completely 
different type of large-scale theft occurred in East-Germany. 
During the 1970s and 1980s an organization was founded 
that combined the opportunities of white-collar crime, secret 
service, state control of the economy, and secrecy jurisdictions 
in Europe (Von Bülow, 2003:31-40). This organization, 
called ‘Kommerzielle Koordinierung’ (KoKo) (~ commercial 
coordination), was set up by Schalck-Golodkowski, a senior 
state-intelligence officer. He wrote a PhD. study about ways 
to earn foreign currency by imports and exports from East-
Germany. The result was a range of organizations that were 
involved in everything from illicit trade in arms, waste, metals, 
and other commodities. To enable the illicit activities and to 
keep them out of sight from domestic and foreign observers, 
an intricate web of companies was used in places like 
Liechtenstein, Luxemburg, and Switzerland, not particularly 
known for their role in the global trade in raw materials. One 
of the organizations was aimed at the sale of works of art that 

25  James Menendez (2005) ‘Iraq’s treasures still being looted’ BBC 
World Service, June 21st (Visited, August 7th 2005); Owen Bowcott (2005) 
‘Archaeologists fight to save Iraqi sites’ The Guardian, June 20th.
26  As far as libraries and archives are concerned, a 1996 report by 
UNESCO provides hundreds of examples of institutions that were plundered, 
destroyed (or both) during the 20th century. Van der Hoeven, H. & J. van Al-
bada (1996) Lost Memory - libraries and archives destroyed in the twentieth 
century (UNESCO, Paris) - Libraries and Archives destroyed in the Twentieth 
Century.
27  Labi, I. & S. Robinson (2001) ‘Looting Africa: Theft, illicit sales, 
poverty and war are conspiring to rob a continent of its rich artistic heritage’ 
Time Magazine Pacific, August 6th 2001, http://www.time.com/time/pacific/
magazine/20010806/art.html
(Visited November 9th 2005).
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were confi scated from East-German citizens and museums 
during the 1970s and 1980s. KoKo had developed an effi cient 
way to confi scate art and antiquities from its citizens and 
institutions. First, a burglary by members of the organization, 
accompanied by art experts from the state intelligence agency, 
enabled them to make an estimate of the value of the works 
of art. Thereafter, the owners received a notice that they 
were due to pay taxes. Coincidently the amount of taxes was 
equal to the value of the works of art that were subsequently 
seized. Large quantities of works of art were thus sold abroad, 
while the authorities told the victims that the items would go 
to museums in the GDR (Bischof, 2003; Blutke, 1990; Von 
Bülow, 2003).

The above variations, and the examples that were 
mentioned, can be understood from a perspective of interfaces. 
Each individual case can be labeled with one or more of the 
interfaces from the typology. However, the importance of these 
variations lies more in the way they differ from the incidents 
discussed before. First of all, the specifi c role of states in 
the theft and cross-border traffi c of works of art. Secondly, 
the relationship between the illicit trade and wars and other 
confl icts. Finally, in connection with the second point, the 
parallel between the illicit art trade and other illicit trade like 
the illicit trade in diamonds and the illicit arms trade. Each 
topic will be briefl y discussed here.

Within the context of the illicit trade, states are usually 
seen as victims. They can either be a victim because the 
antiquities in their soil are looted or because the works of art 
in their museums are stolen and taken abroad. However, as 
was pointed out above, states can also be the perpetrators of 
art crimes, like theft or vandalism, with individual collectors, 
dealers, or institutions abroad as their victims. Furthermore, 
they can be the facilitators, by negligence, of art crimes on 
their territories. Finally, as in the case of East-Germany, 
the crimes of the state can even be directed against its own 
citizens and museums.

On an abstract level, one can point at the synergy between 
wars, civil wars and acts by authoritarian states like the former 
East-Germany on the one hand, and the illicit trade on the 
other hand. Although this holds especially true for the trade 
in illicitly excavated antiquities, it can also be observed in the 
trade in works of art from museums, collectors, and others.

Finally, a parallel can be drawn between the illicit art 
trade and some transnational crimes which were discussed 
before: the illicit arms trade, drug traffi cking and ‘blood’ 
diamonds traffi cking (see section 7.2.4). Apart from the 
extensive role of intelligence agencies during the Cold War, 
the interrelatedness of illicit trades and civil wars seems to 
have remained the same of even increased (Crefeld, 1998; 
Rufi n, 1999; Naylor, 2001).

 The Lock Model and the Interface Typology: Case 
Studies from France, Italy, and the Netherlands

The lock model simplifi es the analyses of the complicated 
mechanisms by which transnational activities change with 
respect to their legal status. Illegal activities are laundered 
and legitimate activities become illegal. These mechanisms 
are found regularly with arms traffi cking, fi nancial crimes, 
cigarette smuggling, and traffi cking of ‘confl ict’ diamonds 
(Naylor, 1987, 2001; NIZA, 2001; Paoli, 1995; Passas, 1995; 
Von Bülow, 2003).

This section will describe a number of case studies from 
the empirical study of the illicit art trade that was done in 
the Netherlands, France, and Italy, as well as cases from the 
literature. These cases will be used to discuss how the lock 
model and the interface typology can be used to understand 
the relationships between legal and illegal.

The fi rst case involves the Belgian-based Dutch dealer 
named Cornelius M. who directed the so-called ‘castle-gang’ 
in France.28 The Cornelius M. case was analyzed at the French 
police (OCBC) who conducted an extensive investigation of 
this case. More than fi fteen persons were involved in dozens 
of robberies of large French estates, capturing precious 
antiquities, paintings, timepieces, tapestries, and furniture. 
Many of the estates were only occupied part of the year and the 
burglaries usually took place when nobody was present. This 
partly explains why the thieves were never caught red-handed. 
Sometimes they burglarized estates that were occupied, but at 
the same time were so large that the inhabitants did not notice 
it.29

The robberies took place from 1998 to 2000. The thieves 
were local gypsies and were not involved in the transport 
or sale of the items. For transport Cornelius M. had hired 
chauffeurs, including a man named Cipoletti, an Italian 
driver, who took the items to the Netherlands. When Cipoletti 
was arrested he admitted to have driven at least forty loads 
of antiquities to the Netherlands, and the whole scheme fell 
apart. In the Netherlands, Cornelius M. sold the items to a 
number of complicit antiquities dealers who sold the items to 
international customers. Centre of the trade were local markets 
in the border region of Belgium and the Netherlands, in the 

28  Denis Meynard (2002) ‘Le cerveau du gang des chateaux écroué’ 
Le Parisien, January 7th; A. Reerink, (2003) ‘Le gang des châteaux’ Alge-
meen Dagblad, June 21st; C. Naber (2000) ‘Recidivist uit Retie liet zigeuners 
zeshonderd kastelen plunderen’ De Morgen, December 9th.
29  An example is the burglary of the estate of Josselin de Rohan, the 
then chairman of the Gaulistic RPR in the French Senate during the night of 
July 12th 1998. While De Rohan was watching TV to see how France won the 
world soccer championships, the Cornelius M. gang took his antiques. See: 
Berkhout, K. & J. Wevers (2005) ‘Hoe Nederlanders Frankrijk leegroven’ 
NRC Handelsblad, October 14th.
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South of Limburg, a Dutch province. The trade is fuelled by 
lack of legislation and supervision on the art and antiquities 
trade in the Netherlands and Belgium, and the relative tight 
provisions in France.

Cornelius M. had a history of involvement in the illicit 
trade. In 1994 and 1996 he was arrested for theft of and 
receiving stolen antiquities and was given a prison sentence. 
The moment he was released coincided with the first robberies 
of the gang in France. He now serves a fourteen-year prison 
sentence in France. His fifteen accomplices were given prison 
sentences from one to six years.30

The typology can be used to label the different 
relationships around Cornelius M. Collaboration with the 
gang, reciprocity or outsourcing with other dealers and synergy 
between the overall market and his activities. However, 
besides the different individual interfaces, it is particularly 
interesting how Cornelius M. acts as the link between the art 
and antiquities robbed by the violent gang, and the good faith 
purchasers abroad. Although the Netherlands and Belgium do 
not act as interface strictly speaking, they de facto play the 
same role. This is, among other things, caused by the fact that a 
central and complete registry of stolen art, a specialized police 
force and adequate legislation have been insufficient or lacking 
for years. Due to these factors, works of art that have made it 
across the border to Belgium and the Netherlands and have 
been sold there, are practically laundered. This can explain 
why the Netherlands, as well as Belgium, have acted as an 
outlet for stolen art and antiquities from France for decades. In 
a French study on art crimes, this topic was summarized with 
the well-chosen title Le Grand bal des receleurs which can be 
translated as ‘The great ball of receivers’ (Roux & Paringaux, 
1999). To be sure, this book was written before the Cornelius 
M. case came to light. Two crucial elements have been the 
basis under this ball for decades. One is the favorable civil 
code in the Netherlands and Belgium, and the other is the fact 
that France has innumerable private and state collections of 
art and antiquities which provide a constant opportunity for art 
thefts.31 The result is a persistent system in which art is stolen 
in France and subsequently sold to dealers in Belgium and the 
Netherlands. On the one hand these dealers have established 
shops and can use this to pass good title on objects to their 
customers. On the other hand, they are in practice professional 
receivers at the same time. Most dealers are located in remote 
areas, in the border region of Belgium and the Dutch province 

30  Judgment of the Montbrison Court, File no. 02/01050, March 6th 
2003.
31  In theory, the EU Directive for the Restitution of illegally exported 
cultural goods, should erase part of this problem. In practice, this does not 
change the situation very much. First of all, the directive is very hard to use 
effectively, and secondly it will by definition be without much effect if local 
authorities in Belgium or the Netherlands do not actively enforce the national 
and EU laws.

Limburg in the South of the country.

Another illustration of this system is a case of an antique 
dealer in the town of Echt in Limburg. He was caught in 1997 
as receiver and dealer in numerous precious items from thefts 
from French castles. Often, the time between the theft en the 
sale in the Netherlands was relatively short. In a collaborative 
effort of the French OCBC and the local Dutch police, his 
merchandise was investigated and dozens of stolen objects he 
still had were discovered in different locations. Like Cornelius 
M., he was sentenced to a prison term in France.32

In March 2005, yet another Dutch dealer was sentenced 
in France for coordinating a range of thefts and burglaries 
in French churches. Simon V., a dealer from Maastricht in 
the South of Limburg, was sentenced in the French city of 
Le Havre. He received a prison sentence of five years for 
complicity in the burglary of twenty-eight churches in the 
Northern and Western part of France.33 The thefts took place 
during the late 1990s to 2001. More than ten people, in 
changing combinations, took part in the thefts from churches 
in the country side of the French Normandy region. The set-up 
was the same all the time. The perpetrators tried to park their 
car as close as possible to the church. Thereafter, they went 
inside and within minutes took the objects of interest in an 
often rather rude way. The objects were driven to Maastricht 
where they were sold in the shop of Simon V. or to other dealers 
and auctions. An important difference between Cornelius M. 
and Simon V. was that the latter directly sold to well-known 
dealers and one major auction house in the Netherlands.

Two incidents led to the end of the spree of thefts 
coordinated by Simon V. First, the number-plate of a group 
of thieves was registered by a group of teenagers who noticed 
the thieves leaving a church with an object wrapped in cloth. 
The number-plate lead to the name of a man from Maastricht. 
In March 2001 he was caught red-handed when he tried to 
burglarize a Belgian castle. Secondly, Simon V. became a 
suspect after a stolen antique mirror offered at the French La 
Biennale des Antiquaires was traced back to Simon V. When 
the police search his shop, they find many stolen objects and 
Simon V. is held in custody for some time. He is released on 
bail and sometime later flees to Senegal. When he returns 
to the Netherlands in 2004, he is arrested and extradited to 
France.

Beside the case of Simon V., there are other cases in 
which stolen art has found its way rather easily to the middle 
and high end of the market, in Amsterdam and the Hague. 

32   ‘Voor tonnen antiek terug naar Frankrijk - Verdachte handelaar 
uitgeleverd door justitie Roermond’ Opportuun, no. 3, November 1999.
33  ‘Un néerlandais condamné à cinq ans de prison pour vols d’objets 
d’art’ Agence France Presse, March 31st 2005.
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According to Roux and Paringaux, three dealers from The 
Hague and Amsterdam were visited by the French and Dutch 
police in June 1996. One of them was a dealer in the art district 
around the Rijksmuseum. The police found thirty-four stolen 
objects in his shop. They originated from fourteen burglaries 
in several chateaux and one museum and were valued at fi ve 
million French francs (about 1.5 million euros) (Roux & 
Paringaux, 1999).34

Despite the scale of the Cornelius M. and Simon V. 
cases, a thorough study of the literature and media reports 
reveals that numerous similar examples can be found — as 
can be expected on the circumstances mentioned above 
(Leitch, 1969; MacLeave, 1981; Middlemas, 1975; Roux & 
Paringaux, 1999). According to an estimate of the French 
OCBC, about 200 cases like the Cornelius M. case, albeit 
usually a lot smaller in scale, have been registered since the 
police squad was established in the mid-1970s. Furthermore, 
some of the cases that were discussed in the section on the 
interface typology can also illustrate the same mechanism. 
Icons that are stolen and smuggled, or just smuggled, from 
countries like Russia and the Baltic states, are one example. 
Dealers who manage to ship these icons abroad and sell them 
there, have effectively laundered them thanks to all factors 
described before, like differences in legislation, failing or 
non-existent systems of registration etc.

An example of such a dealer is the Russian national Sergej 
W.35 His activities in the art trade came to an end in 1998. In 
that year he was caught at Schiphol airport in the Netherlands. 
He had come from St. Petersburg in Russia with a suitcase full 
of precious objects. When customs opened his suitcase they 
found, amongst other items, two volumes of a unique atlas 
dated 1710. Furthermore, they discovered 185 engravings, 
almost the whole graphic oeuvre of Jacques Calot, a famous 
seventeenth century French artist (Leerintveld, 2000; Ministry 
of Finance, 2000).

It soon turned out that a number of objects were stolen. 
Instead of an innocent collector, Sergej W. had been a dealer 
for a long period of time. He was stopped at customs in 
Amsterdam four times before during the 1990s, always with 
precious art and antiquities. He usually stayed in Holland for 
extended periods. A major part of his business was probably 
done in Holland due to these and other circumstances. Large 
cash deposits were found in a number of bank faults at several 
locations in Amsterdam. In his belongings, a large number of 
business cards were found which formed an interesting sample 
from the art trade. As far as could be established, Sergej W. 
conducted business with at least a number of (legal) art dealers 

34  D. Mulkens (1998) ‘Rijswijks trio handelde in gestolen kunst’ 
Haagsche Courant, January 13th.
35  The name of the person meant here is altered.

and an auction house in the Netherlands. At the same time, he 
was supplied with merchandise in Russia. Although this might 
have been partly legal merchandise, it was not allowed to 
leave Russia without permits. Furthermore, his involvement 
in the trade in stolen art in Russia was also proven when the 
police searched one of his apartments in Russia. They found 
300 stolen icons stashed away. As far as could be established, 
Sergej W. was given a prison sentence of 9 years for this in 
Russia.

Besides the individual interfaces between Sergej W. and 
numerous actors in the art trade, he partly functioned as a lock. 
He combined his opportunities as individual with that of the 
different jurisdictions. As individual he smuggled the objects 
from Russia to the Netherlands and was able to funnel the 
illicit art into the legitimate market through his wide range of 
productive contacts in the art trade. The differences between 
the Netherlands and Russia further enabled the successful 
traffi c: the absence of specifi c legislation in the Netherlands, 
as well as the lack of effective international registries of stolen 
and smuggled art, combined with the lack of effi ciency in 
communications between law enforcement agencies across 
international borders.

The above cases can be partly understood as a result of 
several factors in the art trade (as probably in many trades). 
A strong eagerness to ensure interesting and profi table 
merchandise, as well as a certain contempt for the regulations 
protecting cultural heritage, provides a climate in which 
all kinds of illegal transactions can take place (Rijn, 1993; 
Hoving, 1994, 1996; Lacey, 1998; Mason, 2004).

The importance of this mechanism of laundering can 
hardly be overestimated. In practice, the opportunities of 
individuals, organizations, and jurisdictions are combined 
to accomplish this laundering. Through this mechanism, a 
profi table trade exists for thieves, fences and the dealers they 
work with. The reason for this is that most customers do not 
want to buy objects which obviously have been stolen. This 
indicates a difference with the trade in antiquities.

The fi les and other sources that were studied in the 
Netherlands and elsewhere, in combination with literature 
and media reports, showed how works of art were laundered 
through several jurisdictions, organizations, and individuals. 
The lock model can help to explain this laundering, although 
in practice the different variations of the model are often 
combined. The French data, in combination with the literature 
on art thefts in France, illustrated the inner workings of the Le 
Grand bal des receleurs. The trade between France, Belgium 
and the Netherlands is probably one of the most enduring 
internationally, but also least known in the Netherlands, 
except for those who are familiar with the trade in art and 
antiquities in the (relatively remote) province of Limburg in 
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the South of the Netherlands.

Through time, these laundering processes can change 
due to changes in legislation, the activities of law enforcement 
agencies, the development of the market for specific items and 
other factors.

Conclusions

This paper started with a number of research questions. First 
of all, the question as to what degree interfaces between legal 
and illegal actors in the illegal art trade can be empirically 
described with the typology. To answer this question, each 
interface from the typology was analyzed in the first section. 
The analyses showed that seven of the ten interfaces could be 
used to describe the relationships between actors in the illicit 
art trade. These seven consisted of two antithetical interfaces 
and five symbiotic interfaces. The antithetical interfaces 
are the injurious and antagonistic interfaces; the symbiotic 
interfaces are the outsourcing, reciprocity, collaboration, co-
optation and synergy interface. Three interfaces are not found 
as far as this study of the illicit art trade is concerned: the 
predatory, parasitical, and funding interface.

On an abstract level, antagonistic or synergic interfaces 
develop as result of the combined efforts of all actors in both 
licit and illicit trade around the world. Within this global 
system, wars and other conflicts are integrated and are 
responsible for part of the supply of certain types of objects. 
This shows a clear parallel with other transnational trades.

Although the typology could thus be used to understand 
the illicit art trade, there are some significant limitations. First 
of all, the symbiotic interfaces do not much help to clarify the 
relationships between the actors involved in the illicit trade. 
The differences between the different interfaces are very 
small as far as the illicit art trade is concerned. Therefore, the 
typology does add less to the understanding of the illicit trade 
as it does in other fields of crime.

The second question was whether there are interfaces 
between legal and illegal that are not covered by the existing 
typology and how these should be labeled. It turned out 
that one important category of thefts, the so-called internal 
thefts, cannot be understood with the typology. The interface 
between the perpetrators of these thefts and their victims was 
labeled as ‘facilitating’.

The third question looked at the usefulness of the lock 
model for the illicit art trade. A number of case studies showed 
the usefulness of the lock model, in combination with the 
interface typology. The lock model can help to explain how 
stolen and smuggled art is laundered through a combination 
of specific individuals, organizations, and jurisdictions. It is 

through this mechanism that the illicit trade can be profitable 
and remains active as part of the overall trade. Furthermore, 
the lock model provides a tool to appreciate the important role 
of individuals in the illicit art and antiquities trade.36

36  Due to the high number of references and the length of the bibli-
ography, please refer to the footnotes for citations or contact the editor of this 
journal to be emailed a complete bibliography.
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Noah Charney

Lessons from the History of Art Crime
“The Washington Principles Have Been a Failure”

“The Washington Principles have been a failure, and the conference is an attempt to whitewash this 
failure.” So says Marc Masurovsky, and he should know. Masurovsky is one of three cofounders of 
HARP (Holocaust Art Research Project), which was established in 1997, one year before the Washington 
Principles were pronounced. Now approaching their 20th anniversary, a planned conference looks set to 
feature much patting on the shoulders and self-congratulations among the people who formulated what 
was meant to be a series of guidelines dealing with the restitution of cultural heritage property that had 
changed hands during the Nazi period, from 1933 until the end of the 2nd World War. The problem is 
that, according to Masurovsky and about a dozen other specialists from around the world in this fi eld 
whose opinions I gathered for this article, the Washington Principles look and sound good, but have been 
almost completely ineffectual. 

Provenance research is a very sticky wicket, and Masurovsky describes it as “a toxic fi eld of study.” 
Provenance is the documented history of an object, its biography, the story of the many hands through 
which it has passed. The issue becomes problematic when research into an artwork’s history overturns 
stones that cover dark recesses of a nation’s past. The simple research into an object’s “biography” 
then becomes a political issue, for instance with Switzerland’s resistance to repatriating compelling 
claims by Jewish families whose art was seized during the Second World War (though one could replace 
Switzerland with just about any European country, and one can fi nd examples of resistance to what 
appear to be objectively just claims for the return of looted art). This can make provenance research a 
matter of individual scholars or families pitted against nations which would rather not hear about World 
War matters anymore. Reclaiming one’s looted art can feel like a Sisyphean task. Masurovsky and his 
colleagues try to help, but it always a struggle.

By some estimates around 5 million cultural heritage objects changed hands inappropriately during 
the Second World War alone, and that doesn’t count the decade leading up to it, when the Nazis were 
forcibly seizing works of art from their countrymen. Masurovsky considers most estimates published by 
governments about the number of artworks stolen  to be gross underestimates, and argues quite reasonably 
that there has been far too much focus on museum-quality masterpieces. Of course there were tens of 
thousands of these, including the some 7000 that were destined for Hitler’s planned super museum in 
Linz, Austria, and which were hidden in salt mine in the Austrian Alps, only to be narrowly rescued 
from destruction by a team of Austrian miners working with the Resistance, four Austrian double agent 
commandos, and the clever work several of the Monuments Men, as told in my book, Stealing the 
Mystic Lamb, and partly dramatized in the George Clooney fi lm, Monuments Men. The sex appeal of 
headliner masterpieces that were indeed stolen and dramatically recovered (or never recovered and still 
missing), has led to them overshadowing the millions of objects by signifi cant, but less famous, artists. 
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Masurovsky mentions the likes of Nussbaum and Soutine among the hundreds of Jewish artist who are 
marginalized, primarily because they were Jewish, even if they were artists of the highest quality. 

Masurovsky’s initial goal was to raise awareness about issues in restitution, primarily by focusing 
on archive-trawling research, in order to piece together the ownership histories of objects that changed 
hands during the Nazi era. But he has also become an activist, much against his will, speaking out on 
restitution issues as a public figure, because others turn to him for lack of others supporting their cause. 

Most of the restitution cases arose during the Internet era, from the late 90s onward, for the simple 
reason that accessibility of the Internet meant that people, for the first time, knew where certain objects 
were located, because they could find listings on websites, whereas they would have had to stumble 
across them in person prior to the Internet’s ubiquity, to be able to learn their whereabouts. This has led to 
the children, and now grandchildren, of victims of art plundered during the Second World War, bringing 
lawsuits or seeking the return of objects. Most of the thefts were on the part of the Nazis, but also one 
of the cofounders of HARP began by specializing in cases in which Allies, while serving in Europe, had 
quick fingers and took some art back home as a souvenir or trophy. 

Unfortunately, what sounds at first like reasonable pleas for the return of looted objects gets complicated 
quickly. Most cases feature individuals or families, often of limited means, against major institutions like 
museums or nations. It is far more straightforward if one family is in possession of the work of a family 
from which that object was likely forcibly removed during the war. But what about when the artwork 
is now in a national gallery? Deaccessioning a work, particularly from a national collection, is vastly 
complicated, slow and bureaucratic, even under the best of circumstances, with good will and desire on 
all parts. But if museums, or their nations, are resistant, it can be like wading through a tar pit. It is more 
difficult to find lawyers to help, since such cases rarely involve cash reparations and winnings, normally 
focused only on ownership of an artwork, so lawyers do not have the same financial incentive to throw 
themselves into the fray. But just imagine a family of normal middle-class income faced with taking on, 
say, a national gallery in Austria, in order to claim a painting that was once owned by their ancestor? 
The cards are stacked wildly in favor of such megalithic institutions, with extensive boards of trustees 
and staff lawyers and sometimes ministries backing them up. It is daunting, to say the least, and most 
potential claimants give up in the early stages, scared by the prospects.

HARP put their names on the map by pointing out to the district attorney’s office of New York 
the fact that two paintings by Egon Schiele, on loan from Austria, had questionable backgrounds and 
yet were sent to MOMA in New York for display in an exhibition. After HARP sounded the alarm, the 
district attorney determined that it would hear a case for the restitution of these two paintings to two 
separate Jewish families that claimed that they had been taken from them. The seizure of the paintings 
in that case led directly to Austria implementing a new law on restitution, the first European country to 
do so. Masurovsky says, with a sigh, that it seems that a fight must be undertaken in the courtrooms, for 
anyone to pay attention and make changes.

The very fact that the courtroom seems to be the only place that prompts useful action is proof 
enough that the Washington Principles, while well-meaning, have been ineffectual. 

The Washington Principles on Nazi-Confiscated Art were published on 3 December 1998. Part 
of the Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets, they were a declaration, primarily written by 
Stuart Eizenstat, that outlined how to deal with restitution claims. They offered “non-binding principles,” 
which is to say that they were merely suggestions, “without any teeth,” as Masurovsky says. While 
clearly well-meaning, they appear to have a great deal of weight and pomp, but as the experts with 
whom I spoke for this article collectively agreed, they don’t really do anything, and so are not useful 
to claimants. Masurovsky, in his thoughtful blog, Plundered Art, offers suggestions that would update 
them, but he is wary of the conference scheduled for this November in Berlin, commemorating twenty 
years of the Washington Principles. It may involve much self-congratulation about something that has 
had almost no actual positive effect.
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Masurovsky cites numerous high-profi le cases in which major museums, often backed by their 
nations, refused to return objects that were demonstrably looted. It is ironic, for instance, that the Brera 
Museum in Milan refuses to return a painting from the Gentile collection, when the nation of Italy has 
repeatedly and successfully demanded the restitution of ancient artworks looted from its territory. Yet, if 
they possess a painting that was demonstrably looted from a Jewish family, they don’t want to hear about 
returning it. This is a point that even the former Advocate General of Italy, Maurizio Fiorilli, agreed 
with, when he met with me and Masurovsky at the recent ARCA Conference on the Study of Art Crime, 
that is held every summer in Italy and which has become the mean annual meeting place for specialists 
in the fi eld. Sometimes even nations, whom we tend to think of as working the best for their citizens, 
have dug their heels in. Masurovsky says that Switzerland, only last year organized the restitution of a 
war-looted artwork, making it seven decades after the fact, and with numerous other possible objects not 
restituted (or at least, not yet). And things are not looking up. Masurovsky mentions that The Netherlands 
has recently changed the rules for restituting looted art stating that they will consider restitutions from 
museums if removing the questioned object would not interfere with the museum’s didactic program. 
This gives museums a “Get Out of Jail Free Card,” refusing reasonable restitution claims on the grounds 
that it will “mess up” their exhibition layout. This is something that Masurovsky cannot abide, and one 
can see why. 

The most diffi cult element that Masurovsky sees as a stumbling block in legitimate restitutions is 
current owners hiding behind the claim of “good faith purchases.” According to current law, one only 
must be able to demonstrate that you genuinely thought an object was legitimate when you acquired it, 
and one is unlikely to be required to return the object in question, much less suffer any legal damages. 
One can imagine that it is relatively easy to claim good faith, even if one’s faith was not good. This 
has been the undoing of many cases. But for the thousands of cases for which the victims gave up, for 
fear of the uphill battle, before they really got started, or the scores of important cases that were heard, 
Masurovsky and his colleagues have been there, behind the scenes and sometimes at the fore, traveling 
the world to speak about this cause, occasionally appearing in courtrooms, and talking about the dangers 
of provenance research. 

Why dangerous? “Because provenance has become a political tool,” he says. Attempting to research 
provenance means looking into the often unseemly past of nations, and sometimes their heroes, whether 
they are museums or politicians and art world protagonists. Does America really want to learn that some 
of their so-called “Monuments Men,” who have been so glorifi ed for their efforts to save Europe’s art 
treasures, may have also pocketed some of them? Does Germany want to uncover still more unseemly 
tales of its recent history? Does amiable Switzerland want to hear in the courts of some of its less-
amiable activities or oversights from decades past? These are things that people and even nations feel 
like they would often rather forget, but it is just these stories that are most important and are where the 
keys lie to unlocking and solving long ago mysteries involving some of the world’s most beautiful art.
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I

David W. J. Gill

Context Matters
“Thefts from Museums and Archaeological Stores”

In July 2018 a marble portrait of Alexander the Great was seized from the Safani Gallery in Manhattan. 
The head was recognised from archival photographs taken after the excavations in the Roman forum 
around 1910. The head had been placed in the Museo Forense but could not be accounted in the audit 
of 1959. When the head passed through Sotheby’s in December 2011 (lot 9), it was suggested that it 
had been owned by the archaeologist and collector Hagop Kevorkian (1872–1962), New York, and 
most likely acquired prior to World War II. The head was sold as part of The Hagop Kevorkian Fund 
(Sotheby Parke Bernet, New York, November 22, 1974, no. 317) and then passed into the collection of 
A.N. Oikonomides, Chicago.

This may appear to be an isolated incident. However, in 2017 the Cleveland Museum of Art returned 
a head of Drusus Minor to Italy that had been acquired with great fanfare in 2012 from Phoenix Ancient 
Art. It had been asserted by the museum that the head had come from an old Algerian collection that 
could be traced back to the 19th century; the claim itself can be traced back to a 2007 press release issued 
by Phoenix Ancient Art. However, the Drusus, along with a head of Tiberius in a North American private 
collection, had been excavated in the 1920s at the site of Sessa Aurunca in Campania (Scarpati 2008-11; 
Scarpati 2014; Gill 2017). Both had been sold through PIASA in Paris in 2003 and 2004. The Tiberius 
portrait was reported to have come from an old collection in Marseilles that could be traced back to the 
1960s (Pollini 2005). The histories of both these portraits seem to have been fabricated as part of their 
entry to the antiquities market.

Such occurrences have been noted in the wider return of antiquities to Italy. For example, a Roman 
marble copy of the Diadoumenos by Polykleitos was returned to Italy in 1995 after it was realised that it 
had been stolen from the archaeological store at Venosa (True and Hamma 1994, 341–44, no. 180). It had 
been purchased by Barbara and Lawrence Fleischman and then acquired by the J. Paul Getty Museum. In 
November 2007, it was announced that three bronze fi gures stolen from three separate Italian collections 
were to be returned from the Royal-Athena Galleries in Manhattan. One was an Etruscan bronze fi gure 
holding a phiale, that had been stolen from the Museo Nazionale Etrusco di Chiusi on 28 April 1971 
(Godart and De Caro 2007, 148–49, no. 39; see also Maetzke 1957). It passed through the Royal Athena 
Galleries in January 1992 (Art of the Ancient World 7, 1 [1992], no. 68). The second was an Etruscan 
bronze athlete with a strygil, originally part of a candelabrum, that had been stolen from the Museo 
Archeologico Nazionale “Spina” de Ferrara on 3 August 1970 (Godart and De Caro 2007, 140–41, no. 
35). It had been excavated in Tomb 45A at Spina, and is dated to the early 4th century BC. The third piece 
was a Roman bronze Victoria with trophy had been found in the House of the Tuscan Colonnade (Insula 
VI) at Herculaneum (Cerulli Irelli 1974, 111, fi g. 78). It was stolen from la Soprintendenza archeologica 
di Ercolano (Napoli) on 23-24 July 1975 (Godart and De Caro 2007, 226–27, no. 64; Volpe 2009, 
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36–37 no. 7). The athlete and the Victoria had been spotted by Italian investigators on the website of the 
Manhattan gallery (e.g. Art of the Ancient World 17 [2006], 39, no. 56). 

It appears that two of these three bronzes had been sold by the Royal-Athena Galleries to the 
collector John Kluge in the 1980s (the Victoria in 1988); the Victoria was stated as forming part of the 
Ferruccio Bolla collection in Lugano. Part of the Kluge collection in Charlottesville had been sold at 
Christie’s in June 8, 2004 (“The Morven Collection of Ancient Art”). Eisenberg repurchased two of the 
bronzes at the sale (reportedly for $6,573 and $9,560). The origins of some of the material that once 
formed part of the Kluge collection have raised concerns. This was highlighted when further ex-Kluge 
antiquities, some also having passed through the Royal-Athena Galleries, were seized during raids at an 
unnamed gallery in Manhattan in 2017 (Gill 2018, 68). These are not the only items removed from Italian 
collections and subsequently handled by the Royal-Athena Galleries. The Royal-Athena Galleries were 
also identified as the location for a Roman bronze statue of Venus (“Venus di San Giovanni in Perareto”) 
that had been stolen from the Museo Civico, Rimini in August 1962. The statue was recovered in 2012. 

A bronze figure of Zeus was seized from an unnamed gallery in Manhattan. It had been claimed 
that the Zeus had been acquired by Edward H. Merrin from a Swiss collector in the late 1960s. However, 
it is now known that the statue was reported to have been removed from the Museo Nazionale Romano 
in 1980. Shortly afterwards the statue featured in the supplementary exhibition for The Search for 
Alexander, first in The Fine Arts Museum of San Francisco (1982), and then at the Royal Ontario 
Museum, Toronto (1983). The figure was then published in 1984, when the owner was stated as Merrin 
(Volk 1984). In 1988–89 the Zeus was displayed in the exhibition, The Gods Delight: The Human Figure 
in Classical Bronze, organised by Arielle P. Kozloff and David Gordon Mitten, that was shown in The 
Cleveland Museum of Art; The Los Angeles County Museum of Art; and the Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston (Kozloff, Mitten, and Fabing 1988, no. 29). It was then owned by Barbara and Lawrence A. 
Fleischman, who sold it at Sotheby’s New York on December 9, 2004 for $164,800 (lot 249). The statue 
was returned to Italy in 2010. 

A Roman marble female torso was returned to Italy at the same time. It had been spotted in 2009 
by an off-duty Carabinieri officer, Michele Speranza, in an unspecified antiquities gallery in Madison 
Avenue. Speranza recognised it from the image database of stolen items as one, along with other exhibits, 
that had been stolen from the Museo Archeologico in the coastal town of Terracina in Latina in 1988 
(Rush and Millington 2015, 22). 

In 1964 a bronze Herakles, dating to the 6th or 5th centuries BC, was stolen from the Museo 
Archeologico Oliveriano in Pesaro. It had apparently then passed to Swiss collectors, and then various 
New York collections, including that of Eugene V. Thaw, before being offered in a sale in 2012. It was 
seized from an unspecified Manhattan art gallery in 2015. A Roman sarcophagus dating to the 2nd 
century AD was stolen from the Chiesa della Madonna della Libera di Aquino, between Roman and 
Naples, on 2/3 September 1991. It was apparently purchased later that same year by Robert Hecht. The 
sarcophagus was recovered from a location in London in late 2011 and returned to Italy in 2012. 

Other material stolen from locations in Rome include a statue of Fortuna, returned from Humana 
in 2011, that had been stolen from Rome in October 1986, and a marble statue of Zeus that was stolen 
from the Norwegian Institute in Rome in May 2002. It was identified by the Carabinieri in an unspecified 
London antiquities gallery and returned without recourse to legal proceedings. A torso of Mithras stolen 
from an Italian private collection was acquired by the J. Paul Getty Museum in 1982 after passing 
through the hands of an unspecified “European dealer” (inv. 82.AA.74; Frel 1984, 85–86, no. 32, figs. 
24–25). It was returned to Italy in 1999.

Several Roman frescoes found at Boscoreale were stolen from an archaeological store at Pompeii in 
June 1997. A fragment showing Dionysos was recovered from an unspecified London gallery in October 
2008. Another of the Boscoreale fragments was due to be auctioned in Christie’s New York in 2009; it 
was seized after it had been identified by the Art Loss Register. Five other fragments stolen with it were 
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recovered in London. 

Museum thefts have not been confi ned to Italy. One of the most audacious was the April 1990 raid 
on the archaeological museum in Corinth (Kaiser 1991, 87; Apostolidis and Brodie 2007, 50–53; Brodie 
2014, 65). Objects seized included a marble portrait of Julius Caesar who had founded the Roman colony 
in 44 BC. Three items of pottery that was seized turned up in the Royal-Athena Galleries; the gallery 
had purchased them at an auction at Christie’s in New York (“The Property of an American Private 
Collector”). Three other items consigned to the same sale were also recovered from separate locations. 
Some 250 further items from the raid were recovered from a fi sh warehouse in Miami, Florida, in 1999. 

A Roman marble portrait head of Domitilla Minor was stolen the Archaeological Museum at 
Sabratha, Libya, in 1990. The head was spotted after it was due to be sold at Christie’s in London, 
claiming that it had formed part of a Swiss collection since the 1970s, and that it had been purchased in 
Switzerland by its present owner in 1988 (that is to say, before it had been stolen from Libya). The head 
was returned in 2011 (Rush and Millington 2015, 32). 

The marble relief of a deity in a naiskos was found on Thasos in 1911 (Picard 1913). It was removed 
from the archaeological store of l’École française d’Athènes in the early part of the twentieth century. 
It was acquired by the J. Paul Getty Museum in 1955 and returned to Greece in 2006 (Apostolidis and 
Brodie 2007, 64, no. 4). A marble statue of Apollo was stolen from the archaeological store at Gortyn on 
Crete in 1991. It was recovered from David Cahn in Basel, Switzerland in 2007 (Apostolidis and Brodie 
2007, 65, no. 7).

It is clear that archaeological stores in Egypt have also been targeted (Gill 2015, 68–70). Among 
the items were two alabaster ducks excavated near the pyramid of Amenemhat III at Saqqara in 1979 
(Hope 2007). One of the ducks was due to be auctioned at Christie’s in New York in 2007, and the 
other was spotted when it was exhibited by Rupert Wace Ancient Art in New York in January 2006. 
The Rupert Wace duck had been acquired from a consortium of four French dealers via PIASA in Paris. 
In September 2002 some 370 antiquities were removed from the Ma’adi Museum. Some of the items 
were traced back to a US army helicopter pilot, and other items surfaced through Bonhams in London, 
Christie’s in New York, and Sands of Time Antiquities. 

An unresolved case—although it has gone to court—relates to the Egyptian Ka-Nefer-Nefer mask 
that was excavated at Saqqara in early 1952 (Gill 2014). It appears to have resided in the archaeological 
store at Saqqara until at least 1966 and was formerly noted as missing in 1973. However, Phoenix 
Ancient Art, who sold the mask to the St Louis Art Museum in 1998, maintain that it had surfaced in 
Brussels in 1952 (or possibly 1958) based on the memory of an individual who recorded the sighting in 
1997; it was asserted that the mask been sold by the original excavator, Mohammed Zakaria Goneim. 
However, the only confi rmed recent sighting of the mask dates to 1997 when it was reported to have 
been purchased by Phoenix Ancient Art. New digital evidence has come to light since the court case 
(2014) and this seems to point to an awareness by some of the St Louis Art Museum staff about concerns 
relating to the circumstances of the acquisition. In particular it was noted that the name, written in 
hieratic, had been removed from the mask at some point after its discovery; the museum had been made 
aware of the signifi cance of this erasure in 1999. This mask may have been one of a series of thefts from 
this archaeological store around 1987 (Gill 2014, 21).

These instances raise the issue that archaeological stores in several countries may have been targeted 
to provide a source of objects that could enter the antiquities market. No doubt it is hoped that limited 
audits or documentation would prevent the thefts being noticed before the objects had passed into public 
and private collections. Some of the names of dealers and galleries recur through this short account. 
This suggests that the due diligence process in the antiquities market does not provide the rigour that is 
required to restrict the trade in such items (Gill 2016). 
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The Washington Principles Revisited (1998-2018)

Since December 1998, the art world has had to take heed of 
the so-called Washington Principles, drafted and endorsed at 
the Washington Conference on Holocaust-era Assets. These 
non-binding principles have served as an ethical and moral 
checkpoint for the art market and cultural institutions in 
their treatment of art objects that have been misappropriated 
between 1933 and 1945. 

For some, the Washington Conference was a success. 
For others, it was a dismal failure. For those who deemed it a 
success, the Conference had provided a unique forum to get a 
sense of where the world stood as far as justice to Holocaust 
survivors was concerned and to promote greater assistance 
to their dwindling numbers. The principles notwithstanding, 
everyone went home thinking they had done God’s work for 
three days. Those who saw in the Conference a dismal failure 
balked at the so-called Principles as yet another diplomatic 
way out of taking full responsibility for not having done 
anything concrete to render justice to the victims of plunder 
while throwing a sop at museums (the principles were 
inspired by the American museum guidelines issued months 
before the Washington Conference) by reassuring them that, 
although provenance research was highly recommended to fi ll 
“unavoidable gaps” in the history of ownership of art objects 
under their care and stewardship, “fair and just solutions” 
ought to be sought in order to ensure a measure of justice for 
all. In the end, for the naysayers, the Washington Conference 
led to a massive failure of international public policy.

Principle 1. Art that had been confi scated by the Nazis and 
not subsequently restituted should be identifi ed.

“Art:” In conventional terms, we think of “art” as paintings, 
works on paper, and sculpture, especially of the highest qual-
ity, museum-worthy pieces. This defi nition would be consis-
tent with the overall approach applied by the United States, 
the United Kingdom, France, and other countries in the im-
mediate postwar years as their agencies searched for looted 
“art.” But in reality, “art” covers many disciplines and media, 
many forms of expression and purposes whose quality varies 
greatly in content, style and esthetics. Most of the “art” that 
had been “confi scated” by the Nazis did not consist solely of 
paintings, works on paper, and sculpture. It included furniture, 
accessories, other kinds of decorative objects, any object that, 
although functional, and even ritualistic presents esthetic val-
ues which would earn it the label of “art.” 

 “Confi scated by the Nazis:” the word connotes an order from 
on high to seize someone’s property. Hence, we are to under-
stand that the Nazi government or authorities order the “con-
fi scation” of “art” from their designated victims. This narrow 
defi nition of how “art” changed hands illicitly begs to be clari-
fi ed as it is historically reductionist and therefore conveys a 
skewed vision of the historical reality. The word “confi scated” 
excludes other forms of dispossession brought about as a con-
sequence of the Nazi seizure of power in January 1933 and 
does not refl ect the myriad ways in which property owned by 
Jews could be forced out of their hands.

“Not subsequently restituted:” what does “restituted” re-
ally mean in this context? Physically returned to the aggrieved 
individual or entity whose “art” was “confi scated”? Does it 
mean “returned” to the country of origin? The lack of clarity 
fi lls this word with ambiguity.

“Should be identifi ed:” it’s not an obligation, mind you. 
But just in case, the thought crossed your mind, would you 
be so kind and identify “art” confi scated” by the Nazis which 
sits in your midst? And to whom is this Principle addressed? 
To museums—public and private? To art galleries and auction 
houses? To individual private owners? To institutional own-
ers? To religious entities? It’s hard to know. 

The process of identifi cation is a Catch-22—it contains 
its own paradox. In order to identify looted art, one must un-
derstand the concept of looting. Looting, per se, can be as sim-
ple as forced removal of property at the point of a gun and/or 
with the assistance of local law enforcement and judicial au-
thorities working in tandem with the occupation authority. It 
can also be the result of so-called forced sales or duress sales. 
There, too, we run into problems because not every country 
that attended the Washington Conference even acknowledges 
that such sales occurred on its territory during those fateful 
dark years.

Principle 2. Relevant records and archives should be open 
and accessible to researchers, in accordance with the 
guidelines of the International Council on Archives. 

Archival collections abound worldwide. Most of them con-
sist of documents, reports, correspondence, photographs, 
transcripts, memoranda, lists, etc., compiled by municipal, re-
gional and national agencies, both civilian and military. “Rele-
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vance” addresses the extent to which these archives shed light 
on the fate of cultural objects owned by Jewish individuals, 
their families, friends, businesses, and the like. Hence, these 
documents can be found in financial, cultural, economic, ad-
ministrative, police, political, and other archival collections. 
They name objects, names of people, and locations where 
objects were located, extracted, transferred, bought and sold, 
traded, exchanged, ferried, crated, and deposited.

Where access to “relevant” documents is granted, the 
right to publish the documents is suppressed, especially in 
their digital form. The right to publish and reproduce docu-
ments extracted from public and private records will remain 
a source of friction for some time until privacy concerns are 
eased for documents that are now more than 80 years old. 

Since 1998, there has been very little progress registered 
in gaining access to private gallery and museum records. Art 
trade practitioners continue to hide behind shields of trade 
secrecy, confidentiality, protection of clients’ and consigners’ 
identities, amid general suspicion that the desire for access 
rests on dark motives. All that one wants to know is how ob-
jects travel from one point to the next. Art market profession-
als should feel bold enough to share such information without 
sacrificing confidential and sensitive client information. But to 
gain this level of trust requires a lot of handholding and one-
on-one communication that could take a lifetime to achieve 
with meager results. Hence, new strategies should be explored 
in order to gain access to such records. Otherwise the full truth 
shall never be known as to the fate of thousands of objects 
from their Jewish owners to their present whereabouts. 

Principle 3. Resources and personnel should be made 
available to facilitate the identification of all art that had 
been confiscated by the Nazis and not subsequently resti-
tuted. 

The only way to ensure that a principle is enacted properly 
is to allocate resources and personnel which are dedicated to 
ensuring its viability. In the case of “identification of all art,” 
the “art” in question is located in a myriad places, both public 
and private, accessible and inaccessible. Even if archives are 
open, someone has to do the research and be paid for it. If 
museums grant access to their records, someone has to be able 
to consult them and be paid for that task. If we ask art institu-
tions to cover those costs, little will be done, that’s for certain. 
Hence, external sources of funding have to be made available 
in the form of grants, fellowships, project funds, to allow in-
stitutions to recruit the personnel needed to conduct relevant 
searches into relevant records so as to “identify all art.” The 
only country that has done so, and to a limited extent truth be 
told, is Germany. After Germany, we have Austria. And that’s 
about the extent of it, with scattered efforts to work on dis-
crete projects with no immediate consequence on the ability 

to “identify all art that had been confiscated” and displaced by 
other means. The United States, case in point, has turned out 
to be a miserable failure in this department, its government 
providing neither resources nor personnel to make good on 
its own dicta stemming from the Washington Conference on 
Holocaust Assets of December 1998.

But in order to “identify all art,” one must know what 
one is searching for. The widespread lack of understanding of 
the crime of plunder is staggering and impedes any large-scale 
at identifying the relevant objects that may fall under the cat-
egory of “confiscated,” “dispossessed,” “sold under duress,” 
“looted,” “plundered,” etc.

Principle 4. In establishing that a work of art had been 
confiscated by the Nazis and not subsequently restituted, 
consideration should be given to unavoidable gaps or am-
biguities in the provenance in light of the passage of time 
and the circumstances of the Holocaust era. 

The definitions for what constitutes a “work of art” vary 
widely. For some, “work of art” is interchangeable with “art 
piece” or “artwork” or “objet d’art.” For others, it has a nar-
rower and more elitist meaning: “an object made with great 
skill, especially a painting, a drawing, or a statue.” One way 
or another, high quality is synonymous with those words. And 
those words exclude all other “objets d’art” which, ironically, 
serve as synonym for “works of art.”

It is a well-established fact that we will never know ev-
erything about the history of an object. The older it is, the less 
likely it is that we can reconstruct a detailed path of ownership 
for the object in question. However, the obverse is equally 
true. The more we search for information about the history 
of an object, the more likely we are to develop a clearer his-
tory of that object, notwithstanding the “unavoidable” gaps. 
But one important function of research is to narrow these “un-
avoidable gaps.” 

If Principle III is properly put into effect, chances are that 
researchers can fill these gaps. But to what extent can they? It 
all depends on access to materials (Principle II) in public and 
private archives that can shed light on their owners and the 
objects they owned.

If we follow the dicta of global museums such as the 
British Museum, the provenance will contain only “relevant” 
and “important” information. Another layer of complexity, 
another filter of information added to the task of “filling the 
unavoidable gap.”

Quite clearly, this principle was written with Museum 
associations in mind. Although gap-filling (not like at the den-
tist’s) pertains mostly to the 1933-1945 period, it would be 
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good practice on the part of museums, and the rest of the art 
world, to exercise enough diligence so as to include as much 
“relevant” information as possible in the provenance of an ob-
ject under their care and ownership. 

Moreover, the structure of the provenance itself enables 
the use of footnotes in order to address the “ambiguities” in-
herent in the provenance. That strategy has been in force for 
quite some time and appears to work very well.

To invoke the passage of time is a bit trite, as time is 
elusive and so is record-keeping and so are people’s memo-
ries. Passage of time is a non-issue and should not even be 
included. In fact, the expression is a veiled threat pointed at 
claimants for not having “done enough” to research the fate of 
their plundered property.

Principle 5. Every effort should be made to publicize art 
that is found to have been confi scated by the Nazis and 
not subsequently restituted in order to locate its pre-War 
owners or their heirs. 

Sine 1998, individual museums and government agencies 
have built web pages that contain images and descriptions of 
objects which they argue as falling within the broad category 
of having “unavoidable gaps” for the period 1933-1945. The 
American Alliance (ex-Association) of Museums (AAM) 
built a website called the Nazi-era Provenance Internet Por-
tal (NEPIP) whose aim is to bring together all of the objects 
identifi ed by American museums as displaying a provenance 
gap for the relevant period (1933-1945). Meanwhile, auction 
houses and privately-owned art galleries have no reporting re-
sponsibility. 

Principle V may be a diplomatic expression of wishful 
thinking to which very little thought was given. It’s good to 
remember that, without Principle I—identifi cation--, Princi-
ple II—access to archives—Principle III-resources and per-
sonnel--, Principle V has no reason to exist. By all accounts, 
it does not rise to the standard of a self-governing principle. 
It requires crutches and other aids so that the average reader 
can understand it.

Principle 6. Efforts should be made to establish a central 
registry of such information. 

The best way to kill an idea is to promote it and then abandon 
it. Ever since the “art restitution” movement kicked up some 
dust in the late 1990s, there has been talk of creating a central 
database of all art losses suffered by Jewish owners between 
1933 and 1945. An idea that has been repeatedly decried in 
public and private spheres as too expensive, impossible to un-
dertake, and so forth. As the saying goes, talk is cheap while 
money talks. In the heady days of the late 1990s, it was easy to 

discuss the creation of a central database—a digital registry—
of all cultural losses because no one had done it and, to ac-
complish this minor feat, one needed access to documents and 
lots of them (Principle #2), as well as a heap of resources and 
personnel (Principle #3). Since neither have been forthcom-
ing, then and now, twenty years later, the proposal put forth 
by the framers of the Principles appears disingenuous at best.

Principle 7. Pre-War owners and their heirs should be en-
couraged to come forward and make known their claims 
to art that was confi scated by the Nazis and not subse-
quently restituted. 

There has not been any substantial progress in establishing 
mechanisms for “pre-war owners and their heirs to come 
forward.” Those who are directly related to the victims of 
plunder are now the grandchildren and great-grandchildren. 
In other words, they are three to four times removed from the 
crime and the losses suffered during the Third Reich. What 
little memory of the events has all but vanished and few of 
those evidentiary strands have been transmitted to the next 
generation so that it can sue for redress.

The more likely path is from the outside—researchers, 
genealogists, aggressive lawyers, historians and the like—are 
those more likely to stumble on the evidence of the crime and 
the losses suffered by individuals. These external players are 
more likely than not to contact the heirs of the pre-war owners 
with the evidence of their losses for a fee. In this regard, 
governments have created little monsters on both sides of the 
Atlantic Ocean, by not rising above the fray and taking on the 
mantle of justice for the victims of plunder. Leaving the fi eld 
wide open for entrepreneurs and private sector players to set 
the rules for how research is conducted and, more importantly, 
how claims are to be handled and prosecuted.

Principle #7 has been a total failure and an open invitation 
for profi teering at the expense of the claimants, of history and 
of justice. 

Principle 8. If the pre-War owners of art that is found to 
have been confi scated by the Nazis and not subsequently 
restituted, or their heirs, can be identifi ed, steps should be 
taken expeditiously to achieve a just and fair solution, rec-
ognizing this may vary according to the facts and circum-
stances surrounding a specifi c case. 

The idea of ‘a just and fair solution’ was not the brainchild of a 
Holocaust claimant seeking the physical return—restitution—
of his/her lost property from the possessing institution, be it 
public or private. The real question should be: have current 
possessors been fair and just to Holocaust claimants? 

On October 5, 2000, the Vilnius forum issued a declara-
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tion that placed heavy emphasis on the search for fair and just 
solutions “to the return” of looted art and cultural property. It 
went a bit further than the Washington Principles but did not 
specify what constituted a just and fair solution to a claim for 
restitution. Forum participants did ask that “every reasonable 
effort be undertaken” to “achieve the restitution” of looted 
cultural assets. 

On June 30, 2009, the International Conference on Holo-
caust-Era Assets in Prague issued a declaration, called the Ter-
ezin Declaration which reaffirmed that the Washington Con-
ference of December 1998 had established a moral, non-bind-
ing principle whereby looted art and cultural property should 
be “returned to victims or their heirs in a manner consistent 
with national laws and regulations [emphasis added] … in 
order to achieve a just and fair solution.” The ambiguity has 
remained since it is not clear whether restitution is a “just and 
fair solution” or if “restitution” is a stretchable concept that 
includes the non-physical return of the claimed object. So far, 
fair and just seems to work more for current possessors than 
for claimants.

Principle 9. If the pre-War owners of art that is found 
to have been confiscated by the Nazis, or their heirs, can 
not be identified, steps should be taken expeditiously to 
achieve a just and fair solution.

No cultural, artistic or ritual object is produced out of thin air. 
It requires one or more creators and one or more owners. In 
other words, every object is owned by someone. The question 
is to find out who owns what.  Ownership records are, most 
oftentimes, generic, fragmentary or they do not exist, because 
the people owning objects possessing a recognized esthetic 
quality and value which can be passed off as “art” do not 
necessarily feel compelled to record the fact that they own 
the object in question. When falling victim to acts of State-
sponsored and sanctioned persecution and terror accompanied 
by thievery and plunder, the strands of ownership, however 
weak they might have been at the outset, are gone forever. 
Out of the millions of objects which changed hands illegally 
during the Nazi years across Europe, one can argue that a 
high percentage of those objects ended up in 1945 as having 
“unidentifiable” owners, not because they were all murdered, 
but because ownership traceability proved to be a daunting 
task which Allied planners and Jewish relief organizations 
alike were in no measure to pursue. Instead of looking for 
owners, procedures and policies were put in place across 
post-1945 “liberated territories” to consider those objects as 
“heirless,” not likely to be claimed and, therefore, they should 
be sold to benefit postwar governments and Jewish survivors. 
The speed at which the decision to sell off those assets was 
made is simply vertiginous. Today, the fate of “heirless” 
cultural assets remains unresolved. 

How can one achieve a “just and fair solution” when 
there are no owners around to speak of? This principle 
was most likely conceived to establish a framework within 
which Jewish organizations could negotiate with auction 
houses and museums a mechanism by which objects in their 
collections or consigned to them could be singled out and 
transferred to Jewish organizations. No thought was given to 
finding alternative, non-monetary, solutions to the question 
of “heirless” assets. In the case of a museum, whether 
private or public, the objects designated as “heirless” in their 
collection could be highlighted as such and their histories, or 
at least, how they ended up in the museum’s collection, could 
be revealed and presented to the public as a pedagogical, 
teachable opportunity, to discuss the fate of such objects 
during periods of mass conflict and persecution. It would also 
outline for the public the ways in which these objects evolved 
over time and space during and after WWII, in order to help 
museum patrons understand how art travels and survives war, 
plunder, genocide.

Principle 10. Commissions or other bodies established to 
identify art that was confiscated by the Nazis and to assist 
in addressing ownership issues should have a balanced 
membership.

Since the Washington Conference of 1998, five European 
nations managed to establish some form of commission or 
“other body” designated to address cultural claims and in 
some countries like France, claims for other types of looted 
assets including cultural claims. They were established 
in five countries— Austria (1998), France (1999), United 
Kingdom (2000), the Netherlands (2002) and Germany 
(2003). Interestingly, the Austrian government was the first to 
establish such a commission, largely motivated by the seizure 
of two paintings by Egon Schiele at the Museum of Modern 
Art in New York in early January 1998.

The failure to implement Principle #10 in the United 
States brought to the light of day the deep fissures in the US 
separating government officials, museum directors and their 
trade associations, lawyers for both possessors and claimants, 
restitution groups and politicians, and claimants. Despite a 
succession of “town meetings” and symposia held in the early 
part of the 21st century to define the contours of an American 
restitution commission, no consensus could be reached, no 
one knew where to place such a commission in the tangled 
mess known as the US government. Restitution lawyers ended 
up opposing the creation of such a commission and preferred 
to maintain the status quo rather than impose a toothless entity 
in the art restitution discussions within US borders.

What is the worry about the “balanced membership” of 
such commissions? What does the word “balanced” infer? 
Does it mean equitable representation for all stakeholders in 
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the restitution discussions and an assurance that they will have 
a seat on these commissions and be able to proffer their views 
fairly?

The preoccupation over balanced membership betrays a 
general fear on the part of the current possessors—especially 
governments and museums-that claimants’ voices would 
disrupt the “just and fair” discussion and tilt it towards the 
rights of the claimants. It is largely palpable in the recent 
reform of the German Limbach commission which ushered 
into the commission’s board two members of the German 
Jewish community, a notion that even the German minister of 
culture opposed initially, for their presence might inject bias 
into the commission’s proceedings. 

Principle 11. Nations are encouraged to develop national 
processes to implement these principles, particularly as 
they relate to alternative dispute resolution mechanisms 
for resolving ownership issues.

This principle escaped absolute zero because of Austria’s 
decision to pass an actual Restitution Law. However imperfect 
it may be, it’s a law, it’s been effectual, and it still exists.

The failure of Principle #11 underscores the overall failure 
of the legacy of the Washington Conference on Holocaust-era 
assets of December 1998. Not one of the signatories to the 
Washington Principles saw fi t, once he/she returned to their 
respective homeland, to set in motion a national debate on the 
notion of restitution of art objects looted during the Nazi era, 
which would lead to comprehensive legislation and/or decrees 
establishing some form of mechanism with which to address 
those claims. Not one.

To make matters worse and, perversely, ironic, those 
nations which are so anxious to recover their State cultural 
losses—Italy, Belgium, Poland, are standouts—refuse outright 
to return to the rightful owners art objects in their public 
collections which clearly have been proven to be looted, no 
questions asked, historical evidence on hand to support those 
claims. The double standard is brazen but real and continues 
to function unabated, despite international calls for these 
nations to honor restitution claims. To paraphrase government 
offi cials from those nations, they are happy to restitute the 
objects as long as the claimants don’t mind coming to their 
country to “visit” with the object while it is still on display in 
a museum collection.

The most important hurdle that these nations face when 
confronted with a restitution claim is how to de-accession 
these objects from State-run collections. Few of those nations 
have on their books a comprehensive de-accession law that 
extends to the return of objects claimed by individuals, as 
opposed to nations. 
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The Washington Principles 20 Years On: What Do They Mean for New Zealand? 

It is diffi cult to understand New Zealand’s decision not to 
attend the seminal Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era 
Assets in 1998, especially given what it had gone through 
with the “Macchiaoli Affair”, its own brush with Nazi-looted 
art, and looking forward to its own desire to repatriate Maori 
and Moriori taonga home to New Zealand.  On refl ection, 
New Zealand would have been wise to take heed from 
the Washington Conference, if for nothing more than to 
participate in the discussion, show its commitment to the 
issue, and maybe even glean something from the development 
of the Washington Conference Principles on Nazi Confi scated 
Art that could be useful in its own circumstances. Perhaps 
foolishly it did not attend the Washington Conference, nor did 
it endorse the resulting Washington Principles.    

In the 20 years since the adoption of the Washington 
Principles, there has not been a single documented case 
involving Nazi-looted art in New Zealand.  Documented cases 
of art crime are fairly low in New Zealand at the best of times, 
in part due to the practical hindrances to policing, reporting 
and recording such crimes accurately. Art crime news stories 
from around the world reach us, in particular blockbuster 
tales such as the Gurlitt case and of course the intrigue and 
somewhat ‘romanticised’ version of events surrounding 
Woman in Gold, but New Zealand has seldom been touched 
by any real experiences with Nazi-looted art. 

Just prior to the 1998 Washington Conference which led 
to the creation of the Washington Principles, New Zealand 
experienced what may well be its only encounter with Nazi-
looted art, a saga known as “The Macchiaioli Affair”. New 
Zealand art historian Penelope Jackson describes the affair 
in her book Art Thieves, Fakers and Fraudsters: The New 
Zealand Story.1  

In the early 1990s, the Dunedin Public Art Gallery had 
purchased eight paintings that were acquired in 1944 by a New 
Zealand soldier stationed in Italy.  These eight paintings were 
by artists of the Macchiaioli School (a group of nineteenth 
century painters working in an impressionist style). After the 
purchase, the Pananti Gallery in Florence asked to borrow the 
works for an exhibition it was curating of paintings from the 
Macchiaioli School.  The works were seized at customs in 

1  Art Thieves, Fakers and Fraudsters: The New Zealand Story, Pe-
nelope Jackson, Awa Press 2016

Italy and it was discovered that they were among those listed 
in a register of stolen paintings as having been taken by the 
Nazis during World War II.  Eventually the matter was settled 
by agreement in 1999, with the Dunedin Public Art Gallery 
keeping three of the paintings, the others being returned to the 
family members of the original owners.  

Dunedin Public Art Gallery has been much criticised for 
its conduct in relation to the purchase of the paintings – why 
did it not make appropriate enquiries about the provenance 
of the works? Why was it careless in its approach given that 
the paintings had been acquired by a soldier stationed in a 
Nazi-occupied country, amid the World War II period? The 
Gallery had purchased the works cheaply, so perhaps in 
this instance ignorance was bliss. Whatever the reason, the 
Gallery was clearly well out of its depth; surely it could 
have taken counsel from others with appropriate expertise to 
advise. One can only conclude that this was such a new and 
unexpected phenomenon for a country like New Zealand that 
it never factored into the Gallery’s decision making, having 
not expected that Nazi confi scation could be relevant.  

It is a reasonably unusual situation to be thinking and 
writing about the Washington Principles at this time of their 
20-year anniversary from a country that neither attended the 
Washington Conference in 1998, nor endorsed the eleven 
principles that were developed as a result.  No New Zealand 
delegate attended the Washington Conference at which forty-
four nations were represented; evidently it was felt that the 
subject matter was of little or no importance to New Zealand.  
Interestingly one of our closest neighbours, Australia, did not 
attend the Washington Conference either.  It is no great surprise 
then that the only time New Zealand has faced a situation of 
purchasing potentially Nazi-looted art, the country was naive 
to the possibility.  

From time to time a question surfaces in New Zealand 
about the Holocaust’s relevance to “Kiwis”. New Zealand is 
a small country of just 4.7 million people, tucked away at the 
bottom of the world, and now with very few living Holocaust 
survivors left.  Although the Holocaust remains an indelible 
part of the world’s history, its impact on New Zealand is in 
no way comparable to that in other parts of the world, in 
particular Europe.  

However, New Zealand is not unfamiliar with the loss of 
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cultural identity through historical events, together with the 
long and complicated process of trying to retrieve that cultural 
identity through the painstaking return of individual pieces 
(known as “taonga”, meaning treasures in our indigenous 
Maori language).  Many items of cultural heritage belonging 
to the indigenous Maori and Moriori people of New Zealand, 
including human remains, left New Zealand shores from the 
time of Captain Cook’s first voyage on the Endeavour in 1770 
through into the late nineteenth century. Even as recently as 
the first half of the twentieth century, Maori human remains in 
the form of tattooed heads (“toi moko”) have changed hands 
between overseas institutions. An imperial fascination with 
all things exotic, coupled with the complex and sometimes 
desperate circumstances of colonial domination, meant that 
indigenous cultural products and artefacts were highly sought 
after by Europeans and traded by Maori and Moriori in return 
for more useful commodities.  

While that history is not comparable to the events of the 
Holocaust, there are some similarities in terms of the struggle 
New Zealand faces to convey the importance of, and actually 
effect the return of, this cultural identity more than a century 
later.  A further complication is that taonga are often owned 
by a community rather than by an individual or family. New 
Zealand has a dedicated team to focus on the repatriation 
of Maori and Moriori cultural  heritage from museums, 
institutions and collections around the world; it is highly 
challenging work, because there is no firm legal framework 
on which to base claims for repatriation, a sordid history of 
trading and bartering, often times good faith purchases have 
taken place in the intervening period, and there is a general 
lack of awareness worldwide as to the importance of the issue 
from our perspective.  

Arguably, New Zealand’s decision not to attend the 
Washington Conference was not the right one. It is regrettable 
that in failing to attend, and further in not endorsing the 
resulting Washington Principles, we may have sent a message 
to the world that dealing with the repercussions of Nazi-
confiscated art is irrelevant to us.  Perhaps then we should not 
be surprised that we face such difficulty with our own efforts 
to repatriate Maori and Moriori cultural heritage home to New 
Zealand.  
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Theft: A Real Threat to Religious Heritage

While security and law enforcement offi cers respond to 
increasing incidents of violence in houses of worship, 
opportunities to recognize, appreciate, and help preserve 
valuable artwork and religious artifacts remain neglected. 
The residual effects of the theft of historically signifi cant fi ne 
art or silver pieces can distress a religious community for 
generations. It harms a much broader part of a community’s 
cultural heritage than people imagine. Thefts of religious, 
cultural, and historical objects from local communities 
occur too often. Loss of silver chalices and patens, paintings 
by the masters and other important artists, and artifacts of 
historical signifi cance to faith-based communities no longer 
seem unusual. Sometimes, these items represent the history 
of the religious community, found in its origins or carried 
from Europe by those seeking a less restrictive religious 
experience. Unquestionably, the resale market abounds, and 
thieves appear insensitive to the importance of such items.

Addressing the Problem

 In November 2012 the Vatican police chief addressed 
Interpol regarding increasing and extensive thefts of religious 
artifacts.1 The chief indicated that houses of worship, 
particularly in Italy and throughout Europe, contain valuable 
works of  art that thieves easily can carry away when a church 
is empty or the priest and community appear unaware of 
their value.2 “Humanity’s spiritual thirst and desire to praise 
God ‘have given life to works of inestimable value and to a 
religious patrimony that gives rise to greed and the interest 
of art traffi ckers,” Domenico Giani, the head of the Vatican 
police, told members of Interpol.

Documenting the frequency of incidents of theft and 
vandalism of religious cultural property proves diffi cult 
because of variations in law enforcement record keeping 
around the world. However, international traffi cking of such 
property appears among the top most common crimes.2

The majority of thefts occur from private homes; 
however, other common targets include museums and places 
of worship. The type of objects stolen varies from country to 

1  “Vatican Police Chief Talks to Interpol about Protecting Reli-
gious Art,” Catholic News Service, November 8, 2012, accessed April 11, 
2016, http://www.catholicnews.com/services/englishnews/ 2012/vatican-po-
lice-chief-talks-to-interpol-about-protecting-religious-art.cfm.
2   Ibid.

country; however, paintings, sculptures, statues, and religious 
items seem highly sought after by thieves.3 Newspaper reports 
often affi rm the problem: “Los Angeles police continued their 
investigation Monday into the theft of nearly 40 religious 
artifacts from a Russian Orthodox Church in Hollywood. 
The list of stolen items included a baptismal kit, chalices, and 
crosses,” the church said.4

On March 18, 2015, in upstate New York, thieves stole 
an ornate brass-and-bronze tabernacle—valued between 
$3,300 and $5,000—from a Catholic church.5 Approximately 
60 percent of the parishioners consisted of law enforcement 
offi cers, fi refi ghters, and their families.6 Often, robbers 
convert cultural and religious objects into cash by selling the 
items on the open market, via websites, or to collectors at 
antique shows or similar venues.

A Latin American historian and researcher urged 
Peruvian bishops to implement 2001 Vatican guidelines that 
cover the protection and exhibition of religious art. Joint 
campaigns involving the Catholic church in countries, such as 
the United States, which often are destinations for smuggled 
artwork, and source countries, like the Andean nations, were 
called for to raise awareness of the importance of conserving 
Latin America’s colonial religious art and discouraging people 
from buying these stolen items. This historian suggested that 
American and European Catholics help parishes in their 
homelands raise money to install security systems. With joint 
efforts, law enforcement could recover some, but probably 
not all, stolen artifacts. However, by sharing the story little by 
little, items may return.7

3  Ibid.
4  “37 Religious Items Stolen from Russian Orthodox Church in 
Hollywood,” Los Angeles Times, December 31, 2012, accessed April 11, 
2016, http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/lanow/2012/12/37-holy-items-stolen-
from-russian-orthodox-church-in-hollywood.html.
5  “Thief Flees with Tabernacle from South Buffalo Church,” Buf-
falo News, March 18, 2015, accessed April 11, 2016, http://www.buffalonews.
com/city-region/south-buffalo/thief-flees-with-tabernacle-from-south-buffa-
lo-church-20150318.
6   Ibid.
7   “Organized Corruption: Stolen Religious Art is International 
Trade,” Catholic News Service, March 10, 2006, accessed April 11, 2016, 
http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/1594468/posts.
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Safeguarding Houses of Worship

In England, due to safety and security issues in houses of 
worship—including many historic churches often visited by 
tourists—various crime concerns, particularly theft, resulted 
in a program called National Churchwatch.8 Founded by a 
former police constable, this undertaking initially received 
support from a major church insurance company. Programs 
now range from protecting facilities and clergy to training 
docents and others involved in tourism while securing the 
church and the artifacts displayed or used for worship.

Community members, parishioners, and clergy often 
do not realize items’ worth and value when safeguarding 
churches that are open and welcoming at all hours. Paintings, 
altarpieces, and even some textiles contain historic, artistic, 
and intrinsic value.

For example, a property record bearing signatures of 
both Thomas Jefferson and James Madison—reportedly 
maintained in a rural church office somewhere in the United 
States—has particular value for the signatures alone. As with 
most churches, this one sometimes remains unoccupied, and 
breaking and entering by a thief would result in an important 
loss of local history. Major works of art by renowned artists, 
such as da Vinci, Michelangelo, or Caravaggio, often serve 
as targets in Europe; however, even on the Internet, thieves 
can view appealing images of historic churches and places of 
worship filled with objects they easily could convert to cash.

The theft of a family Bible in central Ohio represents 
a case of personal, religious, and historic significance. In 
December 2011 the Union County, Ohio, Sheriff’s Department 
received a report of a robbery. Early reporting, strong leads, 
and effective investigation by sheriff’s detectives quickly led 
to the recovery of some of the property; however, a treasure 
of personal and religious history, a 1706 German language 
family Bible, remained missing. For over 300 years, this Bible 
passed from generation to generation within the family.

While conducting a genealogy search online in January 
2013, a distant relative of the Bible’s owner noted a posting 
from a person in New Mexico. It described the Bible, which 
thieves stole more than a year prior. Sheriff’s investigators 
quickly followed leads and information provided and learned 
that the manager of a local thrift store office remembered 
the Bible. The manager provided information regarding the 
purchaser to police. That initial buyer lived in Georgia, but 
the Bible was shipped to Louisiana. However, cooperating 
Louisiana law enforcement officers determined that the Bible 

8  Nick Tolson, “Watch Our Churches,” Professional Security Mag-
azine Online, November 28, 2001, accessed April 11, 2016, http://www.pro-
fessionalsecurity.co.uk/news/news-archive/watch-our-churches/.

was returned to Georgia.

When they located the purchaser in Georgia, the 
individual agreed to return the Bible upon purchase by the 
original owner. Disregarding issues of transfer of title of 
stolen property, law enforcement officers agreed to use funds 
obtained from the Fraternal Order of Police lodge to purchase 
and return the Bible to the family in Ohio.

Officers recognized the historical and religious 
significance of the Bible, appreciated the importance to the 
family, and extended their efforts beyond just locating the 
offenders. They personally committed themselves and their 
collective resources to ensure the Bible’s safe return to its 
rightful owners. Tireless and intensive investigative work by 
the sheriff’s detective resulted in a successful outcome.

Protecting Artifacts

Law enforcement outreach to local religious communities 
should include efforts to identify and secure artifacts. These 
endeavors could consist of a few simple, yet critical steps to 
protect these items.

1. Develop an inventory: This proves crucial to locating and 
identifying items of historic, cultural, or artistic value. 
The house-of-worship staff should retain a complete list 
of these objects.

2. Establish records: Maintaining files of artifacts becomes 
essential. With digital photography, staff may store and 
print high-quality color photos of each item. These 
pictures become extremely valuable when reporting a loss 
to police or notifying registries of stolen objects. Detailed 
written records of objects should include the medium, 
dimensions, material, proof or artist marks, and any other 
similar details. These serve as important documents for 
recovering lost items or proving ownership.

3. Mark items: Initially, it may appear impossible to mark all 
items because of composition or intrinsic value; however, 
another option to consider involves using ultraviolet or 
invisible ink or radio frequency identification device 
(RFID) tags, which attach to the object. Staff could affix 
a small—less than one-half inch in size—transponder to 
a frame, parament, or altar hanging of particular value or 
significance. Using a unique code, an individual could 
establish ownership. Another option involves local 
alarms that sound when someone removes an object from 
a wall mounting. Staff, police officers, or clergy could 
fasten these to paintings and wall hangings.

4. Insure property: Office staff and clergy should review the 
casualty insurance coverage to ascertain that the property 
protection program includes all artifacts. They should list 
particularly high-value items separately.
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Many congregations or parishes of various faiths worship 

in buildings considered historical sites, of architectural 
interest, or known to contain treasures brought to the United 
States from the Old World. Such sites and objects often hold 
signifi cant cultural value.

Establishing Partnerships

Few police offi cers receive training on the cultural context of 
historic and religious property. Once a thief steals an item, 
the offi cer’s focus should shift to collecting evidence and 
establishing facts of the crime. It sometimes proves necessary 
for clergy to describe to many police investigators the deep 
signifi cance, meaning, or value an item holds for members of a 
faith-based community or even the offi cers’ own neighborhoods.

Establishing relationships between religious leaders, 
security professionals, and local law enforcement offi cers 
should occur before the need arises. An interfaith association, 
local seminary, or clergy organization may provide a meet-and-
greet opportunity for local police and help build understanding 
with lasting results. If the police department has a chaplain, 
that individual could open the door to conversation and serve 
as a liaison.

Offi cers sometimes lack familiarity with various 
religious traditions, experiences, and practices communities 
bring from other countries. Investigators assigned to such 
theft cases should undergo specialized training and awareness. 
Information sharing and intelligence help identify potential 
targets, resources, and threats. Immeasurable value comes 
from a patrol offi cer stopping at a church, synagogue, or 
mosque and becoming acquainted with clergy and offi ce staff.

A quick Internet search fi nds church security 
organizations and property insurance carriers that serve as 
valuable resources. Before seeking and enlisting the services 
of an online group, clergy should discuss potential programs 
with local members of their faith-based community. Religious 
centers should consider appointing a safety-and-security 
committee or leader and conducting a review, at least annually, 
of all protection measures.

Conclusion

Safety and security remain practical issues that religious 
leaders and clergy must not ignore while carrying out the 
primary mission for their faith-based communities. A simple 
assessment of physical security measures, such as lighting, 
locks, and locations of entries and exits, proves worthy of 
annual review. Some basic steps—inventorying, recording, 
marking, and insuring objects—help alleviate losses. 
Establishing partnerships between local law enforcement 
and religious communities improves protection, enhances 

relationships, and helps preserve cultural and historic artifacts. 
Religious heritage remains a part of almost every culture and 
country, and responsibility continues today for individuals 
to protect and preserve cultural and religious heritage for 
tomorrow.9

9  This article was originally published in the December 2016 issue 
of The FBI Bulletin, and is reprinted here with permission and with thanks.
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This painting of Christ on the cross is a copy by Andrea Guglielmi 
of an original completed in Rome by Guido Reni (1575-1642), 
likely in the early 19th century.
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Joost de Jonge reviews

 
Exhibition Review: ‘Drawn in Colour’ at the National Gallery, London

Degas and The Dancing Triangle

To commemorate the centennial of Edgar Degas’s death 
(1917), many books were pu blished and shows were held. 
In London, The National Gallery show ‘Drawn in Colour’ 
was organised in conjunction with it and with the marvellous 
opportunity to include works from the Burrell collection. I 
visited together with Dr. Penny Florence (Slade) and as we 
both come from a different background, our conversation in 
front of the paintings spurred new insights and encouraged me 
to write about Degas’s work, the way I see it.

The young Degas broke off his study at the L’Ecole 
des Beaux-Arts as he couldn’t stand the competitive way in 
which the subjects were treated. A trajectory of schooling as 
a racecourse instead as that of the individual’s Bildung. It is 
a testament to the modes of thinking and regulation of power 
structures as found within an institute such as the Ecole des 
Beaux-Arts. It is this type of authoritative thinking which 
made Cassat Degas’s student instead of his fellow artist. Our 
time like the times before require a strong tendency to resist 
the often all too male power structures in thinking and to 
resist the ease with which we are drawn into their overarching 
structures.

In a way this departure from the academy could function 
as a model for Degas’s development as an artist. His upbringing 
was deeply rooted in the aristocratic traditions of the 18th 
century, regarding chivalry one of their most important 
virtues. He loved horses and started drawing horses at the 
outset of his development as an artist. He painted many horses 
as well as horse races in which the composition functioned as 
a metaphor for his philosophical points of view. It was within 
his class environment that you could discern one’s aesthetic 
disposition from the way sports were practised. This was 
especially true for horse riding. Certain fashions came down 
from England, like the steeplechase. La Société des steeple-
chases (founded in 1863) was restricted for membership to 
the upper class. To be admitted, there could be no payment 
for your participation and related costs and as such the 
society promoted a disinterested sportsmanship contrary to 
that of the professional jockeys. It is precisely this type of 
amateurism and detachment, a spirit of disinterest that is at 
the heart of Degas’s way of practicing his craft, giving form 
to his  notion of classical antiquity’s ideals of moral virtue 
(Paideia/Arete).

Shao-Chien Tseng (from her contribution to ‘Perspectives 
on Degas’ edited by Kathryn Brown, 2018): ‘His work 
implies a resistance to embourgeoisement of noble values 
and a confi rmation of class distinction via the realm of sport’. 
I can’t entirely agree, as I see it the noble values were not 
preserved but it was far more a custom, if you like the outer 
shell of aristocratic habits that was abused and as such the 
noble values did not remain. Though we might understand 
what Shao-Chien means, as follows, that the Bourgeoisie 
makes the noble values of the aristocracy her own (which 
wouldn’t be that much of a problem); but embourgeoisement 
in general means the acquisition or adoption of middle-class 
values and manners (by the lower classes). I feel the parallel 
here is (and I’m leaning on Shao-Chien as before) how the 
art world changed into a public spectacle like the horse races, 
produced by professionals for consumption by the masses 
with moneymaking at the centre of it all. Nowadays I feel this 
decline is most strong and has led us to a total loss of artistic 
value within much of the ‘art’ production that is going on. Just 
think of Damien Hirst’s recent sculpture show at the Venice 
Biennale. This truly was ushering in banality (as I feel Koons’ 
work is as well). A spectacle directed at the big masses and 
without any serious artistic content. Although this content was 
ubiquitously implied as a vulgar veil of antiquity, or a je ne 
sais quoi that really was not known to the creator or it’s public 
in any way. An unprejudiced look could lift this veil, like it did 
with the emperor’s clothes, and unveil the naked truth.

Art is structured by a resistance to the temporal, 
through this resistance the artist (which Vermeer, Degas and 
Cézanne exemplify) will fi nd himself in a realm beyond the 
momentary. Glenn Gould (pianist) is also very important 
as the real, spiritual artist par excellence. I selected some 
of his most relevant sayings: ‘Because I think that the only 
advantage that any artist has. I think that any artist can 
really write about and all artists do write about whether they 
know it or not, is that distance from the world./But I have 
had all my life a tremendously strong sense that indeed there 
is a hereafter and that the transformation of the spirit is a 
phenomenon with which one must recon and in the light of 
which one must intend to live one’s life. As a consequence, I 
fi nd all the here and now philosophies repellent’. ‘The artist’, 
he [Degas] said, ‘must live apart, and his private life remain 
unknown’. (George Moore/recollections of Degas) For the 
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artist with this type of distance from the world, art will take 
over. The structural locomotion of his praxis will become the 
user’s guide to the understanding of his artistic language; will 
become the artistically and emotionally defined expression of 
his manual dexterity.  

Heather Dawkins in her essay ‘Degas and Subjectivity; 
From psychoanalysis to the extended mind’  brings the 
following anecdote to the fore involving Daniel Halévy who 
reported that the artist had replied in an unexpected way to 
the thought that someone might accuse him of having lost his 
mind: ‘If someone said I had lost my mind’, Degas replied, 
‘Don’t you think I’d be pleased? What use is my mind? 
Granted that it enables me to hail a bus and pay my fare. But 
once I am inside my studio, what use is my mind? I have my 
model, my pencil, my paper, my paints. My mind doesn’t 
interest me’.

Heather Dawkins: ‘Degas’s distinguished way of 
working seems to have been the foundation for distancing 
himself from the social and ideological connotations of his 
imagery and for focussing on the possibilities that arose 
from materials and processes that were understood by him as 
having creative agency in and of themselves’. It was the space 
of his studio at 37, rue Victor-Massé in which he worked for 
over twenty years (1890-1912) that she links with the notion 
of an extended mind. The studio really is more or less a part of 
him and his thinking and determines the creation of his work. 
With the seventies in mind we could call his type of working 
process art, which in a way would explain many of the 
oddities of finish. But surely, Degas would suffer from such 
a characterisation. This is just the thing, the all too apparent 
definition of a complex process kills of it’s spontaneity, it’s 
spontaneous spill into other realms of creativity, of sensory 
complexity, which lies hidden beneath the restraint that goes 
with a definition.

I’m bringing all this to your attention to underwrite 
the plausibility of my personal, artist’s reading of Degas’s 
work. Which you shouldn’t approach as that of a chronicle 
of his time or political and social views. It may all have been 
there but more like noise, the sound of an ambulance’s siren 
protruding the concert hall whilst an orchestra is playing. I feel 
you could simply read it formally and delight in it’s color and 
relations between different shapes; like a ballet of triangles 
and wavelike colour fields. Space divided via it’s multifarious 
reading of interrelated formal patterns. A patterning that 
is intended to be a multiplicity of instantaneous sensation. 
Mostly his work is about an imagining of movements; indeed, 
a choreography of sight. Within this dance, it is the abstract 
structural base of the composition that determines its optical 
appearance. It is this optical appearance beyond the recognition 
of the objects described, which confirms itself through its 
enjoyment as such, within the working process of which the 

act of looking remains the constant. The act of looking is the 
actual constituent of the work and it’s formal execution. This 
act continues through and beyond time, beyond the individual 
spectator into a realised realm of optical and as such visual 
liberty. It is therefore orchestral as it reaches for the greater 
auditory realm of experience as an equal to the visual realm 
of appearances, two dimensional and beyond, that which is 
seen only through the actual embrace of space, the space we 
inhabit.

When I look at ‘After the Bath’ of about 1896 the first 
thing I see is the play between concave and convex forms, 
light and dark transitions modelled, multiplied via a diagonal 
axis of sight. The naked body of the bather is subjected to the 
dance of a triangle which shifts and turns, spirals all through 
the picture plane. Her contortions are due to her submission to 
the artist’s look, a look that is defined by a play of abstractions 
like a fusion of the Apollonian and the Dionysian. It is as if 
the God of geometry is everywhere, maybe it is a reference 
to the all-pervasive presence of the trinity in Catholicism, 
a personal declaration of his enduring faith. This however 
would only have been of second-rate importance to him. Just 
experience how the triangles shift their pointed orientation. 
The movement starts at the bottom with the angle of the table 
top, soft purplish-grayish-blue moves into a bright blue floor 
projecting upwards within the space described by her foot 
supporting the upward movement of her body and leg, which 
is made more prominent by the smaller, sharper angle at which 
the other leg is placed on the large cream coloured towel. Via 
the angle of her contorted back we finally rise to the topmost 
triangle of her arm. This spiral movement is balanced by it’s 
own diagonal axis repeated by the sponge, wash basin and big 
water jug; then again countered by the diagonal axis on which 
the tub and wash basin are. The purplish-greyish-blue dances 
along the wall as if singing to you of the spiral movement that 
is performed by the dancing triangle, the work’s protagonist. 
  

*

Through my exposé it becomes overtly clear that Degas’s 
work is about watching. About the act of seeing. A voyeur 
looking through the keyhole. The artist looking at a subject 
who imagines herself unobserved, the painting a like is (an 
object) unaware of being observed. It is this type of distance 
that is at the heart of Degas’s art and way of living. As Degas 
was from a noble family and had no obligation to earn money 
until his 40th, he could afford to be distant. He could realise 
art for art’s sake (without any negative connotation) and in 
line with this, he could concentrate on problems and topics 
of an artistic and formal nature, instead of considering his 
artwork’s saleability. There have been some before him, like 
Johannes Vermeer for example, who enjoyed the luxury of 
being provided for by a wealthy Maecenas. This patron (most 
likely Pieter Claesz. Van Ruijven) is thought to have paid him 
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a yearly sum just for the right of fi rst refusal. This was a sum 
big enough for Vermeer to live off handsomely. I feel however, 
we should consider this way of working more a character trait 
of the man. It is above all a disposition towards the spiritual, 
a non-materialist view of life. Think of Gerrit Dou’s work, 
which, although he enjoyed a similar position, does adhere 
much more to the general notion of the genre piece and that, 
which you could relate to his fi nancial independence, namely 
the extraordinary quality of the details, is not an artistic 
concern per se.  

The pursuit of happiness and accomplishment through 
the arts starts with the realisation of spirituality within oneself. 
I’m thinking of the spiritual as described by Jacob Boehme. 
Upon the discovery of this higher plane, it becomes a goal in 
itself, to attain the ability to express this realised spiritual truth 
through art. The artist is the bearer of such a truth (Badiou). 
In accordance with this it is the artistic exercise and discipline 
throughout one’s thinking as well as acting through which one 
acquires a certain mindset that is like the womb of creative 
activity. This is fi rst and foremost the axiom to keep in mind 
when looking at Degas’s ballet dancers. Those dancers, their 
hard work and relentless exercise parallel Degas’s own praxis. 
For there is the elegance of movement, the looked for ease in 
appearance and execution. Here too Degas at fi rst strives to 
conceal his hard work though on the other hand wishes to show 
the movement of the dancers, to captivate the moving image 
and its spatial dimensions. There is a parallel here with how 
he shows the traces of the movement of his hand and brushes 
through the material he uses. He puts you in touch with the 
dimension of the body, as a pronunciation of outer and inner 
space. It is partly this notion of space, it’s unavoidable material 
quality through the embodiment of movement and thought 
that lies at the heart of Degas’s art. Spatiality being the thing in 
which it all happens. Spatiality being the impossibility of the 
two-dimensional, though in a way extended through it as his 
studio’s space occupies the inner structure of the movement of 
his brushstrokes and choice of material and colour. 

The noble feeling attached to his ideas seems to occupy 
its own space in between the bodily and the spiritual. The 
material and immaterial come to the fore where the play of 
geometric forms take over the visual spectacle of the rendition 
of the real. Miro’s work ‘Photo, Ceci est le couleur de mes 
rêves’ springs to mind. It is here that Miró states that his work 
is an actual transition of his phantasy world into reality. The 
artwork is as it were an extension of his inner world and not 
an approximation of it, but more or less an exact registration 
of it, as a photo would relate to the object (or scene) it depicts. 
Degas’s praxis defers from this inasmuch as his compositions 
are more structurally determined by abstract forms relating to 
one another and transforming the fi gures into becoming chess 
pieces subjected as it were to this play of forms. To further 
understand this, we should feast our eyes on The National 

Gallery’s ‘La Coiffure’ (Combing the Hair) of 1896. This work 
really revealed its secrets to me when I stood in front of it at 
The National Gallery’s show ‘Drawn in Colour’. Dr. Florence 
pointed out to me that the yellow shape on the table was a 
brush. Then I thought to myself, ‘Yes of course it lies on top of 
a mirror’. and then the whole process of mirroring started, put 
in motion as it were just by the thought of the mirror as object, 
it seemed to coalesce with the act of mirroring, as the form of 
the mirror does the shape of the brush. 

Again the brush as object is described, mirrored as it 
were through the depiction of the woman combing the other’s 
hair. You could also imagine her taking hold of the brush 
and lift it from the table top to make that same movement. 
Words inactive as such, mere registrations of reality, remain 
locked within language as elements of description as does 
the visual depiction turn the depicted into motionless objects 
of greater universals. Their depiction itself makes them part 
of the greater abstract construction of language, both visual 
i.e. painterly and written. We imagine motion when we 
read about it, we imagine motion when we see it although 
the image remains still. Again two worlds are mirrored, the 
written and the painted. But you will fi nd the mirroring of 
forms to be the strongest. Just look at how the triangular shape 
of the arm of the girl is repeated in the curtain (drapery at the 
left), how even her belly echoes this form. Throughout the 
painting you see Degas marking those formal congruencies 
with a thick dark/black paint. The curvature of the two arms 
do also correspond. The most explicit mirror image of the 
black triangular shape delineated in the drapery is the soft 
focus pinkish triangular shape to the right of it at the top of 
the painting within the endless ongoing space of RED. It is 
precisely this shape that has no obvious relation to anything 
real, any depiction of something beyond the shape itself, 
that gives you the essence of the painting. We could also ask 
ourselves the question of which shape came fi rst, which one 
mirrors the other; which reality appeared fi rst, which reality 
mirrors the other. Did both come into being as one, like a man 
isn’t without his shadow. Degas really questions the validity 
of the reality of life and perception itself. As if it were, above 
all the transcendent domain of the arts and philosophy which 
gave birth to the material dimension and how the endlessness 
of both progress through the realisation of their being. This 
being as such does however only occur through the existence 
of man. Nevertheless, perception almost seems a thing onto 
itself, seeing means more than looking at. Seeing here is 
connected with looking beyond the mere visible. Seeing is 
understanding what lies beneath the visual. Seeing here refers 
to the structures underlying the visual, the events within 
nature and the real world. Seeing here is revealing the formal 
structures underlying the built up of the composition of the 
picture. It’s hidden formal arrangement starts protruding the 
visual surface of reality as he depicts it. Degas connects the 
classical structures of composition and the pursuit of truth 
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through the practice of his art.
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Robert Switzer reviews

The Scientist and the Forger: Probing a Turbulent Art World
(World Scientifi c 2018)

Jehane Ragai

The second edition of Jehane Ragai’s book The Scientist and 
The Forger: Probing a Turbulent Art World, is a timely and 
beautifully written exploration of the intersections of science 
and fi ne art that will be of interest to a wide range of readers. 
Building on the strengths of the fi rst edition, the book features 
a new, captivating series of case studies of famous forgeries, on 
the one hand, and the authentications of genuine masterpieces, 
on the other - including Da Vinci’s Salvator Mundi, which, 
after years of uncertain attribution, recently sold on auction at 
Christie’s for over $450 million. 

While the detective stories behind the art-world headlines 
are fascinating, what really sets this work apart is the careful, 
accessible account of the scientifi c tools and methods that 
make that detective work possible – and the close connection 
such efforts necessarily have to the art-historical and aesthetic 
judgment of curators and connoisseurs.

Dr. Ragai’s book masterfully combines science and 
the visual arts, precisely at the point where they are coming 
together today to combat a wave of forgeries and outright 
fraud that threatens to undermine the confi dence of collectors 
and even some of the world’s great museums, and that could 
ultimately derail an international market involving billions of 
dollars of sales annually. 

This is a book that explores both chemistry and 
chicanery, the pleasures and pitfalls of collecting, and 
perhaps most interestingly, the psychology of lying, self-
deception, and discovery. In many ways, the central question 
is that of certainty and belief, which the ever-increasing 
commodifi cation of works of art, and the concomitant increase 
in the resourcefulness and resolve of forgers, has made more 
pressing than ever. 

It has been more than six decades since C. P. Snow gave 
us the phrase “two cultures;” Dr. Ragai – herself a trained 
chemist, and also well versed in the world of art – shows 
here how these two worlds can and must come together. The 
needed union is between the long experience and trained eye 
of the art historian, on the one hand, and on the other the 
penetrating analysis of materials science, with its use of various 
techniques of spectroscopy, spectrometry, x-ray fl uorescence 
and diffraction, multispectral imaging and radiocarbon dating, 

and so on. It is at best an uneasy union, and one still too often 
marked, as the author notes, by mutual distrust. The secret to 
making it work – and it is made clear that, given the stakes, it 
needs to work – is education. Both sides of this cultural divide 
- collectors, curators and art historians, and also scientists and 
technicians - need to learn from and better understand the 
methods and insights of the other, based on a solid foundation 
of knowledge and experience. Art works need to be understood 
on their own terms, with due appreciation for aesthetic 
concerns and historical context; at the same time, assessing 
the ‘hard evidence’ of science requires an understanding of 
the methods used and the technical precision applied. This 
book represents a signifi cant contribution to furthering this 
much-needed cross-disciplinary awareness and collaboration.

As Dr. Ragai makes clear, it is only through concerted, 
unifi ed effort, bringing the best science to bear on authentication 
issues, within an informed art-historical context and a clarifi ed 
legal environment, that the art world currently in crisis, 
rocked by scandal, uncertainty and ruthless profi teering, can 
fi nd the stability it needs. Whatever the reader’s involvement 
or perspective on recent events and controversies, the stories 
recounted here so artfully, along with the scientifi c techniques 
explained with such clarity and care, together make for a 
terrifi c read.  
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Ruben van Dijk reviews

The Art of Forgery
(Phaidon 2015)
Noah Charney

Dr Noah Charney has produced an excellent introduction to 
the world of art forgers. The author goes into great detail, 
mostly without losing objectivity or interest. The biggest 
part of the book focusses on forgers who paint in the style 
of other artists, but near the end the book he also addresses 
related subjects as forged writings and forged religious relics. 

The book is divided into a series of case studies. 
This enables the author to navigate through different 
characters, periods, motives etc. without losing fl ow. 
Besides the introduction and the conclusion, the chapters 
are titled accordingly: Genius, pride, revenge, fame, crime, 
opportunism, money and power.

The book opens up with a well-known quote by Picasso 
‘Good artists steal, bad artists copy’. This is followed by 
a written text by Albrecht Dürer, warning ‘crafty ones’ not 
to copy his engravings. These written texts set a tone as if 
artist do not like to be copied. But a few paragraphs further 
the author explains that copying has always been a way of 
learning and teaching in art and gives examples from the 
Renaissance. This objectivity and showing different opinions 
on the matter is a great way to display the complexity of the 
subject.

      The rest of the chapter explains when a copy becomes 
a crime, expands on the value of art, and the authentication 
process of art. These three subjects continue to be important 
in the rest of the book.

The famous artist Michelangelo is the fi rst art forger 
introduced in the chapter Genius. It’s a great move by the 
author as it resets the pre-conceived views you could have 
had about art forgers before reading the book. More respected 
people in the art world are depicted as art forgers in the rest of 
this chapter, strengthening this effect.

The following chapter describes other forgers, most of 
which have become famous because of their forgeries and 
not of their own work. One that stands out is Eric Hebborn, 
a forger Charney praises for his artistic skill. Eric Hebborn 
mainly forges old master drawings. Something he does so well 
that even today his work still hangs in museums as genuine 
works of art.

Through these case studies one gets a great sense of how 
the art world works and what role forgeries and forgers play 
in it. Especially through forgers like Eric Hebborn, one gets 
an understanding of the confl ict and hatred between forgers 
and art dealers.

The book ends with a conclusion, in which Noah Charney 
suddenly picks sides between these two parties. This picking 
of sides seemed strange to me. The whole book seemed to 
depict both sides and then the sudden change. Maybe it just 
seems strange to me because I am more of a fan of the other 
side, the side of their art forgers. I don’t know which side is 
the popular side in the art world, but I can imagine picking 
the side of the art forger is not a popular choice for those who 
want to remain in favor with the experts and the dealers. If 
Noah Charney is or wants to remain in favor, I do not know.

On this subject artist/art forger Eric Hebborn said in the 
documentary The Portrait of a Master Forger the following: 
‘The dealer is not interested in art, he’s interested in…well, 
basically in money. A work of art is as good or bad as the 
price it fetches. The art historian is not really interested in art. 
I mean he studies it, but he is more infested in his career. If he 
can become the head of some great museum… This is what 
he’s really interested in. Whether he can be knighted because 
he knows a lot about Rembrandt. But no one would have ever 
given Rembrandt a knighthood for being Rembrandt. It’s all 
false values. And art is neglected. No one is really studying 
it with the kind of honesty that is necessary. And although 
I myself do not claim to be a very honest man, in fact many 
people seem to think I’m an old crook, I do feel that in this case 
at least, that I am honest, I do try to understand something about 
art’. A statement he tries to prove to substantiate with his work 
by studying old artists, copying them and fooling the experts. 

Also mentioned in Noah Charney’s book is art forger 
Geert Jan Jansen. After investigating him further, he has 
nudged me further to the side of the art forgers. Geert Jan 
Jansen is a Dutch artist who has said in several Dutch 
interviews that he feels like he is helping artists make more 
work than they otherwise could have made. Like pupils in the 
Renaissance but without the blessing of the artist. When I fi rst 
heard this, I thought Geert Jan Jansen was an overconfi dent 
idiot. But after investigating the matter I discovered even the 
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artist Appel was fooled by copies of the forgers and thought 
some of the forgeries where his own work. According to Geert 
Jan Jansen himself, Andy Warhol even let Geert sign some of 
Andy Warhols pictures with a forged Andy Warhol autograph.

This leads to the following questions not discussed in the 
book: if experts and artists can’t spot the difference between a 
real or a fake, should there be such a difference in appreciation 
in the work of art? Do art forgers help us value the work of 
art more than the provenance of a work of art? Do art forgers 
hinder the art or do they only hinder the dealers and experts?

Not mentioned in the book is an anecdote featuring 
Picasso where a friend asked Picasso to authenticate a picture 
he bought. Picasso responded ‘No, it’s a fake’, his friend 
responded ‘Oh, well I have this other one, a genuine Picasso’. 
Picasso looked at the second picture and said: ‘That’s a fake, 
too’. ‘But that’s impossible’, said the friend, bewildered. ‘I 
saw you paint it myself.” ‘So what’? Picasso shrugged. ‘I 
paint fakes, too’.

Of course, the point is to be made, and is made by Noam 
Charney, that forgeries change history. But I myself do wonder 
how much damage art forgery has done in the past. My guess 
would be that forgeries have made more people happy than 
sad. There is probably someone right now staring at a forgery 
and enjoying it.  To me it is more dreadful that a great painting 
of a lesser known artist is worth less than a bad painting of a 
well-known artist. Not only in its value in money but also in 
how it is appreciated.

Because of the points mentioned earlier I find it hard to 
see art forgery as something that is only negative and has to 
be stopped. To me it seems that the people who suffer from art 
forgery are those in it for the money or art experts who lost 
some credibility. Both cases I don’t care a lot for.

The book is a great read that I would recommend to 
anyone interested in the subject, but I would love the last 
chapter to be more objective, or more strong so it could 
change my mind on the subject.
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Q&ANoah Charney interviews Philippe Costamagna

Costamagna is a French  art historian and director of the 
Musee des Beaux-Arts in Ajaccio, Corsica and author of the 
new memoir on connoisseurship, The Eye.

Noah Charney: I studied at The Courtauld, where 
connoisseurship is still taught. Why has it become almost 
a naughty word in academic circles? As an admirer of 
connoisseurs, I fi nd this odd. Sure, there have been instances 
of experts having been fooled or misusing the faith put in them, 
but when coupled with provenance research and forensics, I 
don’t see what all the fuss is about.

1. What is distinctive about French museums and art 
historians that distinguishes their thoughts or methods 
from those from other countries?
Phillippe Costamagna: As regards connoisseurship, 
there’s no difference between France and other countries, 
there’s a universal method. Perhaps the only difference is 
that in France, as in Italy, a museum curator for ethical 
reasons isn’t allowed to give his opinion about a work 
that’s for sale on the art market in order to give the 
museums an advantage in acquiring a work when they 
are able to do so. 

2.    What do you love about the art of Corsica (of which I 
know nothing)?
There’s nothing special about Corsican art. Until the 19th 
century, the style, relatively vernacular, was characterized 
by the Genovese school, since the island was under 
Genoa’s administration until its transfer to French 
control. Beginning in the 19th century, Corsican artists 
were educated in French arts schools and the evolution 
of their style, in particular that of the School of Ajaccio, 
corresponded to trends in French painting. I don’t know 
that one can talk about “Corsican Impressionism,” the 
subject of painting was the surrounding environment.

What makes art in Corsica distinctive is the presence of 
Italian pictures in the museum in Ajaccio and in Corsican 
churches coming from the collection of Cardinal Fesch 
and arriving in Corsica after his death in 1839.

3.    Bronzino is my favorite artist (my MPhil was on his 
‘Allegory of Love and Lust’). What do you like about 
him? And how could you tell that the Christ painting you 
spotted in Nice was his, and not by another artist?
It’s diffi cult to say in a few words, but if you know the 
style of an artist you recognize it at fi rst glance. The 

painting in Nice, as with all his works, is recognizable 
from its meticulous, incomparable brush strokes.

4.    Name a scent, taste, or sound that you associate with your 
childhood.
It’s impossible to say, because whenever you see, feel, 
taste or hear, a childhood recollection is resurfacing, 
otherwise they’re lost in the labyrinth of memory.

5.     Where and what did you study?
In Paris, at the Sorbonne and at the École du Louvre, the 
leading institutions where art history is taught in France.

6.     Where do you live and why?
Paris and Corsica. Paris because it is MY city where I 
have my customs, my friends, the museums that I love 
… I’m in Ajaccio once a week to carry out the business 
of the museum that I direct.

7.     Describe your morning routine.
In Paris, I sleep as late as possible, drink my tea, respond 
to emails and talk on the phone with my museum staff. In 
Corsica, I get up the least early as possible and manage 
museum business.

8.     What is a distinctive habit or affectation of yours?
I don’t have one in particular, or don’t think I do.

9.    Describe your routine when conceiving of a book and its 
plot, before the writing begins. Do you like to map out 
your books ahead of time, or just let it fl ow?
In the case of the book we’re talking about, it was of 
course all carried out according to a precise plan.

10.   What has to happen on page one, and in chapter one, to 
make for a successful book that urges you to read on?
Be remarkable for the reader and surprise yourself. 

11.   Describe your writing routine, including any unusual 
rituals associated with the writing process, if you have 
them.
To not have a routine.

12.  Is there anything distinctive or unusual about your work 
space?  Besides the obvious, what do you keep on your 
desk?  What is the view from your favorite work space?
Not having any particular routine and writing everywhere, 
whenever it comes and when I’ve got the time ; the 
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question answers itself.

13.   What is guaranteed to make you laugh?
A clever remark.

14.   What is guaranteed to make you cry?
A feeling.

15.   Do you have any superstitions?
I don’t have one, since I don’t believe in any religion, 
any god.

16.  If you could bring back to life one deceased person, who 
would it be and why?
Let the dead rest in peace!

17.   What is your favorite snack?
I’m not sure that I eat “snacks…” Bread and butter?

18.   What phrase do you over-use?
I’m not aware of one. My editors must systematically 
delete it.

19.  What is the story behind the publication of your first book?
Apart from my academic works, the discovery of 
Bronzino’s Christ in the Musée des Beaux-Arts in Nice.

20.  Was there a specific moment when you felt you had “made 
it” as an author?
When I realized that readers appreciated the book.

21.   What do you need to have produced/completed in order 
to feel that you’ve had a productive writing day?
It varies, depending on the day.

22.  Tell us a funny story related to a book tour or book event.
At the the book fair in Saint-Étienne (near Lyon), I saw 
a play based on my work. I was a ridiculous character, 
but likeable.

23.   What advice would you give to an aspiring author?
To be yourself.

24.   What would you like carved onto your tombstone?
My name with the date of my birth and death.

25.   Tell us something about yourself that is largely unknown 
and perhaps surprising.
I love caviar and chickpeas.

26.   What is your next project?
In France, your publisher forbids you to talk about your 
next book.
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ARCA’S SECOND BOOK IS AN EXTENDED ESSAY ON THE CRIMES AND ART 
HISTORICAL MYSTERIES SURROUNDING THE WORLD’S MOST FAMOUS 

PAINTING. 

Mona Lisa’ theft in 1911 from the Louvre museum is explored in great depth, but this book 
also covers the “affaire des statuettes” and Picasso’s involvement in art theft, as well as 

mysteries surrounding the painting’s creation, its role in popular mythology, and the 
question of whether the Nazis stole the Mona Lisa. 

Written with pace and thoroughly-researched, this is a page-turning work of true crime.
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The Association for Research into Crimes against Art (ARCA) warmly invites applications 
to its Postgraduate Certifi cate program in the Study of Art Crime and Cultural Heritage 
Protection. Featured in The New York Times, this is the fi rst and only program of its kind in 
the world. The program provides in-depth instruction in a variety of theoretical and practical 
elements of art and heritage crime, taught by world-renowned experts and professionals in 
the beautiful setting of Amelia, in Umbria, Italy. 

Topics include: 

□   the history of art crime
□   art, antiquities and cultural heritage law and policy
□   criminology, art, and organized crime
□   art in war
□   forgery, fraud, and the art trade
□   art policing and investigation
□   art security and policing
□   illicit trade in antiquities
 
The equivalent of a year-long postgraduate program concentrated into the summer months, 
this interdisciplinary program has much to offer a number of relevant fi elds, including art 
police, security professionals, lawyers, insurers, curators, conservators, members of the 
art trade, and post-graduate students eager for a grounding in the fi eld before they pursue 
advanced degrees in criminology, law, sociology, art history, archaeology, or history.
 
2019 Program Dates: May 31-Aug 15, Thesis due November 15
Location: Amelia, Italy
Language: English

Postgraduate Certifi cate Program
Art Crime and Cultural Heritage Protection

For more information and to apply please contact 
education@artcrimeresearch.org
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ARCA’S FIRST BOOK IS A SCHOLARLY COLLECTION OF INTERDISCIPLINARY ESSAYS 
ON ART CRIME AND ITS EFFECT ON ALL ASPECTS OF THE ART WORLD. 

Contributors include world-renowned scholars, police, security experts, 
archaeologists, insurance adjusters, lawyers, and much more. 

This is an ideal introducti on to art crime, accessible to scholars and 
lay readers alike. 
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Marc Balcells is the Associate Editor of The Journal of 
Art Crime. A Spanish criminologist, he holds degrees in 
Law, Criminology and Human Sciences, and masters both 
in Criminal Law, and the ARCA Postgraduate Certifi cate 
Program in Art Crime and Cultural Heritage Protection. 
A Fulbright scholar, he is currently completing his PhD in 
Criminal Justice at The Graduate Center, CUNY. His research 
revolves around criminological aspects of archaeological 
looting, though he has also written about other forms of art 
crime. He has taught both Criminal Law and Criminology 
courses as an associate at the Universitat Autònoma de 
Barcelona and the Universitat Oberta de Catalunya (Spain) 
and is a Graduate Teaching Fellow in the Political Science 
department at John Jay College. He is also a criminal defense 
attorney whose practice is located in Barcelona.

Evelien Campfens is based at the Grotius Centre for 
International Legal Studies, Leiden University. General 
secretary Dutch Restitutions Committee 2002-2016.

Noah Charney holds Masters degrees in art history from 
The Courtauld Institute and University of Cambridge, and a 
PhD from University of Ljubljana. He is Adjunct Professor 
of Art History at the American University of Rome, a Visiting 
Lecturer for Brown University abroad programs, and is the 
founder of ARCA, the Association for Research into Crimes 
against Art, a non-profi t research group on issues of art 
crimes.  Charney is the author of numerous academic and 
popular articles, including a regular column in ArtInfo called 
“The Secret History of Art” and a weekly interview series in 
The Daily Beast called “How I Write.” His fi rst novel, The 
Art Thief (Atria 2007), is currently translated into seventeen 
languages and is a best seller in fi ve countries. He is the 
editor of an academic essay collection entitled Art & Crime: 
Exploring the Dark Side of the Art World (Praeger 2009) 
and the Museum Time series of guides to museums in Spain 
(Planeta 2010). His is author of a critically acclaimed work 
of non-fi ction, Stealing the Mystic Lamb: The True History of 
the World’s Most Coveted Masterpiece (PublicAffairs 2011), 
which is a best seller in two countries. He is author of The 
Art of Forgery (Phaidon 2015), Art Crime: Terrorists, Tomb 
Raiders, Forgers and Thieves, an edited collection of essays 
on art crime (Palgrave 2016), the Pulitzer Prize-nominated 
The Collector of Lives: Giorgio Vasari and the Invention of 
Art (Norton 2017) and Museum of Lost Art (Phaidon 2018).

Urska Charney is the head of design for ARCA.

Philippe Costamagna is a specialist in 16th century Italian 
painting and director of the Musee des Beaux-Arts in Ajaccio, 
Corsica. He is author of a book on Pontormo and The Eye, 
recently published by New Vessel.

Paul Denton, a consultant on the protection of artistic, 
cultural, and historical objects, is a retired chief of the Ohio 
State University Police in Columbus and former commander 
of the Columbus, Ohio, Division of Police.

Carlos Eire is T. L. Riggs Professor of History and Religious 
Studies at Yale University. He is the author of War Against 
the Idols (1986); From Madrid to Purgatory (1995); A Very 
Brief History of Eternity (2010); and The Life of Saint Teresa 
of Avila (2019).  He has also ventured into the twentieth 
century and the Cuban Revolution in the memoir Waiting 
for Snow in Havana (2003), which won the National Book 
Award in Nonfi ction in the United States (2003) and has been 
translated into more than a dozen languages.  His second 
memoir, Learning to Die in Miami (2010), explores the exile 
experience.  A past president of the Society for Reformation 
Research, he is currently researching attitudes toward miracles 
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. His latest scholarly 
book Reformations: The Early Modern World (2016) won the 
Jaroslav Pelikan Prize for the best book on religion published 
by Yale University Press, and also the R.R.Hawkins Prize 
for Best Book of the Year from the American Publishers 
Association, as well as the award for Best Book in the 
Humanities.  All of his books are banned in Cuba, where he 
has been proclaimed an enemy of the state – a distinction he 
regards as the highest of all honors.

David Gill is Professor of Archaeological Heritage and Head 
of the Division of Humanities at University Campus Suffolk.  
He was a Rome Scholar at the British School of rome and a Sir 
James Knott Fellow at the University of Newcastle upon Tyne.  
He was subsequently part of the Department of Antiquities 
at the Fitzwilliam Museum, University of Cambridge, and 
Reader in Mediterranean Archaeology at Swansea University, 
Wales, UK.  He has published widely on archaeological ethics 
with Christopher Chippindale.  He has recently completed a 
history of British archaeological work in Greece prior to the 
First World War.
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Angelina Giovani is an art historian and provenance 
researcher based in London. She has an undergraduate degree 
in art history from the Deree - American College of Greece 
and an MA in Art Appraisal from Kingston University, 
London. She is also a graduate of the program in Art Crime 
and Cultural Heritage Protection Studies run by ARCA 
(Association for Research into Crimes Against Art) in Amelia, 
Italy. Angelina organised the first Looted Art Colloquium in 
Athens in 2013, after attending the Provenance Research 
Training Program (PRTP) workshops in Zagreb, Vilnius and 
Rome. For the past three years she has been working for the 
Jeu de Paume database documenting the Cultural Plunder by 
the Einsatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg  and previously acted 
as Head of Provenance Research for a bespoke Family Office 
Art Advisory. She now works with private collectors to help 
them reconstruct the narratives behind the artworks in their 
collections.

Louisa Gommans is a commercial lawyer in Wellington, New 
Zealand with a special interest in arts law, and holds degrees 
in Law, Italian and Art History.  She is a founding Trustee and 
Secretary of the New Zealand Art Crime Research Trust and 
has researched and written about the protection of Maori and 
Moriori cultural heritage, repatriation of taonga and remains, 
and the appropriate use of Maori cultural products. Louisa 
contributed a chapter on arts law to Art Crime and Its 
Prevention (Lund Humphries, 2016), and has written a number 
of arts law related articles for law journals.  Her particular 
area of interest is provenance research, and she advises both 
buyers and sellers about conducting thorough due diligence.

Rebecca Elaine Hatcher is Preservation Coordination 
Librarian at the Beinecke Rare Books Library at Yale 
University and a graduate of the ARCA Program.

Joost de Jonge is a widely exhibited Dutch artist with work in 
a wide range of international collections. He was educated at 
the Royal Academy of Art The Hague (& ‘s-Hertogenbosch) 
at the Universitat de Barcelona and earned his BFA in painting 
with honors at the School of the Arts in Utrecht, followed by 
an artist residency at the Fundación Cultural Knecht-Drenth 
in Callosa d’en Sarrià, Spain. In 2008 he began publishing 
catalogues of his work. In 2011, with his book The Ekphrasis 
Project: Oceanen van Kleur, he initiated his Ekphrasis 
Project, inviting art critics, art historians, and poets to respond 
to his paintings with original writings. In 2014 the series 
became an online publication, and in 2015 he produced his 
first digital book with its own domain at www.paintedpoetry.
org: Painted Poetry & Painterly Poetics—an ekphrastic 
notion. The collaborative project flourished with contributions 
from across Europe as well as from important American poets 
and writers. In 2014 the art critic and curator Peter Frank 
interviewed him for a YouTube video titled “Joost de Jonge: A 
Life of Art,” directed by Juri Koll and produced by the Venice 

Institute of Contemporary Art: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=HS687YvhEtk.

John Kleberg, a consultant on the protection of artistic, 
cultural, and historical objects, is a retired assistant vice 
president of Ohio State University in Columbus, previous 
chief of the University of Illinois Police, and former deputy 
chief of the Ohio State University Police.

Marc Masurovsky cofounded the Holocaust Art Restitution 
Project (HARP) in 1997. He has served as HARP’s Director 
of Research and is also a Board member. An acknowledged 
expert in his field, Masurovsky has spent decades looking into 
various matters related to cultural assets that were looted or 
else sold under duress during the Holocaust and World War II. 
He’s also served as an expert historian in a class-action lawsuit 
for Jewish claimants seeking restitution of lost accounts and 
other liquid assets from Swiss banks. While working as a 
consultant and historian for the U.S. Department of Justice, 
he researched alleged Nazi war criminals living in America, 
interviewed witnesses to crimes against humanity, and studied 
post-war relations between former Nazi officials and Allied 
intelligence agencies.

Ori Z Soltes teaches theology, art history, philosophy, and 
political history in the Center for Jewish Civilization at 
Georgetown University. He is the former Director and Curator 
of the B’nai B’rith Klutznick National Jewish Museum, a 
co-founder of the Holocaust Art Restitution Project, and the 
author of several hundred books, articles and essays on a range 
of subjects. Recent volumes include The Ashen Rainbow, 
Essays on the Holocaust and the Arts and Our Sacred Signs: 
How Jewish, Christian, and Muslim Art Draw from the Same 
Source.

Maegan Stanley is a senior undergraduate student at Duke 
University in Durham, North Carolina, USA. She is majoring 
in both International Comparative Studies with a European 
focus, as well as Medieval and Renaissance Studies, and is 
pursuing a minor in Art History. She works as a research 
assistant at the David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript 
Library and recently interned at the Artists Rights Society in 
NYC. She is currently applying to law school, and hopes to 
eventually practice in the field of art and cultural heritage law. 

Robert Switzer is interim dean of The School of Humanities 
and Sciences at The American University in Cairo, as well 
as an associate professor in AUC’s Department of Philoso-
phy. He received his BA and MA from the University of To-
ronto (1982, 1983), and his PhD from The Pennsylvania State 
University (1989). Previously, Switzer has also been a mem-
ber of the faculty at The University of Alabama (Huntsville), 
Queen’s University (Kingston, Canada), John Cabot Univer-
sity (Rome) and the Collegium Phenomenologicum (Perugia, 
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Italy). Switzer’s activities at AUC have taken many forms, 
from co-organizer of two conferences to his role as performer/
director of “An Evening of Poetry and Music,” honoring the 
memory of Tom Lamont, in April 1998. He has served as act-
ing director of the Center for American Studies from 2006 to 
2007 and as department chair from 2002 to 2004 and again 
between 2010 and 2011, as well as on numerous committees 
and task forces, including chairing the Provost’s Commission 
on Liberal Education from 1995 and 1998. 

Edgar Tijhuis is Academic Director of the ARCA Program.

Christos Tsirogiannis is a Greek forensic archaeologist. He 
studied archaeology and history of art in the University of 
Athens, then worked for the Greek Ministry of Culture from 
1994 to 2008, excavating throughout Greece and recording 
antiquities in private hands. He voluntarily cooperated with 
the Greek police Art Squad on a daily basis (August 2004 – 
December 2008) and was a member of the Greek Task Force 
Team that repatriated looted, smuggled and stolen antiquities 
from the Getty Museum, the Shelby White/Leon Levy 
collection, the Jean-David Cahn AG galleries, and others. 
Since 2007, Tsirogiannis has been identifying antiquities in 
museums, galleries, auction houses, private collections and 
museums, depicted in the confi scated Medici, Becchina and 
Symes-Michaelides archives, notifying public prosecutor 
Dr Paolo Giorgio Ferri and the Greek authorities. He will 
shortly receive his Ph.D. at the University of Cambridge, on 
the international illicit antiquities network viewed through the 
Robin Symes–Christos Michaelides archive.

Ruben van Dijk holds a BA from the Willem de Kooning 
Academy. He is an art director from The Netherlands and has 
won numerous national and international awards. His personal 
work has been shown at various art expositions.
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Is Syrian humanitarian tragedy a good reason to ignore the destruction of one of the most important cultural heritages in the world?
No. The victims of the Syrian conflict (well over a hundred thousand), the millions of refugees, the painstaking search for political and 
diplomatic solutions require the highest dedication of the international community. But why, we ask, does a thick layer of silence surround 
the appalling devastation and illicit trafficking that this inestimable World Heritage is subjected to?

You don’t need to have visited Palmyra; the Ancient Cities of Damascus, Bosra and Aleppo; Crac des Chevaliers and Qal’at Salah El-
Din; the 40 Ancient Villages of Northern Syria, all UNESCO World Heritage Sites that have been placed on the List of World Heritage in 
Danger. A basic understanding of Art and History is enough to appreciate the urgency of the situation, the scarring of a Country that hosted 
thousand-year-old civilizations. 

Syria is the Land of the first alphabet, of city-states that were thriving more than three thousand years before Christ, of caravan stops 
that were the foundation of today’s international commerce. The land of awe-inspiring monuments, the center of the Omayyade Empire, 
the heart of the schism between Sunni and Shia Muslims, the birthplace of three Roman emperors and seven Popes.

However, most people seem unaffected by the destruction of mosques, souqs, or sites where Aramaic (the language of Jesus) is still 
spoken. We oppose the so-called pragmatism that maintains a divergence between rescuing the human beings hurt by the conflict and 
protecting the cultural heritage; we must acknowledge the deadly offense to both values, and fight for them. 

Watching the movie The Monuments Men, one is struck by the courage of those American soldiers who rescued part of the masterpieces 
seized by the Nazi regime, 70 years ago. We, as Italians, know many heroes that protected our cultural heritage through the centuries 
and we bear a special responsibility for the artistic and historic wealth we have inherited. And yet, what is happening today in Syria is 
overlooked by too many, even by the international organizations, whose reaction –up until now– has been too weak. With this Campaign, 
we encourage everyone to react, and to join us in action. Now.                Francesco Rutelli

Syria’s 
forgotten 
victim:
its cultural 
heritage
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JAC Essay Collection to be Published by Palgrave

ARCA is pleased to announce that the fi ne academic press Palgrave has publishied an essay 
collection, Art Crime: Terrorists, Tomb Raiders, Forgers and Thieves, which features half 
new essays and half essays that were particularly strong entries in the fi rst four years of The 
Journal of Art Crime.  

Th e collection came out in late 2016. Th is is the follow-up to ARCA’s well-received previous 
essay collection, published by Praeger in 2009, Art & Crime: Exploring the Dark Side of the 
Art World.

Chapters were written by a wide variety of renowned experts in the fi eld, many of whom 
have already published in the JAC. Authors include John Kerr, Martin Kemp, Erik Nemeth, 
David Gill, Lawrence Rothfi eld, Mathew Bogdanos, Neil Brodie, Christos Tsirogiannis, Noah 
Charney, Duncan Chappell, Saskia Hufnagel, Bill Wei, Simon Cole, Th ierry Lenain, Howard 
Spiegler, Asif Efrat, Paolo Giorgio Ferri, Arthur Tompkins, Patricia Kennedy Grimsted, 
Laurie Rush, and George H. O. Abungu, among others. Noah Charney edited the volume. For 
more information, feel free to contact ARCA through our website, www.artcrimeresearch.
org.

JAC Essay Collection
JAC Essay Collection to be Published by Palgrave

JAC Essay Collection
JAC Essay Collection to be Published by Palgrave
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Guidelines for Submissions to The Journal of Art Crime 

Style Guidelines for all Submissions: 
•	 All articles should be double spaced in 10 point Times New Roman font. 
•	 The spacing under the paragraph settings should be set to 0 point.
•	 Skip one line between paragraphs. The first line of new paragraphs should also be indented, whereas the first line 

of a new section should not be indented. 
•	 Leave only one space after periods or other punctuation marks. 
•	 The title page should include the title and the author’s name.
•	 Do not include any hyperlinks.
•	 Pages should be numbered consecutively in the upper right-hand corner beginning with the title page.
•	 The title page should be followed by the body of the text, acknowledgments, figures, tables and bibliography, in 

that order.
•	 Use italics (instead of underlining) for titles of larger works (books, magazines) and quotation marks for titles of 

shorter works (poems, articles). 
•	 Footnotes should be indicated in-text by superscript Arabic numbers after the punctuation of the phrase or clause 

to which the note refers. 
•	 For in-text citations, short and long quotations, section headings (unnumbered) please refer to the MLA 

Formatting and Style Guide (http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/). 
•	 Relevant images should be sent in jpg form in a separate email. Authors are responsible for securing any necessary 

permissions for the reproduction of images related to their articles. 

Additional Guidelines for Academic Articles and Essays: 
•	 Academic articles and essays should be 4000-9000 words in length (including footnotes, excluding bibliography). 

Average turnover for peer-reviewed essays is eight weeks, two weeks for editorial or review material. 
•	 Each academic essay should be accompanied by a title page that includes (in this order): 

o Title 
o Author’s name 
o Abstract (up to 250 words) 
o Five to ten keywords that characterize the content of the article 
o Biographical information, including affiliation and contact information (up to 100 words) 

•	 Please remove all identifying material from the body of the article. 
•	 Editorial essays and reviews should be a minimum of 800 words, and do not need citations.

Submissions to The Journal of Art Crime are welcome at any time. Please send all submissions to noah.charney@
artcrimeresearch.org as an attachment in Word format. Average turnover for peer-reviewed essays is eight weeks, two 
weeks for editorial or review material.
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About The Journal of Art Crime

The Journal of Art Crime, published by ARCA Publications, is the first peer-reviewed interdisciplinary academic journal in the study of 
art crime. This twice-yearly publication provides vital information for members of the art trade, museums, security professionals, police, 
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academics in the fields of criminology, law, art history, history, sociology, policing, security, and archaeology.
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in jpg form in a separate email. Authors are responsible for securing any necessary permissions for the reproduction of images related 
to their articles. Essays considered to be of merit by peers may be returned to their authors along with rewrite guidelines which must 
be applied before publication. Average turnover for peer-reviewed essays is eight weeks, and two weeks for editorial or review material.

Please see the submission guidelines on the preceeding page. 

The Journal of Art Crime also includes book and exhibition reviews, conference write-ups, summaries of major recent art crimes, 
art-related legislation, other relevant news, and editorial columns. The Journal welcomes submissions or proposals for any of the 
aforementioned. Please note that all submissions must be made in accordance with the Style Guidelines available on our website.

Please send all submissions to noah.charney@artcrimeresearch.org as an attachment in Word format. 

Subscriptions

The Journal of Art Crime is published by ARCA Publications twice a year, in the Spring (April/May) and the Fall (October/November), 
both as an e-journal and in printed form. Subscribers may choose the electronic form or print forms alone, or purchase them both as a 
package, priced for individuals and institutions. All income from subscriptions go directly to fund ARCA’s non-profit activities.

Please visit www.artcrimeresearch.org to view current rates and to subscribe.
Please direct any queries to noah.charney@artcrimeresearch.org.

Copyright. Authors are required to assign copyright to ARCA Publications, subject to retaining their right to reuse the material in other 
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